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Defend Our Coast
The Defend Our Coast events are gaining momentum and Dogwood is excited about using our skills to help make this a
success.
Defend Our Coast will take place over two days. On October 22nd therewill be a rally at the legislature in Victoria,
including an element of peaceful civil disobediem::e for those who ;:ire .interested.
On October 24th there will be rallies and events in communities across the province to shine the spotlight onyour local
Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA) and to show there is a growing wall of opposition that cannot be broken.
Over 30 communities have now signed up and Dogwood is working with Leadnow.ca to put our muscle behind
this.
Click here to find events in your community on Oct. 24th •
More strategic context

Recently, B.C.'s local governments passed the strongest ever motion opposing the expansion of oil tanker traffic on
B.C.'s coast. We're going to follow up on that success with some additional efforts at the local government level, but
increasingly there is a need to shine the spotlight on B.C.'s individual Members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs),
especially as next year's provincial election ticks closer.
There is a developing risk that 8.C.'s two major political parties are settling into their current party positions with respect
The B.C. Liberals have their 5 conditions, .the B.C. NDP oppose Enbridge but will not comment
on Kinder Morgan.

to oil tanker proposals.

More needs to be done at the level of individual electoral districts, engaging our local MLAs.
This is why on Oct. 24th British Columbians from across the province will gather outside of local constituency
offices to send a·simple, strong message to their local MLAs. These fun events will serve as a colourful
beginning for sustained local efforts leading up to B.C.'s next provincial election.
Click here to sign up for a Defend Our Coast event in your community.
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BLOGWOOD
Thursday, November 10, -2011 by Emma Gilchrist

In Your Words: Standing Up For Right
To Speak At Enbridge Hearings
8•1

A column in the Calgary Herald last week got Dogwood supporters
so hot under the collar that they flooded the newspaper with more
than 100 letters to the editor,
Running under the headline "Does everyone have a right to complain at Northern
Gateway pipeline review?"Deborah Yedlin's column questions whether all ofthe
4;000 people who registered to speak at the Upcoming Enbridge public hearings
should have the right to do so.
·
The answer was a resounding "yes!" Letter-writers aiso did an excellent job of
pointing out the hypocrisy in Yedlin's accusations about emiironmemtal organizations
receiVing Amer:ican funding. Indeed, so many of the letters gave us goosebumps that
we've decided to share excerpts from some of our favountes.

Dogwood slip porters sent in scores'
of ietters to the ed.itor. Photo:
'
jjpacres.

Thanks to everyone who wrote for.standing tall for B.C.

In a democracy, in which my father fought 5.5 years to QE1fet1d, all citizens have the right to speak, .arid anyperson
who would deprive any citizen of that right to speak is in violation of the basic principles of partipatory democracy,
and are .insulting our veterans on Remembrance Day.
- James Montgomery, Maple Ridge

A healthy democracy requires a rob.ust and criticalfree press, meaning the right of media to speak freely about
issues of impo~nce - which is why/ find Deborah Yedlin's suggestion that such rights should be questioned
when it comes to individuals both ironic and offensive. When newspapers openly question the right of citizens to
speak in defence.of their values and concerns, /feel concern for the health of the .fourth estate, Canadian democracy;
and civ;J society. I am a business owner and the executive director of a business improvement association at that. ·1 ;
am definitely ''pro .busineses" but/ also strongly oppose the Norl/:lem Gateway project and I most certainly feel that I'.
have an inalienable and sacred right to be heard as a productive member of my community, province and country. <
The mote imp,;,rtant and controversial the issue the more fiercely we should reserve that right, not belittle it or
question its relevance.

-·Wesley Regan, Vancouver
What part of ''.public" and "hearing" is.not cleat'?

- Michele Murphy, Victoria
I don't believe I am complaining when I say that my family lives on wild salmon. I feel fortunate to live on the
beautifulcentral coast ofB.C., where we can fish for salmon. I have a fear.that oil tankers sailing on the very stormy
and rocky B.C. coast will run aground .and destroy our.food.s.ource. Remember the Exxon oil tanker disaster near
Valdez? Shipping disasters happen no matter what assurances are given. Yedlin should consider the people who
· depend on the saJmon to live. A,s go the salmon, so go the First Nations people . .• on our way to extinction.

- Gail Moody, Bella Coola
B.C. taxpayers will have to pay the bill and deal with the damage if an oil tanker carrying Alberta crude has an
.
accident on our coast Do we have a right to speak.at the .Enbridge environmental review? You better believe we do! \
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- Paul Manly, Nanaimo (Published In Calgary Herald)
Who will speak to the voracious multinational corporation who plans to use every means possible to push a project
through? A plan that is not about creating jobs, but about ravaging the earth in order to make a small number of
•
people rich beyond belief and perpetuate carbon emissions. My family is Metis. My brother has supported his family•
for over 30 yea,s in the oil an.ci gas industry. My sister, her daughte; and twin grandchildren live in the Peace River. ·
I was bom and raised on Vancouver Island within sight of the coastal waters at risk. I have lived in Kitimat and
Dawson Creek in my lifetime. My grandmother and her family were from Athabasca since before recorded Canadian •
history. I have contributed to the economy of this province, voted in the elections, volunteered and raised my family .
here. · Who has the right to tell me that.I have no right to speak?
·
- Sandy SIObodian, Victoria (Published in Calgary Herald)
ff only Canadian citizens and organizations funded by Canadians should be allowed to speak at this hearing, then
maybe only Canadian companies with only Canadian shareholde,s should be .a/lowed to make an applicatJ,:m to do
business in Canada. Then we would not have to have these hearings, because the oil would have to be sold in
Canada. and the pipeline would no.t be needed.
- Ken Bigelow, North Vancouver
The Canadian anthem goes like this, ''.Oh Canada, we stand on guard for thee". Every single citizen in this country
has the right to stand up for the good of the country. So, I say to yo_u. I am one in 30 million, and I am standing up for
my country. Oh Canada, I.stand on guard for thee.
- Keegan Pearson, Saltspririg Island
I find Yed/ln's concerns over U.S. "interference" without merit. .Like the oil companies who will profit from this
pipeline, Enbridge is itself a multinational corporaticm with•subst;mtial U.S. holdings, employees and investors.
Americans have <1s much right to speak on this issue as anyone else. Were it believed that a substantial r,umber of
registrants- foreign or otherwise- were in support of this project, I have to wonder whether it would warrant any
discussion at all in Alberta.
- John Carswell, Brentwood Bay
Yedlin has done the review process a likely unintended favour-her article has triggered reactions that Will solidify ·
"the right to be heard!" Is it possible that was her intent?
- Gerry Taylor, Vlctoria
Yedlin ignores the obvious explanation Why persons and foundations from other nations oppose the Northern
Gateway pipeline: because if the oil from the tarsands is allowed to flow to Asia, it's game over for a livable climate.
I'm grateful that foreign entities are pointing out Canada's foolishness In Investing in infrastrµcture that will have to
be shortly abandoned as the intense weather consequences, which the world is already experiencing, grow ever
more deadly. Canada used to be seen as responsible, credible and humane. What a change, when Canadian
journalists call for a limit on the right to speak in a public hearing on a matter that will have impacts on every single •
one ofus.
·
- Carne Saxifrage, Vancouver
I could not live with myself if I sat qufetly and allowed something this disastrous to happen on our coast. It is not
only my right put also my responsibility as a steward of this place to speak for it
- Keely Roden, Victoria

Why question my right to speak in the review process? Already so. little voice Is given to the people. Meanwhile, the •
"voice".of oil lobbyist's money Is deafeningly/oud; it seems to be practically all our world governments can hear.
Should we really think to silence the people further?
- Luke Turvey, Vancouver
My name is Dave and I reside in Smithers, B.C. I have a recreational cabin on Babine Lake, where a great number of .
Salmon of different species start their lilies. My home acreage in Smithe,s is cut in half by a salmon bearing stream.
own a boat in Prince Rupert where I recreational fish and take famliy and friends to enjoy the coast. As you can see, l
am heavilyinvolved in caring for clean water, wild salmon and a pristine coast. I have four daughters and five
'·
grandson$ that will one ,Jay look back and ask if Dad had done enough to fight Enbridge to preseNe this area for
··

l
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them to enjoy and live in. If people who do not live in this area but reside in B.C. cannot help me speak up against
Enbridge, who then, can?
-

Oa"e Anderson, Smithers

to borrow a phrase from the occupy movement, "This IS What democracy looks like."
-

Joe Lanteigne, Madeira Park

Ms. Yedlin s misdirected focus on the international funding of environmental groups obscures the true problem,
.which lies more In the direction of an undisclosed consortium of international oil companies funding Enbridge's
Northern Gateway project, and a prcroil sands, prcrNorthem Gateway federal and provincial government who do not
protect the public interest. But she must know that.
-

Melissa Walter, Vancouvei:-

I have signed up to speak at th.e hearings, with no affiliation to any foreign organization. I was born in Alberta and
now live in B.C. In 2008 I lived in Kitimat and had the opportunity to sail the Douglas Channel. As we sailed I could
not believe that tankers were going to navigate these narrow channels. If common .sense alone could prevail and .not .
greed, no one would attempt to do what is proposed for this area.
-

Margie Grimble, Gabriola Island

No doubt columnist Deborah Yedlin, who wrote "Does everyone have the right to complain at a review" has never
had to try to sponge oil off the .feathers of shivering Murres and Guillemots as I have in two separate incidents of
"htiman ertQr" in the Strait of Juan de Fuca•.Just two species of thousands which stand to be Impacted by human
error which is inevitable with increased tanker traffic ·on our coastline. Year round our marine ecosystems harbour a •
complex diversity of species from large sea lions and whales to the smallest invertebrates and plankton which
·
energize our food webs. She may think they are irrelevant to someone from Alberta, but those of us who would have
to live with the potential catastrophic consequences driven by the greed of governments and multi-national
··
companies who think that profit can be justified at any risk to the environment must be heard. My Canada is not one.•
where the greed of one province willingly degrades the natural capital of another. Whether from British Columbia or ·•
any part of canada, we have eve,y right to ensure the protection of all our environment now and in the future, and ·
claiming .that it is U.S. money fueling the urge to be heard smacks of lazyjournalism.
-

Garry Fletcher, Victoria

/think that we should be celebrating the fact that.so many people have signed up to have their voice heard; in a tirrie
of falling voter-turnout rates, it is exciting to be able to say that over 4,000 people want to take the opportunity to
exercise their democratic rights in our country.
-

Hannah Lewis, Vancouver

According to Ms Yedlin 's logic, no citizen of the world has a right to communicate a grievance against the policies of
·
shark-fins and /eavfng the animal to die a slow death, or Nike for running sweatshops in Bangladesh. Nor was it
moral for Greenpeace to harass Japanese whalers.

a corporation in another countiy. In other words, ! as a Canadian cannot criticize the Chinese for lopping off

I disagree: If you live and derive your sustenance from this planet you have a right to protest its destruction. The
majority of British Columbians do not wish to see hundreds of huge oil tankers negotiating Hecate Straight. We
require a pristine oil-free ocean to thrive economically.
-

Rosemary Cornell, Vancouver

Deborah asked Canadians to be outraged. I am outraged, Deborah, but not because outside organizations are
interfering. I am outraged that YC!U are asking my fellow Canadians to believe that this is out about ow· natural
·resources only. Are we planning to sell this oil only domestically? No. This is globalization. Global implies the
enure world is implicated. And it Is. We all have the right to an opinion about it, and we all have the right to share ,
that opinion In the review process. Anyone who thinks that an oil spill, or emissions that will spell game over for our!
climate, would affect only .those who live along the pipeline, or only Canadians, 1s terribly, tragically, wrong.
·
-

.,

Danette Jubinville, Vancouver

:t

I am a student here in Briush Columbia. I have the opportunity to surf on the pristine west coast of Vancouver
Island. I am not the only animal paddling among the kelp and waves. I often see seals with their big brown eyes
popping up to examine at the strange creatures on surfboards. Hundreds of sea birds circle the stream mouth and
sometimes I sit in awe as a pod of whales pass far out in the strait. All it would take is one oil spill and this paradise!
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would never be the same again. It is my right to participate in the hearing. I long to one day take my children out
surfing and point out to them the eagles and the whales.
-

Jesse Ashwell, Victoria

Thank you to jjpacres on Flickr for the image. Used under a creative commons license.
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Thursday, February 16, 2012 by Emma Gilchrist

In YourWo.rds: SayThankYou ToJoe

Oliver

s.•i:

.Janll~l)f iS norrifaliy)he slowes(_rriprith oftheyeaffor d_ohaticins,.but this yeatwas a
"differehfstofy. We saw sucti a surge iri gifts that tile national rnei;lii:i tQOk notlqe.
·indeed; .a s.a~sy "$1"Y tn.ank yqu to JC>e Qliver" no~e iii the: memo secti.on of .a· cheque
we receivecl madethe news across. the country; from the-Toronto stat.and the
Winnipeg Free Press radio stations in Vancouver and Victoria.

to

We're inged!tily gra~eful for ttie $12;000 surge at~ time when the pressure to bring •;:t:
_oil sliperti:inketsto EtC:;s coast-has.n~ver been greater: Dogwood isasmall
•
$rassrocits or!)ariizatiori and every dollarwe rec:eii,¢.m!;!<lns we.~n clo rnC>reto stand up for B.C.'s coast.
That now-famous memo is just one of many that has caught our attention on cheques and online '- here are some of the
highli!;lhts:
Today I felt compelled to put my money where my mouth ls and join with the l<radicals" who value a clean
environment over dirty oil. The Conservative Minister of Natural Resources, wtio has lost any semblance of
impartiality he may have had with his comments today ... has laid down the .gauntlet - this is a fight to the finish.
I had more money I would give more, but you .and any other group working against this pipeline Will get every
penny I can afford to give.
- Janis from Montreal, Quebec

If

Joe Oliver's letter made my blood boil, and I am tremendously grateful for Dogwood's rebuttal and ongoing
campaign against the Northern Gateway pipeline.
·
- Emily from the Northern Gulf fslands, B:C,
In honour of Joe Oliver. Thank you for fighting against the northern pipeJ(ne.
- Kate from Victoria, B. C.

I am not a "billionaire socialist/' However, I am a concerned British Columbian and Canadian and so-therefore I am :•
doubling my usual donation. It's going .to be a long hard road but protecting ou.r environment is well woi:th the
effort! Thanks for all your hard work on the pipeline and tanke.r f(le.
- Rob. from Victoria, B. C.
We will all be radicals before Harper is done.
- Jean from Fort St. John, B. C.
If there's one thing I really don't like, it's a bully! Hope this helps the cause.
- Virginia from Vancouver, B. C.
·
This is how I stand up to bullies, Mr.Harper.
- Kart from Burnaby, B.C.
Thank you for giving me, a 73-year-old hldical, a vQice.
- Stella Ann from Ponoka, Alberla
··
The "radicals'' news coverage is the trail that led me to ·you.
- Bruce from Toronto, Ontario
Thank you to jjpacres on Flickr for the image. Used under a creative commons license. ·

Note: Technical issues with our website are causing all comrnf:ln\s to be posted as Anonymous. our apologies - we are
working t~ flX this as soon as possible.
'
·

D. G
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Tuesday, January 15, 2013 by Ernma Gilchrist

Pr~senters In Victo.rla. Tell Review

Panel To Say No To .Enbridge -, 253
Times s.1t
"This didn't occur to me -1 mean that I would react this way. l'rn an ex-Marine. I don't
do tliis,• Bill Gaylord said, choking back tears, as he addressed the panel revieWing
Enbridge's oil tanker and pipeline proposal last week in Victoria.
It was a particularly poignant moment among$tseven days worth .of pqigriarit.
moments as citizens of all walks of life presented to the National Energy Board's joint
review panel during its stop in Victoria from Jan. 4 to 11.
···
The presenters had to register 15 months ago and schedule three months before their
1O-niinute slots rolled around. Whe.n all was said and done, 253 presenters had spoken in Victoria as part of the largest
public input into a National Energy Board hearing in history;·
They came one c1ner another for seven days - their eyes wide and wondering, many nervous, with cracking voices and
tearful eyes, For seVeral, this was the first time they'd spoken before an audience in all their lives. They were young, they
were old, they were.apprehensive and they were defiant, but every single one of them had something in common: they were·
saying no to Enbridge's desire to bring an oil pipeline and tankers to British Columbia's coast.
They urged the panel to protect B.C.'s tourism industry, to protect our existing ocean economy, to.protect the fabric of our
communities .and, countless times, the panel was asked to "do the right thing• - to think of generations to come, to
remember their responsibility to do right by British Columbians and Canadians.
".I come from a time when leaving our resources in the ground for our children and their children was the mutually agreed
wisdbm of us all," Gaylord told the panel.
··
·
Several oil spill experts testified that B.C.'s northern coastal waters are too risky for oil tankers and that a cleanup would be
impossible.
Reverend Ken Gray, an Anglican priest, told the panel: "Christians and other faith traditions unite increasingly aroim.d the
so-called Golden Rule, treat others as you wish. to be treated, or the .inverse and original fonn, do not treat others as you,
yourselves, do not wish to be treated.
"The. rule thrives within the human community, and equally so can be applied to the relationship between humanity and
creation. If you do not wish to be exhausted, ignored, trodden upon, taken over, sacrificed for the benefit of others, then do
not act in a similar manner."
·
Sid Joma, a retired commander of the Royal Canadian Navy with a bridge watch-keeping certificate and a Master's degree · ·
in engineering, said oil tankers "pose an unacceptable risk of a significant oil spill with extreme consequences to the
environment. I believe that a major tanker accident in this confined sea i.s inevitable over time due to the nature of the
.tankers and the nature of the sea and climate of this region."
Joma was one of several presenters to quote John Vaillant's book The Golden Spruce: "Large enough waves will expose the'·
sea floor of.the Hecate Strait. The result is one of the most diabolically hostile environments that Wind, sea and land are
capable of conjuring up."
Uiam Hildebrand, who holds red seals in welding and steel fabricating and works in the oilsands, spoke of his frustration in·
only being able to find work in the oil and gas sector.
·
·
Hildebrand recently surveyed ten of his fellow oilsands workers on such issues as banning raw oil exports, refining oil in
Canada and reducing tax subsidies to the fossil fuel sector and found most were in favour.
·
"This project doesn't make any sense for pebple in Canada," Hildebrand told the panel. "It doesn't make sense to the
workers in the oilsands and we understand that very clearly, actually, almost more clearly than anyone else in this country
because we realize that this is going to export not only raw oil, but raw jobs."
Frank Mitchell, a retired World Bank Economist, told the panel about divesting of his shares in Enbridge. "The investment
was extremely successful financially and I expect Enbridge will continue to b.e profrtc;Jble, but . , . we are no longer
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i;;hareholders and could not, in good conscience, consider being shareholders today," he said.
In urging .the panel to !lay no to Enbridge's proposal, Mitchell said: "You ate the nearest we have, that Canadians have, to a
judge and Jury to decide if this·project is consii;;tent with the Canadian public interest.•
On the second last day of hearings, Terry Dance-Bennink, a retired vice-president academic of Flemming College in
Ontario, told the panel how this Issue has prompted her to get engaged in politics for the first time in years.
"I intend to get active in both provincial and federal politics for the first time in decades,• she said. "I will campaign this
spring for whichever party has the strongest no tankers off our coast stance."
·
Indeed, many presenters noted how, despite their passionate and powerful presentations, .the review panel isn't really going ·
to be making the final decision - this is ultimately a political decision, whether we like it cir not. Now the only question is
·
wh.ether we let Prime Minister Stephen Harper determine our fate from Ottawa or whether we elect a B.C. government that
will stand up for our province.
To drive home the point, on the final day of the hearings, 80 people volunteered to go canvassing door-to-door in two
Greater Victoria ridings as part of Dogwood's Knock the Vote - an event carried out with "military precision• according to
Jack Knox of the Victoria limes; Colonist.
To continue to put the pressure back on our provincial politicians, we'il also be holding a Knock the Vote event in Vancouver •
after the la!lt day .of hearings.
Thank you to all of you who have ta.ken the immense time and effort required to present to the review panel. We'll continue
to live blog the hearings as they move on to Vancouver this week.

Faces From the Hearings
Click on a photo to read the caption
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Monday, February 04, 2013 by Emma Gilchrist

.C.ommunity Hearings Are A Wrap! N..-.>w .
What?
}•i

They .held community hearings in 16 different towns and cities across British
Columbia. They listened to presentations from everyday British Columbians for hour
after hour, day after day. And when they wrapped up the community hearings in
Vancouver on .Friday, the three-person National Energy Board panel had heard from
1,159 speakers opposed to Enbridge's proposal to bring an oil pipeline and tankers to
B.C.'s coast and from just two in favour.
The presenters had to register 15 months ago and schedule three months before their
10-mini:lte slots rolled around. For their efforts, they got to partake in tile largest
public hearings in National Energy Board history.

The finaltally ofspeakers.from all.
16 community hearings on
Enbridge"s proposed •oil tanker and •
pipeline project to B:c:s coast
·

The people who spoke in opposition to the project ran the.gamut, from a retired
.commander of the Royal Canadian Navy and tile former CEO of BC Hydro to an
Anglican reverend and several coast-guard trained oil spill experts. (Read more of their testimony.) There were high school
students, university professors, people who work B.C.'s tourism .industry, realtors and a former riding president for the
Conservative Party of Canada.
Who were those two people who spoke in favour? One was former Liberal MLAfor Bulkley Valley-Stikine, Dennis McKay,
and the otllerwas former.mayor of Port Hardy Russ Helberg.

All roads lead back to politics
Many speakers noted that since Prime Minister Stephen Harper changed the law last year so he can overrule the joint
•
review panel, they worried they were wasting their breath. Indeed, at this point, the joint .review panel will not be making the •
final decision.
·
This is going to be a political decision whether we iike it or not - now it's just a matter of whether we allow Ottawa to make
this decision for us or ifwe elect a B.C. government on May 14 that will stand up. for our coast.
Wrth that in mind, We crunclled some numbers recently, taking a close look at the provincial ridings that were won by less
than 10 per cent in the last election. We discovered (happily) that there are currently more No Tankers supporters than the
margin of victory IMng in 16 of 24 of those ridings.
·
The big question is: are British Columbians going to get out and vote on this issue in May's provincial election? Of course,
we think the answer is yes.
· ·
To demonstrate what the No Tankers movement is capable ofwe partnered with Forest Ethics on Saturday to host an event '
called Knock the Vote. Nearly 100 volunteers turned out for a strategic canvass blitz in the riding of Vancouver-Fairview,
·
which was won by just 1,063 votes in the 2009 provincial election,
More than 3,200 voters in Vancouver-Fairview had already signed the No Tankers petition. On Sat4rday, volunteers had
face-to-face conve.rsations with. hundreds more voters about their candidates' positions and collected an additional 543
signatures on the petition.
Events like ttiese will be happening all over the province in the run-up to the provincial election and have already happened \
twice in Campbell River, once in Burnaby and once in Victoria - where Times Colonist columnist Jack Knox described
'
Knock the Vote as being carried out with "a military precision that would have made Rommel weak in the lederhosen."
•i.
If you'd like to be involved on the front lines in the run-up to the election, check out our Find Leaders journey which provides'
all the tools and resources you need to pressure your MLA in the most effective ways possible.
·
··
Together, we're goi.ng to make protecting 8.C.'s coast from the threat of oil spills one of the top voting issues in May's
election.
··
··
·

S.hare on Facebook

Share on Twitter
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BLOGWOOD
Wednesday, February 13, 2013 by Terry Dance0 8ennink

Face-to-face With Enbridge

J;1

Terry Dance-Bennink is a breast cancer survivor wt,o voluriteers with the Canadian
Cancer Society and local environmental groups. She's a former vice-president
academic of an Ontario community college and a writer/perso{Jal historian.

Wrth some trepidation, I signed up to speak at the Enbridge hearings in Victoria last
January. I felt I had a duty to speak out as a former vice-president academic of
Fleming College, known for its School of Environmental and Natural Sciences.·
On the day ofmy presentation, I joined.a.roomful of others at the Delta Ocean Pointe
Hotel. We had to present photo ID at the do.or and swear on the Bil::ile to tell the truth.
Three of us at a time were escorted to th.e actual hearing room, WhichWi:!S set up like
a courtroom. I felt like a Witness at an historic trial presided over by a judge without
power to issue a binding verdict. The Joint Review Panel can only make
recommendations to Harper and his cabinet.

Terry Dance-Bennink hear Mt.
Washington, B.C.

I sat.down before th.e three panel members and two Enbridge representatives - finally, I was face to face with Enbridge. I
maintained eye contact with them throughout most of my presentation, which was videotaped. A live audio broadcast was
also placed on the panel'swebsite.
Fearing conflict, the panel refused to allow the public to attend the live hearings. We were forced to watch a video feed in
the Ramada Inn a few kilometres away, and as a result., very few people showed up. In contrast, the open hearings up north
.attrapted hundreds of concerned citizens. I guess Victoria has a reputation for violence.!
Like 252 other presenters, I had carefully researched the proposed route of En bridge's pipeline and the effect of 220
supertankers winding theirwc1y from Kitimat through 125 km of narrow, rocky .passes. And like every .other presenter, my
answer to Enbridge was a resounding "NO!" Here are some excerpts from my presentation.
''My husband'and I moved to Victoria seven years ago and we live in a condo byVictoria's harbour. We watch tankers and
freighters pass by our home every day. As a coastal resident, I'm primarily concern.ed about the r'isk of oil tanker spills,
which history shows are inevitable. The Hecate Strait is the fourth most dangerous body of water in the world, according to
Canada's Mar'irie Weather Hazards Manual. And human error is always a danger, along With the weather...
'When the .predicted big earthquake happens, it will take only one pipeline crack and one tanker oil spill to wreak
devastation on our coast. We live in a ring offirewhere oil has no place...
"I've tried to put myself in Stephen Harper's shoes, but cannot for the life of me, fathom why he gutted so many of our
environmental protections last year, While actively promoting this pipeline. Is he preparing for a big cover-up?
"Is this project hCanada's public interest? My answer is NO for two reasons. First, it violates First Nations rights under
Section. 35 of our Constitution. 130 First Nations are opposed to this pipeline .. And 8.C. First Nations have not signed away
their rights under bogus treaties. The Idle No More movement is just one sign cif their growing anger at centuries of neglect
and racism,

"As a white person, I want to be on the right side of history for once. It's my moral duty. "Secondly, this project is not in our public interest because, as a planet, we're on the verge of en.vironrnentc1I collapse. I'm
aware that your panel :considers global warming to be beyond its scope on the. grounds you are.concerned with oil
transport, not extraction. But if transport·is expanded, so is extraction. And the oilsands are a notorious contributor to global
warming.
''You.'ve included "cumulative effects" under the topic of environmental effects in your terms of reference. An increase in
tarsands production and hence global warming is certainly a 'cumulative effect...'
"Something •Ell be done to stop this but it requires a bold moral vision Our whole way .of life has to change.

not tankers filled with crude oil headed for Asia.

"I know it Will be incredibly hard to wean ourselves off oil, but the first step in breaking an addiction is to admit the depth of
the problem. And there are all sorts of healthier green industries .springing up around.1he world. ltrust human ingenuity will
find a way.
"I'm no longer an arm-chair critic. I intend to get active in provincial and federal politics for the first time in decades. I'll
campaign this spring for whichever party has the strongest No Tankers Off Our Coast .stance. B.C. still has the power to
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stop this project."
As I left the room that day, .1 felt proud to have joined the chon.H:i of ~No Tankers• and I was encouraged to see the panel take
my cpmments seriously. But the battle is far from won. I've got work tci do this spring - door to door, phone to phone. Will
you join me?
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BLOGWOOD
Thursday, January 16, 2014 by Emma Gilchrist

The Day A Federal Panel Overruled
B.C. - And Nobody Noticed
$+i:

From DeSmog Canada's Emma Gilchrist

On the afternoon of.Dec. 19th, as the National Energy Board's recommendations on
En bridge's oil tanker and pipeline proposal for B.C. were released, I tuned into CBC
Newsworld and CTV News Network to see the coverage unfold live.
Over and over again, the opposition to the project was described as "First Nations c:1nd
.environmentaiists: •
Wait a second. Just six mor:itlis ago, the province of British Columbia.submitted its
final arg1,1ment to the National Energy Board's joint review pahel, requesting the pail el
reject the project. "Trust us" isn't good enough, the report read with regard to
Enbridge's promises about .oil spill response.
"The province cannotsupport the approval of or a positive recommendation from the (panel) regarding this project as it was ·.
presented," .said .the province.
The report was covered by all major media. And, as far as the panel was concerned, that was B.C;'s final word.on the
project. Why then, when the panel recommended approval of the project last week, did most reporters fail to reference the
fact the decision direcUy oven:uled the will of the province?
It seems most ofthe media was successfully carried away With Premier Christy Clark's politicking about her government's .
"five conditions" and her agreement with Alberta on a "framework" to meet those conditions. There's just one problem: that's•.
all irrelevant as far as the panel's decision is concerned.
So, while many pundits outside B.C. point to the panel's report as proof Enbridge's oil tanker and pipeline project is safe
and in the public interest, one important question remains unexplored: how is it that the province of B.C. and the federal
panei came to such vastly differ.erit conclusions?
Let's take .oil spills, for ~mple. In its report, theJoint review panel acknowledges nobody really knows what happens when •
bitumen hits saltwater. In its 209 conditions, the panel asks Enoridge to establish "a scientific advisory committee to study
what happens to diluted bitumen when released into the environment."
The report is sparse on the details of how oil could be recovered after a major spill and parrots Northern Gateway's claims
about "natural recovery" of oil in the environment.
"Northern Gateway said that microorganisms capable of degrading hydrocarbons are known to be present in the coastal
waters of British Columbia, and their role in degrading oil in Prince William Spund following the Exxon Valdez: oil spill is also
well documented.» the report said.
·
·
·
However, look at what the province's exhaustive !:l9-page final argument said on the very same matter.and you discover a
very different conclusion.
·
Citing ·an Enbridge witness, the proV(nce st;3tes: "With respect to .. ,most open ocean spills, no oil from a spill is recovered;
the oil remains in the environment ..• They continue: "There are significant periods of time [68.5°/o of the time during
Fall/Winter in the ''Open Water Area") during Which spill response Will be impossible or severely constrained.•
Where bitu·men is concerned, the province~s position is based around the fact the heal/Y oilsands product to be transported
by Northern Gateway poses special risks because it can sink into the water column or all the way to the riverbed or seabed.
The report says: "[Eh bridge) acknoWledges that it knows of no techniques .to effective!y remove dissolved oil from the water
column." and adds, "E;nbridge) acknoWledges that the fraction of the total oil volume that sinks can exceed 50%," and
~recovery and mitigation options for sunkeri oils [e.g. wea.thered l;Jitumen] are limited."
Ultimately, the province says Enbridge must prove its ability to effectively respond to oil spills.before a project certificate is
granted. "Trust us isn't good enough," they say.
·
·
Huh .. So while last week the National Energy Board's review panel (whose members are appointed by the federal
government) r:uled "trust us· is good enough, the country's media developed a case of amnesia ahd forgot to ask the B.C.
government how it felt about the panel corning to a.drastically different conclusion than it did.
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B.C, .Environment Minister Mary Polak was let.off the hook easily by referring back to the province's "five conditions:· And,
just like that, the polar opposite conclusions of two reports on the same matter were swept under the rug.

From OeSmog Canada's Emma Gilchrist
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BLOGWOOD
Saturday, September 27, 2014 by Kai Nagata

British Columbia Mayors Filling
Leadership Vacuum In Pipeline Review
Process '.E
Written by Kai Nagata - Originally published in the Financial Post; September 25, 2014

With rain lashing the chairlifts and green grass stretching up the mountainside, the
visitors .packing Whistler'.s chalet lounges this week aren't here for the moguls. Ifs the
annual Union of B.C. Muriicipalities convention, and that means 737 may.ors and
_ councillors are hereto schmooze, scheme, and vote on a ·series .of contentious
resolutions.
-·
Mayor Derek Corrigan strides into the conference centre in a leather bomber jacket,
ready to d.o battle for his City of Burnaby. Locked in a David-and~Goliath struggle with
Texas pipeline giant Kinder Morgan, Corrigan is looking for delegates to support his
call for a beefed-up project review.

Mayor of Vancouver Gregor
Robertson at 2014UBCM with
Dawson Creek Counci(for Duncan
Malkin son

Burnaby's emergency resolution was triggered by the National Energy Board's
decision to remove oral cross-examination.and public hearings from its study of
Kinder Morgan's Trans Mountain Expansion proposal. Corrigan and others along the pipeline and tanker route want basic
due process restored.
Over .a plate of ravioli, Mayor Gregor Robertson of Vancouver pitches another resolution to a young councillor from Dawson ··
Creek. Bitumen sinks in water; or so we saw in Michigan's Kalamazoo River-where Enbridge spilled more than 800,000
gallons When a pipeline ruptured in 2010.
With similar heavy blends already moving through Kinder Morgan's existing line, Vancouver is asking the province to come
up with a plan to clean up oil that doesri't float.
The City of\/ictoria's resolution is perhaps the most radical, but it also acknowledges a basic truth: people in British
Columbia have lost confidence in .the NEB's ability to conduct a fair study. Mayor Dean Fortin is asking the province to pull
out of the eq~ivalency agreement it signed surrendering its powers ofreview to Ottawa. ·
That would mean setting up a parallel, indep.endent B.C. assessment - an untested but interesting idea.
Back in February, pollster .Barb Justason asked B.C. residents whether they "basically trust or distrust the Joint Review
Panel process". Only 32% chose "trust•. That was before the federal cabinet approved En bridge's Northern Gateway
proposal, then whittled down the ·review process for Kinder Morgan.
·
This presents a looming problem for resource companies. When .a democratic majority of people feel the game is rigged,
the merits of a particular proposal are beside the point. Local governments -whether it's their jurisdiction .or not -are
expected to .deal with constituents' concerns. But if munlcip;:il officials canl get answers to those questions from the
proponent (and several here say they've had trouble with Kinder Morgan) what reassurance can they .offer citizens?
Mayors and councillors in B.C. are sigrialling they're no longer willing to leave things up to Ottawa, They have too much.at
stake - property values, emergency services, tourism and yes, the health of their residents - to defer to the NEB.
In taking a stand, the mayors invite the accusation they are ultra vires: stepping beyond their powers. Pipelines are federal
business, goes the argument - especially if they go thro:ugh your .back yard. Try explaining that at a town hall meeting.
Jfs no surprise that mayors are stepping into this leadership vacuum. Wrth municipal elec:tiohs in B.C. scheduled for
November, voters are glad to see elected officials say out loud what the majority of people in this province already think:
Perhaps the federal government thought it was doing exporters a favour when it removed certain barriers to project
approval. Instead, proponents find themselves face to face with citizens angry at being excluded from decisions they might
have to live with for decades.
It doesn't matter how many glossy pamphlets a pipeline company prints -thatwon't restore faith in the regulator. It's notthe:
proponent'sjob to create .a fair playing field, nor is it within their power.
'
However the UBCM votes on the Kinder Morgan resolutions in Whistler on Friday, the message to higher levels of
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government is clear: flXthis crisis of_public confidence ih project reviews, or :voters are going to start looking for someone to
blame, ft won't be the mayors,
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BLOGWOOD
Monday, November 03, 2014 by Marc Eliesen

E.nergy Executive Blasts· Kinder
Morgan Review As ''Fraudulent," .Quits
)i;i,
. Marc Eliesen. has withdrawn as an intervenorin the federal government's review of
Kinder Morgan's Tran:;; Mountain pipeline and oil.tanker expansion project, detailing his
reasons for quitting in a scathing 1,500 word letter to the National Energy Board.
.Eliesen is the fonner Cl=O of B. C. Hydro and the fonner Chair of Manitoba Hydro. A
deputymiriister in seven different federal and provincial governments, Eliesen has
forty years' executive experience in the energy sector, including as a board member at
Suncor.
Here is the full text of his letter to the secretary of the NEB:

DeatMs. Young:
The Intervenor, Marc Eliesen, wishes to withdraw from the National Energy Board hearing on the Trans Mountain Expansion;
Project (TMEP).

J applied as an intervenor with expertise to offer the Board in good faith that Illy time and personally incurred costs would be,
weli spent in evaluating Trans Mountain's proposal, questioning the Proponent; preparing e:vidence commensurate with my ·
.expertise, answering questions on that e:vidence, and providing final argument. Unfortunately, I have come to the conclusion;
that the Board, through its decisions, is engaged in a public decepti(m. Continued involvement with this process is a waste ·'
of time and effort, and represents a dis.service to the public interest because. it endorses a fraudulent process.
·
I have a professional background that includes over 40 years of experience in senior executive positions in the energy sector:
of Canada, and an understanding and working knowledge of the mandate and operations of tne National Energy Board,
including an appreciation of the principles of natural justice and the rules and practices of quasi-judicial bodies in Canada, •1:
have reached my conclusions based on my wealth ofexperience.
·
·

I rigorously reviewed Trans Mountain's application and developed extensive questions in the first round of Information

..
Requests. I was dismayed when the oral cross-examination phase - that has served as a .critical part of all previous Section'
52 oil pipeline hearing$- was inexplicably removed from this hearing. It is my experience that when a Proponent does not ·
face .the spectre of oral cross-examination, their written responses to interrogatories suffer from a lack of .d.etail and
accountability. Still, I was willing to see the results of the Information Request process the Board promised would be
sufficient.
·

The unwillingness of Trans Mountain to address most of my questions and tl:ie: Board's almost complete endorsement Of
Trans Mountain's decision IJas exposed this process as deceptive and misleading. Proper and professional public interest
due diligence has been frustrated, leading .me to the conclusion that this Board has a predetermined course Of action to
.recommend approval of the Project and a strong bias in favour of the Proponent.
.In effect, this so-called public hearing process has become a farce, and this Board a truly industry captured regulator.
In addition to gutting the oral-cross examination feature .of a public hearing process that supports proper questioning and an
adequate level Of due diligence, there c:1re other Board decisions that have been made over the course of this ti earing ttiat
reflect a pre-determined outcome.
The evidence on the record shows that decisions made by the Board at this hearing are dismissive of Intervenor$. They
reflect a lack of respect for hearing participants, a deep erosion of the .standards and practices of natural justice that
previous Boards have respected, and
undemocratic restriction of participation by citizens, communities, professionals
and First Nations either by rejecting thein outright or failing to provide adequate funding to facilitate meaningful
participation.

an

The aboveis reflected in the fOllowrng:
1. The Board elected not to request assistance from the lntervenors in the formulation of issues that would assist the
Board in the conduct of the proceedings at the commencement of this hearing. This approach represents a double
standard. Trans Mountain requested and received an amendment to t("je List•of Issues in the earlier Part IVTcill
Application. Also, this "no more issues· position is completely a reversal of what took place in the Northern Gateway
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Project hearing when ·the Board .actively solicited assistance from lntervenors in the determination ofissues to be
.
included in the scope of the review. The Gateway Pan.el also included three sets oflnformation Requests (two on initial
evid.ence and one on rep!y evidence).and an oral cross-examination of the evidence.
2. Given tt)e highly technical nature and voluminous size of the TMEP application, requests from numerous participants,
including municipal governments, ·environmental organizations and-First Nations were made asking the Board to
provide significant additional time to prepare Information Requests. The Board basically rejected these requests .
.3. The Board has been alerted to numerous instances where Trans Mountain studies by its employees and
commissioned c,onsLiltants lack basic professional standards of disclosure, source verification, references, data,
,
assumptions ahd methodology. It is shocking that in a process such .as this where due diligence is require(! o.n a major.
capital project that the Board has not held Tran.s Mountain to a minimum professional standard of accountability and
trahsparency. This is espec:ic!lly reflected in the Board's own written Information Requests to the Proponent on the
alleged economic benefit materials put :forward. The Board's veneer examination of the Proponent's case is refleciive
of a decision not to dig too deeply for fear the economic case may crumble, or a lack of economic, financial and
business .acumen on behalfof the Board to know where and how to dig. The Board's Information Requests related to
Trans Mountain 1S economic case are tantamount to a sweetheart written cross. And when basic business questions
from lntervenors are asked to tesUhe evidence at a hlgher level of scrutiny, Trans Mountain refuses to answer them.
4. The.Board, in an unprecedented fashion, has rejected the previously established practice in Section 52 public
hearings on oil pipeiines to provide for oral cross.examination tm the evidence submitted at the hearing. The Boar1:l
maintains that two rounds of written information requests is.sufficient to test the evidence. Even the .Government of
Canada's Department of Justice (DOJJ has informed the Board that evidence ghten without cross-examination should
be rejected. The DOJ stated "Canada's position is that cross0 exarriination is necessary tci ensure a proper evidentiary
record .• ." Furthermo~. "cross.,examination serves a.vital role in testingJhe valLie:oftestirnonial evidence. It assists in
the determination of credibility, assigning weight and overall assessment of the evidentiary record. It has been termed
'the greatest legal invention ever invented for'the discovery of truth; ... without cross-examination the Board will be
reviewing only untested evidence."
·
5. With the absence of oral cross-examination of Trans Mountain executives and their experts, the only process now
available to understand and testthe application is through written Information Requests. The National Energy Board
R_uJes of Practice and Procedure provides the NEB with the power to direct .a party ''.to provide full and adequate"
responses to Information Requests, without which the hearing process cannot be meaningful and cannot meet the
requirements· of procedural fairness and natural justice.
For most lntervenors submitting Information Request No. 1, Trans Mountain has failed to respond and address the
:actual core elements of the question. They.have either provided non-responses, general statements, or referred back
to the.inadequate information in the original application that gave rise to the question in the first place. In many
.instances Tr1:1ns Mountain has assumed the regulator's role declaring that the q1.1estion asked is outside the List of
Issues established .by the NEB.
Given the Board's lack of objectivity it is not surprising that out of the. approximately 2000 questions not answered by
Trans Mountain that lntervenors called on the Board to compel answers, only 5 per .cent were .allowed by the Board
and 95 per cent were rejected.
·
The Board had stated that the elimination of cross-examination of the Proponent's evidence can be evaluated through ·•
the two scheduled Information Requests. But we have a Kafkaesque .outcome. Trans Mountain refuses to answer
questions and the Board does not compel them to do so.
6. The Province of British Columbia stated that "Trans Mountaiil'i:; failure to file the evidence requested by the Province 1n !
Information Request No. 1 denies the Board, the Province and othei'lntetvenors access to the information required to ·
fully understand the risk posed by the Project, howTrans Mountain proposes to mitigate such risk and Trans
Mountain's ability to effecthtely respond to a spill related to the Project;•
The Province of E!ritish Columbia has the responsibility for undertaking due diligence on behalf of the.public trust of
British Columbians. The 80 questions Trans Mountain refused fo answer - which the Province believed important
enough to ask the Board for assistance and compel Trans Mountain to answer-were denied fly the Board.
The Board has .sided with Trans Mountain dismissing the Province of BC's need for answers in p1,1rsuit of its ·duty to
.British Coh.mibians. The NEB's bias in support of the Proponent is reflecting poorly on the Province of BC in that it is
unable to obtain necessary answers to conduct its due diligence. Accordingly, it raises the question as how it is
possible tor the Province of BC to continue to participate in this hearing process. The Province should cancel the
E:quivalency Agreement with the NEB on this project and undertake its own environmental assessment as the only
meaningful way in which it will be abl.e to effectively obtain the answers it.seeks.

The National Energy Board_ is not fulfilling its obligation to review the Trans Mountain Expansion Project objedilielt
Accordingly it is not only British Columbians, but all Canadians that cannot look to the Board's conclusions as relevant as to
whether or n.ot this project deserves a social license. Continued involvement in the process endorses this sham and is not in
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the public interest.

Yours truly,
Marc Eliesen

Fee! up with the federal pipeline review process? Think British .Co/umbians shou.id vote on Enbrjdge and Kinder Morgan's
crude oil transport proposals?Add yourname at http://LetBCVote.ca
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BLOGWOOD
Monday, April 13,2015 by Kai Nagata

How To Kill A Pipeline

-8~•

A version of this article originally appeared in The Tyee.
On the night of April 12, 2014, i was a long way from the .North Coast. Surrounded by
a ballroom full of grey-haired guys in carrio vests and stone-washed Levis, I drained
another can of Bone Beer and checked my raffle tickets. I had that lucky feeling. My
friend and ! were volunteering at the B.C. Wildlife. Federation annual meeting in
Kelowna and I just knewwe were g.oing to win something.

Dogwood organizers Working •hard
this past year

I spotted reporter Robin Rowland's tweetjust after nine o'clock: "Kitimat votes NO," ii
read.
·
For the first time, B.C. citizens directly in the path of a heavy oil project had been asked to vote on it. Kltimat ls the proposed
end point for the $8~billion-plus Northern Gateway project. A:twin pipeline would carry bitumen 1, 177 km from Alberta a
supertankerterminal there at the head of Douglas Channel.

to

The non-binding plebiscite was set up by the locai municipality, which until than had avoided taking a position on .the
-project. Many felt the question itself was confusing. Haisla Nation members next door were barred from voting and the
proponent, Enbridge, had no spending limit. But in· the end none of that was enough .to tilt the outcome.
The final tally was 41.6 per cent in favour, 58.4 percent opposed. "The people have spoken," .said then-mayor Joanne
Monagh;,m.
The results prompted a roar of cheers and drumming outsid.e Kitimat's City Centre mall. Speaking through a megaphone,
former Haisla chief councillor Gerald Amos delivered this prescient political analysis: ''I think Enbridge, and the government,·.
really don't understand what happened here tonight. But I think all of us do, What we witnessed was a cotnmunity~building
exercise that sholild scare the shit out of them." ·

Why Goliath loses
The key to that night's victory lies in a simple tactical fact: Energy companies have not, so far; figured outhow to move
votes. They Gan easily outspend opponents in the 'air war,' but they don't have the lists, the organizing tools or the volunteer
strength to get large numbers of people to the polls.
If the battle is fought on their field - the world of advertising, political donations, lobbying and strategic litigation against
public participation (SLAPP suiti:.) - 'Big OH' will win every time. But if a corporate giant like Enbridge can be drawn .into an
electoral skirmish, the odds are less certain.
Like Goliath shuffling down to the Valley of Elah in heavyarmollrfor his fight with a young shepherd, energy companies are;
ill-equipped for asymmetrical conflict.
·
Thf:l group in Kitimat that went toe-to-toe with l::nbridge was about as grassroots as it gets. Douglas Channel Watcl:i is a
kitchen-table coalition comprised of, among other people, retired Alcan workers, local teachers, a shy postal worker, and a
self-described "radical Baptist grandma."
They had $200 dollars in the bank. Their master plan was this: Knock_on doors, talk to neighbours, encourage tnem to vote .. \
The weeken!i of the vote last April, Dogwood staff hastily built an oniine pledge called Let BC Vote. We bet on a win in
Kitimat, and -We bet that once British Columbians heard about it, others would demand their democratic $ay. We issued a
challenge to people feeling shut out ofthe power game in Ottawa: "Join us in .reclaiming .our decision-making power."
When the results came in I grabbed my phone and pushed my way but into the courtyard of the lakeshore Delta Grand,
where jolly hunters and anglers stood puffing on flavoured cigars. I fired off emails through .a haze of smoke and manly
laug,hter. lhe first pledge signatures started trickling in. Up at the hea~ of Douglas Channel, a fresh breeze was blowing. h.,
G~rald Amos rightly noted, _Enbridge was in deep trouble.
It's not that the company didn't understand the importance of voter contact. l;nbridge employees flew in from Calgary and
rented every black SUV in the Northwest. They set up a mobile command centre at the locai rod and gun club. They
prowled throiJgh the town's rainy cUl-de~sacs carrying souvenirs and gJossy •Yes" pamphlets. They Just didn't have a very
·good story to tell.
·
They also clearly misjudged British Columbians, even .after 10 years of sales trips. The best anecdote I heard from the
Kitimat campaign concerned a resident with a very big truck. An Enbridge employee .knocked on his door; hoping for ah
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easy mark. But the guy looked past the clipboard down to the bottom of the driveway, where one-of the black SUVs.sat
idling on the curb. Shaking !lis head, he said to the Enbridge employee, "Man, don't you care about the environment?"
Douglas Channel Watch·won because several hundred people who didn't participate in the previous municipal election,
many ofthem young people, decided the plebiscite was important enough to vote. Voter turnout rose to p2 per cent,
compared to 56 per cent ir:rthe previous municipal election. The difference would suggest the Enbridge issue triggered a
deeper set of values than are accessed by conventional electoral politics.
In a nutshell, the Kitimat residents who canvassed house to house were working ·in service of the broader public interest.
Enbridge!s staff, on the oth~,ir hanq, W!:?re there to.represent their employer's corporate interests. Corporations may be a
form of legal person, and .they can certainly spend tmlimited money in B.C. elections. But they can't actually vote -.so an
·organized group of citizens can slill beat a corporation at the ballot box.

The emperor's best clothes·
Polling conducted two months prior showed that.by a majority of two to one, British Colombians continued to,oppose
"allowing crude oil supertankers through B.C.'s no.rthem inside coastal waters." But the same survey also found 64 per cent.
of respondents believed Enbridge's project would be built anyway. Only 12 per cent thought the pipeline would likely fail.
Enbridge executives knew long beforehand that the projectwas exceedingly vi;iInerable. But the federal government's
shock0 and-awe campaign on behalf of any and all pipelines had temporarily clothed the emperor. That public sense of
inevitability was Enbridge'$ great!:?st weapon.
It's also what drove me to join Dogwood Jnitiative, ·a·s:crappy VjCtoria,based NGO With a penchant for issuing.grandiose
political threats. If the provincial government went along with Ottawa and approved the Enbridge project; Dogwood
organizers said they'd run a citizens' initiative - the same process that eventually defeated the Harmonized Sales Tax.

a

ft was nutty plan, but fdidn't see a lot of .better options .. Two tl:iirds of people in the province believed the federal
govemmentwas getting ready to ram through a pipeline opposed by dozens ofFirst Nations and a democratic majority of
voters. When I visited communities along fhe right-of-way, people openly predicted another Oka Crisis. They fully expected
to see troop carriers rolling throu.gh reserves.
Premier Clark was the fast line of defence before blockades went up, but I wasn't sure she'd stand up to Harperfor long.
The real problem was that the po.w!:?r relationship between citizens and their representatives was broken. People expected ..
to be betrayed bytheirpoliticians. On this issue, even seasoned activists expected to lose. I _heard the same grim joke over ••
arid over. "see you in front of the b.ulldoters." ·
·
We needed something to reverse that sense of h!:?Jpfessness, and we found it in the Kitiinat plebiscite.
That $aid, citizens seeking to block provincial pipeline perrnitswould need signatures from more than just one town. B.C.'s
unique Citizens' initiative law allows any registered voter to bring ·forward a bill, but success would require support from 10
per cent of voters in each of 85.ridings.
A proponent seeking to halt a pipeline proposal would have to secure those signatures in just 90 days. Fortunately they
wouldn't be .starting from s.cratch. Dogwood Initiative organizers have been gathering contact info from supportive voters
ahead of time, in case we're forced to launch abruptly.

VValkinQ dead
Northern G;;iteway was flrstconceived more than a decade ago. In 2005 Enbridge signed a d.eal With PetroChina, China's
biggest state-owned Oil producer. Beijing would kick in ·the cash to get it built in return for dibs on pipeline capacity. Ten
years later, «;lespite federal government approval, Enbridge CEO Af Monaco now says the earliest the pipeline coufc;I be up
and running is 2019.
Even that seems optimistic. Enbridge still has no firm shipping agreements with oil producers. One of the 209 conditions
attached to the certificate issued by the National Energy Board is that 60 per cent of the pipeline's capacity be confirmed,
six months .before shovels .can hit the ground. If Enbridge can't sign transportation shipping agreement$ by J.une 201~. the
NEB certificate expires.
Preventing that means winning the confidence of the oil patch at a time when head offices in Calgary are preoccupied with a
long, deep price crash. From investment newsletters to energy conferences to·the .halls of the Alberta government, people ·
who follow pipeline politics are now talking .about the likelihood that Northern Gateway will never be.built. In fact, in energy
circles the project has become a cautionary tale.
One major reason is Enbridge~s longstanding enmity with some of the most powerful Indigenous groups on the continent.
Eight First Nations are currently challenging the project's .approval in federal court: Gitga'at, Gitxaafa, Haida, Haisla,
Heiltsuk, Kitasoo)<ai')(ais, Nadleh Whut'en and Nak'azdli.
Together Sierra Club BC and RAVEN, a charity that raises money for First Nations litigation, have crowd-funded more than
$350,000 forthese court ca$es. The "Pull Together" campaign has now set its sights on another quarter million.

.

I

Four other NGOs are mounting their own court challenges, as is Unifor - the private-sector union that represents energy
workers.
·
··

.If seems likely that one of those court cases will eventually stall Northern Gateway indefinitely. However; th.e ::oce co1,1l_d fall
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much soonerthrough the actions of elected lawmakers. Three federal opposition parties have promised fo kill the project if
they hol.d the balance of power in the next parliament. In other words, Enbridge needs the Conservatives to win 170 seats
jt,1stto hang on past October.
It's no wonder the project lead, Janet Holder, retired .quietly at the end of last year.

Th~ long haul
Even if the stars align for Enbli~ge - a friendly government is elected in Ottawa, Premier Clark reverses her government's
rejection of the project and every attemptto secure a fegc:il injunction fails - the project will have to get past the people ·of
British ·Columbia.
Winning an official citizens' .jn{tiativewould still be an enormous challenge; especially .in the ridings where we don't have
canvassers working yet. But we're many months from having to consider that step. In the meantime, the sense of
inevitability around these projects is crumbling. The court cases plus the scale and stc!mina of organizing efforts across the
province have combined to change the political math, Where will we be in another twelve moriths?
Kinder Morgan's proposal to expand .its existing Trans Mountain pipeline proposal, nearly tripling its oil flow, was once seen ·
as.a shoo-in. EM it has encountered headwinds of its own. The Texas company mounted a slick, far-reaching ad campaign
during last fall's municipal elections, reminiscent of Kitimat. It backfired badly, motivating Degwood organizers to get young,•
.issue-driven voters to the polls in key communities along the southern tahke.r route. Turnout spiked and candidates swept
into office on platforms ofstaunch opposttion to the project
Last week;s bunker fuel spill in English Bay served as a small but graphic illustration of the risks involved in turning
Vancouver irito .a global oil port. Just 17 barrels of spilled oil proved too mueh to contain for Western Canada Marine
Response Corporation, the private spill-response company majority owned by KinderMorgan. Federal officials were pillorieff
over their slow and poorly-coordinated response.
Now the pr0111ncial government is under pressure to boycott the Kafkaesque joke that is the National Energy Board's review •
of Kinder Morgan's .expansion. Seven local mayors ha'(e declared "non-confidence• in the National Erierg{Board. A
high-profile intervenor - former BC .Hydro CEO Marc Eliesen - already withdrew in frustrc1tion and others are considering
Joining him.
Meanwhile the Gitga'atNation is in B.C. Supreme. Court seeking to overturn a 2010 equivalency agreement under which the•.
province signed away its powers of review to Ottawa. What most voters don't know yet is that B.C. can launch its own
independent assessment ofthe KinderMorgan project at any time. What's missing so far is political backbone. lfthe
Gltga'at case proceeds and the NEB cohtinues to alienate intervenors, Premier Clark may be left with .no other choice.
What lessons can citizens draw from Douglas Channel Watch and other grassroots victories? If you're working to defeat an
opponent much bigger and strongerthan you, don't fight on their terms. $tart by finding your allies closestto home.. Build
.trust and shared purpose through stories that connect to deeper values. Knock on doors. Grow your list. Pick skirmishes
you know you cari win. Over time, draw Goliath down to the valley bottom.
·
lne lesson for energy companies? First of all, never underestimate the strengt(J anc! determination of people who are
defending their hc)me. Don't confuse your shareholders' interests with the public interest. Don't rely on the federal
governrnentto do your dirty work. Ultimately, if your project puts you in conflict with a democratic majority of people in the
place where you hope to operate -just walk away.
·
·
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BLOGWOOD
Tuesday, May 19, 2015 by Robyn Allan

Economist Robyn Allan Withdraws
From Kinder Morgan Review .
S+!

Robyn Allan has withdrawn as an intervenor in the federal government's review of
KinderMorgan's Trans Mountain pipeiine and oil tanker.expansion project, detailing
herreasons for quitting in a scathing letter to the National Energy Board.
Allan is former President arid CEO of the Insurance Corporation ofBritish Coliimbia,
.was Vice-President Finance for Parklane Ventures Ltd., and Senior Economist for B. C.
:Central Credit Union.
Here.is the full text of her letter to the secretary of the NEB:
May 19, 2015

DearMs. Young,

.I am Withdrawing as an expert inteivenor from the National Energy Board review.of the Trans Mountain Expansion Project.
After dedicating professional expertise for more thail a year, pro lJono and in good faith, I have .concluded that withdrawal is
the only course of action. Continued .participation endorses a broken system and enables the pretence of due process
where none .exists.
The review is not ceinducted on a level playing field. The Panel is not an impartial referee. The game is rigged; its outcome
pre,determined by a captured regulator. The NEB's integrity has been compromised. Its actions put the health and safety of.
the Canadian economy, society c1nd environment in .harm's way.
The NEB has unconscionably betrayed .Canadians through a restricted scope of issues, violated the rules of procedural
fairness and natural justice, and biased its decision-making in favour of Kinder Morgan. These are discussed below:
1. Restricted Scope of Issues
(a) Review is not of the Pipeline System
..
.
Once expanded, the Trans Mountain system will consist of two pipelines, related storage facilities and a three-berth marine ·
terminal alWestridge dock. The cumulative impact and risk of this entire system is of concern to the public, but notto the
NEB. The Panel has excluded from its assessment the impact and risk of the sixty year .old legacy line, existing terminals
and storage tanks-.cthese are .outside the scope of its review.

What the NEB is considering is the inipact of the ~Project"which only includes the incremental, new, facilities. It is treating
·the expansion as if it is not part of a larger, and much more vulnerable system, but as ifit is being consJructe.d on a
stand~alone basis.

It Is a well-known aspect of prudent risk analysis that aggregate risk~the risk .of the .entire system everywhere along that
.
system-.-fa the relevant scope, not a self-serving limitation that restricts the scope of the review to half the system~s potentia(
transport capacity. much less than halfthe system's aggregate risk, and less than half its potential negative consequence. ·
This dangerous limitation in scope is how ·Kinder Morgan successfully argued that its existing Emergency Management Plan
(EMP) documents ·are notrelevant to the Board's consideration oftheProject .•.Trans Mountain holes that although BC
'
considers the EMP documents forthe existing system to be refevantforthe Board in considering this Application, the Board
itself has never taken that position. Jij
The Panel agrees, "the EMP (Emergency Management Plan) .documents relate to the ex/sting facilities that are notthe
subject of the present Project application ...Whether Trans Mountain is meeting its obligations with respect to its EMP for the
existing facilities is a matter for the Board to consider outside orthe hearing for this Project. The safe operation of the
existing Une 1 facilities under cuffent operating conditions is otit of scope tor this hearing. ,Dij
·
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A1 the Northern Gateway proceedings the Panel relied on similar polluted logic to conclude that the Kalamazoo oil spill was
irre.levant to informing theBoard of the risk, and cost, Enbridge's project posed to the Canadian public interestlf,J
(b) Revi.ew Restricted to ;Applied-for Capacity not D.esigned Capacity
The new pipeline is desigrted to carry 780,000 barreis a day cif oil (for total system capacity ofover 1.1 million barrels a day),
but the Panel is restricting its .review to the applied-for cap~city of 540,000 barrels a day. rwJ
When Kinder Morgan comes forward to request NEB approval to increase throughput to designed capacity it Will not fall
within the definition of a designated project under the Canadian Environmentai Assessment Act 2012. An NEB Act section
52 review will not be.required. The impact of an almost fifty percent increase in capacity on Line 2, including the marine
traffic.it triggers, will never undetgo proper scrutiny.
(c) Review Excludes Socio-economic and Environmental Effects of Bitumen Exploitation, Upstream and
Downstream Activities
On AprH 2, 2014, the Board released its List of Issues. lntervenors were offered no opportunity to comment. The Panel
excluded economic, environmental and social impact acfivities that are.of significant concern to Canadians. In particular, the
Board "does not intend to consider the environmental and socio-economic effects associated with upstream activitiets, the
deve/opmentof the oil sands, or the downstream use of the oil transported by the pipeline. JvJ
·
This means the Board will not consider:
(Q greenhouse gas .emissions from the production of dihited l:lit1,11nen shipped down the pipeline and from its use in foreign
matkets;
(ii) environmental impacts of tanker traffic beyond a 12 nautical mile territorial sea limit;

(iii) risks·and costs ofclimate change;
(iv) crowding out of economic activity and the erosion of quality of life in Briiish Columbia as English Bay and Butrard Inlet
become oil tanker parking lots for Alberta's heavy Oil;
(v) the opportunity cost to the Canadian economy when raw bitumen is expor:ted lo foreign matkets for upgrading and
refining at the expense cif value added,jcib creation,.and .economic wealth generation in Alberta; and
(vQ·the cost to the Canadian economy of a condensate import dependency. Roughly one of every three barrels intended for '
Trans Mountain's expansion consists of imported condensate from the US, much ofit brought into Canada on Kinder
,
Morgan Cochin. The .expansion is pitched to Canadians as a Made-in-Canada heavy oil export strategy when it is in no small,
part a US condensate export strategy, making ·its way to foreign markets via Trans Mountain pipeline and .our marine
waterways.
The Board received Notices of Motion from the City of Vancouver and Parents from Cameron Elementary Schooi in Burnaby .
requesting expansion of the· List of Issues. Ten lntervenors supported the motions, including the Intervenor Robyn Allan.
The Board argued that, "Oil sands projects, including expansions, have and continue to be subject to provincial environmental'
assessment or combined provincial and federal assessment. This supports the conclusion that the CEAA 2012 doet, not

1

require the Board .to include in its environmental assessmentactivifies that have been tso assessed. ;i,;,

The Board provides false assurances. The Board has accepted Kinder Morgan's suppiy forecasts in Volume 2 of its
Application. These forecasts include production volumes from some projects that have not received regulatm:y approvai,
therefore it is not possible that the environmentai costs of these projects have been considered. The NEB attempts to lull
Canadi~ns int.a the delusion that they have.
Tt:ie Board also argues that it "is mindful that the environmental and socio-economic effects ofpetroleum exploration and
production activities in Canada are assessed in other federal and provincial processes that involve those conducting those

activities, and thatthe end use of oil is managed by the jurisdiction within which thatuse occurs, ,cwJ This spurious reasoning
is nonsense since subsection 52 (2) of the NEB Act grants the Board ·authority.to determine what is relevant to it in fulfilling
its mandate•. l•t'iJ
The duplicity of the Board becomes glaringly apparent when its reasons to exclude upstream activities, oil .sands extraction,
and .downstream use are viewed in light of the Board;s decision on marine transport issues, The.Board has no authority witt:i
respect to marine shipping, navigation, safety ahq spill prevention and yet, the Board included "the potential environmental
and socio-economic effects of marine shipping activities that would result from the proposed project, including the potential

effects of accidents or malfunctions that may occur. iixi
(d) Revi.ew Restricts Ma,:ine Shipping Activities Assessment to 12 Nauticai Miles
Strangely, the Panel has limited .the assessment of marine shipping actMties to 12 nautical miles, as if somehow
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environmental impact and spill threat cease beyond this limit. txJ The Board is deluding us With .this territofial limit. The
environmental thre.ats. from oil tankers must be evaluated throughoutthe entire marine vessel trip. For example, Canada is a
signatory to the North American Emissions Control Area (ECAi"1 requirements, Which assist in redudng a,r pollutipn from
ships, but the boundary extends to only 200 nautical miles. Once past this poirit, tankers shift to much dirtier, and more
environmentally challenging fuel sources, most notably Bunker C-the same oil that spilled recently in English Bay.
If the Board is .purporting fa assess the potential environmental and sc;>cio-econoniic effects of marine shipping activities then
the tun atmospheric and spill threat of oiHankers transiting to and from Westridge must be included, not jusnhe
·
incremental tanker traffic Within an arbitrary limit of 12 nautical miles.
2. Compromised P.rinciples of Procedural Fairness and .Natural Justice
Much has been written about the Pane.l's unprecedented exclusion of eras$ examination and how this undermines the
integrity ofthe review process. The Intervenor, Robyn Allan, formallyrequested that it be re-introduced into the hearing '
schedule. 1"1J Numerou$ lntervenors sent in letters of support. The Board rejected the request siding with Kinder Morgan, the ·
beneficiary of the Board;s decision.
The Board .assured partic:iparits that two rounds of written requests would be sufficient to test the evidence. The aoard's
.
assurances are without merit. The first round of information requests resulted in lntervenors formally petitioning the Board to;
compel Kinder Morgan to answer thousands of questions, but the Board granted only 5% of them. In the second round, the•
Board compelled Kinder Morgan to answer less than 3%. Separate Information Requests, required because of late
·
TERMPOL and Selsmic reports, have experienced $imilar, unsatisfactory, responses from the Board.
The absence Of oral cross has turned this public.hearing into a farce, and the written information request process into an
exercise in futnity.
"For two centuries past, the policy ofthe Anglo-American system· of evidence has been to regard the necessity of testing by .
.cross-examination as a vital feature of the law. The belief that no safeguard for testing the value of human statements is
•
comparable to that fumist,eq by cross-examination, and the conviction that no statement (unless by special exception) should
be used as testimony until it has be.en probed and sublimated by that test, has found increasing strength in lengthening the ·
experience. ,IlOiiJ

The Board was advised by the Department of Justice that the absence Of oral cross is.a failure of the process pointing out
that beyond any doubt cross examination ~is the greatest1egal engine ever invented for the discovery of truth. JxivJ
The Board ·claims to be an independent regulatory tribunal guided by the principles of natural justice and procedural
fairness. It is a court of re.cord and has a duty to act fairly. The NEB has failed ·in upholding these responsibilities.
3. Biased Decision Making
One of the fundamental features .of our market system is that the risk borne by shareho!ders is balanced against the
financial reward they .expect to receive. This risk-reward trade-off sends appropriate market signals and supports a more
efficient and effective.allocation of capital.
·
In an Un.Precedented decision-the Firm 50 decision-the NEB violated this important principle by allowing .KinderMorgan ·•
to ama$s $136 million to pay for the pre-development costs related to the Trans Mountain :expansion project. This fund was ·•
11

not accumulated through shareholder, at risk, capital, but through a pre-approved surcharge on shipper tolls. "" Ultimately,
this cost is borne by the Canaoiari economy and public through foregone tax revenue and-as Kinder Morgan told the NEB '
1
during the Firin 50 Hearing-higher oil prices. ""1 In contrast, there is no risk to Kinder Morgan's shareholders for the
·
pre-development phase of its project.
Not only did the NEB undermine the market system by granting Kinder Morgan a fund tQ push through its project, it has
knowingly stacked the deck in favour of the Proponent. The NEB did not ensure concomitant financial resources would be
available to lntervenors during these·sarne NEB proceedings.
The NEB socialized project approval costs onto the backs of Canadians while it knows the project's vast financial
retur'ns-$ome $850 million a year-will be privatized into the pockets of Kinder Morgan's US based investors.1xv,1J When the
Intervenor, Robyn Allan, requested the Board compel Kinder Morgan to reconcil.e intonsistendes between the economic
benefits claims in its application against what it has told its shareholders in Texas-that it intends to siphon away·close to a
billion a year from the Canadian economy while paying almost no Canadiari corporate taxes-i;istonishingly; the Board
coneluded this is outside the scope of its review.
By its actions it is clear the Board has no intention ofconsidering the economic impact and financial viability of this
application but for accepting Kinder Morgan's bogus case in Volume 2. Refusing to compel Kinder Morgan to answer
questions, the Board allows Kinder Morgan to pretend benefits exist where they do not. When lntervenors submit evidence
on the economic issues the Board Will give it little, if any, weight; ithas already ruled meaningful critique is outside the
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scope of issues. This is a travesty.
The Board's unfair approach is also reflected Jn its .determination that the application was complete when it was not. This is
most clearly illustrated by Kinder Morgan's uncertainty over its route and the Board's accommodation of Kinder Morgan's
lack ofpreparation inside the review process.
Although aw;3re of the Panel's violation of the public trust, Peter Watson, NEB Chair and CEO has not sought to rectify the
broken process. The entire Nc:1tional Energy Board is perpetrating a fraud ·on the Canadian public.
Withdrawing as an expert intervenor .is not only a form offorrnalprotest against the broken system, it is also a reasone.d
decision considered in light of efficiency and effectiveness. Protection ofour democracy and market economy is best
Undertaken outside the industry contrived, and controlled, NEB failed system.
The NEB is not a national energy board; lt is a parochial board steeped in Calgary petro culture, run by corporate interests.
Industry bias began in the 1990s when the NEB moved from Ottawa to Calgary; leaving two-thirds of its staff behind and
requiring permanent Board members to .live in proximity to Calgary, Regulatory capture continued as the Federal
Government and B.oard adopted the practjce ofoffering Board and staff positions to people with energy industry
backgrounds, at the expense of establishing a diversification of interests.
·
The Board abandoned prudent and sound economic and financial analysis when these led to decisions recommending
projects .be rejected because costs outweighed benefits. Rather than continuing to rely on Cost-Benefit anaiysis as a Sound •
analytical approach, the NEB rejected it in favour of Input-Output analysis; a flawed and misleading substitute that presents:
impacts a$ if they are benefits and ignores known and reasonable costs.
Toe !3oard is charged with environrne.ntal :assessment without .appropriately skilled and experienced staff to undertake it;
The Board does not have the expertise, or will, to .understand complex corporate structures designed to rninirnize corporate
taxes, siphon vast financial wealth out of the couritry, and leave Canadians holding the bag when major or catastrophic
events happen.
lwittidraw from this process in defence of the rriarket system and a sound economy. I withdraw from this process in .defence
of sustainable economic progress·that promotes resource development rather than resource exploitation.
The fight to protect the Canadian public interest must be conducted in 1:1n open and transparent forum, where those who
desire to participate, have a right :and opportunity to do so.
The fight to protect the Cc:1nadian public interest must inch.ide .those issues that fully represent the Canadian public interest,
not limit them-as the Panel has don~to a definition serving industry. We are being conned by the very agency entrusted ··
to protect us. This must stop_ The health and welfare of our economic, social and ·environmental systems are at stake.
Sincerely,
Robyn Allan
cc
lntervenors
Kinder Morgan
Peter Watson, Chair and CEO, NEB
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li)KinderMorgan Response to the Province of.BC Motion December 5, 2014, page 5, Letter
·(ii]

NEB Ruling No. 31, September 24, 2014., page 4, Rolin~

foiiJVancouver Sun, NEB Review Panel Violated Public Trust, January 9, 2014, Robyn Allan, Article
fr,J Kinder Morgan Pipeline Expansion Designed to Carry Much More Oil, The Tyee, May 28, 2014, Robyn Allan, Article In
contra~!, the NEB approved .the $5.4 billion capital budget that inclu:des costs for the designed capacity and incorporated
·these into approved'tolls to be ch1:1rg~d to shippers.

M NEB Hearing Order OH~001-2014, Appendix A-List of Issues, page .18, Hearing Order
11
"' NEB Ruling No. 25, page 3, Ruling
(vii]

·

•

Ibid., page 6.
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lviiil Ibid., page 6.

r"'1 NE13 Hearing Order, List of Issues #5, op. cit. The Board proVided a follow-up .to Issue #5 on September 10, 2013 titled
Filing Requirements Related to the Potential Environmental and Socio-Economic Effects of Increased Marine Shipping
Activities, Attachment 1
l•J NEB .Letter September 10, 2013, Attachment, Ibid, page 1. 12 nautical miles translates into 22.2 km from the low water

mark of the coast.
11
"' Canada Implements North American ECA Requirements, May 10, 2013 .. Article

lxiil Notice of Motion, Robyn Allan, April 14, 2014, Motion

1
"'1iJ Wigmoreon Evidence {Chadbourne Rev. 1974) vol 5, p:32, para 1367.

lxivJ Attorney General of Canada, June 27, .2014, page 5, para 16. Written Response
[xvi The National Energy Board Guaranteed Kinder Morgan a Fund to Push Pipeline Expansion Through Regulatory Review, ·

June 17, 2014, Robyn Allan, Report
[xv,J

Application for Firm Service to Westridge Marine Terminal, RH~2-2011,Reasons for Decision, page 13,

!xviii Ian Anderson, Kinder Morgan Inc. Transcript Part iV Toll Hearing Evidence, January 30, 2013, page 3.
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Tuesday, Ji.me 21, 2011 by Will Honer

A P~iJe Out

Of The Civil Oiso~~~ience

·B·oo·k·._

.. ·.....·.· _.· .. ··· .... :.• ·J+!
The media has widely praised the civil disobedience occurring throughout the Arab
world, but when protest came home to roost in Canada's Senate recently the vitr'iol
began to~y,
Compared to the graphic images from the "Arab Spring." Senate page Brigette
DePape's silent display of a •stop Harper!" sign during the throne speech was fairly
tame. Who would have guessed that a stop sign could cause so much controversy?
The Canadian press alternatively praised DePape as a "hero" or excoriated her as
. "darfgercius" bra "spoiled child."
Generally I abide by Texas pundit Jim Hightower's .famous saying: "There's nothing in
the middle ofthe road but yellow stripes and dead armadillos," but notthis time. I
disagree with both extreme perspectives, finding myself - for one of the few times in
my life- rightin the middle of the debate.

Brigitte de Pape holds a ~Stop
Harper'' sign in the House of .
.Commons during the throne
speech.

On one hand, the critics denouncing DePape clearly misunderstand or reject the very idea of civil disobedience. On the
•
other hand, if DePape was attempting to create real change she surely cciuld have highlighted something less mushy than · ·
"Stop Harper!"
Civil resistance is an important political tool, especially for the disadvantaged with minimal access to the levers of
power.
DePape's sih:mt sign~holding is a part ofthe long honourable history of civil disobedience, or what some people prefer to
call civil resistance. Civil disobedience occurs When people consciously refuse to obey certain laws, customs or commands
of a government with the aim of bringing about a change in laws or policies. In DePape's case, the laws and customs she
was defying were the rules around decorum in Par_liament and the non-partisan role of staff. Clearly she thumbed her nose ·
at these rules and customs and was promptly fired for doing so._
While PePape engaged in civil resistance, her actions certainly won't be chronicled in the history books alongside the likes
of Ghandi or anti-apartheid activists. But her failure to achieve greatness doesn't delegitimize her action.
Critics have denounced DePape as "disrespectful to our grand history and to Parliament itself," a "lefty kook;" "arrogant,"
"immature· for polluting what Mike Duffy ironically calls "the people's place:· These people obviously don't believe in civil
disobedience. ·
·
·
The current reality is that protests don't even get mentioned unless they are the first, biggest, most violent or involve.
something edgy or creative. Simply refusing to obey a law doesn't h·ave th.e power it used to. People objecting to
government or corporate actions have to be extremely creative in getting their messages out.
For example, our notankers.ca" loonie decals played to the edge cif lhe law. We expected the Canadian ~nt to claim we
were deracing currency, but our research suggested that because there was no adhesive and the decals could easily be
removed, we couldn't be successfully prosecuted. We were prepared to defena our position in court. We believed the ·
unacceptable risk that oil tankers would bring to Ei.C.'s coast far outweighed the risk of being found to break the law.
Ultimately, we were surprised when the Royal Canadian Mint threatened us not with defacing, but with a trademark violation•/
and sections of the Currency Act designed to prohibit the melting of coins. We fought back telling the Mint that we did not •:
think those laws appli~d and indicated we were willing to defend our actions in court. The Mint huffed and puffed, but never;
followed up.
·
·
i

The current reality is that protests don't even get mentioned unless they ate the first, biggest,
most violent or involve something edgy or creative.
. CMI resistance is an important political tool, especially for the disadvantaged with rniriimal access to the levers of power. Its i
· strength lies in the debate it generates about the law and the moral justification of violating it. By defying a societal norm,
·
and being willing to suffer the consequences, protesters shine a spotlight on the bad law or draconian consequences and •.
seek to both bring it into disrepute and catalyze others to stand against it.
·
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Th1:1t brings u.s to tt)e question: was the throne speech stop sign effective cMI resistance?
While Weil-intentioned, it fell snort. DePape's call o.ut to "Stop 1-:larperl" was vague and confusing. Was it a call to action over
Prime Minister Harper's lack of accountabHity and contempt for Parliament and its institutions? Was it a protest against
Harper's failure to act on global warming? Or was It a stunt to highlight the massive expansion of power of the Prime
Minister's Office? It certainly wasn't clear from the message itself, nor from the media interviews followfng, wheire DePape
.made reference to all these.things.
Our communmes, our nation i;lnd ourwor:ld are all facing enormous challenges, including a growing disparity between rich
and poor and major disruptions from a rapidly changing climate. Harper and many other political leaders are ignoring the
consequences of the choices they are making today.
Just as it has in toppling abusive governments across the Arab world, if we want the future of the Canada we believe is
possible, cMI disobedience will play an important role. I can't think of any major political shift that has ever occurred in
Canada that didn't have a component of people breaking laws. For example, many Canadians forget the role civil
disobedience played in helping Tommy Douglas get a universal health care system first in Saskatchewan and later
throughout Canada. Given the role corporations, the media and government have in maintaining the status quo, I can't
imagine Canadian governments taking meaningful action on global warming or reducing poverty without some people
engaging in cMI disobedience.
So when we evaluate any civil resistance - an audacious Canadian page or the Arab people struggling for a different vision
of their country -we must remember it is not about the perfect strategy or new social media gadgets; it is about people
who are passionate about their beliefs being brave enough to step away from the convenient path, to ruffle feath.ers and
break a few rules in pursuit of a more just, equitable and sustainable future.
On that Rote, while I give DePape a "C" for messaging, she gets an "/J\for effort. I applaud her for tc:1king action. Pertiaps
tt:,at's all that matters•
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Thursday, January 19, 2012 by Will Harter

Pre.dictions For2012

.~...-i·•

Never make predictions, especially about the future.
- Casey Stengel Hali of Fame Baseball Manager
Almost every year when I .get a new calendar I sit down to ponder what's likely to
happen in the coming year. I don't use a crystal ball or tea leaves - generally I just
takea few moments to ponder the.economic and political trends and imagine .how
they may extend into the future. It's not an exact science, but my record of predictions
is pretty good.

2012 Predictions
1: More cMI disobedience.
2: Tankers will get politicai.
3: Vancouver's role in exporting global warming pollution will get attention.__
4; Rise of B.C. Conservatives wtll kneecap provincial Liberals.
5: Calls for governance reform in the CRD will gain momentum.
1: More Civil Disobedience

;

..

.··

Hold onto your hat, I predict 2012 is
going to be a wild year in British
Columbia. Image: Boliston

Throughout the world people are getting increasingly frustrated by their political leaders' lack of progress on .the big
challenges facing humanity. With the global climate and economy in jeopardy, many feel that traditional means of dialogue
and decision-making are broken and corrupted by the influence of corporate interests. The solution: take it to the street.
While British Columbia is not Cairo, or New York, tangible disconnects do exist between what people want and what our
political leaders are. delivering.
the meltdown that is coming if we don't dramatically reduce our heat-trapping pollution is becoming clearer every week.
While Prime Minister Stephen Harper plays strongman for the on and gas industry and B.C. Premier Christy Clark promotes •
v(rtually any polluting industrial project she can get a photo op from, people ate desperately searching for a way to break
the paralysis. For people deeply concerned about the liveability of the world their children will inherit, there are few paths
forward other than active civil resistance {civil disobedience occurs when people consciously refuse to obey certain laws,
customs or commands of a g<>vernment with the aim <>f bringing about a change in laws or policies}.
In British Columbia this means that large infrastructure projects that will tie our province into selling fossil fuels for
generations are li!<ely to become targets for civil disobedience. En bridge's proposed oil tanker and pipeline project in
northern B.C., Kinder Morgan's plan to quadruple the number of oil tankers passing through Burrard Inlet and Port Metro
Vancouver's expansive coal export facilities are likely targets. Another trend fuelling potential boots in the streets is the
•
growing perception that the one per cent ancl tlJeir political supporters are rigging the rules in their favour. While the Occupy:
movement is in transition, I expect it will reconstitute and focus more narrowly on some of the one per cent corporate fat cats'
benefiting from rigged tax and environments laws. Potential targets are: Jimmy Pattison because of his massive investment ·
in exporting B.C. resources (coal, salmon, timber}, warren Buffet's Burlington Northern & Santa Fe's trains importing U.S
thermal .coal to export f<>r coal-fired power plants in China, as well as coal giant Teck, the largest donor to the governing
provincial Liberals.
··
·
Also, First. Nations are likely to increasingly blockade logging, mining and oil and gas projects to both bring attention to the ··
poverty in their ci:>rnmunities and ·the enormous amount of wealth being generated froin the tenitories. Increasingly I'm
hearing First Nations leaders say that the only way to get Ottawa and Victoria to pay attention is to creat.e "uncertainty."
Getting between corporations and their money is the best WflY to get governments to commit to change.
2: Tankers And Pipelines WIii Get Political
Premier Clark continues to sit on the fence on Enbiidge's proposal to bisect British Columbia with two pipelines that will
bring 225 oil tankers to the north coast each year. The premier says she will await the recommendations of the regulatory
processthat has juststarted.
While she may want to avoid a decision, Premier Clark won't have that luxury (especial now that Prime Minister Harper and
Minister of Natural Resources Joe Oliver ti ave put their thumb on the scale with their incendiary remarks about foreign ·
radicals highjacking the regulatory process).
By the end of next year, between. 200,000 and 250,000 British Columbians will have joined the growing movement to ban
tankers. More than, 20,000 have already going the movertrent in first half of January.

.,

These No Tankers supporters aren't randomly distributed across the province - they are strategically located in many of the)
battleground ridings that will determine Who forms the next provincial government. People in battleground ridings - Oak :
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Bay-Gordon Head, North Saanich, Ccimox Valley, Burnaby North, Burnaby Lougheed, Maple Ridge-Mission, vancouverFraserview, vancouver-Fairview, and Vancouver-Point Grey ~ are organizing and tne numbers are growing fast
The last federal ele.ction· proved that oil tankers can bea voting issue. What many people don't know is that in seven of nine·
B.C. ridings where oil tankers .were an election issue last May the pro-oil tanker candidates lost Conservative candidates
Troy de Souza, Gar:y L1;1nn. and Deborah Meredith lost by narrow margins in part because of their support for oil tankers.
· The same will be true in the upcoming provincial election.
The battle lines over West Coast tankers will also intensify now that Kinder Morgan is planning to quadruple the number of
,oil tankers setting sail from its facility in Burnaby. Municipal opposition is already solid with tne mayors of Vancouver, North
vancouver, Burnaby and Victoria already calling on the federal government for extra consultation. The Islands Trusf and the·•
Union of British Columbia Municipalities (UBCM) are also taking action ..
Outreach efforts began a few months ago to expand the No Tankers support base throughout the Port Metro Vancouver
municipalities and battleground ridings. This will have political consequences beginning in 2012, especially if Clark tries to
remain on the fence,
3: Vancouver's Role In Exporting Global Wan:ning PoUution Will Get Attention

vancouver has set the ambitious goal of becoming the greenest city in the world during the next eight years.
These efforts could be sabotaged by the rapidly expanding exports.of coal and oil coming from its ports. Vancouverites will
be appalled to discover that Jimmy Pattison's Westshore coal export facility near the Tsawwassen ferry terminal is actually
the largest single source of global warming pollution in North America. That's right folks, the largest source of pollution on
the continent.
·
Jf)/hiletnepo_rt isnot under the city's jurisdiction, they do have a seat on the "port cities committee" of Port Metro Vancouver.·.
As cMI. resistance increases the notoriety of vancouver's climate unfriendly exports, city .officials will have no other option but
to begin flexing their muscles with provincial and federal authorities.
· ···· ·
··
The juxtaposition of the city's green aspirations and the polluting real(ty

will get interesting In 2012.

4: The Rise Of B.C. Conservatives Will Kneecap Provincial Liberals
Recently enshrined B.C. Conservative leader John Cummins will be the political game changer in 2012.
If Cummins continues to rise in the polls, Clark and the B.C. Liberals can kiss goodbye any chance of being re-elected.
Even if the B.C. Conservatives fall from 20 per cent to 10 per cent Clark's chances to form government will be slim.
Elections in B.C. are generally two-horse races. When third parties in B.C. garner around 10 per cent in an election, strange•
things happen.
• In the 1972 election - the last time provincial Conservatives pulled more than 10 per cent of the vote - the
three-way split vaulted the NOP to a landslide over W.A.C. Bennett's Social Credit Party.
·
• In 1991, the rise of Gordon Wilson's Liberals (or the demise of Rita's Johnson's SoCreds) led to a NDP landslide.
• In 1996 the Reform Party attracted almost 1o per cent (and the Progressive Democratic Alliance got almost six per
cent) and the NOP formed government despite .coming· second in the popular vote.
• In 2001 the Green Party pulled almost 12 per cent and the B.C. Liberals won a landslide.
Wl:lile Adrian Dix and the NDP's strengthening polling numbers r:nust concern the B.C. Liberals, if the B.C. Conservatives
solidify their vote at around 10 per cent it will be fatal to Clark's election chances and probably her leadership.
Clark's team seems to be counting on rigllt-leanjng voters to return to her party once the election is called. Likely some will, •
but I think she is underestimating the betrayal many of these voters feel towards her party and Gordon Campbell because ·
of the HST and Campbell's policies on First Nations and the environment. This .underlies Clark's obsession. with distancing
herself from Campbell and his legacy, although she would love to have some of Campbell's undervalued success in
keeping right-leaning voters in one big tent,
Only two things could potentially save Clark and the Liberals:

1. 1.lf the provincial Tories are unable to build an efficienf"Get Out Toe Vote" machine and cannot convert their polling
numbers into votes; and
2.. lfthe mercurial Conservative leader Cummins implodes before the,election.
Given.the high-profile federal Conservative insiders rumoured to be joining up with Cummins, the latter is more likely.
So far the former MP Cummins, who holds controversial views on both First Nations and women, has avoided major
mistakes, but there are 17 months until the election an eternity for a loose cannon like Cummins.
We will soon be able to tell which way the winds are blowing for the B.C. Conservatives. Now there are two by-elections that
have to be held this spring: Port Moody-Coquitlam (to replace Liberal Ian Black) and Chilliwack-Hope (to replace Liberal
Barry Penner).
·
If the B.C. Conservatives.maintain their position in the polls I predict more incumbent Liberal MLAs will retire. I expect at
least four by-elections in 2012 and perhaps more,
·
··
5: Calls For Governance Refonn In The. Capital Regional DI.strict Will Gain Momentum
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Cities everywhere are facing enormous challenges. The co)!lbination of an increasingly unstable global economy and
climate, growing inequality, the rising cost of fuel and food and downsizing of provincial and federai governments, rneans
our local governments are going to have to quickly restructure how they make decisions about the big challenges we
collectively face to.feed ourselves, house ourselves and transport ourselves. Unfortunately, our regional decision-making
structures are not up to these challenges and need to be modernized. The voting structure at BC Transit and the Capital
Regional District.are ill-equipped to deal with these largerproblems that no one municipal government can resolve by itself.
Despite years of effort, little progress has been made in developing a top-notch regional publictra:nspc,rtalion· system, in
solving the growing homelessness problem, in protecting and e)(J)anding local fooci production
marfoging growth and
protecting green spaces from reckless development.
·
··

or in

Given the controversy surrounding sewage, light rail transit and the land-use decisions in Juan de Fuca and Central
Saanich, some critics - particularly developers. and their political supporters - are calling for the 13 municipalities in the
CRD to be amalgamated into one body Hke Ottawa or Toronto.
This won't work on southern Vancouver Island. Many of the communities in the CRD have distinct cultures, and the makeup .
of the CRD is too diverse for a one-size-frts-all solution. The challenges facing Sooke are different from .those of downtown ·
Victoria. The character of Saanich is unlike that of the Juan de Fuca area.
That said, there is need for modem decision-making rules and structures that facilitate co-operative decision-making on the ·
enormous collective challenges facing·our region. We must consider h.ow together we can create and implement a plan to
make our region the most liveable in .the world,
Many influential people in the region are searching for a path fo~rd on these issues. I predict a conversation about
developing a •made in the region• solution will begin to percolate in 2012, and a solution will coalesce in 2013 just in time for
the next round of municipal elections.

"Politicsis notprrk}ic.tions and politics is not observations.· Politics is what we do. Politics is what we do, politics is what we
create, by what we work for, by what we hope for and what we dare to imagine.• - Paul Wei/stone, Former IJ S. Senator
Other Famous Predictions:
• "I think there is a world market for maybe fwe computers." -Thomas Watson (1874-1956), Chairman of IBM, 1943
•• .~Heavier-than-air flying machines are impossible." - Lord Kelvin, President, Royal Society, 1895
• "Everything that can be invented has been invented:" -.Charles. H. Dueli, Commissioner, U.S. Office of Patents, 1899 .·
• "There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home." - Ken Olson, president, chairman and founder of ·
Digital Equipment Corp., 1977
·
• "This 'telephone' has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as a means of communication. The device is
inherently of no value to us." -·Western Union internal memo, 1876.
• "The wireless music box has no imaginable commercial value. Who would pay for a message sent to nobody in
par:ticqlar'?" - Da.v1if Sarnoff's associates in te$ponse to his urgings for i11vestn:iet1t In the radio in the 1920s•.
• "The concept is interesting and well-formed, but ii, order to. eanibetter than ~ 'C;' thE1i:c!¢a must be feasible/' - A Yale .
University management professor in. response to Fred Smith's pa.perpropo5.ing rElliabl~ overiiigh.t delivery: service.
·•
{Smtthwent on to found Federal Express Corp.)
• "All attempts at artificial aviation are not only dangerous to life but doomed to failure from an engineering standpoint."
- editor of 'The Times' of London, 1905
• "640K ought to be enough for anybody." - Bill Gates (1955-), in 1981.
• "Louis Pasteur's theory of germs is ridiculous fiction". - Pierre Pachet, Professor of Physiology atToulouse, 1.872
• "We don't like their sound, and guitar music is on the way out." - Decca Recording Co. rejecting the Beatles, 1962
• "Drill for oil? You mean drill into the ground to try and fin<f oil? You're crazy." - Drillers who Edwin L. Drake tried to
enlist to his project to drill for oil in 1859.
• "Airplanes are interesting toys but of no military value." - Marechal Ferdinand Foch, Professor of Strategy, .l=cole
Superieure de Guerre
·
••
• "The abdomen, the chest, and the brain will forever be shut from the intrusion of the wise and humane surgeon". - Sir•
John Eric Ericksen, British surgeon, appointed Surgeon- Extraordinary to Queen Victoria 1873
• "You would rnake a ship sail against the winds and currents by lighting a bonfire under her deck.,.I have no time for
such nonsense." - Napoleon, commenting on Fulton's Steamship
• "Man will never reach the moon regardless of all future scientific advances." - Dr. Lee De Forest, inventor of the
Aµdion tube and a father of radio, 25 February, 1967.
• "The aeroplane will never fly." - Lord Haldane, Minister of War, Britain, 1907
• "But what ... is it good for?" - Engineer at the Advanced Computing Systems Division of IBM, 1968, commenting on
the microchip.

Image courtesy of Bolstin. on Flickr. Used under a..Creative Commons license.
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Friday, May 31, 2013 by Will Harter

Why Premier Clark Said. 'No' To

E.obridge

s+r

Lots of people, par'ticularly eastern pundits, were surprised by B.C. Premier Clark's
decision to formally reject Enbridge's oil tanker and pipeline proposal to ship Alberta
crude on through B.C. to China and other Asian markets.
We weren't.
Why? Simply because its good politics~
I'll explain.
· PremierC::lark has·sfaked her political future on rapidly ramping up Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) exportsfrom B.C. ltwasJtie ..
centerpiece both of her jobs plan and the cash cow that would help her claw her way out of significant budget deficits.
'
Anything but a strong NO to Enbridge would have raised the ire of northern First Nations and communities - those whom
she quickly needs to appease to fast track her LNG plans. Simply put, a YES to Enbridge would have -as UBC Prof
George Hoberg recently said ~ unleashed a backlash of civil disobedience unprecedented in our province's history, as well
as potentially spurred a citizen initiative similar to the HST referendum, which could seriously derail her government's
priorities.
The second reason is that despite what some eastern pundits may claim, pro-oil tanker and pro-pipeline positions are
politically toxic in B.C. What's been lost.in the myriad of opinion editorials claiming the tanker issue is what cost the NDP the
election is the fact that Christy Clark campaigned on 'Standing up for BC.' Her 'protect B.C. against Alberta and Ottawa'
rhetoric served her well in the elections campaign, insulating her from what was substantively a weaker policy position than ·
the NDP.

Also lost in the media coverage so far is the fact that not one MLA WCI$ elected who had a
pro-oil tanket or pro pipeline position:
MLA 's who opposed or raised serious concerns aboutoil tanker proposals = 85
MLA's who supported oil tanker proposals= o
Despite the rejection, backed by a tlJorough and compelling technical submission, there were aspects of the B.C.
government's news release that raise concerns. The repeated use of the phrase "as presented to the Joint Review Panel" to '
qualify their rejection raises the possibility of some post~review secret deal. These weasel words, combined with Minister
·
Lake's comments yesterday after a meeting in Alberta where he said he saw a "path to Yes." raises questions about the
possibility of further negotiations between Clark's government, Alberta, Ottawa and Enbridge outside of public process.

It is true: Ottawa could still try pushing through an approval for Enbridge while relying on promises to make the project
better after the review. However, the public process is now over, so this would mean any changes Enbridge might make to
their proposal would presumably be evaluated behind closed cioors. After the HST backlash, it would be political suicide for••
either Harper or Clark to make backroom changes to their position on such a controversial proposal.
Another problem with a backroom, post-reViewdeal with Ottawa and Alberta is that it would completely undermine the JRP
process as well as future review processes. VVhy would 1,161 people make oral P,resentations to the JRP or.why wquld
:
mterveners waste countless hours re)liewing testimony and spend hu.ri~reds of thousands of dollars on lawyers if proposals ;
can get revised and approved post-review through backroom negotiations? This approach would open up
iegal and
political risks than it would solve. Imagine what would happen to the upcoming regulatory review of the Kinder Morgan
proposal if Victoria and Ottawa bring .out the gaffers tape and approve Enbridge post review?

more

Another reason Clark's opposition to Enbridge isn't a surprise is that by all accounts she is a federal Liberal at heart. After ..
the largest perceived election comeback in Canadian history, Clark is in a strong position to play hardball with Harper. Clark ;
successfully .cozied up to Tory-aligned interests to unify the so-called 'Free Enterprise' vote before and during the election, ·
but insiders indicat~ it was always a forced marriage. Most of her closest advisors - including her ex-husband who'.s
rumoured to be on the short list as Justin Trudeau's point man in B.C. - align with the Grits and not the Tories.
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Given the massive opposition from across the political spectrum - Dogwood Initiative alone has more than 150,000 No
Tankers supporters - and the federal Liberals long-standing opposition to the expansion of oil tankers in B.C. (going ail the
.way back to Justin's dad), the Liberal brand is enhanced by a :firm NO position and a face-off with Harper.
In fact, polls suggest 'Standing Strong Against on Tankers' is perhaps the best issue in B..C. to differentiate Grits from the
Tories and rebuild support for the LiberalParty of Canada.
Given the collapse of the provincial Conservatives, her unexpected comeback, her deep political ties to the Grits and her
desire :to fast track LNG, Clark's decision to reject Enbridge as it stands makes a great deal of political sense.
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Civil Disobedience Meeting
Feb. 20, 2013
Jn attendance: Will Harter, Emma Gilchrist, Celine Trojand, Matt Takach,

Karl Hardin, Eric Swanson,

Lyndsey Easton

Ch air: Will Harter

Context
The issue ofparticipating in civil disobedience .has.arisen as a tbpic worthy of further discussion and
ciarification - both in terms of Dogwood Initiative's position on civil disobedience and Dogwood
Initiative's policy surrounding.staff participating in civil disobedience on Dogwood issues;

Dogwood'sposition on civil disobedience
.Started with a r:ound table conversation about current understanding of our position. It was generally
agreed upon by all staff that Dogwood has not taken a blanket position on civil disobedience - rather,
we consider it a tool in the fool box to be strategically evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Action item: It was decided that we will publish a blog outlin1ng Dogwood's position on civil
disobedience. Will is going to take the lead on combining Eric's Defend Our Coastblqg (unpublished) and
his previous Bridget DePape blog and is going to provide to Emma for editing and review before he
leaves on vacation on Feb. 27th •

How a decision to use civil disobedience w.ill be made
Any decision for the organization or its staff to participate in civil disobedience needs to be signed off on
by the Executive Director, in consultation with the Campaign Director and the Communications Director.

Policy on staff participatin9 in civil disobedience
Further conversation was had about the issue

of Dogwood staff participating in civil disobedience on

Dbgwood issues in instances where the organization has not made the strategic decision tb pursue civil
disobedience.
It was generally agreed upon by all present thatas a Dogwood Initiative employee you are representing
Dogwood (whether you like it or not) whenever you make statements or take actions on an issue that
Dogwood Initiative is currently working on.
Following on this, it was c3greed upon that to partieipate in civil disobedience on a Dogwood issue
without written consent (as detailed above), would be a contravention of the employment contract and
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would risk bringing the organization into "disrepute." Your right as a citizen does not trump your
responsibility to abide by your employment contract.
It was also flagged that if you are considedng becoming involved in another orgahization that is
partaking in civil di:;obedience this could present a conflict of interest and should be flagged with the
executive director before involvement commences,
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Celine Trojand

C:eiine Trojand - Director of Organizing ext.24
Politiel> aro1,md the kitchen table has always been commonplace for Celine, who grew up with her family in rural
Northeastern B.G. Herfarnlly made a living in agriculture and commercial horticulture until they relocated to the
Okanagan in 2003. Celine earned a degree in Anthropology from UBG Okanagan where she was an active student
leader and Course Union Chair. Celine began working for Dogwood in 2009 and has weathered three election
campaigns, three leadership races ahd countless rallies. She still does not enjoy rally chanting but is unfalteringly
devoted to building power in communities across her.home province.
·
Celine Is .one of those extreme extroverts - she's best when she's having exciting co.nversations and meetihg new
people. On the weekends you might find her doing Organizer trainings, taking pottery classes, competing in archery
shoots, or making huge feasts for her friends, family and her dog, Loi.Ip.
·
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Terry Dance-Bennink

Teny Dance-Bennink - Regional Organizer - Vancouver Island South
Terry joined Dogwood in'2013 after searching for an environmental organization that asked more of.its volunteers than a
donation and a signature. She returned .from a two week visit to .the tarsands .a changed woman., determined to stop
pipeline expansion and stand in solidarity with Canada's Fil'$t Nations. Now she's a full-time volunteer regional organizer,
responsible for Vancouver Island South. She calls Vic West home but is deeply attached to more than 100 volunteers in
Sooke, Metchosin, Esquit.nalt, View Royal, Colwood and Victoria. A retired vice-president academic of an .Ontario college,
Terry has herM.Ed. :and brings d.ecades of organizational and communication sltjlls to her role. She's also a breast cancer
·survivor/voh.ioteer and a meml;>er of Esquimalt United Church. In her down time, she loves to walk along Victoria's harbour
front, meditate and sip a raspberry ale at Swan's Brew Pub with Dogwood buddies.
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~iver Pilgrimage to the Tar Sands: Part One - First
counters
d by Rikki Ayers af 6ct 03, 2013 12:50PM I Permalink
under: First Nations, climate change, global warming, Tar Sands, No Tankers

. .rry Dance-Bennink, M.Ed.
Six of us set off on a pilgrimage along the Athabasca River this fall, starting at its_
headlands in Alberta's ice fields and culminating in "Hiroshima" as singer, Neil Young, so
rightly describes the tar sands. It's the largest energy extraction project on the planet and
yet it's out of sight, out of mind for most' of us.
I'm an active volunteer with the Sierra Club and the Dogwood Initiative and support "no
tankers off our coast." But I've never seen the tar sands. I joined this trip because I
wanted to see the source of the threat, as well as nature untouched by our greed. This is
my testimony to what I learned on a journey through a healthy natural wilderness, a
man-made hell, and my own emotional wilderness.

Our First Encounter
Our trip was organized by Maureen Wild, a retreat guide and Sister of Charity, who focuses on sacred ecology (see her ·
website, www.paxgais.ca). Five women and one man (my 77 year-old husband, Theo) met each other for the fin~t time at a
peaceful Franciscan retreat house with a beautiful view of the Rockies on Septem~er 3rd.
We were to spend two weeks accompanying the river whenever we could, travelling in two cars. We roughed it at times and did
our own cooking as much as possible. We soaked up the beauty of nature and spent time with a Metis family in Brule; Alberta
and a native family and whistle-blower, Dr. John O'Connor, in Fort McKay. We.explored Fort McMurray and saw and smelt the
tar sands.
It was good to start off in a quiet place as each of us was .excited but also a bit nervous. I'm a breast cancer survivor with
digestive issues, so I was anxious about our accommodation and venturing into "Mordor". A Franciscan brother joked as we left,
"don't get killed up there."
We met "the river'' the next day and marvelled at its power and milky sheen as we soak up the
spray from Athabasca Falls. I can't get over the vast swaths of green velvet forest, untouched
by clear-cutting. Further along the lcefields Parkway, we hiked up to the foot of a glacier but
returned somewhat sad as evidence of global warming was all around us. I'd visited this
glacier 10 years ago and Ws noticeably smaller.
We spend the first night in a river-side hostel with a gorgeous view but no running water or
electricity, .smelly pit toilets, and a group of male cyclists drinking hard liquor at the end of a
long ride! The six of us shared a tiny cabin with bunk beds. After that restless night, I say
thank you to all my ancestors who survived far worse and acknowledge my own dependency • ·
on oil-based comforts.
Two pilgrims at the glacier's
edge. Photo: Terry DanceBennink

A Metis perspective
A surprise awaited us outside Jasper in the tiny hamlet of Brule, Alberta. Fellow-traveller
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Maureen had booked a B & B which turned out to be just beautiful, complete with mountain
and river views, flush toilets, running water, and electricity! The owners, Laura Vinson and
David Martineau are a Metis couple and fantastic musicians.
We spent the first night listening to the DVD of their European tour celebrating Metis culture
and its diverse roots, and we talked about the tracking operations for natural gas which
encircle their community. We also heard about ancestors who were pushed off their land
when Jasper National Park was born.
We gathered around the fire pit the next riight and met our host Laura's sister, Lavone, who
works for the Athabasca Watershed Planning & Advisory Council 0/'JPAC). She tells us that
water is being pumped out of local creeks for natural gas operations, leaving them dry. WPAC
is workirig well, however, and wm soon move into developing a management strategy. As we
drive off the next day, we can see small tracking operations on farmers' lands - a reminder of
what B.C's government has embraced in a.big way in the northeastern part of our province.
We sense friction between the Metis and treaty native people when Lavone tells us .that treaty
natives in Fort McKay are considered "rich" in comparison with the Metis who have no treaty
riahts.
Share

Evidence of global
warming. The glacier has
receded noticeably since
1992. Photo: Terry DanceBennink

ext day, we rested close to the town cif Athabasca as we prepared ourselves mentally
and physically for highway 63, known as the highway to
hell, enroute to Fort McMurray. We enjoyed a dip in a small lake, an encounter with a black
bear, quiet reading on the cabin porch, and communal meals. My husband Theo gave .each
woman a huge big chocolate bar which definitely helped seal their approval of the only man
in our estrogen-laden circle!
To be continued . ..

(Click to Part Two, Part Three or Part Four)

Filed under: First Nations, climate change, global warming, Tar Sands, No Tankers
View fromthe bed-andbreakfast Terry and crew
stayed at in Brule, Alberta.
Photo: Terry DanceBennink.
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The highway to hell
Oil industry employee barracks along
highway 63. Photo: Terry Dance-Bennink

Highway 63 is weird - like nothing I've ever seen. We drove north for several hours on a
straigf:lt, flat road bordered with small, stunted trees struggling to grow in marshy land. Pit toilets are the only rest areas. We
didn't see· many signs of oil exploration because it's hidden by the trees, but every once in a while we glimpsed ugly threestorey barracks housing oil workers. We'd been told that sniffer dogs roam the corridors each night to detect drugs.
Huge trucks, some of them two storeys high; rush past us with escorts to halt traffic when needed. Pick-up trucks are the name
of the game up here. Theo and I felt very small and conspicuous in our car with B. C. license plates. The infamous highway is
being expanded into a four lane expressway, a sign the.oil companies are here to stay. Fatigue, alcohol, drugs and notorious
weather conditions resulted in 3,339 accidents and 93 deaths between 2006-10 (Oilsands Review, Sep. 2013).
We all breathed a sigh of relief when we entered Fort McMurray (Fort Crack according to
washroom graffiti). Our relief didn't last long. We felt the frenetic energy of the place.and had
to watch our step every moment to avoid being run down. The four lane highway buzzes with
truci<s 24/7. We saw rnen everywhere, huddled in small groups on corners, outside bars and
restaurants, from .all over the world, including Somalia and Newfoundland. As older women,
we stand out in this testosterone-driven city filled with big toys for big boys.

A museum of human greed
We stopped at the Oil Sands Discovery Centre on the way into town. It's an informative,. slick
propaganda tool designed by the oil industry, mainly for children. But I got to touch and feel
bitumen in its original form - it's a thick, sticky, hard substance, just like tar. We were.shocked
by the coloured map which shows Fort McMurray and Fort McKay surrounded by dozens of
oil companies. Every inch of land is claimed. The map shows only 20% of the total industry
- the surface mining operations that use giant trucks and shovels. The remaining 80% is secured through in situ drilling, a
steam-driven process to secure oil deeper down.
·

An oversized load along the
highway to hell - Highway
63 - to Fort McMurray, A.B.

The tar sands region is the size of Florida! How many Canadians know this? How many have seen it?
We climbed up on a two-storey truck with the biggest tires I've ever seen and sit in the driver's seat watching video footage of a
real operation on a Martian-like landscape. Every scrap of natural vegetation, derogatorily called the "overburden", has been
stripped away as the men hunt for black gold. It's rape by another name.
The only nod to the environmental impact of the tar sands is a short video with a native elder who says quietly, "Water is more
precious than oil and I'm worried about the future." An industry spokesman responds by stating "10% of the active mining
footprint has been reclaimed since the 1960s and we are making efforts." (Upstream Dialogue: The Facts on Oil Sands)
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To my surprise, the Qi/sands Review, an industry magazine, actually quotes Alexis
Bonogofsky from the Nationai Wildlife Federation: "The Albertan government wants the Oil
Sands Discovery Centre to be perceived as a celebration of human ingenuity, but what they
don't understand is that it is a museum of human greed, folly and recklessness." Aseries of
similar quotes fill the single page devoted to what people are saying about the industry in the
media around the world.

Black gold fever
Black gold fever enveloped us that night as we went for a meal at Earl's next door to our
hotel, staffed with waitresses dressed like hookers who tell us they have to be ready for
"red-carpet treatment." The place is packed as every hotel is booked for the annual trade
show. Once again, we're conspicuous in a room filled with tired men, drinking and having a
good time, ogling the waitresses' white thighs.
As we leave the restaurant, we see a man slumped in a red car at the end of a street with his
r.:,r ,..,gine running. We call 911. The ambulance driver threatens to bash in the driver's
Share w unless he opens up. The next day, we see the empty red car still parked in the same

A negative filter on this map
of oil company claims
shows the breadth of
tarsands and other fossil
fuel development. Original
photo: Terry Dance-Bennink

verage age in Fort McMurray is 31 and the average annual income is $177,000. Theo remarks, "Everyone here is
1g to put down 5 cents and pick up a dollar." The female staff in our hotel (which costs $155/night for a dark, smoky
are eager to chat. They work long hours and there's little for women to do in town. They seem eager for female company.
rrbia, however, is quite gentile-across from the highwayand.u.R a.hill-with house prices averaging in the high
J00s. Housing is a real issue in Fort McMurray, even though oil industry executives and workers earn such high salaries.
oung mayor, however, is trying her best to civilize this modern-day gold rush town.

A toxic stew
We then headed off to Fort McKay the next morning to meet 77-year-old Celina Harpe, a Cree-Chipewyan elder, who's lived in
the area all her life. Maureen is writing her life story. On the way we finally glimpsed the scope of the destruction - enormous
taHings lakes (not ponds) filled with toxic chemicals, water and sand, some stretching as long as 14 miles (Syncrude).
These tailings lakes total 170 sq. kilometres and just sit there like huge oozing sores, wailing for some miracle cure that even
industry acknowledges is difficult to find. Ducks, geese and shorebirds die in agony when they mistakenly land in this
disgusting stew that never freezes over.
The region smells of sulphur and oil - all the way to Fort McKay- and yet government and industry deny "the odours·. It's two
weeks later and I'm still hacking from a brief exposure. How do the workers and native people survive? Some workers are lucky
and return upstream to Fort McMurray at night where the air is relatively clean; others are stuck all week in barracks beside the
plants, while the native people downstream are slowly dying from cancer, skin, digestive and respiratory diseases. I feel
incredibly prMleged to live in Victoria.
The tailings lakes increase in volume at a rate that would fill the Toronto Skydome on a daily basis, according to Edmonton's
Pembina Institute. And they leak. The water is kept in an unlined earthen structure and even the official oil inoustry publication,
Upstream Dialogue, acknowledges seepage into the ground water and Athabasca River. We heard a lot more about this when
we met our native family and Dr. O'Connor.
The mines used 800 million bathtubs of fresh water last year, mostly from the Athabasca river (Oilsands Review, Sep. 13, p.
73)" That's as much water as a city of 2 million people require, according to Andrew Nikiforuk, author of Tar Sands. And 70% of
this water ends up in tailings lakes. Upstream Dialogue makes no mention of the contaminants in this water, but Natural
Resources Canada provides a long list of the cancer-makers.
Canada has one of.the worst records of pollution enforcement of any industrial nation.

To be continued ...

(Click to Part One, Part Three orPart Four)
Filed under: climate change, global warming, Tar Sands, No Tankers, oilsands, Climate Change
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Native hospitality

The polluted Athabasca. River near _Fort
McKay. Photo: Terry Dance BenrJnk

The dirt road into Fort McKay is a bumpy ride. It's cur.rently being expanded and paved and is home to 700+ treaty native
people and a Metis community. We met Celina, who has dark curly hair and a spark in her eye, at her modest home beside the
river and we drove together to her sister Clara's house. Like Celina, Clara was born and raised in Fort McKay and she
welcomes us warmly. She's prepared fried bannock with home-made jams and a lovely stew for us all. She lives in a new
subdMsion in a modern house but the tap water is undrinkable.
"Our new-borns come home from Fort McMurray and within a week, they show signs of asthma;' Clara tells us. 'We have to
drink bottled water and can only shower briefly in lukewarm water because:it's so toxic from chemicals used by the oil
companies. We have all kinds of skin rashes. Dr. O'Connor tells our pregnant women and new-barns to completely avoid tap
water:• One of us goes to the sink to wash our hands, and we're quickly told to stop.
Celina and Clara tell us about Moose Lake - a sacred area of native reserves which the Dover/Brion Energy projectintends to
mine. "I grew up in Moose Lake in the bush with my six brothers," Celina tells us proudly. "I know everything and anything
about trap lines. Red cranberries were everywhere. And the foxes, lynx, squirrels, even wolverines, are coming back. They're
not being hunted as much ..On our recent summer trip to Moose Lake, we came back with three white fish. But if that mine
goes, this will all change.•
·
·
Earlier this year, the Fort McKay First Nation and Metis community opposed the portion of the project nearest the reserve and
requested a 20 km no-development buffer zone around Gardiner and Namur Lakes. They also asked for assurance of
environmental best practices and an access management plan.
Despite evidence from 24 expert w_itnesses at the public hearing, the Alberta Energy Regulator rejected all three requests: The
government claimed "the economic impacts of the buffer zone are.too significantto lose and that government policy is to fully
develop the oil sands." (Red River Current)
"Every mining request is approved, so no wonder we lose hope," Celina comments sadly. The fight is not over yet, and outside
support and media attention is crucial.
Despite protests by the band council, they're in a bind. In 2010 alone, the oil companies contracted more than $1.3 billion worth
of goods from aboriginal-owned businesses in the region and industry gave $5.5 million to support aboriginal community
programs (Upstream Dialogue). Most employable people in Fort McKay work for the oil companies. Are you going to bite the
hand that feeds you? But it sure smacks of an industry buy-off until the native people either die, move away or shake hands.

A gentle warrior
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We're shocked by the polluted water and toxic air and can't understand why nothing has been done. We learn even morewhen
we interview whistle-blower, Dr..John O'Connor.
Dr. O'Connor is a family physician and director of Health and Human Services in Fort McKay. He first
started working with Fort Chipewyan residents in 2000 and was concerned by the.high incidence of
cancer among the 1,200 people living downstream from the oil sands. When he raised his concerns
publicly, Health Canada supported by Alberta Health raised spurious complaints and his license was
on the line for almost three years.
He was subsequently cleared after public protest and evidence from the Alberta Cancer Board that,
indeed, cancer rates were 30% higher in the area than normal in 2009. The prestigious
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences published Prof. David Schindler's et. al findings
related to heavy metals and other contaminants emanating from the tarsands in 2009-10.

Dr. John O'Connor,
,,.._ gentle warrior.
Share to: Terry
ce-Bennink

O'Connor is a gentle warrior. "I have stacks of documentation concerning .the high incidence of
respiratory disease, skin conditions, rashes, digestive disorders c,1nd cancer," he tells us. "I have lines
of people coming into the clinic with rashes. There's dust everywhere." We can attest to that as our
car is covered in it.

O'Connor had a conference call with Health Canada in February 2011 about the town's water quality.
The water has been regularly tested for E. coli and more often now for disinfectant compounds
(DBPs). "But we still have elevated levels of DBPs," he pointed out. "One hundred is the Upper limit
and our levels have reached close to 200, double the safety level, since 1994. The level ranges from
, Edmonton and Fort McMurray and 180-260 in Fort McKay."
has nothing been done?" I ask him. "If this was Victoria, it wouldn't be tolerated for a minute and the media would be all

fears ago, the government announced a letter of intent to conduct a health study," O'Connor replied. "The band chief
me to lead the process. A few months ago, we stopped hearing anything from the government. In essence, the
t;unununities of McKay and Chipewyan have been abandoned by Alberta and Canada in terms of health studies."
"We had a support group for close to 100 people suffering from cancer in Fort McMurray a few years ago," O'Connor continued.
"The .Canadian Cancer Society helped facilitate the process, but even this organization was denied access to information by the
Alberta health ministry, which cited privacy as the reason.
"I'm curious why Public Health has never questioned the government on the issue of human health impacts downstream," he
said. "Not even once. And I demand the governments of Alberta and Canada be accountable to the people who have to endure
the as-yet unstudied risks of merely IMng downstream.
"How can we support you?" we asked him.
"Talk to people - spread the word," he urged us. "There's no point watching your Ps and Qs - just say it all. But there has to be
a balance, because Fort McKay would fall through the floor if industry pulled out completely. If I had three months, I'd be all
over this, filing requests for information and talking to everyone I could."

A pipeline for clean water
We returned to our hotel in a sober mood after this exchange with John O'Connor. The next day we drove back north to Fort
McKay for lunch with Celina Harpe. She serves us baked bannock and a delicious moose stew - a first for me. Celina is more
than willing to share her life story with us, but focuses a lot on the health issues in her community.
"In .the old days, not many people died in one year. But we lost ten people last year - seven adults and three kids. Ten in one
year is awful. My husband, Ed, sleeps all the time now because he has a cancerous tumour. When he takes a bath, I have to
put antibiotic salve on him due to the water. My hands hurt so from the tap water. My friend has big brown marks all over her.
Now they're talking of a swimming pool in town! Are they going to put tailings pond water in it? I worry so about all the
children."
"There are dollars for housing but no clean water or air," she points out. 'They're going to build an extended care building right
beside the river. But what about the toxic water? If they can build a pipeline between here ahd the USA, why not a pipeline for
clean water between Fort McMurray and Fort McKay?
"They like it when people die here - I've said that in meetings. Families are moving away one at a time when they have the
money."
"Everyone's related here. We're like family. My sister, Clara, and I always go wherever there's a need. I don't like politics
because it gets in the way and material stuff is just material stuff. As long as I pray to God - that's what matters. We live with
love and faith. What more can you ask for? That's the way my mother lived."
"Lots of people came to the healing walk through the tailings ponds from Crane Lake to Syncrude this summer," she told us.
"We need all the help we can get. I didn't go because I wasn't feeling well. Everywhere we go here, there are gates and this is
our land: It's not right!"
After three hours of sharing, Celina wrapped up with a moving story about her grandfather's prediction of the devastation of
their land.
·
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"My grandfather used to sit on top of the hill - only he had a house there then. He'd look at the river for hours. I ran over one
day and sat with him when I was a little girl. He said, 'You know, God gave this river and ice and clear water- it's so beautiful.
In the future, if you have children, you're going to have to tell them the white man is going to spoil thatwater. You're going to
have to buy clean water and they're going to dig big holes for oil. There's lots ofoil here. They will tear up mother earth. Nice
trees will be torn up. I don't know where your grandchildren are going to go after that. I don't like it but I see it."
"I still remember what he said," Celina says. "Now I think about it and he was so, so right. My grandfather's hunting ground
is right where Suncor is now."
We leave Celina later that afternoon, grateful for her incredible hospitality given all she and her comml!nity have suffered .at the
hands of white people. The next morning, we drive south and begin the journey home with somewhat heavy hearts but
honoured to have met such brave souls.
To be continued . ..
(Click to Part One, Part Two or Part Four)
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Renewable is doable
Theo and I collapsed into our own bed two days after visiting with Celina Harpe and Dr.
John O'Connor in Fort McKay, although I woke up in the night and asked him where the
bathroom was! In 14 days, we'd spent 10 nights in different accommodations, which I found hard.
I left the tar sands feeling quite overwhelmed. When you actually see the size of the devastation and the ruthlessness with
which black gold is pursued, it's easy to feel despair. But a few days later after some quiet time, my spirits picked up as I
listened to a webinar entitled "100% renewables - powering states, countries and the world with water, wind and sun"
sponsored by the BC Sustainable Energy Association.
Standford University professor, Mark Jacobson, told 500 participants from BC and all over the world that renewable energy is
doable by 2030. His institute .has developed concrete plans for California and New York proving that solar, wind and
water-based energy is both possible, cost-effective and creates jobs. The key to change is our political will.

What I learned
• I live within driving distance of one of the world's most environmentally damaging activities and yet I've never seen it.
I'm not alone. If I remain silent, I'm complicit.
• The government and the oil industry are in collusion and Canada is becoming a
petro-state with its characteristic lack of democracy. No wonder Prime Minister Harper is
so unpopular here in the west. I'll continue to speak up and volunteerwith local
environmental groups, the Cancer Society and the United Church.
• Outside support and media attention are crucial. Those living in the belly of the
beast are isolated and can be compromised. It may be easier for people like me to
speak up than someone who depends on an oil industry job or grant to eat.
0

"No tankers off our coast" is only part of the solution. The source of the problem,
tar sands extraction, must be slowed at th.every least, if not stopped outright.

Athabasca Falls. Photo:
Terry Bennink

• It's not enough to apologize to the native people for stealing and ruining their lands.
They have not given up and they will not "move away". I must stand beside them when
they ask for support.
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Renewable is doable. The BC Liberals were re-elected last spring on the basis of their job-creation strategy. We
environmentalists need to get specific about opportunities in the renewable energy sector. Be positive not just negative.
Mother earth will outlast us. The rocky mountains convinced me of this. No matter What happens in 100 years, the
planet will continue. Hopefully, we humans will find a way to curb our cancerous appetites and see ourselves as but one
tiny chain in a living universe.

• Time apart in nature restores my spirits. I need regular time in the natural wilderness and the silence of meditation.
• I must look,at my own life style .once again. Walk more, drive less. Tum down the lights and heat whenever possible.
Re-cycle kitchen scraps. Buy local organic food .....
• I'm grateful for Victoria's clean water and air. I'm privileged to live here while so many others in the world lack these
basic rights.
• The Athabasca River runs through my heart. I will not forget you.
Terrv Dance is a breast cancer survivor who volunteers with the Canadian Cane.er Society and local environmental groups. She's
1er vice-president academic of an Ontario college and a writer/personal historian.
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BLOGWOOD
Friday, January 24, 2014 by Lyndsey Easton

The First Steps Of Organizing

:ai.1

If enough B.ritish Colombians pledge to sign up their friends, family and neighbours, it
will .be politically disastrous for Premier Clark if she does not stand up for.B.C. against
risky
tanker propbsals. Th.at's because together, we'll .have .the people-power
necessary to organize the hundreds ofthousands of people across the province
required to win a citize~•s initiative.

oil

The first step is to get so big that success would be nearly guaranteed if we 1.aunch a
citizen's initiative. So what does that mission look like for people? You have to start
small to get big: team .up With a few friends or neighbours and together, find and sign
up as many people in ym.1r community as possible.
Registering $,885 people to knock on doors and collect pledg·es in all 85 B.C. ridings
Terry Dance-Benriink
starts in places like coffee shops, churches and :potlucks; Small tight~knit local groups
will add up to a huge movement. This phase of Dogwood's new No Tankers strategy relies on consistent ground work led by:
people who have taken ownership ofthe movement to protect B.C.'s coast -just like Esquimalt rei,ident Terry DanceBennirik.
After a life-changing trip to th.e oil sands this past September, she decided she wanted·to step up. Terry says the most
upsetting part of hertrip was meeting people living in First Nations communities who were dying from .toxins released by the•
tarsands.
·
"Cancer rates are 30 per cent higher than normal in some areas .. As a cancer survivor, my heart goes out to them,"Teny
says.
"When .I came home, I felt the urge to do more than sign petitions, donate money and attend protest rallies. I've been gMng .
talks about our trip at various churches and now I'm a Dogwood organizer. It's a big leap from being a supporter to an
organizer, but we have to step up to the plate before it's too late;"
Since participating in Dogwood and Organize BC's December organizing workshop, Terry has already helped develop a
team in Esquimalt-Royal Roads with a clear target of collecting 5,888 pledges in the riding.
The foundation of the Esquilma!t~Royal Roads team can be partially attributed to a relationship that developed at
Dogwoocf's January 2012 Get Out the Vote event Where Terry and teammate Maureen Burgess met for the very first time.
"We canvassed together and hit it oft She's raring to go along with Jane Devonshire, a working mother involved in many
community networks."
·
Terry says when you're building a team, you simply have to start Where you are:
"We sat dowr, with Peter Gibbs, the regional organizer, and discussed our targets, team structure and roles, and events we
could sponsor to recruit voiunteers. We started out by ic:lentifying our own personal networks in order to follow-up with
people who may be jnterested. In my .case, I'm a member of the Justice & Outreach team at Esquimalt United Church and
we have ten folks who are now committed .to the campaign ... Our immediate goal is to recruit 15 core organizers to work
with future canvassers."
·
This kind of organizing approach is called a "Snowflake mod.el'' or a distributeg leadership structure. Power, responsibility
and ownership ate distributed - not co.ncentrated.
Extending the reach of their network even further, their team goes door~t0-0oor every other Sunday a.fternoon, which
includes an orientation, trainirig and debrief afterward at the church.
·
"Anyone is welcome;'' says Terry.
Terry will be giving a talk about her trip to the oil sands on Feb. i6 at Sidney's St. Paul's United Church, as well as a public
meeting on March 24 at her church in Esquimalt to involve a broader circle of people in the campaign.
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"Celine Trojand and I will speak about the citizen's initiative and a member ofthe Coastal First Nations will speak to First
Nations involvement. Guy Dauncey from the.BC Sustainable:Energy Association will answer the question often put to us:
What DO yotl support? How can we transition from fossil fuels to sustainable energy in B.C.? It will be a liv!:llY evening for
sure!"
Terry says she believes in building a grass-roots movement in B,C. as a way to infiuence politics, as we've known all along
this was going to be a political decision. As of the time of publication, 9,243 people have taken the pledge to stand up for
B.C . .if Premier Clark won't, and 1,058 of those people have raised their hands .saying they want to receive training about
how to bring together British Columbians· who believe in a healthy coast and a healthy economy. We're lucky Terry is one of
th.em.
"It won't be easy, that's for sure. Butwhe.n I wake up at i a.m. worrying about some campaign detail, J remember Nelson
Mandela, Martin Luther King and countl.ess others who drew on their faith in God, human goodness and the planet to keep ·
going. We have to be brave and in .it for the long haul."
To help the movement stay connected, we're running regular trainings,. conference calls andwebinars to support organizers
in every way we can. E-mail Dogwood's organizing director Celine at celine@dogwoodinitiative.cirg to get connected.
If you haven't already, please sign the pledge lo Stand Up for BC. The path to victory is clear, and it starts with building reai
community power.
·
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The Day I Found Out the Canadian Government Was Spying
on Me c11
Emma Gilchrist r2J I November 20, 2013

By Emma Gilchrist r21 • Wednesday, November 20, 2013 -- 11:43

Nov. 19th, 2013. A Tuesday. The day started out sunny, but hail fell outof the sky in the
afternoon. It was a Victoria day like any other until I found out the Canadian government has
been vigorously spying on several Canadian organizations that work for environmental
protections and democratic rights.
I read the news in the Vancouver Observer 13J. There, front and centre, was the name of the
organization I worked for until recently: Dogwood Initiative.
My colleagues and I had been wary of being spied on for a long time, but having it confirmed
still took the wind out ofme.

I told my parents about the article over dinner. They're retired school teachers who lived in
northern Alberta for 35 year$ before moving to Victoria.
I asked them: "Did you know the Canadian government is spending your tax dollars to spy on
your daughter?"
·
Then I told them how one of the events detailed in e-mails from Richard Garber, the National
Energy Board's "Group Leader of Security," was a workshop in a Kelowna church run by one of
my close friends and colleagues, Celine Trojand (who's about the mostwarm-hea.rted person
you could ever meet). About 30 people, mostly retirees, attended to learn about storytelling,
theory of change and creative sign~making (cue the scary music l4J).
·
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In the e-mails, Garber marshals security and intelligence operations between government
operations and private interests and notes that his security team has consulted With Canada's
spying agency, CSIS.
To add insult to injury, another set of documents l5l show CSIS and the RCMP have been inviting
oil executives to secret classified briefings at cSls headquarters in Ottawa, in what The
11
Guardian rs1 describes as "unprecedented surveillance and intelligence sharing with companies.
These meetings covered "threats'; to energy_ infrastructure and ICchallenges to energy projects
from environmental groups." Guess who is prominently displayed as a sponsor on the agenda
of May's meeting? Enbricfge, the proponent of a controversial oilsands pipeline to the coast of
British Columbia. ·
·
·
I asked my folks: lllsn't that scary? CSIS is hosting classified briefings sponsored by Enbridge?"
No answer. My parents are not the type to get themselves in a flap about things like this, but I
prodded them: "Dad, this is scary; right?" ·
"It's scary,"headmitted.

How muc::h information is being provided_to corporations like Enbridge? What aboutstate-,owned
Chinese oil companies like Sinopec, which has a $1 O million stake in Enbridge's Northern
Gateway pipeline and tankerproposal?
What kind of country spies on environmental organizations in the name of the oil industry? It
seems more Nigerian than Canadian.
I fought the urge to react with indignation, a sentiment I find all too common in the
environmental movement. I also didn't want to be overwrought about it. Fact is though, the more
I thought about those documents, the more I began to feel a sense of loss for my country.
I'm not the touchy-feely type. Everyone from my conservative cousins in Alberta to my former
colleagues at the Calgary Herald could attest to that. I grew up in northern Alberta playing
hockey and going to bush parties. I think our oil and gas deposits, including the oilsands, are a
great asset to our country - if developed in the public interest. Yes; that's a big "if' -but
Canadians own these resources and the number one priority when developing them should be
that Canadians benefit.
For speaking up for the public interest and speaking out against the export of raw bitumen
through the Great Bear Rainforest, hundreds of people like me have been called radicals rs1 and
painted as enemies of the state, as somehow un-Canadian. That last bit is what hits me in
the gut
I love my country. And in my eyes, there isn't anything much more patriotic than fighting for the
interests of Canadian citizens. I've argued [7] that after 25 years of oilsands development,
Albertans should have something to show for it-not be facing budget crises and closing
hospital beds; that Albertans aren't collecting a fair share rs1 of resource revenues; that we
should develop resources at a responsible pace that doesn't cause rampant inflation,
undermining Canadians' quality of life and hurting other sectors of the economy; that we should
prioritize Canadian ehergy security (half of Canada is currently dependent on foreign oil). And
I've-agreed with the Alberta Federation of Labour [9J that exporting raw bitumen and 50,000jobs
to China doesn't make sense for Canadians
·
Now1 .I don't expect everyone to agree with me, but it's a stretch to portray any of those
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statements as unpatriotic or radical. In fact, one of my proudest moments as a Canadian was
encouraging citizens to register to speak at the public hearings on En bridge's pipeline and
tanker proposal for l3.C. With a team of committed people at Dogwood, in collaboration with
several othergroups, we helped more than 4,000 people sign up to havetheir say- Seven
times more than in any previous National Energy Board hearing.
It was this act of public participation that sparked the beginnings of the federal government's
attacks on people who oppose certain resource development proposals. Helping citizens to
participate ih an archaic public hearing process is a vital part of democracy-·· not something
be maligned.

to

What makes me sad is the thought thatwe;ve been reduced to being the type of country that
spies on its own citizens when they speak out against certain corporate interests. Not only that,
but our government then turns around and shares that intelligence with those corporations.
Disappointingly, a scan oftoday's news coverage indicates C.anada's major newspapers never
picked up the spying story, save for one 343-word brief 1101 on page 9 of the Vancouver Province.
Is it now so accepted that the Canadian government is in bed with the oil industry that it doesn't
even make news any mor.e? Now that's really sad.
Whether you agree or disagree With my ideas about responsible natural resource•development,
I'd hope we could all agree Canada should be a country where we can have open and informed
debate about the most important issues of our time-. without fear of being attacked and spied
on by our own government.
Tags:
spying 1111
CSIS 1121
oilsands 1131
enbridge northern gateway 1141
Dogwood Initiative 11SJ
Vancouver
Observer 11s1
;•··--···· ...
····,
.-.
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From: Fiana <fiana1iu.04@gmail.com>
Date: Tue,May 12, 2015 at 1:01 PM
Subject: Re: Summer Position
·. To: "Arie Ross, Dogwood Initiative;' <arie@dogwoodinitiative.org>

• Hey Arie,
Yes I'm looking forward to the fall elections! Oh but since bill C-51 also passed, are dogwood's activities still
okay?
And yes I've heard,from grace that you were mainly looking to hiring university students that could start from
May 15th! That's too bad then and thanks for letting me know!!

Fiana
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ForestEthics AovocAcY
About ForestEthics Advocacy Association
ForestEthics Advocacy was founded in 2012 in response to the Canadian government's unprecedented
crackdown to intimidate and silence environmental advocates. While being singled out and targeted directly
in the federal government's crosshairs was very challenging, it also speaks to the efficacy of our work.
ForestEthics' Advocacy's focus isto ensure that destructive projects and weakened environmental laws
are vigorously and successfully opposed. We are able to devote an unlimited amount of our time and
resources to environmental advocacy, and are a member of the ForestEthics coalition, which includes
ForestEthics in the US and ForestEthics Solutions in Canada. Together, we have secured the protection of
65 million acres of wild places, changed the environmental practices of more than 100 major US
corporations like Deil, Staples, &Walgreens, and shifted hundreds of millions of dollars toWardniore
responsible purchasing. Check out ForestEthics.org to get all the latest from ForestEthics Advocacy & our
coalition partners.

WE ACHIEVE OUR GOALS BY:
u Advocating for industry-wide changes in the extraction, purchasing and sourcing of natural

resources,
• Advocating for large scale, legislated protection of endangered forests and wild places,
11 Educating and informing the public by providing workshops, seminars, and publications,
11 Co-operating with governments and with other persons, societies, corporations and organizations in
furtherance of these purposes.

STAFF MEMBERS:
Sven Biggs, Campaign Organizer
Sven joined ForestEthics Advocacy in February of 2013, bringing with him more than a decade of
community and online organizing experience. As Campaign Organizer he will be playing a leading role in the
organization's work to build community opposition to pipeline and tanker proposals, and to work towards a
tar sands free future.
Born and raised in London, Ontario, Sven came west in late 1999 and quickly fell in love with British
Columbia's big trees and wild coast lines. Before joining ForestEthics he worked as Campaign Director at
Tanker Free BC and as the Wilderness Committee's Dir_ector of Outreach.
When not at work Sven can often be found preparing and enjoying Mexican cuisine.

Melyssa Hudson, Campaign and Administrative Associate
Springing from the Sunshine State, Florida, Melyssa began her relationship with ForestEthics during the
Victoria's Secret campaign in 2005. This gave her the first taste of taking action in her community.
With bachelor degrees in Social Science and Natural Resource Conservation, she joined the team of
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game-changers at ForestEthics Advocacy in Vancouver in2009 as a dedicated volunteer. In 2012, she
became the Campaign and Administrative Associate.
Melyssa's vision for authentic environmental activism is to promote a shift in consciousness on the
relationship between people and the natural world. She's a tireless believer in the ingenuity of the human
race. When not working, Melyssa enjoys spending time in this outdoor paradise they call British Columbia.
She enjoys bird watching, searching for bears and hawks on the trail, and cooking scrumptious meals for
any foodies willlngto adventure.

BOARD MEMBERS:
11 Candace C. Batycki
11

m

Tzeporah Berman
Karen M. Mahon

CONTACT INFORMATION
Office Address
ForestEthics Advocacy Association
Suite 350-163
163 West Hastings
Vancouver, BC v6b 1h5
Phone: 604.331.6201
Email: info@forestethicsadvocacy.org

QUESTIONS?
View our FAQs about the ForestEthics coalition organizations»

ForestEthics Advocacy is a member of the ForestEthics coalition. Check out ForestEthics.org to get all the latest from
ForestEthics Advocacy & our coalition partners.
ForestEthics Advocacy Association Suite 350---163 West Hastings Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1H5
Privacy Policy

I© Copyright 20141

Contact_Us: info (at) forestethicsadv0cacy.org
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ForestEthics A.ovocAcY
Tar Sands
Oil derived from Canada's tar sands is considered some of the most toxic and destructive on earth.
The price we all pay for this unconventional oil is too high to beaL
Once a pristine forest and watershed, the Athabasca River Valley in Alberta has been permanently
damaged by the energy-intensive practice of squeezing oil out of sandy sludge beneath the forest,
Elevated levels of rare cancers have appeared in communities downstream from the lakes of toxic
waste&#151and downwind of toxic spewing smokestacks&#151that are required by the destructive tar
sands industry. While large corporations reap incredible profits for this tarry gold, communities pay a
staggering cost. If we don't stop the endless quest for more tar sands oil, the project, already visible
_Jromspace, is projected to grow to the size ofElorida.
Oil giant Enbridge corporation plans to punch two 1, 170-kilometer (730 mile) pipelines fromAlberta all
the way to British Columbia's stunning and fragile coast. Not only do the proposed pipelines, called
Northern Gateway, cross over 1,000 streams and rivers, it also leads to an even more dangerous end:
the introduction of hundreds of supertankers to the rugged coastal waters of the Great Bear Rainforest.
What's the likelihood of an Enbridge spill?
"I know there'll be an accident, no ifs about it," said Sammy Robinson, Haisla First Nation Elder and
carver, who resides in Kitamaat, BC where the tankers would depart.
"Can we promise there will never be an accident? No. Nobody can," said Enbridge CEO Pat Daniel.
Canada's western coast is legendary for its treacherous waters, which is why there have never been
oil "tankers there. If Enbridge has its way, that will all change, putting the world-renown Great Bear
Rainforest at risk for catastrophic oil spills.
To phase out dirty fossil fuels, such as those from the tar sands, there must be a multifaceted,
worldwide approach. Some aspects of this vision for a clean energy future include: reducing overall
energy usage; phasing in clean, renewable energy; planning more sustainable communities and
transportation systems; and building rnore efficient vehicles, appliances and buildings that run on clean
energy.
The time to stop the accelerating development of the tar sands is now.

ForestEthics Advocacy is a member of the ForestEthics coalition. Check out ForestEthics.org to get all the latest from
ForestEthics Advocacy & our coalition partners.
ForestEthics Advocacy Association Suite 350-163 West Hastings Vancouver, ~.C. V6B 1H5
Privacy Policy I © Copyright 2014 I Contact Us: info (at) forestethicsadvocacy.org
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ForestEthics
ABOUT US

PROTECT FORESTS

OPPOSE DIRTY ENERGY

)
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SUPPORT COMMUNITY

enter your email here ...
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O.:LLJTLVDF
Senior E!nergy Campaigner, Fores/Ethics Advacacy
Nikki joined ForestEthics in 2009, the sole employee in our Smithers, BC, office.
Her current focus is in stopping the Enbridge Tar Sands pipelines, creating
perrranent solutions to Shell's drilling of coal-bed methane in the Sacred
Headwaters, and promoting green energy solutions provincially. For several years
Nikki worked with One Sky on poficy and practical programs in Canada, Sierra
Leone, Nigeria and Peru. She began to focus on energy issues after coordinating
Canadian NGOs around the World Sumrrit on Sustainable Development in 2002.
Nikki has advocated for renewable solutions at the United Nations, Canadian, provincial and local
levels, and has practical experience installing solar panels ..Nikki sits on several Boards including the
Canadian Renewable Energy Alliance, the Wetzinkwa Corrmunity Forest and the Smithers Sustainable
Advisory Comrrittee. She holds a degree in Canadian Studies and International Relations from
University of British Colurrbia.
Nik'o<i's passion is creating social and environmental change at multiple levels. She lives with her
Argentine partner and daughter Lucia.
~Follow Nikki Skuce on Twitter: @nikkiskuce

N PSFDPOUFOUCZD"Iill'BVUIPS;
Call of distress: The Simushir and the threat of tankers on British Columbia's northern coast
OCT24,2014
"For over 200 days a year, we're going to wake up in the morning wondering if this is the day our
corrrnunity dies. Does any company have the right to make us live this way?" said Councilor Clifton of
Haida Gwaii about moving oil off British Columbia's north ·coast.
Enbridge Northern Gateway Investor Report: The Peoples Version
OCT 1, 2014
ForesEthics reports facts left out about the 2014 Enbridge Investor Report for the company's Investor
Days held this week. We highlight to inv.estors .that Enbridge is facing significant roadblocks in the
current legal, political, and commercial landscapes when it comes to Northern Gateway.
2014 Enbridge Investor Report Northern Gateway
SEP 30, 2014
Enbridge;s Northern Gateway pipeline project faces substantial obstacles ahead, making it unlikely to
ever be built. This briefing for investors highlights the First Nations legal risks, political risks, and lack of
corrrnercial commitment to Northern Gateway.

A Rallying Cry: Six Reasons Harper's Canada-China FIPA Agreemenfls Not in Our Best Interest
SEP 19, 2014
Amid the stalemate of international agreements, it appears as if Canada turned to more bilateral taiks on
a piece of a free-trade agreement, namely investor protection. Appearing as blips in the news cycle, the
Canadian government signed a number of Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreements
(FIPA).
Hidden in conditions, politics, power and place: 4 things that stood out after Harper approved
Enbridge's pipeline
JUN 20, 2014
Harper's Conservative Government may have approved Enbridge's Northen Gateway pipeline, but the
battle isn't over!
Harper Will Regret Approving the Enbridge Pipeline
JUN 17, 2014
The Harper government announced its long-awaited decision on Enbridge's proposed Northern Gateway
pipeline today. The approval comes as no surprise to environmental groups who say the fight is far from
over.
5 Ways That Harper and Big Oil Have Tried to Ease the Enbridge Opposition • And Why They
Don't Work
JUN 11, 2014
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British Colurrbia to Enbridge: Checkmate
Enbridge Northern Gateway is Causing More Rumours.than Lady Gaga
MAY 21, 2014
.

As the controversial pipeline decision looms, the rumours are a-swirl
We'll Say it Again, Enbridge: We Still Don't Want Your toxic Northern Gateway Pipefine
MAY9, 2014
Regardless of govemrrent permits, Northern Gateway does not have the people's pernission and will
never be built
Join us for the No Enbridge Rally in Vancouver and Across Canada on May 10
APR 28, 2014
Get together with fellow Canadians on Saturday, May 10th as part of a National Day of Action
People versus Tar Sands Pipelines: +1 for the People, Thanks to Kitimat
APR 14, 2014
This past weekend, the people of Kitimat, BC delivered a major blow to Enbridge
So much has changed since the Exxon Valdez oil spill. Except this one critical thing.
MAR24, 2014
Exxon Valdez oil spill marks 25 years
Exxon Valdez 25 Years Later Has Lessons We Shouldn't Re-Learn With Enbridge
MAR 7, 2014
Why British Colurrbia should reject the Enbridge pipeline permanently
That Sinking Feeling About Enbridge•s-Northern Gateway Pipeline··
DEC 11, 2013
As opposition to tar sands pipelines and tankers rises, this project is sure to sink.
Over 500,000 Barrels of Tar Sands Oil Per Day by Rail? CN Is on the Wrong Track.
OCT2, 2013
In Canada, we're getting further and further away from the ideal of passenger travel, nation-building and
eco-friendly transport.
In Canada, PM Harper has lists of "Friends" and "Enemies." Guess Which Side We're On?
JUL 22, 2013
Once, we were collaborators with the federal govemrrent on projects like protecting the Great Bear
Rainforest. Now we've been accused of working against the govemrrent.
Enbridge's Northern Gateway Tar Sands Pipeline-Rejected Once, Twice, a Thousand Times ••.
JUN 19, 2013
At the rally, the rressage was clear: British Columbians will do what ii takes to stop Enbridge's climatepolluling, bad-for-Canada Northern Gateway pipeline
5 Reasons Amongst Thousands Why En bridge's Tar Sands Pipeline is Unacceptable
JUN 3, 2013
We;ve said tirre and tirre again that the risks associated with this tar sands project far exceed any
economic benefits.
Remixing Dr. Seuss: "En bridge's Greedy Sham"
FEB 22, 2013
Nikki Ski.lee: "In celebration of my daughter's birthday and the welcoming of my new child, I leave for
maternity leave with this spoof on Dr. Seuss' Green Eggs and Ham."
Letter the CN Rails from Environmental and Community Groups
FEB 8, 2013
There's one very real _threat being proposed by Canadian National Railway (CN) and the ports in BCbecoming a "pipeline-on-rails" to transport tar sands oil to the West Coast where it will be loaded onto
supertankers to access Asian markets. As well as the climate change, threals to salmon, and tanker
risks, the impacts from this kind of rail traffic increase would hugely impact residents along the corridor
(as well as increase moose kills among other things).
Blowing the Whistle on the Tar Sands Pipeline-onsRails
FEB 8, 2013
Opposition in BC to expanding oil tanker traffic and ptitting wild salmon watersheds at risk is the sarre,
whether tar sands oil is shipped by pipeline or rail
Report reveals costs too great to risk pipelines through BC
FEB 7, 2013
Province's 5 demands would never be adequate in case of oil spill
Respect Costs Nothing
JAN 11, 2013
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Nikki Skuce on mainstream media's coverage of Idle No More: "Racism canies high costs. Respect
costs nothing."
Tankers in Turbulent Waters? Prince Rupert Boat.Ride Shows What's at Stake
DEC 20, 2012
Enbridge hearing attendees venture into Hecate Straight, wnere they get a taste of the rough waters
Stop the CN Tar Sands Train Before it Leaves the Station
DEC 12, 20.12
CN wants to build a Northern Gateway on rails, but British Columbians' opposition lo oil tankers and
risky tar sands transport.remains.strong
New Enbridge Report: Pipelines and Promises
DEC 10, 2012
A summary of missing Enbridge evidence during the pipefine hearings, highfighting the lack of infonralion
provided by the energy giant.
Harper Approves .CNOOC/Nexen Deal, But in Whose Interest?
DEC8, 2012
Harper's government increasingly rules in favour of foreign-oil companies while cutting the
environrrental safeguards in Canada
Four highlights from Enbridge's cross-examination on pipeline proposal
NOV28, 2012
Given the opportunity to shed light on its proposed Northern Gateway Pipeline project at the NEB's Joint
Review Panel (JRP) hearings currently taking place in Prince George, Enbridge lawyer laura Estep
· chose instead to focus on ForestEthics Advocacy's use of the media, campaigning and previous·
questions directed to Enbridge. The following are four highlights from the cross-examination of
ForestEthics Advocacy's senior energy campaigner, Nikki Skuce.
Corporate Canada - A Bad Deal for Residents.
NOV7, 2012
Conservative party loses ground in British Columbia, as Harper continues to put profits over people
Letter to the Editor on Canada-China trade agreement: "It's a bad deal''
OCT24, 2012
Nikki Skuce, senior energy campaigner. thanks Lawrence Martin of the Globe and Mail for addressing
the Canada-China trade agreement, a sweeping deal that the media has been deafeningly silent on
Four reasons to oppose China-Canada trade deal
0CT22, 2012
Canada is about to enter into a major trade agreement with the largest undemocratic power, China, with
no d.ebate and a bizarre lack of major rredia coverage on the issue
Enbridge declines ForestEthics Advocacy's request for perfonnance guarantee
OCT19,2012
•can Enbridge give this panel any guarantee that the Northern Gateway Pipefine will never leak?"
China-Canada trade agreement: Let's not make a deal
OCT 18, 2012
How much does Harper want Chinese investment? So much so, that he's willing to sen off derrocracy
and rights over our natural resources
ForestEthics Advocacy Reacts: Canada's new omnibus budget bill
OCT18,2012
Bill C-45 drastically reduces Canada's waterway protection and specifically excludes pipelines from
environmental assessments when looking at effects on rivers, lakes and oceans
A contested union, an uncontested sense of place
OCT 12, 2012
Enbridge hearings - compelling stories from comrrunity rnerrt>ers participating in the process, spending
hundreds of hours cif volunteer time finding gaps in Enbridge's appfication
Another tall tale from Enbridge
OCT 11, 2012
Take Action! Canadian energy giant Enbridge tries gloss over clean-up efforts following their Kalamazoo
River tar sands disaster
Victoria: Stand up and sit in!
OCT 10, 2012
Upcoming mass sit-in in front of the provincial legislature in Victoria; British Columbia on October
22-Let officials know that BC isn't fer saie!
Enbridge Investor Days: Energy giant can't gloss over its trouble with tar.sands
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OCT4, 2012
Countering the company's spin on developing Canada's tar sands
Enbridge Northern Gateway PipeHnes: A Dead-End Investment

OCT2, 2012
Investor report exploring the risks Canada faces if it moves forward Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline
and tanker project
Victory! Union of BC Municipalities passes No Tankers Resolution, AB
. SEP 28, 2012
The Union is a fonnidable voice that can influence British Columbia's government.to do the right thing. by
protecting the province's stunning coast from pipelines and tankers
Ad: British Columbia's coast is priceless

SEP 25, 2012
Our way of saying 'thanks' to all rrunicipafities and political leaders who have stood up for BC's coast
Northern Gateway pipenne hearings: Vagueness and spin from energy giant Enbridge

SEP 20, 2012
If Enbridge .claims they are learning from their spills, why is it that they've made no irqirovements?
Edmonton Journ_al Op Ed: No price tags on West Coast paradise
SEP 18, 2012
While Enbridge.and other economic experts haggle over nurrbers, it seems obvious that some things
can't be assigned a dollar value. Some things are priceless
Enbridge JRP Technical Hearings Begin
SEP 7; 2012
ForestEthics Advocacy's Nikki Skuce reports from inside the hearings
We're winning against Enbridge - But it ain't over
AUG 16, 2012
We need to up the ante soon - you have until August 30

10 let the review panel know why YOU oppose

Enbridge's massive project
Worried citizens across Canada and US mark anniversary of costliest pipeline disaster in
history
JUL 25, 2012
Enbridge's toxic tar sands goo still in water as corrpany wants to build more pipelines
Rivers closed: Enbridge could spill tar sands here
JUL 24, 2012
On the anniversary of the Kalamazoo spill, volunteers installed "River Use Closed'' signs across many
wild salmon rivers along the proposed Northern Gateway route in Canada
ForestEthics Reacts: Despite
JUL 21, 2012

tar sands pipeline revisions, still no trust in Enbridge
.

Enbridge claims they're making changes having fistened to people - if they were really fistening to
British Columbians, they would drop the project
Ground zero of .tar sands deve_lopment in Canada
JUL 20, 2012
Nikki Skuce reports from the field: ''witnessing the scale and level of destruction first-hand was powerful.
It feels endless. It feels soulless."
Zoom in on Enbridge's pipedream
JUL 14, 2012
Conduct your own investigation into the proposed pipefine as you tour the pipeline route through
western Canada
ForestEthics Advocacy reacts: Scathing report from US Transportation Board on Enbridge's
Kalamazoo oil spill
JUL 10, 2012
Nikki Skuce, Senior Energy Campaigner, says report shows Enbridge can't be trusted to build Northern
Gateway
You can't dress up dirty energy by giving it a new name
JUN 28, 2012

Nikki Skuce writes a Letter to the Editor about calling fiquefied natural gas "clean energy"
Top reasons to oppose changes to the Fisheries Act
JUN 5, 2012
Six reasons why proposed changes to Canada's Fisheries Act would be underrocratic and potentially
d1wastating to coastal wildlife
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Who Benefits? An investigation of foreign investment in tar sands
MAY 10, 2012
New briefing report by ForestEthics Advocacy calls into question the true.beneficiaries of Harper's
pro-oil policies
Report back from Enbridge AGM
MAY 10, 2012
700 people rallied behind the Yinka D_ene Alliance for a peaceful march to Enbridge's AGM in Toronto
Hundreds rally against oil tanker expansion on BC's coast
MAR26, 2012
First Nations, unions, academics,.environmentalists come out in droves to protect our coast
Vancouver Sun-Oil pipeline, tankers threaten rural way of life
MAR21, 2012
By Nikki Skuce, ForestEthics' senior energy campaigner
Report: Our Nation, Their Interest
MAR 13, 2012
The case against the Northern Gateway pipeline arid tanker project
ForestEthics Reacts: River along pipeline route named #3 Most Endangered in British Columbia
MAR 12,2012
Enbridge's Northern Gateway pipeline and tanker project threatens BC's Kitimat River
Enbridge CEO Retires, Ensuring Pipeline Decision Will Not Occur on His Watch
FEB 27, 2012
Why is _Enb.r:Jdge replacingjts top _exe.cutive in. the middl.e. ofa critical. review process for its proposed ..
Northern Gateway pipeline and tanker project?
Prime Minister Harper should .follow President Obarna's lead and put the intere.sts of Canadians
above the interests of the Foreign Oil Industry
JAN9, 2012
Why Should Canadians and our Wild Salmon be exposed to the same Tar Sands pipefine risks that the
US President has rejected for his own people?
Dear Enbridge, Don't Call Us Hypocrites: Municipal Election Candidates Say Northern British
Columbians Are Committed to Sustainable Transportation
OCT28, 2011
New report shows governments at all levels must lead the way in re1TXJving barriers to sustainable
transportation, while opposing unsustainable projects like the Enbridge Gateway pipeline
Opposition to BC oil tankers on the rise
MAY26,2011
New poll shows tough odds for Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline
Michigan oil spill shows B.C. that Enbridge can't be trusted
JUL 28, 2010
Spill undeimnes the coITl)any's credibility, strengthens grassroots opposition to Northern Gateway
pipeline
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BY NIKKI SKUCE, SENIOR ENERGY CJIMPAIGNER, FORESTETHICS ADVOCACY

As the Prince Rupert Enbridge hearings resumed with a focus on marine issues, we thought
it was important to get the media out on the water. As we left Rupert harbour we heard stories
of_past freighter _accidents, either due !o weather or shallow waters, all with a local pilot on
board.

STAY CONNECTED
Like

Shara 48,937 people fike ttlis. Be ll1e first of ycur

frier.ds.

We spotted two pods of humpback whales as our Metlakatia captains let us out toward
Hecate Straight. Although only tails and sprays from spouts in the choppy waters, it was a
great showing of the marine life on the coast. II wasn't long before porpoises were following

LATEST TWEETS

two metres from the boat.
Although grey and rainy, it was a calm day on the coast, but calm in Hecate Straight once we
arrived meant heaving swells; the 24-foot tides that are 'normal' o_n the Northwest Coast
make for a nauseating ride.
By the time we were in Hecate Straight where Enbridge's proposed tankers will pass, most on
the boat were feeling nauseous irom the 'calm' waters. As we made our way back to the Port
of Prince Ruper'~ we passed one of the coastal First Nations' sustainable business ventures.
lines of buoys with over two million scallop seed plotted an inlet with operations to get
underway next year. This has the potential to create 400 ·to 500jobs on the North Coast.
Just to the north, the community of Metlakatla invested over $1 million last year in a

FoUcw

Tweets
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DeSmogBlog @DeSmogSlog
.
2h
.@ForestEthics: Minority,
·: .. ,:_,j. Low-Income Communities Bear
Disproportionate Share Of Risk From
#OilTrains in #California
bit.ly/lHclwkK
Retweeted by Fores!Ethics
0:

Expand

ITweet to @ForestEthics

1 O~kilometre trail promoting recreation and cultural tourism for the area. In its first
semi-season, the trail brought in 750 visitors, each paying $25 to walk this exquisite piece of
coastune. Metlakatla Pass is a National Historic Site used for millennia by the Coast

.-·-------~----....._,,
i HOT TOPICS

Tsimshian.
It's the existing coastal economy and these new sustainable initiatives that will all be
put at risk with Enbridge's Northern Gateway pipeline and tanker project.
Even after a short boat trip,· in relatively calm waters, it's easy to catch a glimpse of the rich

#BlackLivesMatter #TherelsNciNeutral

action report

backAJberta

art & activism art+ activism bay area

rough weather that would make spill clean-up impossible.

BcBC's coaste,astZoneBomb
Trains british columbia Bunker Spill bumaby
mountain California Cari,omians Against

As we left the hearings in Prince Rupert, we heard Enbridge VP Janet Holder claim on CBC

Fracking canada

radio that a tarsands spill is "easy· to clean up. Easy. Tnis false, astounding comment {that

caribou china

marine life and existing sustainable economic initiatives, as well as the risks of an oil spill and

Canadian Lawsuit

clean energy

the host had her repeat) just further diminishes Enbridge's cred:bility. And ii British Columbians

p://www.forestethics.org/blog/tankers-turbulent-waters-prince-rupert-b...
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have their way, we'll never get to the stage where we need to cleanup Enbridge's oil spills.

future climate change Coal crude by

Tags: no tankers
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Ecosystem Based Managerrent Enbridge

By Nikki Skuce, Senior Energy Campaigner; ForestEthics
Advocacy
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Follow Nikki Skuce on Twitter: @flikkiskuce
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ForestElhics Ach,ocaey's Jo!an Bailey shares his experience testifying at the En!:Jridge North em Gateway project JRP hearings in
½ncouver.

STAY CONNECTED
BY JOLAN BAILEY, CAi'IIADIAN OUTREACH COORDINATOR, FORESTETHICS ADVOCACY

The community hearings for Enbridge's Northern Gateway pipeline and tanker project are

Like

Share 48.937 people ike \his. Be Iha first of your
1MrdS.

underway in Vancower this week amidst a flurry of criticism over the panel's decision to shlll
the public out of the hearings.
LATEST TWEETS
Registered speakers were allowed to bringjust one guest into the room as they addressed
the panel. All others were forced to watch a videp-cast in another hotel dozens of blocks

FoRo~.'

Tweets

away.

opponents of Enbridge's project were submitted online and in person to be displayed on the

DeSmogBlog @DeSmogBlog
2h
.@ForestEthics: Minority,
Low-Income Communities Bear
Disproportionate Share Of Risk From
#OilTrains In #California
bit.ly/lHclwkK
Retweeted b)• ForestEthks

magnificent sculpture. It is a great sight.

Expand

Contrast to the closed and inaccessible hearings, a uniquely inclusive conversation on the
pipeline and tanker project was happening-on the side of a 25-foot whale named Hope.
Hope, an interactive sculpture created from recycled sail cloth and reclaimed wood, provided
a forum for British Columbians to express their vision for an oil free coast. Messages from

After delivering my oral statement to the review panel I was glad to be able to come outside

ITweet to @ForestEthics

and visit Hope the Whale. Where the review process felt bureaucratic and intimidating, the
conversations around Hope felt fively and exciting. The whale excites peoples' imagination,
sparks positive conversations about whal we're fighting for, and inspires people to join
together in action.

HOT TOPICS

The connections we form with one another around a shared vision for an oil-free coast are

#BlackLivesMatter iffnerelsNoNeutral

what will give us the power to defeat Enbridge. That's why this year ForestEthics Advocacy

action report back Alberta

will be hosting community events to strengthen and empower our moveir.ent.

art & activism art + activism bay area

Our first event, Leaked, is planned for January 31 st and will feature speakers •Nho've

BC
Blast Zone Bomb
Trains briti.sh co!umbia Bunker Spill bumaby
mountain California Californians Against

experienced oil spills in their communities, from Kalamazoo, Michigan to the Lubicon Cree
territories of Northern Alberta. Join us for a powerful eve_ning of stories that remind us all why

BC's coast

Fracking canada

we need to stand up against the threai of oil spills.

caribou china

Tags: art & activism BC's coast evenis kalamazoo river spill
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'.Tasting worlds: A look inside (and .outside) the Enbridge JRP hearings I ForestEthics

By Jo/an Bailey, Canadian Outreach Coordinator, ForestEthics
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More by Jo/an Bailey:

English Bay environmental justice events
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Thousands rally at 'Defend Our Coast' in Victoria, BC
Video: Activists greet Enbridge at Energy Summit, demand truth
9ver gree.nwash
Access: Denied.
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Transcripts from the Joint Review Panel's Vancouver community hearings for Enbridge's
proposed pipeline and tanker project could read like a script from a play:
THE CHAIRPERSON: Thank you Ms Tam Wu for taking time

to paflicipate and express your
STAY CONNECTED

views. Please begin.
MS. KAREN TAM WU: Thank you good morning. I would like to tell you my personal story
and connection to the north, where Enbridge

is proposing lo build a pipeline and ship crude

Like

Share 48.937 people i~.e 1his. Be tile first of your
friends.

on tankers through the Great Bear Rainforest.
This past summer, I was able lo spend two weeks on the coast. It had
LATEST lWEETS

been two years since my last visit to the coast and I saw the region through -

(Short pause, crying)

through new eyes. I saw it through the eyes of what if this Is the last time I see this place as it
is, untouched, with the ocean free of tankers.

I'm not here today voicing my opposition io the proposed Enbridge Northern Gateway
pipeline and tankers representing only myself,

Follow

Tweets

a Canadian-.born Chinese, a resident of

British Columbia, a forester who works for a conservation organisaiion, I'm also representing
my parents who came here to a cleaner country that looked after its environment I'm

DeSmogBlog @DeSmogBlog
2h
.@ForestEthics: Minority,
Low-Income Communities Bear
Disproportionate Share Of Risk From
#OilTrains lh I/California
bitly/lHclwkK
Retweeted by ForestEthics
Expand

representing the voice of youth, iike my nieces, who shouldn't be writing letters to the
Minister of Natural Resources asking why this ·project went through despite broad opposition
and previous examples of catastrophic oil spills. And I'm representing visitors who come

to

!Tweet to @ForestEthics

enjoy the beauty of Canada's wilderness and experience the wonder oi the mythical spirit
bear and the grace of a humpback whale defying gravity.
-

HOT TOPICS

(Applause, high fives, hugs)

The words and emotions are genuine to what really happened during my testimony. But there
was no drarr.a--no applause or hugs or high fives, whichwere vibrant throughout hearings in
other cities--<luring the hearings in Vancouver. In Vancouver, the experience was ·impersonal
and isolating - just as the National Energy Board (NEB) wanted.

#BlacklivesMatter #TherelsNoNeutral

action report backAlberta
art & activism art + activism bay area

BC's coast

Only in Victoria and Vancouver, the NEB prohibited the public from attending the hearings in
person. So unlike other. hearings around the province, presenters in these cities did not have

BC
Blast Zone Bomb
Trains british columbia Bunker Spill burnaby
mountain California Californians Against

the support of their community members en vivo, to applaud, put out a comforting hand, or

Fracking canada

lighten the mood with laughter. Transcripts from hearings around the rest of tl)e province

caribou china

Canadian Lawsuit

clean energy

reflect this community support with (Applause) or (Laughter) noted.
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In Vancouver, presenters were escorted in groups of .th.ree into a separale·hearing room lo
the sit in front of the panel. I watched fellow presenters on the two-dimension projector screen
in a waiting room, and cheering them on in my head and comforting others with the thought of
a hug.
After I made my presentation, I wasn't allowed to stay and witness others' presentations. I
could joiil either members of the public at a hotel across town lo watch a live webcast of the
hearings, l(llhere presenters would never know they were being applauded.
-

(Karen exits secured room. hands in pass, and leaves the building)

future climate change Coal crude by
rai I crude oil Dogwood dot 111 Earth Day
Ecosystem.Based Management Enbridge

€Vents

English Bay environmental justice
exploding oil trains fair trade Ferguson

first nations Fortune Minerals
tracking freedom train free trade
FscG1

get inspired get the

shell out Gitga'at nation Governor lnslee
green divas greenwash Haida Gwaii

But it didn't matter.
I wasn't there to put on a show or an act. I know nothing I said, or any others as individuals

Imperial Me.tals Institutional Racism just for

will affect the panel's decision this December. I went in knowing that threat of a pipeline and

kalamazoo river spill Kinder
Morgan Klabona Keepers Lac-Megantic

tankers canying crude is too great to remain silent. I know our collective voices will become

fun

one, like the many blue drops we've seen around Vancouver, collectively becoming one giant
ocean of change.

Polley national geographic

natural gas

The effort to isolate and intimidate voices of opposition to the Enbridge pipeline were obvious.

NEB Lawsuit net neutrality

no FIPA

But organized events in Vancower (like the Blue Drop action and LEAKED: Stories of Oil

Northern Gateway

Spills} surrounding the hearings have united our community, demonstrating that our voices
remain powerful.
Tags: BC's coast
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BY NIKKI SKUCE. SENIOR ENERGY CAMPAIGNER. FORESTETHICS ADVOCACY

It wouldn't hurt Prime Minister Harper and Enbridge execs to brush up on their. Dr. Seuss
reading, as the Merritt Herald recently suggested. In celebration of my daughter's birthday and
the welcoming of my new child, I leave for maternity leave with this spoof on Dr. Seuss' Green

STAY CONNECTED

Eggs and Ham. I hope that our children will continue lo enjoy wild salmon, .skating on frozen
lakes, clean water and strong community with their friends and children. We all nee.d lo stand

Like

Share .48.939 people Ike this. Be :he first of your

friends.

up to protect our watersheds and environrrent against irresponsible development projects like
Enbridge's Northern Gateway pipeline and lanker prcijecl The unity created in fighting. for our
cultures, livelihoods and future generations continues to provide strength and hope that we will

LATEST TWEETS

leave a better legacy behind.

Tweets

Enbridge's greedy sham

. __ _Follow.

We do not like oil from tar sands
Ross Hammond @RossHammondSFlSm
Protest over oil trains in Milwaukee:
''.I don't want to be one of those 47
people who blow up & die"
to.fox6now.com/lflph41
@BradHicksFox6
Retweeled by ForestEthics

We do not like them
Harper, I am.
We do not like them here or there
We do not like them in the Great Bear
We do not like them on supertanker boats

Show Summary

We do not like them on the West Coast

j Tweet to ~fo~E!StE_thic~

We Will stop your pipelines across the rivers
We love our wild salmon, bears and beavers ..•
We do not like dirty oil by trains,
Not by pipe, or whatever you arrange.

1
I•-------~--------HOT TOPICS
1

We do not like oil from tar sands
We do not like them

#BlackliyesMalter #TherelsNoNeutral

Harper, I am.

action report backAJberta
art & activism art+ activism bay area

We do not like oily ducks,

BC's coast Blast Zone Bomb

The environmental record really sucks.

BC

We do not want tar sands ,vith CCS,

Trains british columbia Bunker Spill bumaby
mountain California Californians Against

We do like this Alberta mess.

Fracking canada
First Nations, towns, fishers and ENGOs,

Canadian Lawsuit

carit.ou chinaclean

Have all stood up and said dearly - "No".
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There are solutions to change our course,
Policies, planning and renewable resource.

rail crude oil Dogwood dof·I11 Earth Day
Ecosystem Based Management Enbridge

We do not like oil from tar sands

English Bay environmental justice events
exploding oil trains fair trade Ferguson

We will stop .them
Steve, lam

first nations Fortune Minerals
fracking freedom train free trade
Fsc G7 get inspired get the

Large oil companies, no fear! ·
We'll send them packing out of here.
We nearly got a tanker ban
Until Harper came and ruined the plan.

shell out Gitga'atnation Governor lnslee

But all or us in BC are in position,
To form the unbroken wall of opposition,

green divas
Haida Gwaii
Imperial Metals Institutional Racism just for

We will stop Enbridge Northern Gateway

fun

greenwash

So our children have c!ean water in their day.

kalamazoo river spill Kinder
Morgan Klabona Keep~rs Lac-Megantic

We will never like oil pipelines and tar sands.

Polley national geographic

natural gas

So thank you.

NEB Lawsuit net neu'.rality

no FIPA

lobbyists mindfulness mining blockades Mount

Thank you,
Northern Gateway

For taking a stand.

no tankers NTSB

obama oil by rail oil spill oil train regulations
Tags: art & activism

no tankers

By Nikki Skuce, Senior Energy Campaigner, ForestEthics
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BY AMANDA FOLLETT, COMMUNICATIONS CONTRACTOR, FORESTETHICS ADVOCACY
It feels like there's a lull in the media fervor over the Enbridge Northern Gateway tar sands
pipeline proposed for northern British Columbia.
Maybe we're all tired of the rhetoric. Maybe the public can only take so much stalling, colluding
and repetition from Enbridge panelists before ii begins to tune o.ut the Joint Review Panel

STAY CONNECTED

Like

Shore 48,939 people fi~e 111is. Be !he first ol your
friends.

(JRP) hearings currently taking place in Prince Rupert, BC.
The silence could be partly attributed to a two-week recess in the hearings, which resumed
last Thursday. Immediately before the break, Province of BC lawyers cross-examined

LATEST TWEETS

Enbridge about oil spill response and prevention, and walked away somewhat bewildered.
Environment Minister Terry Lake released a statement that he still wasn't.dear on Enbridge's

Follow

Tweets

plans for accessing oil spills in remote areas and recovering submerged oil.
Ross _Hammond @RossHammondSF16m
Protest over oil trains in Milwaukee:
·1 don't want to be one of those 47
people who blow up & die"
to.fox6now.com/lflph41
@BradHicksFox6
Retwee:ed by ForestEthics

That odd BC refinery idea that the press likes to cover
Remarkably, what is getting a lot of play in the news is Canadian media mogul David Black's
harebrained idea io build an oil refinery in Kitimat Black's proposal would see diluted bitumen
from Alberta's tar sands piped through nor'Jlern BC, refined on our world-renowned coast, and
loaded onto tankers to China.

Show Summary

Although news reports suggest BC Premier Christy Clark would offer her support to the
project, it's unclear what about this plan would make sense to the premier,_ whose five
conditions for approving Northern Gateway .include an approved environmental assessment,

i Tweet to @ForestEtbics

world-leading oil spill response, a fair share of profits and the support of First Nations.
First Nations walk away from Enbridge hearings
Not only are the majority of First Nations opposed to Northern Gateway, some are walkir.g
away from the JRP process because tr,ey disagree with il Tne Heiltsuk First Nation has filed
a constitutional challenge to the hearings, saying they are being treated as a stakeholder

HOT TOPICS
#BlacklivesMatter #TherelsNoNeu\raJ
action

rather than a group with specific rights to the land.
Coastal First Nations executive director, Art Sterritt, announced the group's withdrawal from

report

backAJberta

art & activism art+ activism bay area

BC's coast Blast Zone Bomb

the hearings. in February, citing a lack of funds and dissatisfaction with the process. "We are

BC

having a very difficult time getting straight answers or getting any answer at all,· Sterritt told
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the Vancouver Sun.

Fracking canada
Tar sands spills plague North America in March
Meanwhile, .several mJre oil spills have been getting media attention. On March 30, the
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Exxon Pegasus pipeline rupture in Mayflower, Arkansas resu~ed in rrore than 10,000
barrels of tar sands crude gushing into a suburban neighborhood.

rail crude oil Dogwood dot 111 Earth Day

Two days prior, a Candian Pacific (CP) Rail train derailed in Minnesota, clumping an estimat':ld

Ecosysiem Based Management Enbridge

15,000 gallons of oil including tar sands. last Wednesday, another train derailment spilled

EngHsh Bay environmental justice events
exploding oil trains fair trade Ferguson

crude in northern Ontario. These accidents serve as reminders why the noise CP has been
making about transporting ciluted bitumen to Kitimat by rail need to be stifled. Highly corrosive

first nations Fortune Minerals

tar sands is dangerous· to transport and difficult, if not impossible, to clean up no matter hov. it
gets from point A to point B.

tracking freedom train.free trace
Fsc G7 get inspired get the

Ironically, underreported in the media was _the oil spill response vessel that ran aground on i:s

shell out Gitga'at nation Governor ln_slee

way to a ¼ncouver news conference where Oliver was announcing the government's plans

greenwash

for a ·world-class' oil spill response plan.

green divas
Haida Gwaii
Imperial Metals Institutional Racism just for

We're watching, listening, and will still yell 'NO' to Enbridge
Wortd-dass responses, rrore detailed engineering: This is just some of the rhetoric coming

run kalamazoo river spill Kinder
Morgan Klabcna Keepers Lac-Megantic

from bo_th \he oil-hungry Canadian feds and Enbridge. A person couldn't be blamed for
beginning to tune it out. But just because we're tired of hearing the talk, doesn't mean we
aren't listening.

lobbyists mindfulness mining blockades Mount
Polley national geographic

We are entering the hearings' final round of cross-examinations; in late May, the panel will
receive final arguments and begin its deliberation on a rec_ommendation to the government
later this year.
Perhaps Enbridge and the federal Conservatives would like to .see this pipeline quietly
approved. Maybe they think the furor has died down. If that's the case, then they haven't yet
experienced just how loudly British Columbians can yell "no!"
Tags: first nations
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By Amanda Fo//ett, Communications Contractor; ForestEthics
Advocacy
Follow Amanda Follett on Twitt.er: @amandajfo/lett
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More by Amanda Follett:
Northern Gateway Decision: What Did the Panelists Actually Hear?
Dear Enbridge: Economics Aren't Everything. Northern Gateway
Pipeline Would Impact Much More.
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Seeing the Light: Province of British Columbia Joins Opposition to
Proposed Enbridge Pipeline
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BY NIKKI SKUCE, SENIOR ENERGY CAMPAIGNER, FORESTETHICS ADVOCACY
By the end of 2013, the three-member Joint Review Panel will submit their decision to !he
federal govemrrent on whether or not the Enbridge Northern Gateway .tar sands pipefine and
tankers project should proceed. You know, the project that hopes to bring Alberta's tar sands

STAY CONNECTED
Like

Share 4S, 939 people Ike this. Be lhe first of your
friends.

oil over 1,000 kilometres (700 miles) across hundreds of salm:m-bearing rivers and streams
to British Columbia's stunning, fragile coast?
The audacity of the proposed project echoes the arrogance of the company. Enbridge

LATEST TWEETS

regularly boasts about having submitted "over 2,000 pages· in its appfication and for
undergoing "one of the most rigorous. reviews in history." But we all knowlhat quantity has

Tweets

··-- Follow:

never equaled quafity. Not all sagas are worth the paper they're written on. Despite showing
up to the hearings with a small anny of staff and experts, Enbridge played defense,

Ross Hammond @P.cssHammondSFl7m
Protest over a'il trains in Milwaukee:
"i don't want to be one of those 47
people who blow up & die"
to.fox6now.com/lflph4l
@BradHicksFox6
Retweeted by ForestEthics

made Jots of promises and answered few questions.
Everyone participating in the hearings experienced frustration with Enbridge's refusal to
answer simple questions. In fact, Enbridge made over 250 prorr;ses during the hearings for
"once they received their certificate" (approval to go ahead with the project). As the British
Columbia (BC) government stated in its final arguments against the project, "trust us•· doesn't

Show Summa,y

cut it.
Tweet to @ForestEthics

Below are five key reasons why the panel ought to reject En bridge's proposal (based
on the official submission by ForestEthics Advocacy, Raincoast Conservation Foundation and
Living Oceans Society with representation from EcoJustice).

r

Enbridge doesn't have a spill response plan. No, seriously, they
don't.

1.

Here's what we know ab:iut tar sands oil spills: they're bound to happen, and when they do,
they're near~ impossible to clean up. Plus, no one-not Enbridge, not ExxonMobil-knows
how to deal with the highly corrosive gunk. Exhibit A: the devastating 2010 Kalamazoo,

HOT TOPICS
#BlacklivesMatier #TherelsNoNeutral

action report backAlberta
art & activism art+ activism bay area

BC's coast

Michigan spiil, the costliest onshore oil disaster in US history.
Enbridge. repeatedly claimed that they had "learned" from their Kalamazoo river spill during the

BC
Blast Zone Bomb
Trains british columbia Bunker Spill burnaby
mountain California Caflfornians Against

hearings, but British Columbians shouldn't trust Enbridge's oil spill schooling, as they've never

Fracking canada

graduated and continue to spill alm:ist weekly.
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future climate change Coal crude by

They also made claims that tar sands floats in water. Ironically, this part of the hearings took
place at the same tirr,e that the US Environmental 'Protection Agency (EPA) was asking

rail crude oil Dogwood dot 111 Earth Day
Ecosystem Based Management Enbridge

Enbridge to return to Kalamazoo to dredge a section of tha river that still had tar balls on the
bottom.

English Bay environmental justice events
exploding oil trains fair trade Ferguson

If there were a marine oil. spill, who knows how Enbridge would handle it. As of now, Northern

first nations Fortune Minerals

Gateway would rely mostly on cherrical dispersants currently illegal in fish-bearing waters in
Canada. The project proponents have not presented a fea.sible recovery strategy for

fr~cking freedom train free trade
Fsc G, get inspired get the

submerged oil, let alone given-anyone confidence that they· could do much to clean it up.

2.

Enbridge hasn't done their research.

shell

If Enbridge's environmental impacts assessment, which they submitted and defended in fronl

cut Gitga'at nation Governor lnslee

greenwash

of.the Joint Review Panel, were a homework assignment, it would get a big, fat "lncomple.te."

green divas
Haida Gwaii
Imperial Metals Institutional Racism just for

It fails to answer the single most important question: What exactly would be harmed if this

tun kalamazoo river spill

Kinder
Morgan Klabona Keepers Lac-Megantic

project were to proceed? Enbridge has fittle to no baseline data on important impact
questions, fike how the project and the 200+ tankers it would introduce to our coastline would

lobbyists mindfulness mining blockades Mount

affect area whales. Tne only fish survey Northern Gateway conducted was in the summer of

Polley national geographic

2005.

NEB Lawsuit net neutrality no Fl
Northern Gateway

3. We like our salmon tar sands oil 0 free, thank you very much.
Wild salmon are:a cultural, commercial a.nd environmental cornerstone in British.Columbia.
For all their.talk of.economic benefits.Northern Gatev,ay_proponents_i;~en,Jo baye_ very ,litlle_ .
to say about the potential costs to our multimimon-doHar per year salmon economy. The
people of British Columbia cannot risk the future of our salmon, based on Enbridge's promises

cbama oil

natural gas
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no tankers NTSB

by rail oil spill oil train regulations

oil trains paper policy paul colangi;,lo
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to learn.more and do better.

Project Ralph NaderTefinerieS

responsible economies

Again, Northern Gateway hasn't done its homework. For example, it hasn't studied the
project's effects on spawning habitat for salmon. Probably because it knows their project
would be devastating to those habitats.

4. This project is in Big Oil's interests-Not those of che Canadian
people, or people elsewhere on this planet, for that matter.
The hearings proved that the economic arguments provided by Enbridge were full of
pipedreams. They conveniently left out key informaiion in their calculations, from condensale
imports, to other proposed pipelines coming on board. Chinese investment in the pipefine
could also prevent oil from entering the free market, which challenges the basis of Enbridge's
arguments.
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Northern Gateway could at some point be controlled by foreign state-owned entities whose
interests aren't necessarily shared by the Canadian public.
So, BC would be bearing all of the risks and very little of the benefits. Whose interest is this
pipeline in, anyways?

5. This is a tarsands project. Need I.say more?
Toe Northern Gateway pipefine would increase tar sands production by an estimated 30 per
cent That's not what we need, at a time when scientists are saying that developing Canada's.
tar sands could mean game over for our climate. Despite this, the Panel ruled that the
environmental effects of tar sands development were outside the scope of its review.

At the same time, Enbridge relied almost entirely on the economic benefits from increased oil
production from the tar sands. We argue that Enbridge can't cash in on the tar sands loot
without costing the environmental devastation and carbon emissions, too.

There are thousands of other reasons why the Joint Review Panel should reject this
bad-for-BC, bad-for-planet-Earth proposal. One of the biggest reasons is that hundreds of
First Nations, environmental groups, communities and individuals simply don't want it. The
Province of BC has firmly rejected Northern Gateway. No means no. Enbridge has no social
license to build their proposed pipelines:
We've said time and time again that the risks associated with the project far exceed any
economic benefits. Those voices repeatedly state that our rivers, oceans, forests, fisheries,
wildlife, health and way of life are too valuable to risk for uncertain economic benefits. It is

p://www.forestethics.or&"blo&"5-reasons-arnongst-thousands-w hy-enbr...
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now up to the Joint Review Panel to prove they've listened, and recommend an end to
Northern Gateway-a project that is not in Canada's public.interest, or in the interest of our
planet at large.
Tags: BC's coast
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ByNikki Skuce, Senior Energy Campaigner, ForestEthics
Advocacy
Follow Nikki Skuce on Twitter; @nikkiskuce
More by NikkiSkuce:
Call of distress: The Simushir and the threat of tankers on British
Columbia's northern coast
Enbridge Northern Gateway Investor Report: The Peoples Version
2014 Enbridge Investor Report Northern Gateway
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Rar.y attendees in opposlion to .Enb:idge's Northern Gat~ay pipeline and lanker prciject

.BY NIKKI SKUCE, SENIOR ENERGY CAMPAIGNER, FORESTETHJCS ADVOCACY
Today in Terrace, a community in northern British Columbia, Enbridge's Northern Gateway
President John Carruthers told a media scrum that he thought that.it was "highly probable' that
Enbridge's pipelines from Alberta's Jar sands to the BC coast would be bi.Jilt.
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This comment as three years of a federal environmental review is wrapping up in Terrace this
week? Apparently, John and I haven't been.at the sarre review hearings.
LATEST TWEETS
Le.l's take a look at what happened at those Joint Review Panel (JRP) hearings, which
ForestEthics Advocacy has played an active role in:

Follow•

Tweets

• Nearly 1,500 people took the time to make oral statements against the project before
Ross Hammond @RossHammondSFl7m
Protest over oil trains"in Milwaukee:
"I don't want to be one of those 47
people who blow up & die"
to:fox6now.com/lflph41
@BradHicksFox6
Retweeted by ForestEthics

the three-member Panel
• Over 9,000 written subrrissions were made against the project
• RaUies have greeted the company wherever it goes
• Hundreds of days were spent in hearings, which were full of inadequate responses from
the .tar sands pipeline proponent. On. the other hand, interveners provided solid evidence
countering Enbridge's argument

ShOW Summary

• Mer so much public pressure, the province. of British Columbia came out rejecting the
pipeline and tanker project in its final arguments
• Canada's indigenous people, or First Nations, have repeatedly 11'.ade the case in their

!Tweet to @ForestEthics

official interventi.ons that their rights and title are not being respected. Plus, oil spills
.would devastate their cultures and ecosystems
• Finally, evidence time and time again has shown that the environment will suffer if built

HOT TOPICS
#BlacklivesMatter #TherelsNoNeutral
The day before the hearings resumed, hundreds of BC northerners from across the region
were out on a hot, sunny day to state loudly and clearly (once again) that the answer to
Enbridge's tar sands proposal is still ·no: We don't want more tar sands developed. nor do
we want to bear the risk of pipeline and tanker spills.

action report backAJberta
art & aciiViSm art+ activism bay area
BC

Speakers at the rally included First Nations from across northern BC and national and
provincial representatives froin along the proposed pipeline and tanker routes. Robin Austin,
the local representative (MLA) for Skeena, who represents a ground zero along the route,
said: •we do not want diluted bitumen crossing northern BC, not to ship it on tankers and not
to any refinery."
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Skeena-Bull<ley representative, MP Nathan Cullen, spoke to the crowd: "Raising our voice in a
free and fair democracy does not make us radical. We say 'no', we will continue to say 'no',
until we are listened to and respected.'

tutu re climate change Coal crude by
ra ii crude oil Dogwood dot 111 Earth Day
Ecosystem Based Managerrent Enbridge

"Enbridge cannot stop the oil from leaking, and cannot clean it up once it spills," said Art
Sterritt, executive director of Coastal First Nations. 'Destroying the ocean we all depend on is
not in the national interest. We will lay down our lives to stop this project."
Geraldine Thomas-Flurer, from a coarnon of First Nations called the Yinka Dene Alliance,
reminded the crowd that 160 First Nations have signed Save the Fraser Declaration, banning
the transportation of tar sands through the Fraser watershed. 'We are the wall that is going to
stop Enbridge."

Eng6sh Bay environmental justice events
exp!oding oil trains fair trade Ferguson

first nations Fortune Minerals
tracking freedom train fre~ trade
Fsc G7 get inspired get the
shell out Gitga'at nation Governor lnslee
green divas greenwash Haida Gwaii

The message was clear: British .Columbians will do what it takes to stop Enbridge's climate-

Imperial Metals Institutional Racism just for

polluting, bad-for-Canada Northern Gateway pipeline and tanker project. With too many risks

fun

and exaggerated economic benefits, this pipeline is not in the prpvincial, nor the national
interest The answer will always be no.

Morgan Klabona

ForestEthics Advocacy, with representation from EcoJuslice, will reiterate these points during
these last couple of weeks of the hearings.
As we headed over to Terrace from my hometown in Smithers for the rally, we saw a black
bear cub scrambling in the bushes along the Skeena River. With my own newborn in tow, it
was .a gentle reminder of .both the bea_l)ly Qf the em1i_r9n[T)El11t in ttiis area,

~r:id _th§' fragi!i\y of

the future. We hope that ii is one with no tar sands pipeline or tankers, and one where our
grandchildren can be proud of all those who stood up and fought to keep our watersheds and
coast oil-spill free.
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BY AMANDA FOLLETT, COMMUNICATIONS CONTRACTOR, FORESTETHICS ADVOCACY
It's been 531 days since Canada's federal Joint Review Panel hearings review of Enbridge's
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appication for the Northern Gateway tar sands pipeline began in January 2012. Volurr,,.,s of
materials have been submitted. SeeJrlngly endless hours of oral testimony and thousands of
pages of transcri pis have been compiled.

LATEST lWEETS

But as the hearings wrapped up in Terrace, British Columbia (BC) on Monday, !here was

Foll.ow:

Tweets

really only one piece of evidence the Panel needed to hear.

"No:·
All that needs to be understood is that not everyone hinges everything on econorrics. That
different cultural perspectives exist. Thal some things are more important than money.
After 18 months of testimony, the final arguments lasted only a week, with the energy giant's
lawyer Richard Neufeld hammering home the economics: "Canadians would be facing, we
subrrit, an economic catastrophe of unprecedented proportions; he told the Panel, if the
pipeline isn't approved.

Ross Hammond @RossHammondSF18m
Protest over oil trains in Milwaukee:
'1 don't want to be one of those 47
people who blow up & die"
to.fox6now.com/lflph41
@BradHicksFox6
Retweeted by ForestEthics
Show Summary
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He demeaned reasons from First Nations (Canada's indigenous people) for rejecting
the pipeline by reducing those reasons to a dollar value, repeatedly referring to
Nations who refused to meet with Enbridge as having "no desire to discuss economic
benefits"-an underhanded and potentially divisive tactic when close-knit aboriginal
communities are sometimes split on industrial initiatives.

HOTTOPICS
#BlacklivesMatter #TherelsNoNeutral
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About First Nations' claims of inadequate consultation on the project, which would punch a
pipeline 1,170 kilometres (730 rriles) from Alberta to BC, he said, "They're just wrong.' As if
Enbridge holds the measuring slick.on what it means to be properly consulted!
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Neufeld even went so far as to hint that First .Nations' claims to rights and title und11r
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Canadian law were overstated. Then, he sumrrarily brushed off residents of northern BC,
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who are overwhelmingly opposed to the project:
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"In an ideal world, every person, every corrmunity, every region would be satisfied that the
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benefits of a particular proposal outweigh its burdens to them. That they, individually or
regionally or locally or provincially, are better off with a project than without it," Neufeld said.

future climate change Coal crude by
rail

crude oil Dogwood dot 111 Earth Day
Ecosystem Based Management Enbridge

'But. we don't live in an ideal world. Tradeoffs are a fact of life.·
The message is clear: Sacrifice the wishes, values and lifestyles of BC residents for

English Bay environmental justice even ts
exploding oil trains fair trade Ferguson

first nations Fortune Minerals

the financial ga·in of a 'few Calgary oil execs.
Totally ignoring the fact that not everyone is funded by Big Oil, Neufeld told tl)e Panel that,
'parties are completely free to engage or not to engage with the proponent leading up to a
proceeding like this.· Enbridge is throwing a party in your backyard and if you don•i come,

fracking freedom,train free trade
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don't .be upset if your house gets wrecked.

shell out Gitga'at nation Governor lnslee

As the hearings drew to a close, the Panel ran up and down the list of intervenors, wringing

green divas
Haida Gwaii
lnl)erial Metals Institutional Racism just for

g reenwash

out every last argument until it was Enbridge's turn for the final word. Neufeld focused on four
points: job creation, respect, scie.nce and the public interest.
The thing is, if Enbridge knew anything about respect, they would understand why a
pittance.in jobs doesn't outweigh the potential costs to the Northwest from the tar

fun
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sands pipeline. It's not about "tradeoffs" or balancing pros and cons. It's about

NEB Lawsuit net neutralily

respecting existing, sustainable economies, lifestyles and cultures that can't be

Northern Gateway

measured-or replaced-with dollar signs.
.. After what Enbridge descrjbes

obarna oil

a:a. y_ears. cif plarining, Jhe company_ still kn_o'JJ_S nothing about the

land and peoples that it wants to push its pipeline past. And it has no idea how big a fight it still
has on its hands.
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It's not that we're not "interested in discussing economic benefits." It's not that we don't
understand what you would have us believe is a cornucopia of abundance. It's because

gas
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The Panel has a big job ahead of it to sift through the evidence and present a case lo the
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Harper government, who may or may not heed its recommendations. Panel member Hans

Day of Action Staff Stories Tahllan

Enbridge isn't hearing what northerners have to say about our own values.

Matthews put it beautifully when he closed by saying, 'I have all that information in my journals
and I have all that information in my mind, but, more importantly, I have a lot of information in

Sands

my heart."
Here's hoping that the Panel really will open its heart to the concerns of northern BC. The
decision itself is relatively easy: just listen to the people.
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By Amanda Follett, Comm.unications Contractor, ForestEthlcs
Advocacy
Follow Amanda Follett on Twitter: @amandajfollett
More by Amanda Follett:
Northl!m Gateway Decision: What Did the Panelists Actually Hear?
Seeing the Light: Province of British Columbia Joins Opposition to
Proposed Enbridge Pipeline
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On Thursday, December 19 the Joint Review Panel (JRP) assessing Enbridge's application
for the Northern Gateway pipeline from the tar sands to British Columbia, Canada's
northwest coast announced that it would recommend approval for the pipeline

to federal

cabinet Here is a response, addressed to JRP chair Shella Leggett.

The Winds or Change are
Blowing Through the Oil
Patch

Dear Ms. Leggett,
Sheila. May I call you Sheila? Over the course of 18 months, I saw you several times. You
probably didn't notice me as I ducked in and out of the JRP hearings, sometimes to support
friends, sometimes for the communications work I do in northern British Columbia. I also
Hstened: countless hours streaming the hearings as they took place in Edmonton, Prince

· STAY CONNECTED

George and Prince.Rupert.

Like

I kind of felt like I got to know you. Yol.lre a strong woman with a dry sense of humor. I fell, for

Share 48,939 people fike lhis. Be the first of your
friends.

the most part, that you were fair-or tried lo be-when soMng disputes and keeping people to
task. Like you, I flke order. I prefer people stick to the agenda. In that way, I think we would
have gotten along, althougi we come from very different worlds, you and I: you, as an

LATEST TWEETS

advocate for the oil industry, while I left a suburban childhood and retreated to the north
woods of BC. Here I found not just the beautiful outdoors, but a beautiful community.

Tweets

You met some of my friends and neighbors during your time here. They were fish guides,

folfO'tf

Ross Hammond @RossHammondSfl8m
Protest over oil trains in Mil,vaukee:
'1 don't wantto be one of those 47
people who· blow .up & die"
to.fox6now.com/lflph41
@BradHicksFox6
Retweeted by ForestEthics

engineers and teachers that sat before you in the conmunity hearings, sharing their stories,
their rears and even, at times, their tears. They were conservationists, _hydrologists and
politicians 'IVho spoke during the technical hearings. And they were the First Nations who
stood before you and argued for the protection or the lands and waters they've inhabited
sustainably for time irrvnemorial.

Show Summary

A!;, the hearings wrapped up, I began to feel optimistic that you'd heard them. In your closing

comments you said, "It's difficult to come up with words al this point in a process Uke this. It's

l

been a process that, for me personally, has been a time of tremendous growth. It's been a

.... •---- ·----····- . -····--·-·-----. ·--·--··~--~-~~~-·---Tweet to @forestEthics

··•·····•·•··

·····--·"'··-·-------~

humbling experience. It's an absolute privilege to have been involv.ed. in this process."
I admit, I was taken, especiaDy when your colleague Mr. Matthews added, "f tiave all that
infonnalion in my journals and I have all that infomJ?lion in my mind but, more importantly, I

l HOT TOPICS

have a lot of information in my heart.· I began to befleve that this process might end with a

j
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positive outcome.

action report backAlberta

art & activism art+ activism bay area

But now I'm wondering what exactly you heard. i•m wondering if we were even at the

BC's

same hearings.

BC
coast Blast Zone Bomb
Trains british columbia Bunker Spill burnaby
Jl'OUntain California Californians Against

Because what I .heard \VslS 1,200 of my friends and neighbors speak out strongly against this
project. (Not to mention the 9,000 who wrote letters.) I heard Compelling evidence that this

Fracking.canada Canadian Lawsuit

pipeline is net in the nation's interest. as it would ship jobs to China, damage our salll'Oncaribouchinaclean energy

bearing waterways, bring tankers to.our pristine coastline and put at risk the First Nations

crude by
rail crude oil Dogwood dot 111 Earth Day

futurec1imate change Coal

cultures· that have thrived here for millennia.
Yet, from Enbridge I heard very little. When asked about geotechnical surveys along the

Ecosystem Based Management Enbridge·

rugged pipeline route, it said that would come after approval. Strange, I thought. And yet the

English Bay environmental justice events
exploding oil trains iair trade Ferguson

oddness.continued: its oil spiH response plan, assessment of impacts to the environment and
First Nations, even defining the pipeline's route-all delayed until after approval. Well, then, I

first nationSFortuneMinerals

thought: What the heck are we all doing here?

tracking freedom train free trade

You must admit, Sheila, that Enbridge's evidence was remarkably hollow over its
18-month-long opportunity to convince us

get the
shell out Gitga'at nation Governor lnslee

all of its pipeline's merits. When the hearings

Fsc G, get inspired

wrapped up and t heard your closing comments, hope sprang up in me-hope that this
process was not just an expensive exercise in feigned democratic process. Hope Iha:
the voices of northern BC had actua Uy been heard.

green divas g reenwash Haida Gwaii
Imperial Metals Institutional Racism just for

You see, Sheila, I too befieve in systems and order. I believe in our system of democracy to

fun

l<eep Us alraccountab!e·and to•find co=n ground where all voices .have a place.• But over
the past two years my faith.in our democracy has slid.

Morgan Klabona Keepers Lac-Megantic
lobbyists mindfulness mining blockades Mount

On January 9, 2012, the day before the JRP process began, Canada's Natural Rfesources

NEB Lawsuit net neutrality

kalamazoo river spill Kinder

Polley national geographic natural gas

no FIPA

Minister Joe Ofiver came out in favord Enbridge Northern Gateway, painting all those
Northern Gateway no tankers NTSB

northern voices who had yet to approach a microphone as ·environmental and other radical

obama oil by rail oil spill oil train regulations

groups" set to derail the Canadian economy. Bill C-38 took the final decision on Enbridge

recommendations now sit.

oil trains paper policy paul colangelo
pcm peatlands people's cfimale march Philips
66 Phillips 66 pipelines Pope Frances Rachei
Notley Racial Injustice Rainforest Solutions

As the day of your announcement drew near, my optimism tum.bled further. I learned that

Project Ralph Nader

Northern Gateway out of your panel's hands and put it into the unsee!ng, unhearing control of
the federal cabinet, more than 4,000 kilometres away. It's with them that your

government agencies were spying on environmental groups, groups like ForestEthics
Advocacy that exercised !heir democratic right to add their voices to the pipeline debafe, and
feeding the information to companies like Enbridge.
Then, an email from the National Energy Board's group leader of securiiy Rick Garber, "In
response to your query," revealed that !he NEB had been consulting with CSIS and the
RCMP to assess your safety while in our communities. He confirmed (as we all knew) that
there were no threats·to the panel. He did, however, make note of !die No More activjties and
the All Native Basketball Tournament, which was being held in Prince Rupert but did not

•

refineries

responsible economies
responsible resource development richmond
sacred headwaters sacred waters safe oil
trains San Luis Obispo SFI sierra club SOS
Day of Action Staif Siories Tahttan
action Tarsands Invasion

Sands

take

Tar

sos Transportation Safety

Board tree geek United Nations while

coincide with your stay there.

house Why We Do Our Work

The All Native Basketball Tournament identified ·as a potential threat I'm not sure whether to
laugh or cry.

wild

salmon

Then came the announcement, planned for Calgary and giving priority to Calgary's media,
once again marginalizing the remote northwest, so removed from everyone's consciousness
that its people and cultures matter so little.
So when you and your colleagues approved the pipeline with 209 conditions, I was
disappointed but not surprised. What did surprise me was how deeply betrayed I felt I
think back on your often-blank-but-occasionally-empathetic faces and wonder, what exactly
were you hearing? Is the cultural divide between northern BC and oil-rich Calgary so vast that
more than a thousand voices couldn't carry across it? Was your decision filtered by your own
experiences and perspectives? Or by some external force?
So, Sheila, for all I thought we had in common, I suppose we have our differences. I, too,
came to northern BC from Alberta. Only I fell in love and stayed. You returned to your life in
Calgary, where the repercussions of your decision must feel very remote. You will never see
the impacts·to lhe fishermen, the tourism operators or the First Nations. You are unlikely to
ever face those people again
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I, on the other hand, am prouder than ever to call them mf friends and neighbours. I will stand
behind First NaUons when their aboriginal rights and title, which were never extinguished on
these lands, challenge your decision in court. I will stand shoulder-to-shoulder with other
community members· who continue to oppose this project. Our voices will be heard, and this
pipeline will never be built-even if we need to carry the message to Ottawa ourselves.
Tags: no tankers

responsible economies

BC's coast

By Amanda Follett, Communications Contractor, ForestEthics
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Nikki Skuce
Box 3022, Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0
Email: nikki@forestethicsadvocacy.org
Profile: Coordinator, researcher and networker with over 15 years experience in the non-profit sector.
Goal is to continue working toward social and environmental justice on local, national and
international levels. Canadian citizen fluent in French and Spanish.

Work Experit:mce:
Jan 2009 Present

July 2001 Feb 2008

Forest Ethics Advocacy, Smithers, BC.
(forestethitsadvocacy.org) Senior Energy Campaigner.
Organizing around Enbridge Northern Gateway, finding permanent solutions for the
Sacred Headwaters and promoting green energy solutions provincially. Working with
t=frst Nations anifcornmunity groups; coorainating communications aifd media-relations; undertaking research and participating federal review, corporate and
government relations.
One Sky- The Canadian Institute ofSustainable Living, Smithers, BC.
(www.onesky.ca) Program Director.

Local level - Developed energy efficiency commitments and co-wrote Community
Energy Plan for the Town of Smithers; coordinated installation and workshops of
renewable energy systems ori office building; coordinated five renewable energy case
studies; started community bike program; ran local food security project; supervise
staff/volunteers; successfully fundraise and administer all local projects. .
Provincial/National level - Administer and was elected President of Canadian
Renewable Energy Alliance (www.canrea.ca); wrote and edited renewable energy
policy papers; active in Canadian Environmental Network's International caucus;
participate provincially in ENGO forum with BC government; engage in regional
campaigns.
International level - Coordinate food security and mining reclamation project in Sierra
Leone; administer capacity building project in Peru; coordinate Canadian public
engagement including "Green Diamonds" campaign; facilitated international youth
internship program for five years (19 youths); coordinated and spoke at various
international conferences; North American representative on network Citizens United
for Renewable Energy and Sustainability (CURES).
Jan. 2002 Oct. 2002

Canadian Environmental Network~ Forum on the WSSD, Smithers, BC.
(www.cen-rce.org/wssd) Coordinator. With a Steering Committee of ENGOs, coordinated

and edited a civil society report of Canada's environmental performance over a decade.
- Coordinated meetings, the listserve and website.
- Attended the UN Prepatory Committee meetings and the World Summit on
Sustainable Development (WSSD) as a member of the Canadian delegation.
Networked and chaired an international group of NGOs.
- Coordinated and presented at post-WSSDworkshop in Ottawa.
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May 2001

International Institute for Sustainable Development, Vancouver, BC.
Editor and Assistant for the Sustainable Development Communications Web Initiative.
- Edited and wrote materials for a web training manual for civil society organizations.
- Assisted with facilitating an international "writeshop".

Sept. 2000 - Fundadon Ambiente y Recursos Natura/es (FARN). Buenos Aires, Argentina.
May 2001
(www.farn.orn:.ar) Researcher and Communications Assistant.
Researched and wrote on-line modules and case studies for the Sustainable
Development Gateway, and conducted web reviews of South American NGOs.
Edited and translated NGO materials from Spanish to English.
- Worked on a research project for WSSD in collaboration with the Director.
Dec. 1998 Sept. 2000

The Society for Canadian Women in Science and Technology(SCWISD.
Vancouver, BC ( www.harbour.sfu.ca/scwist). Coordinator.
- Organized science conferences for high-school girls around the province
- Started web-based mentorship and immigrant women support programs
- Coordinated the Board of Directors and four committees
and published a quarterly newsletter, rnanagea listserves-and the website Recruited and supervised volunteers, organized membership events and AGM
- Wrote grants and final reports, and initiated new programs.

- Wrote
April 1997 Oct. 1997

Environmental Youth Alliance. Vancouver, BC
Youth participant in group of five, including street involved youth.
- Researched and designed signs and workshops on environmental technology
systems for the Strathcona Community Gardens.
Built wheelchair accessible garden beds for a Seniors' home.
- Started a seed saving program at the gardens.

Sept. 1996 - Sustainable Development Research Institute. Vancouver, BC ( www.sdri.ubc.ca)
May 1997
Wrote, edited and coordinated an annotated bibliography on Gender in Sustainable
Development.

Volunteer Experience:
July 2011present

G02 Car Share Cooperative.
Board member.

2006 - 2011

Hometown Heroes, Toronto, ON. Judge for national award.

July 2005 -

Mountain Equipment Co-Op, Vancouver, BC
NGO representative on Environment Fund Grant Review Committee.

2009
April 2005 -

2007
Aug. 2007 -

Smart Growth Smithers Alliance, Smithers, BC
Co-founder in campaign to promote sustainable community development.

2010

Wetzinkwa Community Forest Board, Smithers, BC.
Accessed funds and coordinated a board development training session for community.

Sept. 2001 Sept. 2004

Bulkley Valley Folk Music Society, Smithers, BC.
Performers Committee.

April 1998 Sept. 2000

Langara College Board Member. Vancouver, BC.
Sat on three committees and participated in the ACCC national conferences.

Feb. 1998 -

Humanities and Science 101 at UBC. Vancouver, BC
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2000

Member of the Steering Committee of these free university level courses for people
facing barriers to post"'."secondary education. Fundraised and did promotional work.

. Public speaking and Conferences:
Aug/Sept. .2002

World Summit on Sustainable Development, Environmental NGO representative
on Canadian delegation.

Nov. 2003

Amnesty International Conference: "Up In Arms: Raising awareness for waraffected children", Keynote speaker.

Jan. 2004

UBC Student Leadership Conference, Keynote speaker.

Nov. 2004

Energetic Solutions: An international conference on making renewable energy a
reality, Nigeria. Coordinator and facilitator.

Nov. 2005

Beijing International Renewable Energy Conference (BIREC). NGO
representative on Canadian delegation.

. Dec. 20Q5

Renewable Solutions: An NGO conference on renewable energy and
. climate change, Monfrear(COP 11/MOP lJ: Speaker-and-coordinator.

May 2006 & 2007

UN CSD 14 and 15, Speaker at side-event organized by CURES.

March 2007

Coming to Grips with the Emerging Global Energy Policy, coordinated by
CURES, E3 and Heinrich Boell Foundation in Bonn, Germany.

April 2007

G-8 NGO consultation in Bonn, Germany. Selected to speak as Canadian NGO in
negotiator roundtable on energy concerns.

January 2010 2012

Reports: "Deciding the future of the Sacred Headwaters: An overview of
land-use designation options"; "Our Nation, Their Interest"; "Enbridge Northern
Gateway Pipelines: Community Opposition and Investment Risk".

Education:
1991-1992
1993-1995
1996-1997
1995

University of British Columbia
Bachelor of Arts in International Relations and
·canadian Studies
Melbourne University, Australia
Student Exchange Program, Hugh Brock Scholarship

References: Available upon request
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Barrister & Solicitor
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1.0

Introduction

1.

ForestEthics hereby submits the following documents as its written evidence in the matter
of the Enbridge Northern Gateway Project Joint Review Panel. The following written
evidence is submitted:

2.

(a)

the written evidence of Nathan Lemphers;

{b)

the written evidence of David Hughes;

(c)

the written evidence of Susan Casey-Lefkowitz;

(d)

the written evidence of Anthony Swift;

(e)

the written evidence of Nikki Skuce;

(f)

the written evidence of Kirsten Zickfeld; and

(g)

the written evidence of Marc Lee.

The following documents are submitted as attachments to these written submissions.
A:

B:

Resume of Nathan Lemphers
"Pipeline to Nowhere? Uncertainty and unanswered questions about the
• Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline" (Pipeline.to Nowhere Report)

· C:

"Opening the Door for Oil Sands Expansion: The Hidden Environmental
Impacts of the Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline" (Oil Sands
Expansion Report)

D:

"Pipelines and Salm.on in Northern British Columbia", (North Vancouver:
Levy Research Services Ltd., 2009) (Salmon Report)

E:

"The Northern Gateway Pipeline: An Affront to the Public Interest and
Long Term Energy Security Of Canadians" (Affront to Public Interest
Report)

F:

Resume of Susan Casey-Lefkowitz

G:

Resume of Anthony Swift
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H:

"Pipeline and Tanker Trouble: The Impact to British Columbia's
. Communities, Rivers and Pacific Coastline from Tar Sa,,ds Oil Transport"
(Pipeline and Tanker Trouble Report)
·

I:

Tar Sands Pipeline Safety Risks, a joint report by National Resources
Defense Council, National Wildlife FederatioI1, Pipeline Safety Trust and
Sierra Club. (Tar Sands Pipeline Safety Risks)

J:

Enbridge Infractions Table (Infractions Table)

K00l- :K033: Corresponding Infractions Table documents.

3,

L:

Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline Project Backgrounder (NRCAN
Backgrounder)

M:

Clore Tunnel East Portal picture

N:

Clore Tunnel Waste Rock Dump Site picture

0:

Clore Tunnel Waste Camp Stage and Rock Dump Site picture

P:

Resume of Kirsten Zickfeld

Q:

"Greenhouse gas emission and climate impacts of the Enbridge Northern
Gateway pipeline" (GHG Emission and Climate Impact Report)

R:

Resume of Marc Lee

S:

"Peddling GHGs: What is the Carbon Footprint of Canada's Fossil Fuel
EX:p01ts?" (Peddling GHGs Report)

i.···

ForestEthics proposes to present Mr. Lemphers, Mr. Hughes, Ms. Casey-Lefkowitz, lvlr.
Swift, Ms. Skuce, Ms. Zickfeld and Mr. Lee as a panel at the hearing.
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2.0

Written Evidence of Nathan Lemphers

Please state your name and business address

4.

Nathan Lemphers
Pembina Institute
219-19 th St NW
Calgary AB TIN 2H9

Please provide your background and work history.

5.

I have included my resume as Attachment "A" to this written submission

Have you previously testified before the National Energy Board ?

6.

No.

2.1

Pipeline to Nowhere Report

Do you submit the contents of the report entitled, "Pipeline to Nowhere? Uncertainty and
unanswered questions about the Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline" (Pipeline to

Nowhere Report) as your written evidence and was the report written by you?

7.

Yes. I am the author of the Pipeline to Nowhere Report and I adopt it as my written
evidence. The Pipeline to Nowhere Report is filed as Attachment "B" to this written
submission.

6 of 58
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Please describe the objective of the Pipeline to Nowhere Report

8.

The Pipeline to Nowhere Report asks the following three questions: a) is there
demonstrated market demand for the Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline, b) is there
need for more export pipeline capacity from western Canada, and c) is there enough
information for the Joint Review Panel to make an informed decision mi the Northern
Gateway Pipeline?

DEMONSTRATED MARKET DEMAND FOR THE NORTHERN GATEWAY
PIPELINE

Please describe your concernsregarding market demand evidence

9.

Enbridge has yetto provide adequate evidence thatthere is specific market demand for
the oil products being transported in the proposed pipeline. Moreover, there are no long~
term commitments from shippers and there is no refinery specific demand analysis, as
conventionally provided in past export pipeline applications.
\··

Are precedent agreements the same as long-term transportation shipper agreements?

10.

In August 2011, Enbridge announced that it has secured 'precedent' agreements from
Canadian oil producers and Asian markets. 1 But.such agreements are not binding
commitments. Former CEO of TransCanada, Hal Kvisle, calls precedent agreements a
"good old boy handshake" that are "commitments in principle" 2 - · in other words,
tentative agreements that can be abandoned if a number of conditions aren't met.

1

Northern Gateway Pipelines, ''New agreements demonstrate commercial support for Northern Gateway,"
http://www.northernirntewav.ca/content/new-agreements-demonstrate-commercial-su:oport-northem-gatewav
Accessed 30 Nov 2011.
2
Nathan Vanderklippe, "Enbridge touts support, others call it 'hollow,"' Globe and Mail,
http://m.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/industrv-news/eriergy-and-resotirces/compariies-cornmit-tonorthern-2:atewa v-enbridge/article2l40101/?service-mobile Accessed 30 Nov 2011.
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11.

Enbridge had a precedent agreement with PetroChina in 2005 to ship oilsands cmde to
3

China~ but PetroChina withdrew.its support in 2007 because of project delays. As
demonstrated by PetroChina's hasty retreat, these precedent agreements are rather easy
for companies to get out of, and do not represent a legally binding agreement to ship
oilsands crude. 4

12.

Taking a precedent agreement to a legally binding level requires Letters of Support and
Transportation Shipping Agreements. Until then, any number of issues such as First
Nations opposition, likely regulatory delays, or market volatility may cause prospective
........sllipp_e_r~to back otit,j_1:1~t like PetroChina did.

13.

Unlike a legally-binding transportation shipper agreement, these precedent agreements do
not provide nearly as robust an economic case that there is market demand for this
proposed pipeline.

EXPORT PIPELINE CAPACITY FROM WESTERN CANADA

Is there a demonstrated need for additional export pipeline capacity from Western
Canada?

14.

Using updated information from the June201 l Canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers Crude Oil Forecast, Markets and Pipelines report and the November 2011
National Energy Board report entitled Canada's Energy Future, the Pembina Institute
was able to forecast the amount of pipeline capacity from 2010 to 2035.

56
,

Figure 1

3

CBC, ''PetroChina dropping $3B pipeline, Enbridge still online,"
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/story/2007/07/13/enbridge-gateway~html Accessed 30 Nov 2011.
4
Nathan Vanderklippe, "Enbridge touts support, others call it 'hollow,"' Globe and Mail,
http://m.the!ilobeandmail.com/report-on-business/industrv-news/energy-and-resources/companies-commit-tonorthem-gateway-enbridge/article2140101/?service=mobile Accessed 30 Nov 2011.
5
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers, Crude Oil Forecast, Markets and Pipelines, June 2011,
http://www.capp.ca/getdoc.aspx?Docld=l90838 Accessed 30.Nov 2011.
6
National Energy Board, Canada's Energy Future: Energy supply and demand projections to 2035, November
2011, http://www.neb-one.gc.ca/clf-nsi/rthnb/nwsrls/201 l/nwsrls34-eng.html Accessed 30 Nov 201 l.
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illustrates five oil export supply estimates from the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin
(WCSB). For the pmposes of this analysis, the CAPP GrowthScenario and the NEB
Reference Case

will be used in comparison with a variety ofexport pipeline capacity

scenarios.

15.

Figure 1: Western Canada Sedimentary Basin Crude Oil Export Supply, 2010 to
2035
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16.

Figure 2 shows that ifno additional exp01t pipelines are constructed in Western Canada
(including Trans Canada's Keystone XL and Enbridge's Northern Gateway Pipeline),
there will not be a risk of supply shut in until at least 2020.
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Figure 2: ·Existing export pipeline. capacity and WCSB crude oil export supply

17.
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18.

-cAPP Growth Fcrecast 2011

-ZOIE9 Rcferenec Case 2011

If Keystone XL is built and Northern Gateway is not built, then there will not be a risk of
WCSB oil supply shut in until at least 2024, based on CAPP growth estimates (Figure 3).
In 2015 when Keystone XL may become operational, there will be a 33 percent
overcapacity of export pipelines, representing J .46 million barrels per day of unused
pipeline capacity.
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19.

Figure 3: Existing e1,."Port pipeline capacity plus Keystone XL and WCSB crude oil
export supply estimates, 2010-2035
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20.

If Northern Gateway is constructed and Keystone XL is not, then there will not be a risk
of supply shut in until 2023, based on CAPP growth estimates (Figure 4). If Northern
Gateway is operational by 2017 then there would be 24 percent in excess pipeline
capacity, representing 988,000 bai."Tels per day.

21.

Figure 4: Existing export pipeline capacity plus Northern Gateway and WCSB

crude oil export supply estimates, 2010-2035
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22.

Ifboth Keystone XL and Northern Gateway are constructed, given the supply estimates,
there will not be a risk of shut-in until 2026 at the earliest (Figure 5). Jn 2017, when both
pipelines would be operational, there would be 1.68 million barrels per day in excess
capacity representing 34 percent of the total export pipeline system in Western Canada.

23.

Figure 5: Existing export pipeline capacity, plus Northern Gateway and Keystone
XL, and WCSB crude oil export supply estimates, 2010-2035
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24.

-=CAPP Growth Scenario 2011

-:JEB R,fer:enee Case 20.11

Figure 6 represents three different pipeline expansion scenarios in relation to the
percentage of excess capacity in the export pipeline system in Western Canada. This
analysis indicates that there will significant excesses in export pipeline capacity until the
late 2010s and if Keystone XL is built surplus of capacity will extend beyond 2024.

25.

This magnitude of excess pipeline capacity has the potential to create market instability
from an oversupply of WCSB oil to the United States. In the National Energy Board
hearings for TransCanada's Keystone XL pipeline to the United States, BP Canada,
Imperial Oil and Nexen all raised concerns about the excess supply and insufficient
demand for crude oil from Western Canada. 7 Suncor and Imperial Oil have also taken
Enbridge to court over its decisions to build what they argue is too much pipeline

7

National Energy Board, Reasons for Decision - TransCanada Keystone Pipeline GP Ltd. OH-1-2009, March
2010, pl 6, 23, 24
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capacity to the United States with its AJberta Clipper pipeline. 8 In the past three years,
concerns about overcapacity contributed to decisions to shelve plans for more than
1,495,000 barrels per day in export pipelines.

26.

Figure 6: Percentage of excess export pipeline capacity in Western Canada and
three pipeline development scenarios.
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8

Nathan VanderKlippe, "Energy giants battle over costs of oil sands pipeline," Feb. 3, 2010, Globe and Mail,
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/industry-news/energy-and-resources/energy-giants-battleovercosts-of-oil-sandscpipeline/ru1iclel455350/ (accessed Nov 24, 2010).
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2.2

Opening the Door for Oil Sands Expansion

27.

Filed with this written submission as Attachment "C" is a report entitled "Opening the
Door for Oil Sands Expansion: The Hidden Environmental Impacts of the Enbridge
Northern Gateway Pipeline" (Oil Sands Expansion Report). 9

Please describe the objective of the Oil Sands Expansion Report.

28.

As economic benefits of the proposed Northern Gateway Pipeline extend beyond the
· pipeline itself, the environmental-consequences and risks -of the pipeline project also-- ..
extend beyond the pipeline and the associated oil tanker port. These consequences
include the extraction of the additional oil sands bitumen, the tanker traffic and associated
risk to B.C. 's inside coastal waters, the upgrading of oil sands bitumen to synthetic crude
oil, the refining into usable petroleum products and the end use consumption.

29.

The purpose of thisreport is therefore two-fold:

1. To estimate the upstream environmental impacts of the Enbridge Northern Gateway
Export Pipeline;

2. To highlight high-level solutions to address the impacts of future oil sands
developments. 10

9

"Opening the Door for Oil Sands Expansion: The Hidden Environmental Impacts of the Enbridge Northern
Gateway Pipeline" (Oil Sands Expansion Report), Greg Brown, Jeremy Moorehouse and Jennifer Grant. Drayton
Valley: Pembina Institute, 2009
10
Greg Brown, Jeremy Moorehouse and Jennifer Grant, Opening the-Door for Oil Sands Expansion, (Drayton
Valley: Pembina Institute, 2009) at p. 13 [Opening the Door].
·
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What are the environmental impacts that the proposed Northern Gateway Pipeline and
exportation of 525,000 barrels per day of diluted bitumen will have on climate, land, water
and air?

30.

The production of 525,000 barrels will consume 200 million barrels of processing water,
consume 74 billion cubic feet of natural gas for processing, directly disturb 12.5 square
kilometers of land, produce 6.5 million tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions, produce 25
million barrels oftoxic tailings and contribute to 2.7 million barrels of seepage from toxic
. tailings lakes into groundwater and surface water\ 11

What, if any, are the perceived gaps in the environmental management of the oil sands?

31.

With each additional oil sands project approved and constructed in Alberta's boreal
forest, the environmental impacts to air quality, boreal forest and wildlife, and fresh water
resources increase. While the environmental impacts of each project might appear
insignificant on their own, the cumulative environmental impacts of the entire project
could lead to irreversible ecological damage if not properly managed and mitigated.

32.

While government and industry have been successful in facilitating unconstrained oil
sands expansion, parallel efforts to protect the environment have failed.

33.

\·•·

Some of the key gaps in the environmental management of the oil sands are: no absolute
limitson air pollutants and greenhouse gases, ho absolute limit on tailings volumes, no
land use plan that protects wildlife and regional ecosystems, no lower limit on flows of ·
the Athabasca River below which oil sands water withdrawals would be stopped, no
environmental management plan to maintain the integrity of watersheds, most urgently
the Muskeg River watershed, no informed limit on groundwater extraction and no
certification standards for oil sands reclamation. 12

11
12

ibid., at p. 1
Ibid., at p. 19.

i,.:
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How does oilsands extraction change or alter the landscape?

34.

Oilsands mining diverts rivers, drains complex wetland systems (which include bogs and
fens) and strips away soils for open pit mining operations. And while there are plans for
reclaimed land, the reclaimed land will be radically different from its original form.

13

In

situ oilsands extraction and associated infrastructure (roads, pipelines, transmission and
seismic lines) heavily fra~ment the landscape and put species like the Woodland Caribou
at risk of local extinction.

What is the land use impact necessary to extract the oilsands needed Jo_ filUhe N()rtll~i::11 .
Gateway pipeline?

35.

The land use impacts are relatively large due to the fragmentation effects of lines, roads
and pipelines from the oilsan.ds projects themselves and the associated land impacts from
natural gas extraction.The annual land impact is equivalent to 2,148 football fields. Over
the project's hypothetical 40-year lifetime, 460 square kilometers of land would be
affected, or four times the area of the City of Vancouver.

14

How will the mining operations impact groundwater?

36.

Much of the surface overlying the bitumen is covered by muskeg, wetlands and peat
lands, which must be drained before the overburden can be cleared to access the bitumen.
This naturally impacts smface flows in the area. Once a mining area is reclaimed, there
will be larger areas of dry uplands. With the area of natural spongy peat land reduced,
there will be more rapid runoff to the rivers an.d an impact on groundwater levels. This
could, in turn, also affect the Athabasca and other rivers. 15

13

Ibid., at p. 23.
lbid., atp. 22.
15
Ibid., at p. 25 .

14
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What is the water use impact necessary to extract the oilsands needed tofm the Northern
Gateway pipeline?

,.
37.

Water supply is a growing concern in the Athabasca watershed. The Northern Gateway
Pipeline Project would consume an additional 200 million barrels per year due to
expanded oil sands production. This is equivalent to the annual water consumption of a
city of 250,000. Qverthe project's hypothetical 40-year lifetime, 8billion barrels of
water will be consumed. Unlike a city, none of the water consumed by oilsands
operations returns to river. It is either kept in tailings lakes (in the case of mines) or re'"
··· ··injectedintotheground(in thecaseofinsitu);

What amount of tailings would be produced in order to fill the Northern Gateway Pipeline
with oilsan:ds?

38.

The production of tailings, which are the waste product of oil sands mining, is a
significant problem because of concerns about toxicity and the problem of finding a longterm storage and reclamation solution. Based on the induced development needed to fill
the Northern Gateway pipeline, it is expected that 70,000 barrels of mature fine tailings
would be produced per day, enough to fill 4.4 Olympic swimming pools every day
(filling one and a half BC Place stadiums .every year). Annual impacts of tailings equal 25
million barrels of mature fine tailings and the 40 year impact equals I billion barrels of
mature fine tailings. 16

What impacts would the Northern Gate,vay Pipeline Project have on air quality?

39.

\··

The Northern Gateway Pipeline Project would produce 14,000 tonnes of NOx and 3,200
tonnes of SO2 per year due to expanded oil sands production. The increased annual NOx
emissions equal those of the city of Victoria, B.C. and its surrounding area. The increased
annuai SO2 emissions equal tviO-thirds of those of Victoria, B.C. and its surrounding

.

16

Ibid., at p. 35 .
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area. 17 Nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulphur dioxide (S02) contribute to acid rain, which is
affecting the land and watersheds of northern Alberta and Saskatchewan.

What impact would the Northern Gateway Pipeline Project have on greenhouse gas
emissions?

40.

The Northern Gateway Pipeline Project would facilitate the emission of 6.5 Megatonnes
of greenhouse gases annually due to expanded oil sands production, equivalent to the
emissions from 1.6 millions cars each year. 18 • Over a 40-year hypothetical lifetime of the
pipeline project, 260 Megatonnes of greenhouse gases will be emitted.

Conclusion

41.

The Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline Project is much more than just a pipeline
project because of the induced oils ands development necessary to fill the pipeline. An
environmental assessment process of this pipeline needs to consider the air, land, water
and climate impacts from induced upstream oilsands development.

17
18

Ibid., at p.29.
Ibid., at p. 20 .
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2.3

Pipelines and Salmon in Northern British Columbia

42.

Filed with this vr.ritten submission as Attachment "D" is a report entitled "Pipelines and
Salmon in Northern British Columbia: Potential Impacts" (Salmon Report).

Please provide a brief summary of the Salmon Report.

, ..
43.

The Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline project is one of four pipeline proposals that
will traverse northern British Columbia. _1\11 proposed pipelines would cross and at times
···run parallel to the critically productive salmon habitats o:f.theUpper Fraser,•Skeena and
Kitimat Watersheds. 19 The primary impacts of the proposed pipe1ines on salmon ·
ecosystems would be the 1) construction impacts of increased sedimentation and higher
water temperatures from diminished riparian habitat and. 2) the impacts associated with
pipeline failures such as a leak or rupture. 20

44.

Precipitation events, steep teITain, avalanche or landslides common to the region magnify
the impacts of the proposed pipelines. New pipelines would contribute to the existing
stressors on salmon ecosystems such as forestry, hydro developments, and climate
change. In surnrnary, approving, constructing, and operating pipelines in Northern B.C.

will expose.salmon habitat in the Upper Fraser, Skeena, and Kitimat watersheds to
increased impacts.

\·'

Please describe the significance of the northern B.C.'s salmon ecosystem.

45.

B.C. salmon fom1 part of the North Eastern Pacific salmon ecosystem, which is one of
Earth's most productive bioiogical collllllunities, sustaining diverse terrestrial and aquatic
life.

21

In the Skeena River, the Gitxsan and Vvet'suwet'en extensively relied upon the

19

David Levy, Pipelines and Salmon in Northern British Columbia, (Drayton Valley: Pembina Institute, 2009) at
fcage l [Pipelines and Salmon].
o Ibid., at p.l
21
Ibid., at ~-5
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upper Z ymoetz River watershed. 22 The aboriginal fishery relied on a weir at the outlet of
McDonell Lake, as well as spearing sites in the lower river. The Wet' suwet' en have also
fished Morice-Naruka sockeye at Hagwilget and Moricetown Canyons for at least 6,000
years. 23

46.

The sockeye are critically importantfor food, social and ceremonial needs. Wild salmon
support recreational tourism, sport, commercial fishing and value-added processing. fu an
average year, the commercial sector harvests around 28 million salmon, of which 75%
are pink and sockeye. 24 The total landed value of the commercial catch is approximately

$250 million. Nature tourism activities based on salmon are estimated to contribute
hundreds of millions of dollars to the B.C. economy.A study of the Skeena Wild Salmon
·--

···25··· ·-• ·

economy reported that it contributed $110 million to the regional economy alone.

Please describe the salmon populations that would be potentially impacted by the proposed
pipelines.

47.

The proposed Enbridge pipeline would need to cross more than 780 waterways in the
Upper Fraser, Skeena, and Kitimat watersheds. 26 Pacific salmon habitat extends from the
freshwater rivers and streams in which they are born all the way to the Pacific Ocean, and
back again where they spawn and die. The duration and timing of the migrations depend
on the.species and stock. Degradation in any part of that habitat will be detrimental to .
salmon health. The proposed pipeline would impact sockeye, pink, chum, Chinook, coho
and steelhead salmon. The Enbridge pipeline is home to at least 76 salmon conservation
units?? Conservation units are "groups of wild salmon sufficiently isolated from other

22

Ibid., at p. 9
Ibid., at p. 9
24
Ibid,, atp.10
25
Wilderness Tourism Association of BC, The Value of Wild Salmon to BC's Nature Based Tourism Industry and
the Impacts of Open Net Cage Salmon Farming, April 30, 2008, http://www.wildemesstourism.
bc.ca/docs/WTApositionpaper-salmon_farms-wild.pdf
26
Ibid., at p.5
27
Ibid., atp.11
23
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groups that, if lost, would be unlikely to re-colonize naturally within an acceptable time
frame." 28

Please describe the impacts that pipeline construction and operation would have on salmon
and other fish species using freshwater habitat.

48.

Pipeline construction effects occur primarily at stream crossings. They are characterized
by acute physical and water quality impacts of relatively sho1t duration. The main
physical impacts are related to sedimentation and increases in total suspended solids
(TSS) due to trench excavation; disposal of fill, erosion and run-off from adjacent upland
···· worksites. 22Additionally, water discharge from hydrostatic pipe testing and trench · --

dewatering also contributes sediment. Salmon are highly sensitive to sedimentation
increases. 30

49.

After a pipeline has been installed and its associated road network has been developed,
human access to streams is greatly enhanced at pipeline stream crossings in reniote
areas. 31 This can promote activities, including fishing, that affect resident and migratory
fish populations. In effect, the pipeline becomes a conduit for human contact at stream
locations which were formerly difficult to access. Pipeline operations can thereby
indirectly increase fish mortality via fishing or other human-induced secondary impacts.

In addition to concerns related to increased access, the clearing of trees arourid sn:eams
for pipelines and service roads can also affect salmon habitats. Deforestation frequently
leads to decreased stream shading, which results in increased stream temperatures.

\··

28

Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Canada's Policy for Conservation of Wild Pacific Salmon, (Vancou'ver, 2005)
http:i/www .pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/publications/pdfs/wsp-eng. pdf
29
Ibid., at p.16
30
Ibid.; atp.16
31
Ibid., atp.18
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Describe the impacts that pipeline failure would have on salmon and other fish species
using the same freshwater habitat.

50.

Pipeline failures result in petroleum products being spilled into the surrounding
environment. The consequences to salmon are most severe if the pipeline failures occur
in proximity to stream crossing locations and associated habitat. The chronic and acute ·
toxicity of petroleum compounds on fish, including salmonids is well documented.

32

Salmon and other fish species exposure to oil and other petroleum products include lethal
as well as sublethal effects on growth 33 , gene expression and defects in cardiac function,
edema, spinal curvature and reduction in the size of the jaw and other craniofacial
4

structllr~,: :Polycy~!ic §!C>Illcitic liy~(}carbons_ (PAHs) that are dissolved in water from
either floating or submerged petrochemicals are the most toxic components for fish and
invertebrates.35

51.

In streams and rivers, oil entrained in bottom sediments can destroy spawning habitat. If
spilled material contaminates sediments of a spawning bed, salmon embryos in the
spawning gravel would be highly vulnerable. In the three watersheds of concern; Kitimat,
Skeena and Upper Fraser, stream rearing juvenile steelhead, coho and Chinook are
present all year round and are therefore susceptible to spilled petroleum products and
condensate. 36

32

Ibid., at p.21
R.A. Heintz, S.D. Rice, A.C. Wertheimer, RF. Bradshaw, F.P. Thrower, J.E. Joyce and J.W. Short, "Delayed
Effects on Growth and Marine Survival.of Pink Salmori Oncorhynchus gorbuscha After Exposure to Crude Oil
During Embryonic Development," Marine Ecology Progress Series 208 (2000): 205-216
34
J.P. Incardona, T.K. Collier and N.L. Scholz, "Defects in Cardiac Function Precede Morphological Abnormalities
in Fish Embryos Exposed to Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons," Toxicology and Applied Phannacology 196
(2004): 191-205.
35
Ibid., at p. 21
36
Ibid., at p.21
33
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DeScribe potential pipelinefailure mechanisms through past examples of failures that
affected aquatic resources in Northern B.C. and Alberta.

52.

An analysis of pipeline failures suggests there is a significant probability that proposed
pipeline projects in Northern B.C. will ultimately fail. Along the 43,000 km of pipelines
regulated by the National Energy Board (NEB), there were 46 ruptures over a 20-year
period, or 2.3 ruptures per year. 37 A 1,000 km section ofliquid pipeline would be
expected to experience a rupture every 16 years. 38

53.

According to the same study, large diameter oil pipelines -

such as the ones proposed by

---Enbridge-- experiencefailures-from corrosion·and-stress· after 28 years •On average - •---- - -however pipelines in northern B.C. may fail more frequently than the pipelines regulated
by the National Energy Board because of the mountainous terrain and frequency ofheavy
precipitation events, landslides and avalanches. Landslides ruptured natural gas pipelines
in northern B.C. in 1978, 1999, 2002 and 2003.39

54.

As an example the Zyrnoetz landslide (1.6 million m3) travelled a distance of 4.3 km and
dropped 1,255 min elevation over this distance.40 This landslide ruptured a gas pipeline
interrupting service to Kitimat, Terrace and Prince Rupert and also blocked access to a
3,000 km2 basin for more than a year due to the flooding of the road adjacent to the
river.

41

Similar types of baniers to access could seriously hinder the ability to respond to

a pipeline failure, especially if exacerbated by severe winter conditions.

What are the combined risks or cumulative impact to salmon from pipelines and other
human activities in Northern B.C.?

55.

· The health of Skeena, Kitimat, and Upper Fraser watersheds have already been
compromised to varying degrees by past impacts, and the proposed. pipelines pose an

37

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
39
Ibid.,
40
Ibid.,
41
Ibid.;

38

at p. 24
at p. 24
at p. 25
at p. 26
at p.26
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additional threat. 42 Forestry, hydro-electricity, transportation, agriculture, mining,
mountain pine beetle, climate change and coalbed methane illustrate the breadth of
stresses that salmon are already experiencing or could be faced with in the future. The
anticipated impacts from the proposed Enbridge pipeline need to be understood and
assessed on a cumulative basis.

What are the key conclusions of the Salmon Report?

56.

Any of the proposed pipeline projects in Northern B.C. will ex.pose salmon to risks on a
number of fronts - the largest being the threat of pipeline failures in liquid pipelines and

···· · · the resulting spills. The condensate and oil sands products that.would be carried in. the
pipelines are highly toxic to salmon and if spilled into stream habitats, they have acute
and chronic effects. 43 Northern B.C. is mountainous and remote terrain, and whether
failure is the result of normal pipeline decay over time or more sudden events like
landslides or sabotage, the risk cannot be fully eliminated. Depending on the contaminant
discharge volume and the spill location relative to stream crossings, serious and lasting
adverse impacts on salmon habitats could occur. Any decision to approve such a pipeline
should be made in recognition of these risks.

57.

Furthermore, the cumulative impacts of potential pipeline development must be evaluated
to understand the contribution of numerous direct and indirect effects that over time
combine to pose a serious and multi-tiered threat to salmon habitat and freshwater
ecosystems.

42

Ibid., at p. 32
lbid., atp. 36

43
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2.4

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

58.

The information in this section was prepared under my direction. -

Which greenhouse gas emissions sources are included in the Enbridge Gateway pipeline
Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment (ESA)?

59.

The greenhouse gas ESA is divided into two sections of the project application:

Volume 6A ~ Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment (ESA) - Pipelines
. and Tank.Terminal, and... . ...

Volume 8B - Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment (ESA) ~ Marine
Transportation

Volume 6A - Pipelines and Tank Terminal Emissions:

60.

Table 4-21 (Page 4-67 to 4-70) outlines the activities 1ncluded and excluded from the
assessment. This emissions sources included in the ESA for this section can be
summarized as follows:

-Hydrocarbons in the oil arid condensate tanks
-Onshore infrastructure
-Inwater infrastructure & berthed marine vessels (marine vessels are
expected to release most GHG emissions relating to Kitimat Terminal)
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61.

The total emissions calculated for this section (berthed marine vessels & tank fugitive
emissions) amount to 81,993 tonnes CO2e per year. 44 .45

Volume SB - Marine Transportation Emissions:

62.

This section calculates the greenhouse gas emissions associated with marine
transportation in the open water area. Specifically, "[e]missions estimates are calculated
for vessels and associated escort tugs transiting between the Kitimat Terminal and where
vessels exit the Territorial Sea of Canada."46
-Included in this analysis are.the annual greenhollse _gas emissions for 50. vessels travelling ...
in the range of 93 to 143 nautical miles. 47

64.

The total emissions calculated for this section (marine vessel transportation) amount to
68,728 tonnes CO2e per year. 48

Which greenhouse gas emissions sources are not included in the Enbridge Gateway
pipeline ESA?

65.

As noted in Volume 6A, Table 4-21 (Page 4-67 to 4-70), the activities not included in the
ESA for the Kitimat Terminal an<;l Pipelines can be summarized as follows:

-Pipeline construction
-Pipeline operation (pump stations, maintenance)
44

Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipelines. 2010. Exhibit B3-1 - Vol 6A Pl - Gateway Application - Pipelines and
Tank Terminal BSA (Part 1 of 5) - Al TOFl Section 4: Atmospheric Environment, Table 4-32, Page 4-75 [Exhibit
AlTOFl].
45
It should be noted that there is an inconsistency for the values of ''Tank Fugitives" and the calculated sum of
''Total Emissions" provided in the Table 4-32. For the purpose of this submission, the value of 81.993 tonnes of
C02e/year as listed in the ''Total emissions" category in Table 4-32 and in the preceding paragraph will be used to
represent the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the Kitimat Termi11al.
46
Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipelines. 2010. Exhibit B3-35 - Vol 8B -Gateway Aoplication- Marine
Transportatio11 BSA (Part 10 of 11) -A1TOI5 Sectio11 13: Marine Transportatio11 in the Open Water, Page 13-16.
47
lbid, atp.13-17.
48
Ibid, at Table 13-15, p. 13-21.
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-Pipeline decommissioning
-Kitimat Terminal construction
-Kitimat Terminal operation (site maintenance)
~Kitimat Terminal decommissioning

66.

While not included in the ESA, emissions associated with pipeline construction were
provided in the Enbridge application. The annual emissions associated with pipeline
construction were determined to be 7,737 tonnes C02e/year. 49 While it was not clarified
_in the _applicati_?n,Jtcan be assumed that these annual emissions 0E~:'1:~_<:l?3:)'_d_1:1~~~L~h_e_ . ___ _ -·· -··
construction phase ranging from Year 1, Q2 to Year 5, Q3 (approximately 4.33 years).

67.

50

With the stated annual emissions rate over a period of 4.33 years, the total emissions
associated with the Enbridge Gateway pipeline construction will amount to 33,527
CO2e/year.
.;

68'

.

Given that the emissions associated with pipeline construction have been calculated and
represent a non-negligible value, it is recommended that they be included in the ESA.

69.

Beyond Volume 6A, upstream emissions associated with the production of oilsands
products transported through the pipeline were also not included in the BSA. More
information on this is provided in sections below.

Please quantify greenhouse gas emissions from pipeline pumps.
70.

As noted above, the analysis in Section 6A of the application states that pipeline
operation (including pump station emissions) is not considered in the assessment. While

49

Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipelines. 2010. Exhibit B38-20 - Northern Gatewav Resoonse to Saulteau FN IR
No. 1 - A2E4S3 Northern Gateway Response to Saulteau FN IR No. l Page 26.
50
Exhibit AiTOFl. Section 2: Project Description, Table 2-5: Pipeline Construction Schedule, Page 2-13.
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pump stations consume significant amount of electrical power, they were not considered
in the ESA with the following rationale provided by Enbridge:

"Because all pump stations are electrically driven, GHG emissions
during pipeline operations will be low."51

71.

As stated in the application, operation of the Enbridge Gateway pipeline pumps will
consume electricity from the Alberta and British Columbia electrical grid.

52

This

electrical consumption will be directly associated with the greenhouse gas emissions
required to produce the electricity. To calculate the magnitude of these emissions, it will
-•-•·············-··--·· --··-·········-·----•---'-··--a. .cs_.sumed that electricity used to powerpipelinep~mps will be representative of
the
. -·---·····---·-··-····-·····
average grid electricity in Alberta and British Columbia. Emissions factors for these
provinces are included as follows 53 :

-Albe1ta: 960 g CO2e/kWh
-British Columbia 32 g CO2e/kWh
72.

Using grid emissions factors and average pump electricity use, the annual greenhouse gas
emissions associated with pipeline operation were calculated to be 709,518 t CO2e per
year. This information is summarized in the following table.

51

Exhibit AlT0Fl. Section4: Atmospheric Environment, Page 4-73.
Transmissions systems operated by ATCO Power, AltaLink and BC Hydro. Source: Volume 3 - Engineering,
Construction and Operations, Section 8: Pump Stations, Page 8-3.
53
2009 Consumption Intensity, Source: Nationalfoventory Report 1990-2009: Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks
in Canada, Part 3 (Gatineau, QC: Environment Canada, 2011), 53-54. Available at
http://unfccc.int/national~reports/annex_i_ghg_inventories/national_inventories_submissions/iterns/5888.php.
52
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73.

Table 1: Pipeline pump energy54 useand greenhouse gas emissions. 55

21,450

187,902,000

180,386

4,290

30,030

263,062,800

252,540

2

4,290

30,030

263,062,800

252,540

4,290

I

4,290

17,160

150,321,600

4,810

4,290

2

4,290

17,160

150,321,600

4,810

:,

4,290

1

4,290

17,160

150,321,600

4,810

,,:,

4,290

1

4,290

17,160

150,321,600

4,810

AB

5

4,290

AB

5

4,290

2

AB

5

4,290

Ridge

BC

3

Bear Lake

BC

2

Whitecourt
Smoky
River
Tumbler

Fort St.

,.,

James

BC

Burns Lake

BC

Houston

BC

1

4,290

4,290

37,580,400

1,203

Clearwater

BC

2

4,290

8,580

75,160;800

2,405

,.
Kitimate
Total

BC
26

30,030

1

4,290

4,290

37,580,400

1,203

13

38,610

167,310

1,465,635,~00

709;518

54

Pump station location, number of pumps, and pump average energy consumption values were taken from:
Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipelines. 2010. Exhibit B 1-5 - Vol 3 - Gatewav Apolication ~ Encineering.
Construction and Ooerations (Part 1 of 19) - A1S9X8, Section 8: Pump Stations, Pg 8-2 & 8-3.
55
Note: spare pumps were not included in the table and calculations above.
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74.

Given the magnitude of greenhouse gas emissions that can be directly associated with the
pipeline pump electricity consumption, it is recommended that these emissions be
included in the ESA.

What are the upstream greenhouse gas emissions associated with the production of crude
supplies that will be transported by the pipeline?

75.

One of the primary purposes of the JRP application process is to determine whether or
not the Enbridge Gateway project is in the public interest.56 A proper assessment of
public value should consider all aspects that are directly associated with or directly result
frpmtheproj~ct. Following this principle,
Enbridge's
economic assessment included the·
"-··•·--·~------~- ------··•-»s-••·
-

•

y

-·-·-----

·~~---

economic benefits of increased oilsands production capacity that will result from the
construction of the Enbridge Gateway pipeline. 57 Similarly, the ESA must also consider
environmental impacts, such as greenhouse gas emissions, that will result from increased
oilsands production that will be directly associated with the construction of new pipeline
capacity resulting from this project. 58

76.

The upstream emissions associated with the oilsands crude supplies that will be
transported by the pipeline are currently not calculated orincluded in the Enbridge
Gateway project application. It is recommended that Enbridge perfo1ms the appropriate
analysis required to calculate the resulting upstream emissions and that these emissions
be included in the ESA.

56

Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipelines Joint Review Panel. 2011. Exhibit A022 - Letter and Panel Session Results
and Decision (A27962), A22-3 - Panel Session Results and Decision
57
Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipelines. 2010. Exhibit B 1-4 - Vol 2- Gatewav Application -Econorrrics.
Commercial and Financing (Part 1 of 1) - A1S9X7, Appendix B: Wright Mansell Report p. 24
.
58
Living Oceans Society, Raincoast Conservation Foundation, Forest Ethics. 2011. Exhibit A2F2Ul - Northern
Gatewav Project. Notice of Motion. 13 October 2011
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Upstream emissions associated with the production of bitumen and synthetic crude have
been calculated in the submission. 59 The calculation methodology included the following
data and assumptions: 60
®

Average pipeline flow will be 200,000 barrels per day of synthetic crude (SCO)
and 300,000 barrels per day of Dilbit (*conservative assumption given capacity of
525,000 barrels per day)

"

Dilbit is composed of 70% bitumen and 30% diluent, upstream emissions will
· · only be calculated for the bitumen component of this mixture61

"

SCO production is derived from 50% mining and 50% in situ oilsands. Bitumen is
produced entirely through in situ operations.

"

The calculation of upstream emissions includes production and upgrading for
synthetic crude and production only for bitumen. All other processes are assumed
to occur downstream of the Gateway pipeline.

0

Average greenhouse gas intensity values have been assigned for mining and
upgrading (SCO), in situ and upgrading (SCO), and in situ without upgrading.
These values were based on data from publicly accessible life-cycle assessment
reports. Please see Dr. Zickfeld's submission "Greerihouse gas emission and
climate impacts of the Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline." filed with these
written submissions as Attatchnient "N"

78.

. Upstream emissions associated with the Northern Gate,vay pipeline were calculated to be
16.9 Mt C02e per year. While Lhere is a degree of uncertainty regarding this value, given
that the majority of assumptions noted above aired on the conservative side, this value is
likely conservative within the range of uncertainty.
)··

59

"Greenhouse gas emission and climate impacts of the Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline." Zickfeld, Kirsten.
Filed with these written submissions as Attatchment "N''
60
Ibid.
6
i This is a conservative assumption, given that there are greenhouse gas emissions associated with the extraction,
processing and transportatiqn of diluent.
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Please summarize the total greenhouse gas emissions included in the ESAin comparison
with total emissions that should be included in the analysis.

79.

In terms of greenhouse gas emissions directly resulting from the pipeline, itis clear the
Enbridge Gateway GHG analysis is incomplete. As noted in Table 2 below, the project
application ESA fails to consider significant emissions associated with the operation of
the pipeline pumps. As a result, the ESA only includes 150,721 Mt CO2elyear of the
867,976 Mt CO2elyear calculated above. Figure 1 illustrates this below.

80.
~

-

-·-·- · - - - · - - ·

Table 2: Summary of greenhouse gas emissions associated with the Enbridge

··Gateway pip·eline-·based-on ·application-·data-and--call"!nlated -data-described.in.the __
above submission.62

,,._ •••~h•,:

•.• -~:, .-.• _:·-,· -.. ~:--:,'.:-o-c--. ...._·:·.----·: -·.

Construction

No

NIA

Berthed marine vessels

Yes

60,593

14,449

2.42

Tank Fugitives

Yes

21,40064

5,103

0.86

Decommissioning

No

NIA

62

Note, in the abs.ence of infonnation detailing the anticipated project life, an assumption bas been made that the
pipeline will be operational for 40 years.
.
63
Average annual vehicle emissions based on 2009 total emissions and number of vehicles for Canadian light duty
gasoline vehicles, light duty gasoline trucks, light duty diesel vehicles, and
light duty diesel trucks. Source: National Inventory Report 1990-2008: Greenlwuse Gas Sources and Sinks in
Canada, Part 3 (Gatineau, QC: Environment Canada, 2010), 54. Available at
http://www.ec.gc.ca/Publications/default.asp?lang=En&xml=492D9l4C-2EAB-47AB-A045-C62B2CDACC29
64
See Footnote 2 above - table discrepancy for Kitimat Terminal greenhouse gas emissions
·
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Operation - Infrastructure &

No

Maintenance

NIA
-·"--·--· ~·--

Operation - Pump stations

No

709,518

169,197

28.3

Decommissioning

No

NIA

Marine Vessei Transportation

Yes

68,728

16,389

2,75

150,721

35,942

6.03

17,758,969

4,234,938

710

Operation

Total Emissions Included in
ESA

Total Emissions
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Figure 1 Comparison with direct emissions (not including upstream) included in the
ESA with total project emissions (not including upstream).
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82.

'

Included

Total

When upstream resulting from the production of oilsands products that will be carried
through the pipeline are also considered, the shortcoming of the Enbridge Gateway ESA
is more apparent yet. As illustrated in Error! Reference source not found., the ESA only
includes 150,721 Mt C02e/year compared to the total of 17,758,969 Mt C02e/year
resulting from the pipeline and upstream oilsands production.
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83.

Figure 2: Comparison of greenhouse gas emissions included in the ESA with total
project emissions.
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Is Enbridge's conclusion on the significance of greenhouse gas emissions from the Enbridge
Gateway project appropriate?

84.

Based on the information included in the ESA, Enbridge derived the following
conclusion: "the Kitimat Terminal and pipelines will not contribute measurably to
climate change and therefore, will not resultin significant environmental effects on
global climate."65 It was further noted that "[t]he emissions of GHGs resulting from
operations will be discussed in context with total emissions from British Columbia,
Alberta and Canada."66

85.

The conclusion drawn by Enbridge is not appropriate for the following reasons:

1. Compaiing pipeline emissions to the provinces of British Columbia, Alberta,
and Canada is not a relevant form of comparison. It is recommended that the·
significance of pipeline greenhouse gas emissions be based on climate change

65
66

Exhibit AlTOFl. Section 4: Atmospheric Environment, p.4-71.
Ibid. at p. 4-72.
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impacts, or, at the least be compared to an equivalent project. While emissions
may appear small relative to a province, the greenhouse gas emissions considered
in the BSA still amount to the equivalent of 35,942 vehicles on the road.
2. The ESA does not include key sources of emissions directly associated with the
project including construction emissions and emissions resulting from pipeline
pump electrical use.
3. The ESA does not include upstream greenhouse gas emissions associated with
the supply of oilsands crudes it will be delivered.

86.

lfftotal;-the-emissions-associatedwiththis-project-(basedon-sources.described-above).------·--amount to approximately 17.8 millions tonnes of CO2e per year, equivalent to the
emissions from 4.2 million vehicles.
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3.0

Written Evidence of David Hughes, Global Sustainability Research Inc.

Please. state your name and business address~

87.

David Hughes, Global Sustainability Restarch Inc.
PO Box 237
Whaletov,rn, British Columbia, Canada,
VOP lZO

250 830-3662

·-·-- -·· ... -· •-Please:provide.your. background and .w.orkhlstory. _ __ ...... ··········---• --·-·-·

88.

I have worked as a geoscientist who has studied the energy resources of Canada
for nearly four decades, including 32 years with the Geological Survey of Canada
as a scientist and research manager. I developed the National Coal Inventory to
determine the availability and environmental constraints associated with Canada's
coal resources. As Team Leader for Unconventional Gas on the Canadian Gas
Potential Committee, I coordinated the recent publication of a comprehensive
assessment of Canada's unconventional natural gas potential, Over the past
decade, I have researched, published and lectured widely on global energy and
sustainability issues in North America and internationally. I am a Fellow of the
Post Carbon Institute and my work has been featured in the popular press, radio,
television and other public media. I am currently the president of Global
Sustainability Research Inc, a consultancy dedicated to research on energy and

.....

sustainability issues. I hold an Honours Bachelor's degree in Geology as well as a
Master's degree in Geology from the University of Albe1ia

Have you previously testified before the National Energy Board ("NEB")?

89.

No.
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3.1

"The Northern Gateway Pipeline: An Affront.to the Public Interest and Long Term

Energy Security of Canadians" Report
Do you submit the contents of the report entitled "The Northern Gateway Pipeline:
An Affront to the Public Interest and Long Term Energy Security of Canadians'' (Affront
to Public Interest Report) as your written evidence and was the report written by you?

90.

Yes. I am the author of the Affront to Public Interest Report and I adopt it as my written
evidence. The Affront to Public Interest Report is filed as Attachment "E"to this written
submission.

Please provide a brief summary of the report.

91.

The Northern Gateway Pipeline project is designed to move 525,000 barrels per day of
diluted bitumen to Kitimat, British Columbia, from Bruderheim, Alberta, and 193,000
barrels per day of condensate in the opposite direction. The need for this pipeline is based
on oil exports that would be generated by the Enbridge forecast of more than tripling oil
sands production in Alberta by 2035 over 2010 production levels.

92.

Less aggressive forecasts provided by the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producer's
(CAPP) reveal that there is sufficient capacity within the existing export pipeline system
to cover its "in construction" scenario, which would see oil sands production grow by
50% over 2010 levels-by 2025. Even in CAPP's "growth" scenario, which would see oil
sands production grow by two and a half times -over 2010 levels by 2025, there is
sufficient capacity in existing and near term planned export pipelines.

93.

Canada's intrinsic oil resources represent a highly strategic energy resource, and the oil
sands represent 90% of what remains. Canadians are among the highest per capita
consumers of oil in the world and are also significant oil importers, with eastern Canada
being highly dependent onimports.
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94.

An analysis of current Canadian oil consumption, imports, exports, production and
remaining reserves, reveals that an exponential growth in oil sands production and
exports will compromise the long term energy security interests of Canadians, .as well as ·
their environmental interests, given the physical footprint of such expanded oil sands
operations and their atmospheric emissions. The looming issue of a global peak in oil
production, which may occur within this decade, further emphasizes the strategic
importance of Canada's remaining oil reserves.

95.

The absence of a National Energy Strategy, given the non-renewable nature of the
majority of the energy inputs to Canadian society, represents an extreme vulnerability to

-···~

------

--------

--

··the long term energysecmity interests ofCanadians. Proposals such as Northern .. ------•- ----------Gateway, which require uncontrolled growth to the detriment of the national interest, ate
one of the consequences of this.

Please describe your concerns· regarding Enbridge's rationale for the proposed Northern
Gateway Pipeline project

96.

Current and planned export pipeline capacity is sufficient to handle existing and under
construction oil sands projects without the Northern Gateway Pipeline. Even with the
development of speculative, unannounced, tar sands projects 1n the Canadian Association
of Petroleum.Producer's (CAPP) "growth" scenario forecast of oil sands supply in
Western Canada, export pipeline capacity is more than sufficient through 2025.

97.

Canada is both a high per capita consumer of oil and a significant oil importer (0.78
million barrels per day in 2010). Committing to the acceleration of oil sands production
and exports over and above the 50% increase that will be added from oil sands projects
that are currently under construction, compromises Canada's long term energy security.

98.

The Northern Gateway Pipeline is predicated on unreasonable rates of expansion of oil
sands production. These include the optimistic "growth" scenario of CAPP, which would
see oil sands supply increase by 152% over 2010 levels by 2025, requiring the
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development of speculative, unannounced, new projects in addition to the projects
currently under construction. In addition, Enbridge has i.ncluded an ''extended forecast"
in its National Energy Board application, which it falsely attributes to CAPP, that would
see oil sands supply grow by 217% over 2010 levels by 2035. The impact of more than
tripling oil sands supply in 25 years, given the environmental, social and emissions
impacts of oil sands development to date, is unreasonable and likely not achievable given
the capital, infrastructure and other inputs that would be required.

99.

Oil is an irreplaceable, non-renewable resource, which will become increasingly scarce in
the future and hence more valuable. Liquidating Canada's oil heritage as quickly as

-·-·---- -·----·---•----- possible,as predicated_by the Enbridg~_appJi~ati():fl_,_~_irresJ,J~sib}~~r1~c_o_II1£~:~II1~~~~ the
energy security of future Canadians. The Northern Gateway Pipeline is principally a
vehicle to expedite the liquidation of Canadian tar sands as fast as possible.

100.

The argument of diversifying markets for Canadian oil with the Northern Gateway
Pipeline is moot. The U.S., which is the world's largest oil importer, will buy Canadian
oil, as opposed to less secure sources, if it is priced at a competitive level. Lack of
pipeline capacity has created an oil glut at Cushing, Oklahoma, which is responsible for
the current price discount of the WTI price index (and Canadian oil exports), compared to
the Brent Index, of more than $20US at some points over the past 12 months. This price
discount will be short-lived with the development of new pipeline capacity from Cushing .
to the Gulf Coast which will be provided by the Cushing-Houston leg of TransCanada's
Keystone XL pipeline and/or the Enbridge Wrangler pipeline,67 as well as the reversal of
the existing Conoco-Phillips pipeline in which Enbridge has purchased an interest. 68

67

68

Enbridge Wrangler Pipeline website http://www.wranglerpipeline.com/
.
.
CBC News, 2011,.http://www.cbc.ca/news/business/stoiy/2011/l l/16/enbridge-conocophillips-pipeline.html
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4,0

Written Evidence of Susan Casey-Lefkowitz, Anthony Swift and Nathan Lemphers

Please state your name and business address.

101.

Susan Casey-Lefkowitz
Director, International Program
Natural Resources Defense .Council

1152 15 th St, NW, Suite 300
Washington, DC 20005

··--AnthonyS:wift ___ _
Attorney and Energy Analyst
Natural Resources Defense Council

115215th St, NW, Suite 300
Washington, DC 20005

Nathan Lemphers
Senior Policy Analyst
Pembina Institute

21919 St NW
Calgary, AB T2N 2H9

Please provide your background and work history.

102.

Filed with these written submissions as Attachment "A" is the resume of Nathan
Lemphers. Filed with these written submissions as Attachment "F" is the resume of
Susan Casey-Lefkowitz, Filed with these written submissions as "Attachment "G" is the
resume of Anthony Swift.

\···
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Have you previously testified before the National Energy Board ("NEB")?

103.

No for all of us.

4.1

Pipeline and Tanker Trouble Report

Do you submit the contents of the report entitled ''Pipeline and Tanker Trouble: The
Impact to British Columbia's Communities, Rivers and Pacific Coastline from Tar Sands
Oil Transport" (Pipeline and Tanker Trouble Report) 69 as your written evidence and was
the report written by you?

104.

Yes. We are authors and we adopt the Pipeline and Tanker Trouble Report as our written
evidence. The Pipeline and Tanker Trouble Report is filed with these written submissions
as Attachment ''H".

Please describe the objective of the Pipeline and Tanker Trouble Rep01t.

105.

This report highlights some of the risks associated with the transportation diluted bitumen
through the proposed Northern Gateway Pipeline and along the proposed marine route
via oil tanker. Unlike the lighter blends of conventional crude oil historically moved on
the interprovincial pipeline network, the transportation of di_luted bitumen carries with it
additional safety considerations that regulators and pipeline operators need to adequately
consider. This repo1t highlights the pipeline safety concerns, describes the lands and
waters under threat from the proposed pipeline, outlines the impact of shipping diluted
bitumen in oil tankers and briefly summarizes some First Nations' concerns from the
Northern Gateway pipeline. This submission will focus on the pipeline safety concerns
and the risk assessment of Enbridge.

69

Anthony Swift, Nathan Lemphers, Susan Casey-Lefkowitz, Katie Terhune and Danielle Droitsch, Pipeline and
Tanker Trouble: The Impact to British Columbia's Communities, Rivers, and Pacific Coastline from Tar Sands Oil
Transport, (Washington, DC: National Resources Defense Council, DraytonValley, AB: Pembina Institute,
Sointula, BC: Living Oceans Society, 2011).
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What are the differences between conventional crude oil and diluted bitumen?

106.

Cpmpared to W.est Texas Intermediate (WTI), which is a light, sweet crude oil that serves
as the benchmark crude for North America; diluted bitumen is 40 to 70 times more
viscous than WTI, requiring diluted bitumen pipelines to be run at higher pressure and
temperature than conventional oil pipelines. 70 Diluted bitumen is also 15 to 20 times
more acidic, increasing the potential for internal corrosion at the high temperatures at
which diluted bitumen pipelines operate.71 The sulfur content of diluted bitumen is 5 to ·
10 times higher than in WTI, increasing the risk of microbiologically induced corrosion
by sulfur fixing bacteria.72 Diluted bitumen also contains significant amounts of abrasive

. ..quartz.and.silicates,cornpared to virtually no amount of abrasives in WTI. For Northern
'

..

---------~-----·---·-------··----··-------~-.-~.---~"-

Gateway, this amounts to 24,000 kg of sediments composed of hard quartz, pyrite and
aluminosilicates per day. 73 These sediments increase risk of pipeline erosion and the
likelihood of localized corrosion due to settlement. 74 The high pressures at which diluted
bitumen pipelines operate increase the probability that pipeline abnormalities will lead to
failure. 75

Are diluted bitumen spills more problematic than conventional oil spills?

107.

Diluted bitumen spills contain a highly flammable natural gas liquid condensate,
increasing tlie risks of explosions. Diluted bitumen, as a mixture, is also ignitable and .
explosive at most temperatures and can be ignited by heat, sparks or flames from static
electricity or lightening. 76 Diluted bitumen also contains toxins (benzene, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons and n-hexane) that can affect the human central nervous system in

M&~-~~

.

71

Anthony Swift, Nathan Lemphers, Susan Casey-Lefkowitz, Katie Terhune and Danielle Droitsch, Pipeline and
Tanker Trouble: The Impact to British Columbia's Communities, Rivers, and Pacific Coastline from Tar Sands Oil
Transport, (Washington, DC: National Resources Defense Council, Drayton Valley, AB: Pembina Institute,
Sointula, BC: Living Oceans Society, 2011) at p. 6 [Pipeline and Tanker Trouble].
12
Pipeline and Tanker Trouble, at p. 6.
73
&id, atp. 6.
14

Ibid, at p. 6.
Ibid, at p; 6:
76
.
Ibid, at p. 7.
15
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the short-term and in the long term can be carcinogenic. 77 Some of these toxins, such. as
benzene, are highly volatile and present an immediate airborne threat. 78 There are also
significantly higher levels of heavy metals in diluted bitumen, compared to conventional
oil, which can accumulate in food chains and create health hazards for wildlife and
people. 79

108.

Diluted bitumen spills are also difficult to clean up. Once the diluents evaporate, the
remaining bitumen can be heavier than water and sink to the bottom of the water column.

In these situations, conventional oil spill clean-up technologies like booms and skimmers
and materials to absorb the oil, which are meant for recovery of oil on the surface of a
---- waterhody,_p_tQY~Je_s_§. effective_ ~d._spills bec()me more difficult to clean up and
significantly more expensive. 80

Can current leak detection technology adequately detect spills?

109.

There are significant shortcomings in current leak detection technology for Enbridge to
detect spills. Current leak detection technology cannot reliably detect pinhole size leaks
such as the one discovered in May 20i0 on the Enbridge Norman Wells pipeline in the
Northwest Territories, which allowed over a quarter-million litres of oil to be spilled
before the spill was noticed by residents. 81 Spills on the Northern Gateway pipeline,
which is set to carry 13 times as much oil as the Norman Wells pipeline, would be even
harder to detect. Moreover, conventional leak detection requirements permit potentially
significant leaks to remain undetected on high capacity pipelines such as the proposed
Northern Gateway pipeline. 82 While safety standards require hydrocarbon pipelines to
take periodic line balance measurements, the minimum requirements for such systems
allow the loss of two percent of the pipeline's capacity per week (one percent per

17

Ibid, at p. 7.
Ibid, at p. 7.
19
Ibid, at p. 7.
80
Ibid, at p. 7.
81
Ibid, at p. 9.
82
Ibid, at p. 10.
78
·
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month). 83 For a 525,000 bpd pipeline like Northern Gateway, meeting Canada's federal
standards would still allow a spill of over 11 million litres a week (45 million litres a
month) to remain undetected.

I 10.

84

Diluted bitumen pipelines also pose unique leak detection challenges compared with
conventional crude oil pipelines. The operating parameters in bitumen pipelines,
including changes in the product's viscosity, temperature and pressure, vary much more
than that of conventional crude oil systems, generating more "noise" for conventional
mass balance leak detection systems, 85 In addition, when diluted bitumen is subjected to
pressure changes; gas bubbles can form, through a process called column separation, that

- ----- - ------ -------- - _impede oil flow_ ancLcan send_fat1lty_s_ign~l1?Jo the leak <i~tection system. 86 _____, ___________________________________________

Please describe your concerns regarding current Canadian pipeline safety regulations and
their adequacy for diluted bitumen pipelines

111.

Canadian pipeline safety regulations and standards have not kept up with the increasing
amounts of diluted bitumen being shipped on pipelines in Canada. Neither the NEB nor
the ERCB have studied the different risks of shipping diluted bitumen in pipelines or
examined the behavior of diluted bitumen when it is spilled.87 This lack of due diligence
limits their ability to anticipate or address the risks that diluted bitumen poses to
pipelines.

112.

Furthermore, the NEB andERCB do not differentiate between diluted bitumen and
conventional oil spills making it difficult to use historical data to inform current or future
risks and to compare the spill rates between pipelines carrying conventional crude and
diluted bitumen. 88

83

Ibid, at p, 10.

84

10.

85

9.
9.
10.
10,

Ibid, at p.
Ibid, at p.
86
1bid, atp,
87
Ibid, a:t p.
88
Ibid, at p.
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Please describe your concer:nsregarding transporting diluted bitumen in conventional
pipeline technology.

113.

Filed with these written submissions as Attachment ''I'' is a joint report by National
Resources Defense Council, National Wildlife Federation, Pipeline Safety Trust and
Sierra Club entitled ''Tar Sands Pipeline Safety Risk" and authored by Susan CaseyLefkowitz and Anthony Swift89 In this report we raised the following concerns.

114.

Incteasingly, pipelines transporting t.ar sands crude are carrying diluted bitumen or
"DilBit"-a highly corrosive, acidic, and potentially unstable blend of thick raw bitumen

.. ·-· andvolatiknaturaLgas liquid condensate-raisingdsks_of spills and damage to--·-·---··-·- ··•--........ ·--·-communities along their paths. The impacts of tar sands production are well known. Tar
sands extraction in Canada destroys Boreal forests and wetlands, causes high levels of
greenhouse gas pollution, and leaves behind immense lakes of toxic waste. Less well
understood, however, is the increased risk and potential hann that can be caused by
transporting the raw form of tar sands oil (bitumen) through pipelines to refineries.

115.

Currently many tar sands crude oil pipeline companies are using conventional pipeline
technology to transport this DiIBit. These pipelines, which require higher operating
temperatures and pressures to move the thick material through a pipe, appear to pose new
and significant risks of pipeline leak_s or ruptures due to corrosion, as well as problems
with leak detection and safety problems from the unstable mixture. There are many
indications that DilBit is significantly more corrosive to pipeline systems than
conventional cmde. For example, the Alberta pipeline system has approximately sixteen
times as many spills due to internal corrosion as the U.S. system.

116.

DilBit is the primary product being transported through existin~ pipelines in the Midwest
and would be transported in a proposed pipeline to the Gulf Coast. DilBit pipelines

89

Anthony Swift, Susan Casey-Lefkowitz and Elizabeth Shope, 201 I, Tar Sands Pipeline Safety Risks, a joint report
by National Resources Defense Council, National Wildlife Federation, Pipeline Safety Trust and Sierra Club,
http://www.nrdc.org/energy/files/tarsandssafetyrisks,pdf
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threaten ecologically important lands and waters from.the Great Lakes to the Ogallala
Aquifer.

117.

In light of this, the follow actions should be regarded as critical steps:

-Evaluate the need for new pipeline safety regulations. Older safety standards designed

...

•

for conventional oil may not provide adequate protection for communities and
ecosystems in the vicinity of a DilBit pipeline. The potential risks associated with the
transport of DilBit at the high temperatures and pressures at which those pipelines
operate needs to be better understood and new regulations heed to be put in place as
risks.

-The oil pipeline industry should take special precautions for pipelines transporting

DilBit. Until appropriate regulations are in place, oil pipeline companies should use the
appropriate technology to protect against corrosion of their pipelines, to ensure that the
smallest leaks can be detected in the shortest time that is technologically possible, and
companies should ensure sufficient spill response assets in place to contain a spill upon
detection.
\.··

-L-nprove spill response planning for DilBit pipelines. Spill response ~lanning for DilBit
pipelines should be done through a public process in close consultation with local
emergency response teams and communities.

What are the risks from landslides along the proposed route of the Northern Gateway

'

:

Pipeline?

118.

Landslides are likely along the western portion of the proposed route. Over the past 33
years, there have been six catastrophic landslides that have severed natural gas pipelines
in west central British Columbia. Along the pipeline route, a key crossing in the Fraser
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watershed, the Stuart River, also has significant geotechnical difficulties, including the
existence of deep-seated sliding in the areas near the proposed crossing. 90 Despite these
known hazards and having changed the original crossing site due to site instability,
Enbridge's consultant, due to lackof access to private property, seems to have only
conducted limited visual assessments, and only of the lower slopes. 91 The proposed
pipeline route also follows known unstable parts of the Morice River valley, an area that
has historically experienced landslides, some of which have recently been rf!activated by
natural and human disturbances; 92

Please describe your concerns regarding the inadequacies of Enbridge's assessment of

------·--c•·-landslide-risks?__ ---------~·--- ·-- ··--~·-------- _ ""-•--- ~~--- -~-~------~--- - - - 119.

While Enbridge's landslide assessment for the Northern Gateway Pipeline only considers
terrain 500 metres from the pipeline route, 93 many landslides can begin in unstable terrain
much farther away. For instance, the 2002 Zymoetz landslide travelled more than four
kilometres before rupturing a natural gas pipeline. 94 Given the size and instability of the
slopes along the western route of the pipeline, it would be prudent for Enbridge to widen
the project effects assessment area to include higher slopes where rockslides could begin
that impact the pipeline.

120.

Some scientists and engineers suggest climate change will increase hazardous conditions
over time with more landslides in west central British Columbia due to predicted warmer
and wetter weather conditions.95 Despite these known conditions, Enbridge has failed to

90

AMEC Earth and Environmental. Preliminary Geotechnical HDD Feasibility Assessment, Stuart River (Crossing
#3076), Proposed Enbridge Northern Gateway Project. July 14, 2010. ceaa.gc.ca/050/documents_staticpost/
cearref_21799/2293/PG-ST.pdf.
91
AMEC Earth and Environmental. Preliminary Geotechnical HDD Feasibility Assessment, Stuart River (Crossing
#3076), Proposed Enbridge Northern Gateway Project. July 14, 2010. ceaa.gc.ca/050/documents_staticpost/
cearref_21799/2293/PG-ST.pdf.
92
Schwab, J.W. Hillslope and Fluvial Processes Along the Proposed Pipeline Corridor, Bums Lake to Kitimat, West
<;;entral British Columbia, pp. 8, 20. Smithers, BC; BuLldey Valley Research Centre; 2011.
9
" This refers to the 1km ,...,ide (500 m from centreline) project effects assessment area. Enbridge Northern Gateway
Pipelines. 2010. Exhibit B3-4 - Vol 6A Pl - GatewavApplication - Pipelines and Tank Terminal ESA (Part 4 of 5)
- A1T0F4 -Section 7.2.3: Spatial Boundaries for Terrain; p. 7-4,
94
Pipeline and Tanker Trouble at p. 12
95
Pipeline and Tanker Trouble at p. 13
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consider how climate change will affect the design and operation of the Northern
Gateway Pipeline or the extent to which climate change will impact the landslide risk
assessment.

Has Enbridge considered the impact of co~octurring and non-linear incidents on the design
and operation of the Northern Gateway Pipeline?

121.

Enbridge has failed to consider the lisk from multiple incidents happening at the same
time. Their hazard assessment clearly states that "combined events where progressive
failures could occur were Iiot assessed as hazards but were evaluated as isolated

_ _ _ _ _ ._ _ ____.oc_c_urrens::_es. " 96 The tragedy of Japan's Fukushima Daichi Reactor meltdown in 20 I 0
vividlypoints up the added risks when two incidents, an earthquake and tsunami, occur
simultaneously. The site design and emergency planning of the reactor did not account
for the concomitant occurrence of two natural disasters, resulting in the uncontrolled
release of radioactive material into the environment. A fall frontal rain storm that
triggered a rock avalanche could rupture the pipeline. Poor weather conditions. combined
with associated floods and erosion could prevent ground or air access for emergency
response crews. Avalanches, rockslides, explosions, or leaks from the natural gas pipeline
all can have cumulative impacts that worsen the ability to respond.

122.

Besides failing to consider co-occurrence, Enbridge has over-simplified their hazard
assessment to exclude non-linear consequences. Enbridge has used a risk assessment
Il}ethod that rates the likelihood of an event against the con~equence of that event. While
this allows for an easier qualitative assessment, this irrationally assumes a linear
relationship across not only among consequence categories but also in the relationship
between likelihood and consequence. Clearly, a low consequence but often-occurring
event does not have the same risk as a rare but high consequence event.

96

Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipelines. 2010. Sec 52 Application - Vol 3 Engineering, Construction and
Operations - Appendix E Supporting Geotechnical Reports, Report E-1 Overall Geotechnical Report on the Pipeline
Route Rev. R for the Enbridge Northern Gateway Project, Btuderheim, Alberta to Kitimat, BC (AMEC), Section
4.2.6 Limitations of the Risk Assessment
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123.

The risk-tolerant assessment provided by Enbridge minimizes the dangers facing local
communities and ecosystems along the pipeline's route. This limitation was even
identified by AMEC, the consulting firm hired to conduct the risk assessment, who said
that in a more rigorous risk evaluation non-linearity could .be considered and may
actually change the outcomes of the risk assessment. 97

124.

Worst-case scenarios do happen and Enbridge has an obligation to consider all potential
major risks associated with the project, especially given the sensitive areas of the
proposed pipeline route, the potential oflinked multiple disasters, and the catastrophic

______consequences_oJ.a11111jQrpjgeline release. _________ ··-----------··•··-····--·--···· ·------· .. ------·-------·-----

97

May 2010 Sec 52 Application- Vol 3 Engineering, Construction and Operations-Appendix E Supporting
Geotechnical Reports, Report E--1 Overall Geotechnical Report on .the Pipeline Route Rev. R for the Enbridge
Northern Gateway Project, Bruderheim, Alberta to Kitimat, BC (AMEC), Section 4:2:6 Limitations of the Risk
Assessment
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5.0

Written Evidence of Nikki Skuce

Please state your name and business address

125.

Business address:
Nikki Skuce
ForestEthics
1188 Main St., 2nd Floor
Smithers, BC V0J 2N0

Please provide your background and work history.

126.

I am the Senior Energy Campaigner for Forest Ethics based out ofSmithers, BC. lhave a
Bachelor of Arts from the University of British Columbia in Canadian Studies and
International Relations. For several years I worked with One Sky on policy and practical
programs in Canada, Sierra Leone, Nigeria and Peru. I began to focus on energy issues
after coordinating Canadian NGOs around the World Summit on Sustainable
Development in 2002. I sit on several Boards including the Canadian Renewable Energy
Alliance and the G02 Car Share. I have published several papers and reports, including
"Driving Change: Case studies for sustainable transportation options in northern B.C."
and the Smithers' Community Energy Plan.

Have you previously testified before the National Energy Board ?

127.

No.

5.1

Enbridge Environmental Record

128. . Filed with these written submissions as Attachment "J" is a table "Entitled Enbridge
Infractions Table" (Infractions Table) providing an overview of the environmental
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infractions committed by Enbridge in recent years.

129.

Filed with these written submissions as Attachments "K00l" to "K033" are the
corresponding Infractions Table documents.

5.2

NRCAN Backgrounder

130.

Filed with these written submissions as Attachment "L" is a document entitled Enbridge
Northern Gateway Pipeline Project Backgrounder (NRCAN Backgrounder).

131. __TheJ\1R_CA.1'LB.ackgro_11nder_is a memo from Natural Resources Can_ada staff to the __________________________
Minister that predominantly outlines the project, including brief notes on key
environmental issues, the commercial status of the project, the proponent's arguments
and benefit claims, and various information regarding the process and participation in it.
Under Project Rationale, the memo from NRCAN states: "Even without Northern
Gateway, Canada will have enough crude oil export capacity for some considerable
time."

5.3

Clore Twmel

J32.

Filed with these written submissions as Attachment "M" is a docull:1ent entitled "Clore
Tunnel East Portal Picture". Filed with these written submissions as Attachment "N" is a
document entitled "Clore Tunnel Waste Rock Dump Site picture". Filed with these
wiitten submissions as Attachment "O" is a document entitled "Clore Tunnel Waste
Camp Stage and Rock Dump Site picture".

Please describe your concerns regarding the Clore Tunnel

133.

The Clore tunnel represents some of the highest risk topography along the pipeline route,
with steep slopes and limited accessibility. The tunnel is also upstream of high value
salmon habitat. There is an important wetland complex at the Clore tunnel east portal.
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Even if the tunnels are constructed with on-site containment and collection points, it is an
entirely inadequate safeguard in such a high risk location.

--'----·------------

',.··

.....
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6.0

Written Evidence of Dr. Kirsten Zickfeld

Please state your name and business address.

134.

Dr. Kirsten Zickfeld
Department of Geography
Sinion Fraser University 8888 University Drive
Burnaby, B.C., Canada, V5A1S6

Please provide your background and work history.

135.

Filed with this written submission is my resume as Attachment "P"

Have you previously testified before the National Energy Board ("NEB")?
136.

No.

6.1

Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Impacts

Do you submit the contents of the report entitled "Greenhouse gas emission and climate
impacts of the Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline" (GHG Emission and Climate Impact
Report) as your written evidence, and was the report written by you?

137.

Yes. I am the author of the GHG Emission and Climate Impact Report and I adopt this
report as my written evidence. The GHG Emission and Climate Impact Report is filed
with these written submissions as attachment "Q".
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Please proYide a brief summary ofthe GHG Emission and Climate Impact Report.

· 138.

The purpose the GHG Emission and Climate Impact Report is to quantify the emissions
of greenhouse gases (GHGs) associated with the Northern Gateway Pipeline, examine the
implications of these emissions for Canada's greenhouse gas emission targets and
quantify the climatic effects resulting from these emissions

Greenhouse gas emissions associated with the Northern Gateway Pipeline

139.

Using lifecycle analysis estimates of GHG emissions fromoilsands derived fuels 9 \

99

we

__________calculate_thaLthe_Northem_Gateway Pipeline Project would facilitate "well-to-wheels"
GHG emissions of 190 MtCO2eq/yr (best estimate), with a range of 84 to 102
MtCO2eq/yr.

140.

Emissions of 100 MtCO2eq/yr are equivalent to 150% of British Columbia's 2009 GHG
emissions of 67 MtCO2eq. 100 They also correspond to 14% of Canada's 2008 emissions,
and are almost equivalent to Canada's entire 2008 electricity sector (120 MtCO2eq).

101

\.•·

Significance for Canada's emission target

141.

Under the Copenhagen Accord, Canada pledged to reduce its GHG emissions in 2020 by
17% relative to 2005. This corresponds to an emission target of 607 MtCO2 by 2020 or a
reduction in GHG emissions of 127 MtCO2 from the 2008 value. 102 Over the same period
(2008 to 2020), emissions associated with oil sands are forecast to rise by 52 MtCO2.103

hi order to comply with its emission target, Canada will have to reduce emissions in other

98

Charpentier, A., Bergerson, J.&MacLean, H. Understanding the Canadian oil sai1ds industry's greenhouse gas
emissions. Environ. Res. Lett. 4, 1-11 (2009).
99
Brandt, A Upstream greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from Canadian oil sands as a feedstock for European
refineries. Tech. Rep., Stanford University (2011).
100
BC Ministry of Environment, BC Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 2009 (2010).
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/cas/miii.gation/ghg_inventory/ - 1
101
Environme11t Canada, Canada's Emissions Trends (2011).
102
Ibid.
103
Ibid.
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sectors by 180 MtCO2 if oil sands expansion proceeds as expected.

142.

The annual "wel1°to-wheels" GHG emissions associated with the Northern Gateway
pipeline correspond to 16% of Canada's 2020 emission target. If the segment of
emissions due to fuel.combustion in vehicles (which will occur abroad) is subtracted,
"well-to-tank" emissions associated with the pipeline are still equivalent to 5% of
Canada's allowable emissions. Acknowledging that emission arising from refinery will
also be exported abroad, pipeline emissions will amount to about 3% of Canada's
emission target.

Climate Impacts________________________

143.

In their latest World Energy Outlook 104 , the International Energy Agency calculates that
80% of the cumulative energy-related CO2 emissions permissible by 2035 under the 2°C
target are already locked-in by existing energy infrastructure. If the world proceeds on a
business-as-usual trajectory, infrastructure put in place by 2017 will use up the entire
budget allowed up to 2035, leaving no room for additional power plants, factories and
other infrastructure unless they are zero-carbon.

144.

Therefore, keeping within the 2°C ceiling requires that we turn away immediately from
the construction of infrastructure that will_ lock the world into the consumption of fossil
fuels for decades. Construction of the Northern Gateway pipeline is clearly counter to this
requirement.

104

International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2011 (2011 ). http://www.worldenergyoutlook.org/
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7.0

Written Evidence of Marc Lee,_Senior Economist, Canadian Centre for Policy·
Alternatives

Please state your nanie and business address.

145.

Marc Lee
Senior Economist
Co-Director, Climate Justice Project

---··-----------···--Canadian_Centre..forJ.~olicy_Alternatives, BC=--"O'--"ffi=c=e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1400-207 West Hastings St.
Vancouver, BC V6B 1H7

Please provide your background and work history.

146.

Resume filed with these written submissions as Attachment "R".

Have you previously testified before the National Energy Board (''NEB")?

147.

No.

7.1

Carbon Footprint of Canada's Fossil Fuel Exports

\:,

Do you submit the contents of the report entitled ''Peddling GHGs: What is the Carbon
Footprint of Canada's Fossil Fuel Exports?" (Peddling Gl-IGs Report) as your written
evidence and was the report written by you?

148.

Yes, the Peddling GHGs Reportwas written by myself and my colleague Amanda Card
and I adopt this report as my written evidence. The report is filed with these written
submissions as Attachment "S".
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Please provide a brief summary of the Peddling GHGs report.

149.

Greenhouse gas emissions from Canadian exp01is of fossil fuels (crude oil, refined oil
products, coal and natural gas) in 2009 were 15% greater than the emissions from all
fossil fuel combustion within Canada, and almost four times the emissions from
extracting and processing fossil fuels in Canada.

1-50:---Ganada~s-c:onfirmed-reser-veso[coal,_naturalgas_a11si crude oil igJhe ground, both
conventional and nonconventional (bitumen and shale gas), are equivalent to more than
three years of global CO2 emissions. Total possible reserves (given changes in
technology and economic conditions) are much higher, equivalent to 40 years of global
emissions at current levels.

151.

Canada cannot meet its Copenhagen commihnent to a 17% reduction in GHG emissions
by 2020 (over 2005 levels) under status quo conditions. In order to be part of the climate
change solution, we need to work at not only reducing our emissions nationally, but to

limit our international GHG contributions through expo1is, such as Enbridge's Northern
Gateway pipeline.
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The Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline project
proposes to build two parallel pipelines 1,170
kilometresTrom-Al15efta's-tar sands~toB:C.'s coast at-·--·---Kitimat. If approved, the pipelines would traverse the
salmon- bearing Upper Fraser and Skeena watersheds,
cross nearly 800 streams and rivers, and would
introduce oil tanker traffic to the province's northern
coastal waters.
The Project is currently undergoing a federal review
process. ForestEthics is directly engaged in the review
process as an Intervenor, with legal representation
from Ecojustice, and is interested in ensuring
information and developments from inside the process
are communicated out to media and the public.
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What's happened to date?
• Early2010

Over 2,000 comments were submitted to the NEB on the terms of reference for rhis assessment alone (a previous
high was around 30 comments)
• August/September 2010

The panel conducted preliminary hearings in rhree communities to hear input on the issues it should consider in
its environmental assessment, on whether the information and plans for rhe pipeline and rankers rhac Enbridge
submitted were adequate, and where hearings should cake place. The panel was greeted with large prates.ts in
Kitimat and Prince George, BC.
• January2011

The panel released its decision on the List of Issues char it will cover in the hearings. The panel ruled that
Enbridge had to provide more information, including far more detailed oil spill scenario plans for the pipelines
and tankers, before it could begin to review the project. The panel ruled against including broader greenhouse
gas emissions and climate change implications of rhe project and the land, water, air and health impacts of car
sands expansion facilitated by the pipeline. We have put forward a morion to include them.
• April 1, 2011

Enbridge provided a package of updated information in response to the panel's ruling which triggered the
···HeanngOider schedule m May.·· ---·····- ··-········-·----····----··-··-··--·-·····-·····-···· -·
• July 14, 2011

Deadline to register for Intervenor status {there are over 220 intervenors). Intervenors receive all submissions, can
submit information requests for clarity on En bridge's application, have the right to present their own evidence,
ca.11 cross-examine and question Enbridge and other Incervenors, and can put forward legal motions.
• August 25, 2011

Enbridge received over 2,000 questions regarding their application and responded by October 6th to these
information requests. Four intervenors, including ForestEthics, put forward motions to delay the process until
Enbridge adequately answers the first round of questions. Final decision on the motions are still pending.
• October 6, 2011

Deadline to register to give an oral statement at the community hearings - over 4,000 people registered.
• November 3 to 24, 2011

Second round of information requests and Enbridge's time to respond.
• December 22, 2011

Deadline for intervenors to submit their own expert reports. A number.of studies questioning Enbridge's
application and providing evidence to argue that c.he project is nor in che public interest will be released. then.
Enbridge and the panel can then ask for clarifying questions on those reports.

Motions
There are several motions that have been put forward by intervenors. While the National Energy Board has a policy
to respond to motions within 7-days, there are several outstanding. The Coastal First Nations put forward a morion
on November 21st requesting a stop to the process pending adequate consultation. A motion put forward by
ForestEthics, Raincoast and Living Oceans Society ("Sustainability Group") on October 13th was only responded to
on December 6th. The motion turned down the request chat the panel include the environmental effects of tar sands
development induced by Northern Gateway;
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Different ways to participate in theJRP
1. Oral hearings
These are scheduled to begin on January 10th, 2012 in Kitimat, BC and will take place in a total of 18
communities. These are for Cira! incervenors - predominantly First Nations wanting to provide oral traditional
evidence. Other oral iritervenors include chose who have argued chat their evidence cannot be provided in
\vriting. While guidelines are given, oral testimony per person can take hours if need be.
·
2. Community hearings

Community hearings will take place in 23 communities, mostly in BC, and are scheduled to begin in April 2012
across the pipeline and tanker route. Ocher community hearings will take place in the Fall of2012 in ocher
communities (including Vancouver and Victoria). These hearings will allow over 4,000 people registered co make
oral statements for up co 10 minutes. They provide an opportunity for people co speak from the heart, their
views about chis project, or go into technical details as ro why they support or oppose the project. The public can
also submit written comments up until March 13th, 2012.
3. Form.alhearings
The final hearings have two parts. The first is testing the existing evidence through questioning (crossexaminacion). All parties (Intervenors, Enbridge, government) may question evidence presented, bur no new
evidence can be presented once they begin. Legal motions are also likely co occur during che hearings. The second
--p-arris-finaJ-argumentsfrom-all·parcies:-Formal-hearingsare-scheduled.co.start.in.September-2012_buuo.uldface..__________ _
further delays. Final arguments are tentatively scheduled for March 2013.

Fi.rst Nations opposition
Enbridge's Northern Gateway project has received significant opposition from First Nations who would be
most impacted in the event of a spill. The Union of BC Indian Chiefs and the First Nations Summit, BC-wide
organizations whose memberships represent the overwhelming majority of BC First Nations, both passed
resolutions opposing the Enbridge pipeline and tankers project at their chiefs' assemblies. In March 2010, nine
Coastal First Nations declared a ban on oil tanker traffic through their traditional lands and waters. In December
2010, 61 First Nations in the Fraser watershed, from the northern Interior to the souch coast, signed the Save the
Fraser Declaration banning oil pipelines in their territories. Over 60 ocher nations signed on to the declaration ih
December 2011 helping build a "wall" of opposition. These declarations are based on Indigenous law and authority.
Through them, First Nations whose territories make up more than fifty percent of the combined pipeline and canker
route have stated their opposition co this project, and banned oil tankers and pipelines using their Indigenous laws
. and authority, recognized under Canadian and intei:nacional law.

Role of ForestEthics
As an intervenor, ForestEthics will be actively participating within theJRP process. We have encouraged hundreds of
our supporters to speak up at the community hearings and submit written comments.
We are being represented legally by Ecojustice, and have played a strong role in trying to get tarsands impacts
addressed in the review. We do not believe that chis project is in the public interest and will be putting forward
evidence to that effect. Having staff in both Vancouver and Smithers, we will be covering a number of hearings
as they move forward and will be constantly updated as Intervenors of new information, motions, deadlines and
process procedures.

For more information, contact:
Andrew Frank, Senior Communications Manager: (604) 331-6201, ext. 224
Nikki Skuce, Senior Energy Campaigner, Smithers, BC: (250) 877-7762
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lntrod.uction
Since September, Enbridge Northern Gateway's proposal for a pipeline from the tatsands through
northern KC. to the' west coast at Kicimat has been undergoing technical hearings before the
National Energy Board's]oi.nt Review Panel CTRP). Starting in Edmonton, the hearings began by
looking at the project's econornics; in Prince George, the JRP heard about pipeline construction,
operations ;and enviroi;unentaJ iri:lpaccs; heatings in Prince Rupert will focus on marine and
aboriginal rights issues.
Puring the JRP hearings, regi~tered flirst Nations, labour and envi,;onmental groups, politi.cal .
representatiyes, Ceimmunicy based groups.and individuals have been able co cross~examin:e Enbridge
on its applicatiO:n .a:ncl. evidence to date. What has been obvious since September is that Enbridge
a frightening riurri:betof gaps in its information that won't be prepared until after approval .
is granted. ~ek,w a summary of some-put not all-ofthe gaps that have been revealed over the ·
c:ourse oftheJRP hearings in Edmonton and Pi:ince George.
. .
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When th~ he~rings starcecl on Se;cember 4. ih Edmon ton, Norrhetn ..
Gateway president John Carruthers said the company would ''a(l:swer questions on how Northern .
Gateway wiUdo its pa:rt to ensure that there's world-class emergency preparedness and response .
capability fri pl~G~ for: the :P.tci~c: i:iotth coast and how detailed operational ,eiµerg~_nc:y response . . .. .
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TERRAIN HAZARD ASSESSMENT: Enbridge will complete irs research into slope stability
along its proposed Northern Gateway Pipeline on<::e ir has received approval:for the project, it
says. No terrain mapping has been done specifically for the purposes of assessing terrain stability
surrounding the pipeline's proposed route. Ou ring cross,examinatkm by the Province ofB.C., it was
noted that Enbridge had left knowri glacia1•marine day sediments along the proposed route out of
its hazard assessment; glacial·m.arine clay deposits are known to cause instability and landslides.
Enbridge representative Ray Ooering acknowledged chat, "As we move forward with che detailed
engineering, there is a-substantialamount.of additional geotechnical work ... that needs to be
undertaken to further inform the risk analysis and the geohazatd risk analysis."

LEAK DETECTION: Although Enbridge bas committed to "world-class" leak detection for its
Northern Gateway Pipeline, an Enbridge representative admitted that the minimum sized leak that
can be detected will not be determined until the detailed engineering phase, following projeq: approval.
INSURANCE COVERAGE: Under cross-examination by the Province ofBiitish Columbia
on September 7, Carruthers said it was too early for Northern Gateway co finalize what insurance
coverage it would have co cover a spill; he added chat insurance companies had not been.approached
________________________ about.such.coverage.Enbridge.wasaskedcto~providean-esrimated-premium-for-$250-million·in---------------general liability coverage. The cleanup for Enbtidge's 2010 oil spillin Kalamazoo, Michigan is
estimated to 'have cost more than three times that amount.
DEMAND AND TOLL RATES: In Edmonton, Northern Gateway ptesidentJohn Carruthers
confirmed under cross-examination .chat rhe amount charged co oil producers to ship bitumen in
the Northern Gateway pipeline will not be determined until after.approvals.As such, it's impossible
to know if producers would use the pipeline and therefore co determine demand for the project.

TAX REVENUE: A cost-benefitanalysis submitted by Enbridge includes the gross .revenue to

In

governments, but doesn't subtract costs to government resulting from the project. addition, there
was no economic cost-'bene.fit analysis done for the condensate pipeline. As such; the economic costbenefit analysis is incomplete and there.are .no dara showing the project's economic benefit to taxpayers,

LOCAL LA.BOUR: Oh October 11, the JRP heard from ant! Enbridge representative that it is too
early to project how 111µch labc:mr Enbridge wilJ be able to sotmie locally, versus importing workers.
I11,PJovember; panelist:l<:exmeth Bateman ask_ed about Enbridge'~ targetforemploying minimum --1$ petO!Qt,aboriginal \Y~i-k:ers dµring cort~tructio11, Enbridge responded ;hat First Na.ticms ate _sotnedrnei'brought in fr<:>?) p~~jobs ~n other.regions and won~tpecess,ir:ily_~e l~cali · -

' .·-. -.. .. SEISTvlO(pcfY.:•Il} rhe
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Ielding'
to.Haid G~ aii\is ~~gnittlde ~arth~µ;ke~ the ....
--- '· _-. ·_ j~~ond large~t Caiia.diar.1 ear'thq~iake ever re2orded by a seismomerer~the JRP heard that Enbr;cige's
• -_····· ·•;~~:rr~;~~~!;ltif:;:::iiti:::~o;o~~;r~:
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to season use ofstreams by certain species, a DFO representative for .the Government of Canada said
those derailed would be gathered following NEB approval. An Enbridge witnesses also told the panel
that spill response particµlar to sensitive salmon habiqtr would come with the detailed planning. In
the event of a spill, sensidvities would be identified early in rhe response and i:hey would be handled
on a ''spill-case-by-spill-case basis" once a spill is underway, the company said.

ENVIRONMENTAL 8ASEUNE STUDIES: On September?, Enbridge president
John Carruthers told ForestEthics Advocacy lawyer Tim Leadem that research for mitigating
environmental datnagewould happen in the detailed planning and engineering phase, following
NEB approval.
Pl PEUNE ROUTING: Enbridge has said that the pipeline's final routing would come with
detaiieci engineering. Northwest Institute lawyer Richard Oversrall expressed frµstracibri to rheJoinr
Review Panel chat rhe lack ofdefinition in pipeline routing, and ongoing changes co the route, make
it difficult ro question Enbridge on its plans with regard to specific water crossings.
CLORE AND HOl.JLT TUNNELS: The panel also heard that Enbridge has nor done the
__.detailed engineering..on.the:Clore.and Hoult . tunnels-two.extremelyctechnical-and :Precarious reacts------···--·-···-----·--··--·-·of engineering intended to avoid unstable sections of the CoaSt Mountains. The two options being
considered are boring through the rock or using drill and blast techniques, but the company has not
yet done a geohazard assessment for either tunnel.
PIPELINE ACCESS: Enbridge doesn't currently know how it will access the pipeline's remote
sections .ii:). the case of a leak. One Enbridge witness .said the company will determine how it will
reach its pipelines via road during the detailed design phase ofche project, following approval by
the NEB; it also h;i.s yet to detet'mine whfoh access roads are maintained year-round, the JRP heard.
It hasn't confirmed the availability of helicopters in the region and is still determining how ice
conditions could be negotiated in the cas.e of a. spill.
·
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Next step.s in the hearings

--·

The Enbridge Northern Gateway hearings will take place from Dec. 10 to 18 in Prince Rupert. In
the new year, community hearings will be held in Vancouver, Victoria and Kelowna, offering an
opportunity for residents outside che proposed route co stand up and express their views on the
project for up co 10 minutes. Hearings .resume in Rupert from February 4th to May 17th. Following
wiil be the opportunity for interveners to provide f).nal arguments, which will be done in written ·
fi;>rmat, with an· opportunity to respond to others' comments orally. These will wrap up by June
···--···.. ·-·--······29th~TheJR:P·willcthen·deliberate·the-evidence-and·come·up-with-itsncommendarion-on-whether------···-····-····-·..- - -...this project is in the public interest on December 29, 2013.

Conclusion
ForestErhics Advocacy is a registered intervener in the JRP and has been following the hearings
closely. The above listed gaps is .not comprehensive - Enbridge ai;id its experts have also admitted
to the i;ieed for more research on the endangered Telkwa caribou herd, rare plants along power line
e~ements, water crossings over salmon, trout and sturgeon h;i.bitat, etc. etc. Much•ofEnbridge's
testimony over the past two months has involved askingfor the public's trust. Trust the company's
promises .and commitments to develop more detailed engineering for a project that they really•··
want to build. But how can First Nations and residents of northern British·Columbia, so reliant on
healthy Watersheds and the coast, trust this company that is unable, despite .its massive budget, to
answer basic; fundamental questions?
·
While they askfor trust, Enbridge has lobbied the federa1govemment 145 times .since July 2008 to
try co stre.imline the environmental assessment process and make changes to DFO and Transport
Canada regulations. Along.with other pipeline companies and oil reps, they have been largely
successfulin ·cutting erivironnientalregulations with the Harpe1' Conservative government. Again,
how can British Columbians crust chat enough safeguards will .be in place for our.fisheries and
waterwiys froll1 ~
pipeline a.rid ~ank.ers when the c;ompat1y ha,s few answers and the federal_ ·
governD1er.it h.is crit .protection?; ·
· ·· ··
· · · ·· · ·
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Executive Summary _
Enbridge is seeking permission to build two 1,170-kilometre pipelines
running between the tar sands in northern Alberta to the port of Kitimat,
B.C. One pipeline would carry 525,000 barrels per day of diluted
bitumen ·for transport to Asia via supertankers, and the other Would irnport
condensate. The pipelines would cross hundreds of salmon-beating dvers
and streams, including the Fraser and the Skeena. Enbridge's project
would alsci introduce oil supE!rtankers to the Gre:at Bear Sea for the first
lime. The potential effects -of Enbridge!s proposed Northern Gateway
Pipelines are huge and far-reaching.

·~.:·· I

For 18 months beginning January 2012; a three0 mernberJqiiit Review
Panel CJRP) with the National Energy Board and cariacliari Envircinm.erital
Assessment Agency held public and technical. hearings ,n communities
across Alberta and British Columbia. The JRP is tasked with assessing
---------\Vhether-or··.not~En-bridge's-·NOrthernGateway .p1p~hnes are. 1n. fneJ5U61TE--~------·-~--,_---interest. During the JRP hearings, First Nations; labour and environmental
., ...
groups, political representatives, community-based groups and individuals
cross-examined Enbridge oh its application arid evidence. It became clear
early on that there wet€ gaping holes iri Northern Gateway's appiicat,orL
During the JRP process, .intei'venors attempting to examine Enbr'idge's
application Were frustrated by the iack of evidence produced and research
undertaken by the pipeline company. Repeatedly; the panel heard that
Enbridge would conduct studies following the approval of its appikat,on,
far too late for public input. As the Province oJ 8.C, concluded in its final
arguments, "Northern Gateway should not be granted a certificate on the
basis of a promise to do more study and planning once the certificate is
granted .. .'Tr'i.Jst me' is not good enough in this case."
The panel could reject Enbddge's app(jcation on many other points,
inclucling the company's disregard for aboriginal rights and title, its
questionable economics, the cumulative effects from a variety of proposed
energy projects iri the region atidthe catastrophic effects of ah oil spill.
The diluted bitumen Enbridge pr.oposes to transport 1s untested and its
behaviour .in water unclear; making cleanup challeng1hg. What stands.to
be lost are the cultures, lifestyles, wildlife and economies of northwest
B.C. Enbridge has chosen to ignore the perspectives of local residents.
This high-risk project would have significant consequences across
Canada. The strong majority of participants concluded in their final
arguments that Northern Gateway posed too many risks and should .not
be built. This report highlights evidence and arguments rriade during the
hearings against Enbridge's project.
in June, the panel began deliberating on its decision about whether or
not Enbridge Northern Gateway is in Canadians' best interest. The JRP's
decision is expected the end of December 2013. We hope that the JRP
will conclude, as most participants in the process did, that Enbridge
Northern Gateway is not in Canada's national interest and must be
rejected.

1
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••• The Potenfial ~ffeGts of Enbri9ge's proposed Northern Gateway Pipeline/ •• ·. •
are huge arid far~reaChirig. The pipelines, whic.h would exterid from . •. > •• •· ·.•·•
Bruderhe,m; Alberta to Kitima[in northern British Columbra, would cro$s •· ..
toi..iritleSs tributaries to soirie of Cana.da's most significant watersheds, .•.·•· ·.
itiduciing the.Fraser and Skeenai two of B;G:'s most important salmon~
bearing rivers. ltwciuid also cross the.traditionaltefriforfes. of dozens of ·
· First Nations, the majority.pf which oppose the pipeline.

<

<.• ori~ofthe

pipeiines wci~ld car~ bitumen, a heavy,ta~ry sol)stant~~/ned
•· • iri Aiberta 1s tar sands, whose properties remaih r:elaH\JeJy ullknowo: .••.
Jne other Would carry tondensafa; a petro-chernica( used to dilute the > .• ·
bitumen sci it v.iill flow down the pipelrne;to tlie tar sands: The export of•.· ·
·. •q![u{ed bitumen, cir "di Ibit," tp overseas markets would irnpact Carjadian ••• .·
\_. Jqb~; economy and pricing. __ ~ <
· ····· · · · ··· · · ·_·_·__

rn

~oif

>..

. .•• Fcir months b~;innin~ Janu~~
a thri~-i·~rnber Joint R~iiei
. Panel (JRP} wltfthe Natfonaltriergy Board arid Canadiar:i Ehvironr:nenta.l · .
. • ·•• Assessment Agency held public ancitechriical hearifigs in .cbmrrnlnities .·· •· ·...
.•• ac'.rdss A(berta and British Colci(J'.lbia. The JRP hearcl evident¢ and•·• •• .• . .
testimciny froni hundreds of First Natitiris,labotir and envircininental •·••
·
·· groups, political represeiltati\ies; commurHty-based groups and individuals ·••·· >
. .•• •· expre~irig' tlie same concern: that the risks associated with the project .•. ·• ·• • ·••·.
·.· .. fc1r exce~d ariy uricertairi economic benefits. In June, the panei began·• .. · •···•·
. ·.·. deliberati11g on its detisiqn abciut whether or not Enbridge N9ithei-h .•
Gatewayis in Canadians' best interest. The JRP's dedsion is expected Hie·
·· :end of December 20 i i ···· · •. ·· · · · ··
· ··· ·· · · ·· · · ·· ····· ···· ·

< ·. ·•

. . \he•pan~I could r~1ectEhbrid~~;s appllcati;n on rMn~ pplntS, indud:ng •.••..
•·.·. ··•· the ~ompai:ty's disregir.d for aboriginal rights and title, the qliesti9nable ·· .... •· >·• .• •
.· .. • economics laid .ciut in ifs applicaflon,.tlie co.rnbiried effects from a Variety ...
·•<.·· .. of proposed energy projects itjtt:ie regiph and the catastrophic effects of .·
. ano.ii spill. However, it could alsO turii dowi:rthe application based on one
··•••· re~son alone:the gaping holes in NOri:ti.em Gateway's applkationt~ the ....
National Energy Boarcl{NEB); · ·
·· · ·
· · ··
·
·

2. ·.
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Enbridge Northern Gateway's
Incomplete Application
If for no .othet reason, Northern Gateway's application should be turned
down for its lack of due diligence. During the 18-month JRP prqcess, .
comrhuriity members and experts attempting to examine Enbridge!s
application were frustrated by the lack of evidence produced antj rnsearch
undertake.h
the pipeline company. Repeatedly, the panel hearci that .
Enbridge would conduct studies following the approval of its appficaticin,
fat too late for public input.

by

..

.

..

For the JRP to recommend project approval when its application does.
not comply with the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act would
be inappropriate, to saythe least. As the Haisla Nation points out,
"this information is critical tei the assessment of the proposed project,
and Northern Gateway's failure to provide it is fatal to any positive
recommendation." 1
· · ·
·

------~-------·

..

----~--------~--~------

Failure to assess environmental effects and
outline mitigation measures
Northern Gateway has not defined the project's environmental effects nor
has it outlined mitigation measures, instead deferring them until after
approvaL 2 It is impossible
the JRP to do its job-to diater.mine whether
the project is in the pubic interest-when ft cannot weigh the project's
benefits against its impacts.

for

For example, during cross0 exar:nination Enbridge acknowledged that the
project's effects on marine mammals are uncertain and that no studies
had peen done to determine killer Whale habitat. 3 Although it agreed tci
have a Marine Mammal Protection Plan drafted by 2012, it now says the
draft will not be completed until after project approval.
The potential environmental impacts from Northern Gateway pipelines
are far-reaching: simple pipeline constructi.on and oi.1 tanker traffic on the
northwest coast-regardless of a spill-would have detrimental .effects.on
wildlife and habitat. Enbridge's application tails to consider the effects of
these routine operations, which would include impacts to marine fisheries
(including commercial, recreational and aboriginal food fisheries), as
well as fish and fish habitat. 4 It also lacks an appropriate risk assessment
in relati.on to accidents and malfunctions, not to mention its failure to
adequately assess the risks of an oil spill; 5 Which Would be a matter of
when not if.
Furthermore, baseline studies for species affected by the project were
incomplete; relying upon literature rather than field studies, 6 The•··
application fails to provide adequate baseline (!ata.7 to properly consider
SARA•listed species, 8 to select apprQpriate key indicator species9 and

4
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to e1T1ploy a proper risk assessment, 10 fo name a few, The materiai also •·
failed to take into account a shitting environmental baseHne caused by
other projects; which would also ¢Ontributeto envirO.rirnental degradation.
As a result, the project's true cumulative .effects are not known. ii

Failure to establish an oil spill. response plan
While £nbridge ha~ .assert¢d it will be able to ~ffoctive(y respond to a
marine spill of upfo 32,000 tons withiii six tci 12 h9urs and recover the
oil Within 10 days; it has not said how it will dbthi$. 12 Considering what
is at risk off B.C.'s .north coast, it would seem prudent to clearly outline a
detailed oil spill response plan. However, Northern Gateway has failed to
produce such a plan, delaying the task until after project apprcivat
Northern Gateway isn't a typ[cal .pipeline: the dilutedbiturrien it will
be carrying is a reiatively untested.substance arid its behaviour in
various water conditions is yet unknown. Enbridge argued in the JRP
•••. -----·-hearihgs-that-dilbitfloatsin-water,~despite~having-to0dtecige-th1rbottoiTI~--------of the Kaiai'naioo River following the 2010 spill of over three million
litres iri Marshall, Michigan. Northern Gatewaywould traverse remote,
unstable mountainous terrain that is difficult to access. A spill into these
\·•
watersheds would be devasfating. 13 · ·
·
Norttiern Gateway has not presented nor evaluated a technically feasible
recovery strategy for submerged oil below a few metres in depth.
Therefore, not only are the envirorimental effects Of submerged oil in
this location unknown, the mitigation strategies for recovery of the oil are
untested.14
·
Coupled with this is the treacherous nature of the waters that
supertarikers would pass through on their way to and from the Kitimat
terminal. Hecate Straight is the fourth most dangerous body of water·
in the world, ·w,th sudden weather changes creating higher-thariaverage waves in the shallow chaimei. 15 Despite this; Enbridge failed to
adequately assess Hecate ·Straifs tideis, winds arid storms wheri it ccimes
to a spill.
It has not been established that the significant adverse environmental
effects ofa marine oil spill can be effectiveiy prevented or mitigated.
Outside of promising "world class response capability, " 16 Northern
Gateway has yet to produce such a plan arid has stated that iri some
instances doing nothing mi~htbe a possible oil spill response.i7
0

·,

.

Failure to define the pipeline's proposed route
Another.source of ,frustration for those attempting to cross;.examine
Enbridge was the shifting nature ofits plans, which amounted to a .· ·
sleight-of-hand when attempting to assess the pipeline's route.
JRP intervenor Friends of Morice-Bulkley found itself stymied by Enbridge
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: •..·•. pipeHrie rupture O:ri the Morice River.Quririgthe ctoss-examinatie>h; it ···•·
·• • became appareriHhatthe Morice River area i~ t'1e subject o.t a rcit:Jt~- · ..
revision that could move the pipeline two to three kilorrietresfarttie.r trcirn
the river)8 .
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• It'~ c1rrehtl; •Li~k.ho~h Whethe; the new foute.has been confirmed, ~hat
·• either hazards it could \breseht:, or if its m:Ove away from a Forest Service
. . Road \\IOU Id reduce acce~s. in>the case of a sp)ll.19 lh fact, .it's. unknown .
. • Whether the move 1s a positive one or one that brings additional concerns,
· · •• because it wasn'tavailable for exaininatiori durfog the JRP. As it stands, .
·. •:. ••.:· •• fhe publ(c will ilever have the opp6rtuh1ty to question Eribr;idge about .. •.
.. it. TheflUld nature of Northern Gateway's pfans made•it impos~ible to
. : •. effectively question. it~ witnesses; wasting the time of both foter.ieri ihg. •...
· parties andtne panei members.·•·
. .. .... · . . . . . .
. .. .

.... ·. As Wen; h~~ards to sue~ prepariCllJS propq~;d ;nfrasiucture a~ the 61cire .
· ... TOnoethave not been a.sseissed; as Northern Gateway has testified the
.. .. .... · .· · ·
.. •• tunnel could move t,y uptQ 5()0 metres.20The Gitga;a(First.Nation,
•• · • • ·.••. •··• ·: ·••·

- - - - - ~ ·.,---~irfits-f1~rar-algurtre·nts t6:-th({:JRPtnoted-thabt-was~onab1e~to-•~fi:eep/~--:'-~---·-·--·cc--,...:•·~.-'-'---"---"--__._-~
... pace with (thafis, seek further expert review and respond to) the ever
..
0

. .. • expanding a.nd sometimes shifting ei/id¢nce of}6eiProponerit." Certainl}i;
. other groups With Bmited resources struggled sihi riarly With tfie qhgoirig .: •..
changes. 21
·
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·. ·. F3U~re o assess inipacts to lib(lrig!~~i cu!Jurt.
Enbridge h~s repeatedJ/shown its disregard and ignoran~e fo.r Fk~i
Nations rights andtitle. The Giti<aala First Nation has said that, de~pite ·. .
. . .. repeated request~/Enbridge Md nofinc<irporated the natioil's traditional ·•·•
..•...• larjd use iiiform~Uon into its er'litirorimental assessment by the time the ·••·.· ·...•. · .·
·· ·.•· • JRP hearings drew to a close iriJuiie 2pl3/2According tp the naffon's . . . ••• •... · :·:· ••·· ·
.·. finai· arguments, Enbridge failed to assess impacts fo Gitxaala's use of ..•.•...
the iand f9rtraditional purposes, .assess impactst9 aborigirial rights; . ·.· ..
... . properly va.lue envfronrrieritiJI costs e2rid to a~equat~ly identify aridjssess > ...
· mitigation rrleasures?3 tribridge~s lack of regard for. aboriginal title . ·. <
Indicates tfie corn pahy. is unaware of First Nations: fights and how much
.weight they carry in British Colw:nbia; · · · · ·· ·· ··· ·
· ··· ·
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.FaiJure tcfassess existing ~nd ptite~tial
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MLich ter;ajn aJ6~g the ~;6pose1 pib;H~e r~utts J~sta~l~~n~ cOuld . ·..... ·
pose signi:ficahtthreats cliJ¢ to li311dsfides/hdWever, Northern Gateway •····•·····
has riot completed its assessment of eiishrig arid poteritia(geohazaros.24 .
Uk~ so rnanYelerriehts ciflhe proposed prolect; the company says itwill.
complete
the·
assessment
following
approval.
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Yet to be completed are additional LIDAR surveys.to detect landslide .··•.
features. 25 The application also fails to note known areas of instability,.··
mapping.only a two-kilometre corridor around the pipeline route, rather
than to the height of land. 26 The effects of climate changiiand mountain
pine beetle destruction could atso contin.ue to increase the number of·
landslides iri northern 8.C. 27 and have not been examined:
Allowing Northern Gateway's application to proceed.would be unfair to the
intervenors who invested a great deal of time and resources in responding
to Eribridge's application, and it would negate public inputon these
components if they are submitted after the public hearing process is
complete. As a result, there would be no public oversight as the project
moves forward. 28 As the. Province of B.C. remarked clearly in its final
arguments, the lack of detail from Enbridge led to the coriclusionJhat .
i•trust me;, isri't good enough.
·
·
The precautionary prln~iple, adopted by Canada in the Rio Decla;ation
on Environment and Development, states that, "Where there are threats i
of .serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall
· · ~ - - -···---notbe·used·asa·reason·for·postponing·cost~effective-measures·to.-·----····--prevent environmental degradation." 29 The JRP should reject Enbridge's
application .based on this principle alone;
·
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Aboriginal Rights
and Title
are

Aboriginal rights and title
protected under the Canadian constitution;
allowing First Nations to use and exercise control over their land as they
choose. 30 The proposed pipeline would cross the traditional territories
of approximately 50 First Nations who have not ceded their claim to
the land.31 The majority are Operily opposed to Enbridge's pipelines and
tankers.

ls

TheJRP's purpose to assess the merits of a project based on the
interests of ail Canadians. 1.t•s hard to imagine what economic benefits
could account for putting at risk aboriginal cultures that have thrived
on 8.C.'s northwest coast tor thousands of years. The Northern Gateway
project would result iri an unjustifiable infringement of First Nations'
.
aboriginal rights and title. 32 ·

.1\.

Risks to traditional resources
Pirst Nations are supported spiritually, physically, socially and
ecdnomically by resources from the land and the oceari. Those natural
resources would be risked if pipelines arid oil tankers were allowed to
pass through traditional territories. Northern Gateway would directly affect
the ability of nations like the Gitga'at, Haisla and Gitxaala, who live along
the pipeline and tanker routes, to continue to sustain their cultures and
lifestyles.
Approximately 440 supertankers would travel through these First Nations'
territories every year, or 1.2 tankers every day, 33 passing within a mile of
harvesting sites for seaweed, shellfish, salmon, herring, halibut and many
other fish spedes, marine m<'!mmals and plants. 34
Wakes, noise and the risk of an oil spill an pose threats to these
resources. Wakes from tankers will erod.e shorelines, affecting seaweed
harvesting arid clams. Tanker traffic would restrict fishermen from casting
nets iri the waters where their ancestors traditionally fished. 35 The result
could be a significant dedine. Iii the population of traditional villages like
Hartley Bay, with the nation estimating that a spill could mean more than
two-thirds of residents leaving the community, many of them educated
and employed. 36
The Gitga'at have said that any spill would cause ;'irreparable damage'' to
its food harvesting, as even a small spill would affect critically important
traditional foods, including the already threatened oolichan. Seaweed
harvesting sites would also be affected. A medium-sized spill would affect
salmon and herring.37
Located at the junction where pipelines meet tanker terminal, the Haisla

9
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Nation perhaps stands to be most impacted by the project. The proposed
pipelines Will enter Haisla territory at the upper end of the Kitimat •
River valley, crossing-219 waterco.urses iri tile drainage and terminating
directly across from the main Ha_isla residential reserve on Douglas
Channel. 38 Impacts from construction and operation would inc.lode
wildlife disturbance and habitat loss, vegetation loss and potential acid .
rock drainage that could affect water quality in the Kitimat _River. The
tankers bringing condensate in and shjpping oil out will traverse waters
lleavily relied upon by Haisla Nation members for sustenance and cultural
identity.39
Over the pipeline's projected 30-year lifetime, approximately 13,200
tankers wifl pass through northern B.C. Waters. With the proponent's
projection that a pipeline spill would occur eivery 200 years; that leaves a
one-in-six chance of a spiJl; 40 Humpback whales, harbour seals and killer
Whales would all be at risk iri the case of a spill, along with the famed .
Kermode bear, {fits food sources were depletect.• 1

Loss of culture
First Nations culture cannot be separated ·trom the land and natural
resources. food, economy, identity and, indeed, culture all depend upon
it. 42 This .jntimate relationship with natural resources means that any
effect, no matter how small, on the environment will have an. impact
on the people and the community. 43 However, Northern Gateway's.·
assessment of impacts to First Nations did not extend beyond the natural
environment to social, economic and C1Jltural impacts resulting from the
pipeline. 44
Traditional harvesting makes up 40 percent of Gitga'at First Nation's diet
and over 57 percent of households are active in harvesting activities;
approximately 95 percent of.seafood consumed is from the noncommercial harvest: 45 "To the Gitga'at people, a good lrfe is one that
involves a strong traditional lifestyle and traditional practices, including
food harvesting." 46 ·
·

A spill wol.ild not only cost these villages their traditional ways oflife,
bt.itwoulc:l force a shift to buying imported foods. Because getting these·
foods to such remote areas is cost prohibitive, many would be forced to

THIS IS NOT JUST ABOUT THE TREES. IT'S ABOUT THE UNiQUE
RELATIONSHIP THAT WE HAVE WITH THE TERRITORY. [NORTHERN
GATEWAYlWILL IRREVOCABLY DESTROY THE ABILITY OF THE
WErSUWET'EN TO CONTINUE OUR TRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIP TO
THE LAND AND THIS CONSTITUTES IRREPARABLE HARM.
- CHIEF NAMIJKS, PRINCE GEORGE JRP HEARING.
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ieave their traditional territories; 47 Historical trade routes and partnerships
that still exist today would be impacted as one nation's ability to harvest
from the ocean would impact either m,tions and erode age-old social .
netwcirks, 48
No one can credibly guarantee there would be hci oil spills affecting ·
First Nations' traditional territories, or that those spills would riot cause
adverse affects for the natitin. In the Weirds ofthe Gitga;at First Nation, ..
"money cannot replace the loss of their socio-cultural lifestyle, heritage
and traditions." There is no compensation for such losses. 49

>i" .•

Risks greatly outweigh economic benefits
First Nations' rights include the right to engage in economic activities and
.enjoy economic benefits from the land and water. 50 Enbridge'.s proposal to
occupy the Northern Gateway corridor infringes on those rjghts. 51
--~rfre-G1tga'at FirsrNat1on,Wh1chs1ts along tlie taril<er route and cannot
be accessed by road, is particularly vulrierabletci changes in the marine
environment. Ninety percent of Gitga'at members surveyed said they do
not look forward
economic benefits from the proposed pipeline arid that
financial gains, such as jobs, business and investment, are insufficient for
them to risk their way .of life. 52 This quote, from Gitga'affinal arguments
to. the JRP, demonstrates En bridge's lack of understanding and respect for
First Nations' culture:·

.\.•·:

to

Enbridge came inw1th the atgumentthat it would create jobs
in Hartley Bay. We would be ori-call and trained in case there's
a disaster.... We had our chiefs·there, we had our elders, and
. everyone gohip and said, ''rio; we dori't want th,s.'' 53

In the case of a major oil spill; Gitga'at traditional harvests could be
reduced for more than a decade with costs ranging between $436,000
and $5.2 million. 54 Sport fishing lodges that provide employment say
they will leave if Northern Gateway is approved 55 and it's unlikely that
the people of Hartley Bay would be able to continue building their ecofourism econorhy. 56 As a result, rhany Gltga'.at members would be forced
to leave their traditionai terdtory.
·
·

Importance of aboriginal law
Aboriginal title excludes uses cifthe faho-!:>y First Nations or othersthat would threaten future use of that land. 57 It ais6 brings with irthe
responsjbiHty for First Nations to protect their resources in decisions
making. 58 Indeed, this ethic is cirie that First Nations have practised
tor millennia through their own aboriginal 1aw, Which protects the
sustainability of .rand and rnarine resources.
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There is much hon~aboriginals can learn about sustainability from
traditional practice or law; particularly with regard to harvesting resources
sustainably. In Haisla traditional law, it is nuyem 59 that. defines how
resources are managed to foster their continued viability to support the
Haisla people. 60 Gitxa.ala has ayaawx, or traditional law, which warns
against harvesting below th.e low-tide line, harvesting baby abalone and
harvesting seaweed too early, and about conserving what is taken; 61 These
practices have kept the resources sustainable for countless generations.
.

.

.

.:

Enbridge'.s attempts to e}ichange information about the company's
pjpeline plan for information about First Nations' law-ayaawx, nuyem
or otherwise-have been cursory at best. Ari information session with
the Gitxaala community in June 2oi 1 resulted in Northern Gateway
presenting generic information and not responding to questions about
cultural, social, environmental anq economic impacts of concernto
Gitxaala members. When the nation requested specific ihforrnati6n,
Northern Gateway referred them to its marine response plan, to be
completed after approvaL 62
--~-----.tgoes-without-sayirifthat;-asthe-rration-points~ouhn-its"final-argurrients,
"The information requested tiy Gitxaala needed to be provided before
project approval, so that Gitxaala could engage with Northern Gateway on
whether the proposed mitigation measures would adequately address their
concerns. " 63

Need for consultation
Along with potential impacts to aboriginal rights and title not being
adequately addressed, meaningful consultation has not taken plac:e With
respect to Northern Gateway. 64 The Gitxaala First Nation has said that
federal consultation has been "essentially n.on-existent throughout the
JRP process" 65 and.either nations echo this feeling. 66
Instead, Enbridge provided the JRPwith speculation and ge(leralities
about aboriginal economies ·and cult\Jres., and nothing about each nation's
unique concerns; 67 Without this, there is no meaningful information. about
how each nation would be impacted by the pipeline.
Additionally, the federal government failed to follow its own guidelines
with regard to First Nations consultation, 68 ignoring feedback from First
Nations ·on the proposed process for project review. To date, the federal
government has not met with affected nations like the Haisla to discuss a
consultation process. 69
Instead, the federal government has indicated that the JRP process is
First Nations' opportunity to engage .in consultatlon:7° By doing this; it
unilaterally established a consultation process for the proposed project
that .relies exclusively on the JRP review.7 1 A few poteritially impacted
First Nations, such as those from the Yinka Dene Alliance, refused to
participate in the JRP for this reason. The Haisla Nation notes,
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Ncii:Je of the federal departments have met with the Haisla
Nation since the JRP .review has comme.nced foniny purpose
other than fo tell the Haisla Nation it is oiily engaging . .
iii consultation through the JRP revlew for riow. This is.
not consultation. It is, perhaps, ari initial step towards a
·Consultation process. 72
Under cross-examination, Northern Gateway chose not to challenge Haisla
claims to aborfginal rlghts and title. Neither did the federai government.
As the nation notes ln its final arguments, "Thus it should be accorded
substantial weiglif.'' 13 Most FirsfNations along the proposed pipeline
and tanker routes have not ceded tlieir rights to the land, which are
recognized under the Canadian constitution.

Cumulative. Effects
An assessment .of cumulafh;e effects is required under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, with cumulative effects referring to the
---eombined-impacts-of-industry-on-the-environment::-Although-resotirte--------::---extraction and transportation is expanding rapidly across northern B.C,
and the pipeline route, Northern Gateway didn't consider these combined
impacts on the landscape. ·
·
At least 12 liquid natural gas (LNG) projects are proposed for the
Kitimat and Prince. Rupert regions, 74 putting increased pressure on the
environmental base. However; Northern Gatewats application does not
consider these potential projects In its application, nor does 1t consider. ·
the effects of increased marine traffic. 75
The Environmental Assessment Act requires proponents to take into.
account health arid socio-e.ConomitCotiditions; cultural heritage arid
the current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes; however,
Northern Gateway only assessed its own impacts to the land; determining
that they would be insignificant.75
Cumulative effects also apply to culture. 77 For the past 150 years of
colonialism, First Nations' traditional ways of life have been severely
challenged. Places of cultural significance have been destroyed,
populations were diminished by disease, cultural practices were outlawed,
and racism; physicai and sexual abuse have all been suffered by First
Nations pcipulations. 78
Until Northern Gateway examines the full scope of its proposed proJect's
effects socially, culturaily, envir.onmeritaily arid economically ori northern
l3.t:., the JPR and the public do not have a fuli understanding o.f how this
pipeline would impact the region.

\.'
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Questionable Economics
Enbridge has overstated the ec.onomic benefits derived from Northern
Gateway. Just as it did not consider other projects in its en.vironmental
review, it did not consider proposed projects like the expansion of the
Kinder Morgan TransMountain pipeline to Burnaby, B.C., which Would
increase potential pipeline capacity to the west coastby 450,000 barrels
per day, in its economic assessrnent. 79
.
Instead, its economic assessment l;:irgely revolves around benefits
derived .from tar sands expansion. The JRP ruled prior to the hearings
that environmental impacts in the tar sands were outside the scope of
the proceedings. Accordingly, finantial benefits from tar sands expansion
Should also be excluded, 80 if the JRP is to Weigh the project's risks and
benefits on a level playing field.
.

.-

·-. :·,::·

..

_·:\•'

------obs-shiPped-to-Asia-·-----~-----,-----...,~·--'~·~,~-'-'-'--"-'--'-'-~~-Any increased employment in the tat sands wo.uld be offset bythe
refinery jobs that will be shipped to Asia. Northern Gateway would provide
a conduit for raw bitume.n to make its way directly to China, where it
would be processed in overseas refineries. The Alberta Federation of
Labour has opposed the project on these grounds. Refining the product
here in Canada would. have a significantly greater economic benefit by
creating a long~term, sustainable refining industry that upgrades bitumen
domestically. 81 It seems obvious that this would be more in the public
interest for Canadians than shipping raw product overseas. That said,
proposalsto build refin.eries on the west coast would not eliminate the
risks associated with transporting oil across the region by pipeline or ihe
introduction of tankers on the northwest coast, nor would it mitigate all
· economic impacts.

Asia premium has a shelf life
Enbridge has touted the "Asia premium" as an economic argumentfOr
Northern Gateway. According to the company, the project would result
in a price upliftB2 for Western Canadi;m crude ranging from $0.34 to •
$3.35 per b~mel between 2018 arid 203583 that would potentially benefit
domestic oil producers.
However, this assumption is inherently flawed. Enbridge's prediction
of an average $2 inc:rease in the price of Canadian .crude may benefit
producers, but it would not benefit refiners. 84 .As well, with Chinese
government investment in the tar sands increasing, Chinese oll companies
operating in Alberta and shipping bitumen down the Northern Gateway
pipeline to their own refineries overseas would be unlikely to do so at
inflated prices. 85
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China is not a free market society and, as such, ..economic predidior:is
cannot assume that pricing will follow mark'Eitderriands: Chirieie tar • .·.
sands producers would be selling to themselves, with their own integrated
operations iri mind, not the free market economic influences at play
in Canada. As a result, these decisions are not strictly free market
decisions; 86
·

THE...PROVINCE:
·'

.

'

· REMAINS·DEEPLY
CONCERNED THAT

ANYRESPONSE ... ··
, TO A SIGNIFICANT
SPILL./ 1S~:;EiT

Furthermore, it's likely that the "Asia premium" advantage will erode
as other co·untries ahd producers take advantage of it. 87 As a result. it's
unlikely this price Uplift Will tontlriue unabated; as shown in Enbridge's
predictions. Enbridge also does not take lnto account a stronger Canadian
dollar in response to increased oil prices; which would impattthe
manufacturing sector, or increases in the prke OfftJel.aa

':

Market support not proven
Market support for a proposed pipeline is traditionally secured
---.prior'to·apprcival·through·'fransportaUon·servite-kgteemen1s~(TSAs)
wlth producers. However; Enbridge has failed to obtain any binding
commitments, with rio evidence submitted by the end of the JRP hearings
that any TSAs were 1h piace)19 In a letter to the JRP dated Dec. 2, 2oio,
pipeline builder Kinder Morgan argued this alone should make Enbridge's
application incomplete arid therefore null and void. 90

'

.

In the absence of binding TSAs, Northern Gateway pointed t<i precedent
agreements-which precede lSAs-as proof of market demand. 91 .
However, precedent agreements simply fay the groundworldor TSAs
and are not binding to either Northern Gateway or the shipper. AH told;
funding partners have invested just $140 million, or 2.5 percent ofthe ·
total $5.5 billion project costs that funding partners would be cornrriifted
to if they were entering into binding TSAs. 92
Enbridge's claims for bolstering the economy appear grossly overstated.
Not only would jobs be shipped overseas along with the raw bitumen,
the premium price touted forthisresource wilLbe short 1ived, /flt ...
materiallzes at all. Furtherntore, commercial viability arid demand for ·
this pipeline are speculative; at best. Lastly, there was no economic
assessment done on how imports of condensate Will negatively impact .
the overall stated benefits of Northern Gatewayfo Canada's economy. it's
hard to imagine how such dubious economic rewards could outweigh the
pipeline;s sociai, cultural and environmental risks.
.
.
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•• The ri~ks of an oiLspiJLhave ~een estkbllsh~i ~h~ 6.roba~ility it;foil •..
•spi.li qlier the pipeline's lifetirne is more thciil70 perce11t 93 Sjrpifarly, the
·· 1ikellliood of a tanker spill greatenhari 1,000barri#ov~(lOYears is up
•to 99.9 percent, while a spil[of greater thari.lO;QQCJ b~rrels over the $G
· yeai:s is op to 99;7 percent, 9~ ·· · · ·
· ·· · · ·
···
··· ·· •.
..

.

..

..

...

.. .

..

.

While fuU-bore spills are less frequlnt than !l~all~t spiJls; s~;lleriJms •. ·
· could present a greater erivirorimenfal threat because of their potetitial
frequency. 95 Areportreleased by the Province of B;C. in October 2013 ·
indicates that only three to four percent of a .relatively smalloil spill off
RC,'.s north coast would be recovered)iJ thefirstfiVe days 99 ; .· . .

... · ·.• .• Enbridge's pQo~ track

rliordi . . . .

---"'"~~---c--C.-,--··According-tocEnbridge'-s:ow;,-data,between~;~9~-and:~61q.-it~w~
.. . .. •· ..
responsible for over 800 .spills resulting in the release of over 160;000 .. · .
.·•· barrels of ojl products .into thii environment The comparifhas beeh found
responsible for several mcire spills since 2010}f
..... .

.. •· ·•·

. . .·< . The us NationalTransp~rtationSafety Board n~~e~tigat~dEbbridge's July•

<

•. ·. 25, 2010 pipeline spiiJat Marshall, Michigan, which durrtped 3,750,000 ·• .··
. litres cif cliiuted bitumen intothe Kalamazoo River: 98 It found pervasive •·· ·. ·.

orgariiZatiom11 failure~ at E;ribridge induding deficient pipeline integrity ..••
management systeins,Jnadequate training ofcontrol eentre personnel, a . ·. ·• •·•
culture of not adhering to procedures and failing to prepate for wcirst-case •..
oischarges. Many defldei-rcies were identified following previous Enbridge ...
spills, lnl999; the Transpcirtatiori Safety Board ofOariadaJdentified thaf
Eribridge's pipeline integrity management program was ihadequate; 99 •..

ort < .•

T8

. ·· ................ The comptiny h~s also Hild least safety and environrnent~I failuris
. .. •··· •·· .. its Nor:tfrArnerican pipeline system since 19~4 that tesuited in .corrective •. •· ·.· ·.·
.. · · . orders; enfofceitieht orders or pen:alties. In one of those eritorcei:nent .· .. · · .• •·· .·
. act\ons, a judgment tcir $) n:iHlh:>h. was issuep against Enbridge to( 400 . ·..
violations related to pipeline ccinstrUctfon in Wisconsin in 2006~2007; .·• •.· · • .· · ··•·•·
. Three of the 18 failures e.l!ch resultedjn the release o(over three rniliion .. / ..···
· litres ofoi1;1°0

.• .•..•...·•. •···\ <
• . The company clalms i~strnckrecord ~or o(I spiHs is getting be~eri •· . •· •· • · •·.• •. ••·· ·•·.
.. . However, when given the opportunity.to ofter aguarantee, Enbridge .... ·.••..•.. •·
..•.... d~cHned. In ora.1 testimony; liice~prE!sideni citPipeliiie integr:ity \rVc1lter ............. .
. .. Kr~sic wouid mitcomn,jflhe compahyto a i:riaxirrium number o(leaks per ••.
·• yeaf at which Northerd !3atewafwould suspend pipeline operatidnJl0 i •· .··•.
·... ·• In its finai ar~trnents tdthe }RP, theProvi~ce of B}{ cohcfodedthat, .••.•....
YEnbridge h~s nof de.rtfor:istrated ari ability to learn from its il:iistakes;''. 102 •·· .··
The company acknowl~dges thatit dicfrfot follow its own rules when a •.••..
leak was detect~cl .iri the Marshall, tvHchigafspiU; and th.e s~tem was .·
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not immediately shutdown. 103 ltwould also not commit to an automatic
shutdown in the case of. a. leak, instead preferring to have a person make
the shutdown.decision, 104 something that would have assisted in the
Michigan spill and would prevent future risk ofhuman error.

Automatic leak detection not infallible
Autom~tic leak detecrion does not exempthuman error..Such Was ih.e
case iri Marshall, Mjc~igan, where the leak went undetected for 17 hours
despite the automatic leak detection. system. 105
In fact, only five of 11 Enbridge spills greater than 1,000 barrels that
occurred between 2002 and 2012 were detected as a result of remote
leak·detection technology; with human observation the most common
detection method. 106 Eribridge has said the rnininium detiectable leak
s{ze for the Northem Gateway pipeline will l:)e determined in detailied
engineering, followJng approval by thE!JRP, and that slow 1.eaks would not
--------be-detectable,..:although-they-have-still-resulted-in-a,substantial-amount-of'---'--~-'-.;....__;_,....;.........,...-,:'---c'-"-~~~~~--oil spilled. 107
A 2012 study commissioned by the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration in the U.S. reviewed oil spills over a two-and-half~
year perlod. It found thatthe public and emergency responders called in
nearly 30 percent of larger spills. 108
The remote nature of the Northern Gateway pipeline makes this all
more troublesome. In the Coast Mountains east of Kit1mat, the pipeline
would cross remote terrain inaccessible by road and often inaccessible ·· ·
by air due to extreme weather conditions. Not only is human observation·
in these areas extremely uniikely, acc;essing the spill once it has been
confirmed could be treacherous. Stopping a leak in these areas could take
weeks or even months.

.

.

.

Extreme weather, remote terrain
Compared. with the Marshall, Michigan spill, which took place in a
residential.area, the terrain features and ser,1sonal conditions in the
Kitimat River valley would be significantly more challenging and costly to
clean up.
Coast Mountain topography is extreme am;! many points on the proposed
pipeline cannot be accessed by road, WeathE!r can also limit the ~bility
of helicopters to reach remote areas. Winter conditions, avalanches,
heavy snow, spring melt and fast-flowing watercourses due to runoff
would all present challenges to accessing a pipeline through the Coast
Mountains. 109 Northern Gateway has acknowledged that accessing
pipeline spills could be challenging, with spills into a watercourse at.a
remote location presenting the mostdifficult cleanup challenges. 110 Along
with being remote, flows in the Kitimat Rivet are significantly higher than
the Kalamazoo River, particularly during spring runoff . 111
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Along with the Kitimat River valley, the Clore and Morice rivers are
examples of remote watercourses in rugged terrain that could present
a significant deariup chailenge iri the case of aii oii spill. i 12 Ail three ..
contain Valuable fish habitat and are important to First Nations and
northern communities.
The pipeline's possib.le impact totiie Nlorice Ri.ver could notbe properly.
examined by the JRP; because the routewas in the process ofa revision.
The ambiguity ofwhere the pipeHne \Nill be routed or how close it will
come to the Morice or other rivers makes it impossible to properly assess
the pipeline's potential impacts in this area. Accessing the pipeline, when
both it and roads are covered in sriow, couldalso present real challenges
during a spiil.

;_:••·

The cost ofa cleanup
Northern Gateway has proposed that $250 miilfon in liability insurance
----woaldcbe-adet1uate'-.for"t}re-Nfittfiern Gateway pipelines.U3-Accoraing -~.------C7"""--to the United States National Transportation Safety Board, Enbridge;s.
cleanup cost for the Marshall, Michigan spill had exceeded Us $767
million by July 2012, 114 with costs tallying oiler $1 bilHon as of
September 2013 from additional deanup. 115 That means costs for.an
easilydetectible and accessed spill are up to four times what Enbridge is
preparing fofin the case of Northern Gateway.
Furthermore, Enbridge's ''limited liability partnership!' with Northern
Gateway means that if dean up and compensation costs .exceed the
partnership's insurance, the pipeline operator w.ould only be partially
responsible. tor cleaning up an oil .spill, With the majority of the burden
left to taxpayers.116 Enbridge has protected itself from bearing any
subs.tantiai portion of the costs and avoided any legal liabilities.

Doing nothing qualifies as response

,.... ,
.',:

Given that Northern Gateway has testified that doing nothing could be
considered a response to a spill, it's unclear what action would take place
during proposed "response" times. 117 Enbridge witnesses have stated that
in some instances; doing nothing.may be a possible response to a spill,
letting "natural attenuation" occur. 118 With regard to marine 011 spills, •
Northern Gateway has also stated that, "monitodng is a response.'' The
same Enbridge witness~ noted that for rnost open oce1:1n spills, no oil is
recovered and the oil remains.in the environment.119
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Diluted Bitumen a Relatively
Unknown·Substance
'

'

Enbridge is proposing to transport a relatively unknown sub~tarice thro~gh
Nprthern Gateway. Bitumen is a heavy, corrosive petroleum product that's
mined in the tar sands and diluted with a natural gas condensate to allow
it to flow freely through pipelines. Its transportation through pipelines
is still relatively new and largely untested, although the 2010 spill at
Marshall, Michigan raised concerns about its corr6sivity in aging pipelines
and behaviour in water.
.
..
The Northern Gateway project is premised on the assertion that diluted
bitumen, or "dilbit,'' will floatwhen exposed to water.'2° However, .it
became clear throughoµtthe JRP hearings that rts behaviour in water is
still uncertc1in. 12 i Without a proper understanding of how dilbit.behaves
when released into a marine environment or varying river conditiorls, it's
impossible to either identify potential risks or prepare responseY 2

a

Traditional oil spill recovery technology is designed for floating oil,
.
which means that not knowing whether the di Ibit will sink or float makes
it impossible to determine whether.or not it could be recovered. 123 If
the substance sinks, it would be harder to clean up and would have
catastrophic effects on the environment and local economies, such as
commercial salmon fishing and tourism. 124 .
Changes to diluted bitumen as it ages in the environment may also affect
cleanup. There are indications that, although initially. buoyant in water,
with exposure to wind and sun, as well .as by rnixing with water.and
sediment in the water, the density of diiuted bitumen can increase to the
point that the .. oiI will .sink. 125
.
.
...
Enbrldge's own evidence with regard to diluted bitumen.in water is
conflicted, with some witnesses testifying that it will sink under certain
conditions and others testifying' thatfot bitumen to sink would be contrary
to an "immutable fact of physics." 126 The outcome is un.clear; what
became clear under cross~examiriation is that Northern Gateway witnesses
have more research to do on the material they propose to transport across
northern .B.C. 's pristine waterways.
·
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What is.at Risk: Northern·
Lifestyles, Economies and
Wildlife
Northern B.C. boasts unique cultures, wildlife and ecosystems unlike
anywhere else in the world. It's a placewhere First Nations, Whose
claims to the land have never been ceded through treaties, hav.e thrived
for thousands cit years. It contains some ofthe world's fargesfremainirtg
untouched wilderness. And it's home to salmon-bearingiiversthat si:istain
the cultures, lifestyles and economies of the region.
An oil spill in this vast and wild environment could result in significant
adverse effects for fish species; such the threatened i:iolichan and wild
north-coast salmon. 127 Both species are culturally significant for First.
Nations in the northwest and sal.rnoli are an essential economic driver
____t_hr~o~ugti_oJtt!3rrfah:_C_ollimbia...• _ __:___ _ _ _ _- - ' - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - -

~-..
\:•·-

Wild salmon serves as a vital source of food for aboriginal. groups .and
has a central place in aboriginal culhire. foterviews conducted with the
Haisla in Kitamaat Village indicate thatbefween 70 and 100 percentof
the local community relies on food, social ancfceremonial fishing and that
generally one or more members of a family'fished for food plirpdses: 128
The same can be assumed for inland nations based along the Nass; ...
Skeena and Fraser watersheds.
Along with aboriginal groups, an oii spill into a salmon-bearing
watercourse would create hardships for commercial fishers and fishing
guides, 129 industries that are pivotal to ttie sustainabiiify of livelihoods in
northern B.C. Salmon also forms the basis. of a food chain that incit.1des
flora as well as fauna, and is an important food for grlzzly bears and the
prized Kermode or spirit bear, namesake of the Great Bear Rainforest
During community hearings across the proposed pipeline route, residents
repeatedly expressed concern over potential impacts to wild salmon and
the quaiity of life in the northwest.

..

,-.•..

. .-.

Northern Gateway's studies of an oil spill's ecological. effects were limited

to two locations along the Morice Rivet It concluded that fish would be

.....

affected directly for a period ofdays or weeks, and that the reproductive
cycle for fish would be affected for a year or two. However, more than two
.years after the Marshall, Michigan spill, 011 continued to accumulate in
the stream bed, indicating that effects could be much longei) 30 .
The results from a spill would be both short-term-wildlife toxicity from
ingesting oil, inhalthg vapour and becoming otled-aiid longsterm, si.ich
as the loss of habitat, uptake of contaminants and mortality of prey
organisms. 131 Based on the Alaskan Exxon Valdez oil spili, the effects of
an oil spill in the marine envlronment can fast for detades, 132 indicating
that Enbridge's proposed "natural attenuation," or letting the environment
take care of itself, might be overly optimistic.
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Conclusion
At the Northern Gateway Project tiearings,.the NEB heard oral statements
from 1,239 people. More than 9,000 individuals and groups submitted
letters of comment lntervenors, .of which over 220 were registered, tested
Enbridge's application and evidence, and submitted their own evidence.
Overwheltningly, participants came out againstNorthern Gateway and
the risks ·associated with this proposed tar sands pipeline arid tankers.
After 18 months of hearings full of vague responses from Enbridge and
compelling evidence from intervenors, Enbridge failed to prove that its
project is needed or that it has the competence to build .it safely.
When it comes to addressing Northern Gateway's shortcomings,·the
burden of proof rests squarely on the proponent's shoulders. 138 It i.s not
up to organizations and individoais opposing the pipelrne to prov:e its 1.ack
of benefit for Canadians, but for Northern Gateway to prove its case for
thecpipeline_and_comlince..residenkalong.the.pipeline'.s.path~oLits_valu,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
This has clearly not been done. Nor has Enbridge proven that the benefits
outweigh the risks, because it has not thoroughly .laid out the risks in its ·
proposal.
Overall, the JRP process made it abundantly dear that the Northern
Gateway pipelines and tanker project is not in the best interest .of First
Nations, .potentially impacted communities, British Colutnbians and our
national treasures such as wild salmon watersheds and the GreafBear
Rainforest. Enbridge failed to deariy argue the benefits as well as prove
that it would not cause adverse environmental effects.
Enbridge Northern Gateway ls not in Canada's national interest and must
be rejected.
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SIERRA

CLUB

BC
About
Sierra Club BC is a non-profit environmental organization whose mission is to protect and conserve
British Columbia's wilderness, species and ecosystems, within the urgent context of global warming
impacts. We advocate the responsible use of B.C.'s natural resources while promoting a modern,
equitable economy that sustains our planet in every way.
One of our greatest strengths, rooted in our more than 40 year history, is our ability to engage and
mobilize people in constructive action to protect ecosystems and wild spaces. At the heart of our organization are more than 16,000 supporters from diverse communities across the province. Learn
m.oreaboot our historv.
·
·
Sierra Club BC works with different levels of government and First Nations to provide science-based
conservation viewpoints and advice on policy decisions that affect a range of environmental issues.

Our History
In 1969, a small and dedicated group of young British Colurnbians launched a campaign to protect
the magnificent forests and lakes of the Nitinat Triangle and create the West Coast Trail on Vancouver Island. The group had no name, but some were members of Sierra Club U.S. So they took some
Sierra Club U.S. letterhead, erased the "U.S." and used letraset to stencil "Western Cana.de( in its
place. By thE3 time Sierra Club US found out they had a renegade group in British Columbia, the
Nitinat campaign had been won in their name. That energetic 8. C. group went on to become an official Sierra Club US affiliate. They were joined by a Canadian national affiliate in 1989, and Sierra
Club Canada was born.
Today the original Sierra Club .of Western Canada is known as the Sierra Club of BC Foundation, or
Sierra Club BC. One of our greatest strengths, rooted in our40-year history in B.G., is our ability to
mobilize people in .constructive action to protect ecosystems and Wild spaces. At the heart of our
grassroots organization are people from all over the province who are deeply committed to safeguarding B.C.'s wild places and promoting the responsible use of our natural resources.
Sierra Club loi:~ai gr'oU.Q.§..:arourid B.C. defend old-growth forests .and ecosystems, help combat global warming arid safeguard our clean air and water. m-orra C[ub faC stai'f meet regularly with governmerit and business to ensure conservation viewpoints are heard, and to provide inpt,1t on policy and
budget decisions that affect the environment. Our grassroots base, sdence-1:;>ased policies and pragmatism have helped to protect millions of hectares of B.. C. Wilderness.
Sierra Club of BC Foundation;s registered charitable number is 11914 9797 RR 0001.
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Our Accomplishments
With your help; Sierra Club BC has succeeded in prote.cting wilderness and wildlife all over British
Columbia.
Most recently, we played a key role in securing a legislated ban on mining and energy development
in the fl~thead River Vailey--the first of three steps needed for permanent protection of this
wildlife nursery and globally-significant ecosystem.
.
In 2009, we were instrumental in achieving the Qr~at B:ear Rainforest Agreements that protect2.1
million hectares - an area one-half the size of Switzerland--of spectacular old-growth coastal forest
that is home to the rare white 'Spirit Bear' or Kermode bear. The agreements also saw
the legislation of "lighter-touch" logging, or Ecosystem-based Management (EBM) in an a~ditional 700,000 hectares of the Great Bear Rainforest.
OtherB.C. wilderness areas we played a key role in protecting include the Khutzeymateen Valley
Grizzly Bear Sanctuary, South Moresby on Haida GwaH, and Vancouver Island's Carmanah Valley,
Brooks Peninsula and Cfayoguot Sound.
Our award-winning education pro_gram has taken nature irito B.G. schools since 1998, cultivating
- - - - ~ n ' e next generatIoITT:if environmental stewards. More thantoo;oocrs:t:studentsffoi'nKmdergart~en~----to Grade 12 have participated in our curriculum-based programs and Su~~tairn,ible i--Hqh
§chvols initiative.
·
We have published ground.:breaking research on the vital role that B.C:'s old growth forests play in
storing carbon. We also support the S3u~rcHan VJ~.L~Jtrnen Net~vqr!s, First Nations technicians
who work as stewards of the land and water in and around the flf§at Bi~ar Rairrkmc:~:;J;.
•
We helped develop the certffication standard tor sustainable forestry in B.C. as part of the internationally recognized Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).
• Our joint campaign to preserve endangered mountain caribou habitat celebrated a major milestone in 2006 when the provincial government announced it will protect 2.2 million hectares of
mountain caribou habitat in north-'eastern B.C.
•
We helped start Markets Initiative, now Canopy, protecting forests through business practices.
Check out the Canadian Harry Potter - on ancient forest-friendly paper!
Our global ~·.ratrnin~campaign helped to persuade the B.C. government in 2097 to adopt world
class targets for carbon emissi<;m reductions. Our two sea level maps of the Lower Mainland and
Greater Victoria drew public attention to the potential impact of climate change on B.C.'s coastal
communities. We also helped stop plans for iwo coal-fired power plants arid a gas-fired power .plant
that would have unnecessarily increased B.C. 's greenhouse gas emissions.
We successfully lobbied for a wild salmon conservation policy, and spearheaded a groundfish reform process that led to mandatory at-sea monitoring oftrawler by-catch. Our wallet-sized ~~food
C<.'!rd continues to help Canadian consumers and retailers make seafood choices that support
healthy marine ecosystems
Pesticides, sustainable transportation, sewage, regional Jand use planning, tanker traffic - just a
few of the many issues that our Shrra Loca! Grouos have tackled over the years.
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:;iri£~J;~::~\t~r:u·•···•·•··•··•
(B.C Premier Christy

;<cl~rk; calling on her

::goiiernm~ritto 1.Jphold .
·: its promise. to protect .
;the h9me oft~etare . .•
·: •white· spiiit:bear,: or• ··. •..
tkefrncii:Je beai:. · .
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•.·•·S~~Cholc~ par'trieh{:anada Safeway ..•••....

: aririciuriced' in March that its canned
·. turia will be S~lirced responsibly,. using .
•· s.ustainable fishing gear that av.olds by. c:atch, The introduction of responsibly ·
; : caught tuna niarks. the latest milestone in
·. Safeyvay's joutriE!y toward its commitment
to·source only.sustainable and traceable
seafood by 20) Since partnedngwith
Sierra Club BC0;ind SeaChciice·in 2011,
Safeway has expanded the supply of ·.
.• bcean-fr,endly s(jafood whiie elimin.i~lng •
. red-li*d items such as orange roughy,
Chilean seabass and Atlantic halibut..

s;
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0

:l! ~lEi~J~~~f!Ef\~!i~{i~i!i;i~:ti ~~itre~1iir

t{;;[:t:s~~~te" -••·•-··
••wrecking•emissions fro'rr(tarsandsoil. Sierra Ciub EiC supportedspeakers •.•--•
, W.ith re5c,1;1rces and trajnitig and hosted Enbridge lette(-W@ilg parties in
: Victc>ria:andthe Lower;ll/l_ainJand.. Sierra supporters rallied in Vancouver
l:orriqx to protesdh'fEnbridge pipeline and oil tankers proposai as.
-:,:well as Kinder Morgah'fplans to build a new export pipeline along its
_:Ti-ansrnountain route, w.hkh would result ln rnore than 400 oil tan_ke_rs
: , a year travelling past Victoria and the Gulf Islands carrying tar sands
:::,:bitumen,-_ Sierra Club BCialso supported coastal first Nations who .voiced •:
i opposition to the Enbi:(clge project; sje(ra Club BC's campaigner Caitlyn ··--•- ·fVetnonspc,ke'at,rallie~)fo·Bella'~e.lla·{lfosted·b)l"'the·He/l~ok'Nationj ancr.:::-"
)~rince" Rupert (Gitga'at);We also organized· a spEial<ing tour for Ha isl a·_ •. _:: i
re.eresent#th1es in _Victoria> ~alt Spririg Island and the lower •-•· :

. and

L~l)~n~l?lt'~
.. . . .

. : : ~:;.; ;_.: ; .

Mmn·~~i:tn~I~Hiii'01ih-·1b.Jt/•· .•. •:

·•• rnS,ept~rnli"~r;, Sier;~[~(µ~·
•. <>tHEii--tonservi!tiori gfc\'(ips;J9.cilcJliffege.r;i1 goy~rrirn~n_t •· :
,• to <;putt ·ov~t tts· fail ufe fto: p·r6tetff!Jt'ii)i;idai;i9'er¢d'.spe~ies :ii
-~lorg,the proposecfN~rtfie_i-n Gatewajpipeline and· . <
_·tanker-shipping route: The.lawsuit, launched,by Ecoju~ic~

i[;!,ffJt,~:~:Jt,iiillJ::lll
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·· In September, ~e rele~ieJ: ~·

r~~•;~ ·•' ·. ·.

•. ~:~:/~":1hua:;~;:~iii~:~r:sii!\ )
from fossil fuel exports arid fot~s~ .· · ··
are counted. The report, Emissi6ris
Impossible?, warns that'ifcurreiit' ·
emissions remain unch¢.cked:ar'l:d:S... <:
• new fossil fuel infrastriictiii-ii.1s bt.iilf .. •.
' as planhedJ?y 2020 British;<:oJUn:ibJa •• :.
Will increase its ca:rborjfoqtprii:itl.iy .:
•. 1.0tin'iesthe2010 6fficic1ffrg~ri~; /

to

In July, we spoke Ollt ag~Mit\~e/a}:)gri~~lniri~iit·s derii~lqJ
r~iilsi{l~~d Ji~E •
plans in B,C.'s interior with an eyi!to fogging in forestii"setaside foprotect : .· .
old-growth, wildlife ha~@f a@ rlpariari~rea5.,V(!~ iidvllcat~d for inc:reas~d .. . .
CQnservation to m.iint.ih::i speciE1S habitatand carbim storage, in lighfof:globaf •·. ' •
warming .. Sierra Club BC arid other eniiifonriieiitai groups sent an,operi liitter .•. .• •··
to the B.C. government,highlighfirig tfie:dangers ofnioviiig predpitously to fill ..
timbenupply shortfall$.it tfif ex1>en~~ of.ec6syst~ms.
...· . .. . ..•... .. ·...·. .
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~;~t~it~t:t~fa~~ii~~ti~ . •
: ~i:hools participants w.ent
. ~amping at Fort Rodd Hill in .. ·..
Sei#ember. Heltf in partnership ..·
: 1111ith YesBC and Parks Canada, .
• th!! ~amp-out.was:one ofseveraL•
)e)i~ytsions for environll)entally
.• E)ngaged youth. We wert!
Jij~pired bytl)eir.p1'!ssion ·.•...
forprot~ging 9uramazing
:•:pr<>vinte.
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.For the 12,month petiod

e~~idi~,~~~11~, io;, .

Revenue:

Gfants
Donations

$473;675 ·
· :

$366,915 '(: • •

S)f~;SS2,

Government Funding

• . $455;13\1

•. ••
$33;2;g:1i. ··

. $118,iB~ •

ff6:f

,

Bequests
J19~,~4~ >·•.... ·•.
--Other.Revenue•---i;:Li..,..•·+c···-·~~---~~-~-~s44;003-.-.. -.-.-.-.-.$80;5957

/89,459·:•.•·
·Total Revenue

Expenditures:

$113,221

Operations
Deve(opmeni &Supporter Engagement~

.. · $311.~48 .

.. $381;122•
. #hs12•

Conservat,ion Programs* .
Education•

~:~,::::;;.d
Total Expenses

out

und~{~~~~ ~greeme~ts
·.··

·. .·

...

. ··••·· ·.. · . ~2;1,489 •

· ··· ·• :: ~6$,s~3 ·

s,,:@.155

·.

Excess (deficiency) of reJeil~: av.er ~~~ens~•

is'i;ooi.

·..•.· 2~:i,Jli1·:··•··
3~9;89~ :•

188;756
17;2s3 ·

:,;::.:-::

. ~~AS.9 .•
.1,056;580

:$158,30.1

•includes Communicatlo(IS.;·

jhe vast majority lifS(erra cri:ab ac"s'furi~lng coiii~;J,om tanadia~ ,ciorc~;. lnclodi~~ fciu~ilations, ..
communicy businesses, and ?J~~y, riiantp•~PI~ liile

/o\i.• /

. .· .• . .. .· .·. . .·
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T~s

for

2~l3 ~s

io yput oai;ing su;port ~rir wo~
iho .... ···
.. Lastfall;l ic;cepted tlie t()fa. 6[ e#cutiv.e ditector oj Siex,ii ...
a~i, ;BC 'Vith gr~tpl~stii¢, rp. wi:ri, r{viis thi:i)lecl to find the a yeai6:f successes f6r tl:ie. orgaciza:ti~n. We niade.positi\Te ..
head~/with
th~ Flathead
Ri\T~
Valley, Quadi:a Parks and .
.
_.
... -~-.
·.••·•· ;!:ts:::i::;t:::ot:d~e~i~fffor ~hlch.Sihr~ Gre,itBear
Rainforest. ciuripaigris:
....... · :_:· :: ·-: ·:
;
: :::/• ::
:::: .. . .
. . And bdy dp we needWAt tliis time lii B:t:, we find
. o~sd~s(~<ling federal~~ proyiritjai g<n7~mtn~ts witl:i •
6venyhelniliig pto-,e>il ~d ga~ age~das; lil ~013~ tlie joint ••..
.•. i:eyie\v p:µid heiinng onEiib:ridge Northem Gateway made ...
·.

..

·t. ;.·•

.. . <

...

"::"

.

.

::

::.ht~::~=~::jr~•

:>

·.o:·or·.p·ingan··r°eoe·
:.·c. . ·•.l.:UC1
fn .. umyo•·fil=.•
. :e.h••dihlsa:sn.~aips. p.. ~li~.cc•·o.a.fr·.o.t1ommmo•·e·:oaar~•. o.th•~~·n•·d.thn_e_aleaw· ~· . •.• •. We\V6rlieclhard•t<>:l>uildallkric~swithFirstNatioris;iah6ik.
with ?ther groups:<
.. . . .
. . . . .. ·.·•. . ... . . . . .
•. .
. .. ·. . . ....
. .... .
..
. .. µnio~~; Pther. e~viiqiii:nentJ ~~gaxiizati~ns and industry .in•
· · ·• pipeline itiid ~ pi:6pos\il The pi:ovin.ciiil gciveriinient .. ...·.. . .· . ·. . . ... .. .. .... .. . .....
··. •ordef to. achieve our goals.• .•
. ::•· •• •is veh¥~atly J?iishing a nia~sive expans1on of fucking
· · ·... and µ1G; iill this when our gove~ents shq\ild be taking
tqe c6itiii~ed to
o~~ d.ediJated local gioup_i and·· ··..
. .. •:. immediate ?,ctio:O. to tedu¢e e.mishlons ru:id combktt global .
other. gr~ssroots orgaruzatiorlS, encouraging people to speak . .
w~.
. .. . . . .
. .
otjt iihdg¢t ~;6l¼cl in their cominuoities.
:d!··•.:·.•·j·p·:·••.···!·~.

NU

:(Th:ta11:·

'41H

11

....

:

s~kb.~ft

Sierp ~lll:, BC

is ~ell~placefi to iii~e tliese challenges 9-eacl- .

ilife~long eiiYirotjiilent~4i4av~·be~n \Tety~~lved with.: ·....
. the ''child iri. riattiie fubvetneiit''Over the years One of the
re~~w pi:Jc~s- Wo~g together\Vitli bo~rci and sta£(we
th0ii that lias al~ys &awrt m~ t<> Sierm ci~ BC:: is theit.
establfsh:<:~ orii: direction, ~et priC>tiiies, i111d strategized about . ~ciuca~on px<>gi:ai:ri, l:Uoning for 1s years now, 1n 2013; we · ·...
ho\v fo most• effectivelv,, focus orit ifffo1A ·
launched the Youth gnv:ir<>nmen:talLe:idersllip Pr6gi:am and
~u;pcirt:ecl the organ.izets bf the fir~t
PoWetShift BC; a
,> youth diinate justic:~ event . . . .
on;

iri 261~.; wheii Icariie Ori ~;ia'. w:e kunched a~ttat~gi··c

.

...

.. . .

.:· . . . . . . . . . .

.

ew:

hi dbifug; r~i t<> ~clcho~I~~e pre\rious ~ecutii,{. •: ·. ··.·•· . ·. •• . >
direttC!r(S~~~ Cb~ lfud&~ige Heyihiri irid tharik th~m for • ·••· ·

sini:ice to Sierra ciubBC. .
: +hh;e a;e d$tu1t ~es f;r. th11 ~nvironinerit whi' we .· .•. ·
\ thdt years cif

0~

hlJ depe;:c;cl fo,: ow:¥¢itlµ/ ~efug ap:!fi of Sierra Cliib BC1il1s

:~ft::z

.

r:t:p;itt:a::~I:;:::n~hges. We ..

:;;~~

···d

•· < Cb~fphdto: iis~JL~c/Jlan
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After three years of negotiations, Sierra Club BC and our allies reached an
agreement in 2.013 •with ·a group of major logging companies on recommendations
for implementing the:final step:of the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements. The
recommendations,. delivered to. t4e province ;ind First.Nations in January, 2014, outline

a:ri increase of th.e rainforest area off limits to logging by app:roximately 500;000
he~tares

;lid llinit the scope of future logging aloo:g B.C.'s central and north ~~ast.

.

:

:·

..

Sierra Club BC issued a report;

· ... ·. . . .

·. . .

.

·:·

. ..

.

.

.·

C;b~; df Risk: it} Unprotect~d Old G,;wth llainjomt, ··

revealing that oid growth lowrigin southwest 13;(;:; .releases appi:oitjmately t!;itee •·
million tonnes of carbon dioxide into th~ atmosphere per ye~. Th~ rep6rt'~ Jindings ·
- which showed that because of old-growth logging B.C.'s fotests emit more ci1tbon
than they sequester - were cov~ted. across major B.C. :media outlets.
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In 2013; Sierra• Club BC proudly celebrated 15 years of delivering quality
environmei:ital education in B.C .classroom.s,. reachiog over 4,500 students in 14· school
districts across B.C.

In September, Sierra Club BC's
education team iaunched

the Youth.

Environmental Leadership Prog~m:

().'ELP) to Victorut. YELP, which
emerged from oui:Sustainable
-Hrgh0 S'ch1>ilfr[rograin, fo;:-;s:.:ter=-s- - - :
youth leadership

slnlk and civic

tfu:oilgh ~dvocacyc

engageniciit ·

based acriVJ.tie~, workshops; evei:its;
habitat restoration and ~p-611t~

We were part
\ofthi!core

t~~gteam

for P;;werSbift
.B(:.~ event

.

.

\vhlch attracted
over 1,000 youth
. engaged in.climate
• justice issues.

Sierra Club BC's education team hdped lead the organizing and planning committee
fo.t

the annual Canadian Ne~ork of &vironmental Educators and Coinrnlricators

conference in June, 2013.

\:.,.
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the ciunpaign, to protect the Flathead River Valley made notable headway in 2013. Not
only did mining giant Teck Resou,:ces. set .aside three parcels of land in the s?utheast
corner of the province for conservation, the federal.government also announced that
portions of the Dc,:,miriion CoalBioiks within theBathead Valley would be exempted
from a planned sale of fedetal lands.
We continue to advocate for a national park in the south.eastern third of the flathead,
as well as a Wtldlife Management Area in the i:est of the valley, to protect the rich
valley environlllent and the associ.ated at-risk species.

Therl, Th~d

BioBli:£..•fa, s2. lub

BC

.:L

14,ili,,d\vili

coalition partners, was a huge succes~. Approximately 25 biologists and citm:n birders,
(more than .double the size of the 2012 team) headed out in June to document the
diversity of species in .the Flathead.
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20J 3 was a btg year on the t:ink6:s and pipelines fi:ori.'t. In. the face of the o~oing
tnuzzfuig of scieiitisi:s, gutting of environmental laws, arid uridemuning of public
democratic participation, we successfully mobilized increasing numbers of British
Columbians to raise their voices against Enbridge's N~rthei:n Gat~ay and Kinder
Morgan's Trans Motintain pipeline and tanker proposals.
We supported .people who applied to speak fo the Enbridge Joint Review Panel,

•

sharing their stories with media arid the ge~eiil public. We organized rallies and events
outside the hearings k Terrace, Victoria and Vancouver, and helped organize anational

-•·- - ctay of action against pipelines and climate change, with a large rally in Victoria.

We continued our court case against the federal government for unlawfully delaying
the recovery str;ategies foi: species~at-risk along the proposed Enbridge route. ·

When the JRP retommended in favour of Enbridge, we launched #SolidarityBC, an
online letter-writing campaign ,vhiclt resulted in: hun<heds of personalized letters of
support sent to First Nations and northern comtnurtlties oil the fi:oritlines.
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To .raise awareness and build oppo~fion in anticipation of the Kinder Nforgan
proposal, we organized highly successful town hall events on Salt Spring Is!ind and
in Victoria. We also p.roduced "Thief Behind th¢ :M.ask", a 'l.>ideo about climate and
pipelines featuring CR Ave.ry that has
o-ver8;500 views ooline.

,·

p_
.-••'!-·

.In November 2013, Sierra Club BC,
together with .other .organizations,
launched a court case agiiinst: th~ . -

------B·c: Oil and G:# Coi::ni'nissionf<>i: •· · ·
allowing

oil and ga~.
c~kpaitl~ t:~ •• .
-~.
.

.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

·withdraw vast q~antittes of· fresh•· •
water from lakci,

.riv~i:s and ~treatns • · • - ··•·.•· ·

for fracking a~~ ~~nfog <>peratipn~, ..

To support sustainable livelihoods for B. C. .communities, we partiapated in Greem
Jobs BC, an alliance between labour and enVl1'.Qntnen~ organizations·promoting an
alternative green jobs plan.
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Ori behalf of SeaChciice, Sierra Club BC filed submission$ tq the Mutlster of Fisheries

and Oceans recOI!llDendi.ng that the findings of thf! Cohen C:ommisSion (an i,nquu:y
into declining.sockeye saimon stocks in the Fraser River) be applied to other wild
saln:ion species, and that the policy written for new forage fisheries be extended to
existing fisheries to recognize their critkai role in the food chain of many predator
species/

......

\

::·. _:! ... :·: . :·

~~

. . _/:"

.....

w~*ed closely \ci~ SeaC~dfae tti ~ep

·:.

·:i ,· .. ">:: _ ;

13'.b.

far:id

~akbrt i'.>~ th~ ''avoid'.' list: Whlle th~te·liav~ b~e~ ••·
irii~ro~~~e~t;}iie

.. .... ·. . .. . .
··• •. •.·

;~1m()~i~im1us~~~e ·•· •· ·•. · ;,

~~•still ~~~~etb.~,hicl~ding th~ui;~•or i,~st:icidds arid

antibiotics.
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The proposed Site C dam on the Peace River in northeastern B.C. woiild flood some
of B.C's best f~tn:tland and di$nipt a vital wildlife corridor; all in the :service of the•
climate- arid water-polluting LNG industry. Due to the project's reinote location; many
British Col).Unbians are :unaware of the dam's impacts on food security, farrri families,
First Nations, and wildlife.

Sierra Club BC teamed up with Yellowstone to ;ukonfoitiati~ ;rid

;e~c~ ~~~y

< ..

Environment Association to raise awareness and mobiliz~ i>ppositic:>i:,1'. Qur ~ffbrts piud •
off whe[l over 28;000 letters were sent to the federal and p~qvinciai govei;$elit~, and ·
mainstream media began to question the need

tor su~h a costly and destrhctl;e project.
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Sierra .Com.ox Y:alley and CC1aiwatch Coniox Valley ceiebrated a major milestone in
the fight against a proposed coal mine in the heart of B.C's shellfish-growing region.
Compliance Energy's Raven mine; proposal was rejected by :regulators for lack. of
consultation withFil;st Nations, and for. failing to address concerns. regai:dingimpads
on.drinking water and air quality. Sierra
Comox Valley played a huge role in
bringing forward potential watershed
\'··

impacts in the environmental review

·p~qci~~/qvei t4e~t t\110 }'~~. tpey ·•

. .

M~~ p<>i:ed ovei thqtjs~ds of 1~~e~ tjf ·•·. •..

: .-. ·.· <•

.. . . .

.. . . ·;"' ::: : • 1·

c,· .

. on 1ss1.n:~s1n n:1-etr

<i.6Siliri~~t;; ~om,#s~i~fr.id ~'P~t stiidies; •·
•~Jt~•thcir neighbow:s, ~~~diti .•

•··•·•· • c:on.1111uJJ1t1es:.

sJe~t theatre and orgaciseci l~tt~;-~i:iting

:··... ::-:.. : .·,;:":

events.·
.·::.···

.·.··::

.:··.·::· . .

::

·.

'.

·:·· ·:·:

' ·:

·.

Thi hp~ii~ ~~~orkqf Si~~J~~iii . · •
~up~~~!~~~ B.C. ~s s;!~ngtlie~;dby

•· th~ iicI9itj;;; 6(i ni\V g¢~~ u;rtWtb
.• .• q¢i;gks~fri~ !ifu~~ qiot~ 14cis .• <•·•·•.

··• illdrliei~hQ!ci~Jn:ta1
~oitd f6t·.· .....
rt6rili~tn
- ...
.... ..
..
........
.. :.·.. ••
· .. ... · ·.·.·

·

•

.... ::

·.··

·

:.

~;G. tJi1'.;~ 11a:ajre outiii@ajg pu~li¢. / ·. ·

·• ~di.icati()~. •

Sieri:a Nariaimo hosted movie nights
focused

60: the threat of pipelines and

tankers, and gatheted together a co_alition
• 9f diverse groups to oppose the proposed
location of Metro Vancouver's new waste•
to energy .incinerator at Duke .Point.
0
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Sierra Okattagart Valley engaged local government ancl 0th.er stakeholders in the
:9¥nagan ,~a~~y towarcl an important restoration project - construction of a trail
along Lower B:X Creek in Vernon.

si¢rra Maia;pin~ in Powell ~ve~ and Si~rra Lower Mainland spoke against the

exp~i~li of j3:c;;•~ c~a~~ coal corridor ..:_ from Fraser Surrey Docks to the deep~sea

coal
port ~Ii T~~a'cia Is)aod.
• ..
.. ·-.·· . . :· . . . .· .·. . .
.
.
Si~ri:a

Yfctoria ~re~exited to cli~ t~gional•district and garnered media coverage as

------.P-~a-~~_5rp_JJ$_p~b-~~i-~~JheJ:)an~6n_bio.solids_on.publicJaridin~thecCapiu,_. 1 . - - .

• v . •.

. ' • ..

R~cinal District> ·

Wii:h dogged persistence, Siei~a Quadri keflt the acquisition of the "Heart of Quadra
Patl:s''. afure in the media and with th.e B;C go~e~nment. (Spoiler alert the park deal
was finalized in l\1:arch, 2014.) •.
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We couldn~t do it without
volunteers!
Volunte~rs have been
instr~~tal in helping to

promote and plan events,
and participating in outreach
L__:actiyities. like.tablinwat-festival~---..
.and farmers; mat:kets.

In November, the 'Volunteer
team took on a big share of
the 6rganizing fot No Tankers!

No Pipelines!; a.national day
of cllmafe.action event, pulling
together an inspiring tally at
Clover Point iriYictoi:ia ..·
In 2013/twi:i decli\:3te(i

volunteeri
~~Iled
.
..
. .

.

.

.

·• ·

f;6lll•. ·
.

:.

.

Victoria to ihe r~dte F4theajl •
River

valiiy tb hclp oli~ 41lll% .

the BioBlitz: ·• ·
The volU11t~er team clq~s more •.•
than volunt~ei: :::-• th~fr~
insp~@.~4P

an ·• •

~f chiutge- •.· ··•

makers.·
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Hevenue
For the 12-month period ending December 2013

2012

.2013

Revenues

$473,675 .
$366,915 ·.
$118,552
$195,348 ..
$44,003 ·•
$66,963 .;

Grants
Donations
Government Funding
Bequests
:Other Revenue
Activities Carnea·Out lJnc:fer Agency Agreement

$413,364
$319,768
$119,132
$75,262
$36,842
$27,334

Total Revenue

$991,702

$1,265,456

$139,722
$229,218
$402,490
$229,407
$10,120
$26,476

$113,221
$311,948
$381,722
$211,812
$21,489
$66,963

Expenditures

Operatrons
.Development & Supporter Engagement
.Conservaiion Programs
Education.
Local Groups

Administrative cos.ts

.

$·10·-·

Net Profit

:

: 3%

·

·

=··===============ia====ia==·=:=$1~:,~0=37~-•:,.;4;;;.33=··=·====-~::la-,=·~7~-,1=5=5
: Administration•
.
. .... <·:
. . . . . . . . . ..

Tt'E
·=>
=:o=a=· =x=p=e=n=s=es=.
=·

::
.
·

-$45,731

.$158,30t:

. The vast majority 6f Sierra Club BC's funding com~ fr~mCanadian sources, induding
· foundations; community businesses,. and ma()Y, m<1riY people like you.
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Cm:re,n Sit'r1·a Club BC Svif
Bob Pearr,- Executtve Director.
· Caitlyn 'Vcmon, Campaigr,s Director
Tim Pearson, C:Cl~~cations Director
Kierali Dowling;Ed~a,.~()11 Progta:mMinager
Michelle Johrtson, M;ijelr arid :Corporate Gifts I\,fanager

.~;B~=~1fif
Ecigcatio~ )¾<\gram

Me£:i3ana,v:i.ge;
Dr'. Cofui
be.Ii,
· . · Cooi:ditjatc;ii:. ·· ·:

Camp

rtt!tf::~ator
Coordin:itor
Advisor and Manne Campaign
·• .. •.. ·.

Science

i;kfrit Ch1b of 1hitish Columbia :Fouud-atlcn Ifoia:cd ,;f .
.X~'•h:f:Ctors
Doug McArthur, Chair
.RobettMitchell, Vice°Chair
Shirley Fra;nklin, Treasurer
Rahmari Saleem, Secretary

t:~:1:::::•:::::::::a~tJ:;:
Gail Riddell; Member at Latge

Tun Tbi~lmann, Member at Large
Starr'.fomandl,MemberatLiige

______._··•~h~~:tjt::~:~::•~~:.::~::.e:::.:=-!:_a_to-r---------•Bob-Pe~t,Executive'Director;'Sta
J\.nna Kemp, Coinm.urucations .A.ssodate
Dave Leversee, GIS Mapper
Rikki MacCuish, Multimedia Communications Specialist
Lynn Mathieson, Chartered Accountant
Kim McCrory, Envirorimentitl Educator
Amy l'viltthell, Grat* Coordinator
All~ Sinieo~Cotririlu.riify Engagement Coordinator
·· Jeti(\JVieting/Foresi '8c CI4nate Campaigner

.¼.ti+~eb?(~6iB66k}.~CJ: ....

. HapjJ_j trdifs t~ .Sarah Ci; Siti~,t.Howatt, Li11ra Milne, Nori Sinclair;
. · · KrNt~i1Bv1r1 and Ly'{rkt?Yc frenrraiid i11za1111a Szkl1dlartAi!

l..oc~; Grn,tp Repre:,:ent,ti}:,1>'
••.

Vktoria Group: Caspar Davis.& Patricia Molchan
Quacira island Group: Geraicline Kenny & Susan Westren .
Malaspina Group: Betty Zaikow
Comox Valley Group: Mike Bell &.Peggy Zimmerman
Lower Mainland Group: Elaina Konoby-Sinclair
Nanaimo Group: Carla Stein
Oka~n Group: Brad Foster
Prince George Group: Dayn Craig
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. .· ..Heq;!~~~;~. :-; : .: .
Esta~e of Db~glas Gord~n ·•

·.• •Telus Co~~ty Enga~~nt (Vancquver) ·.· •

i\farsden ·

·

·· ·

·· Nature's.Fare

1\ii.i;ia
1'.farie
Vandenbosch
.
..
.
..
..

· •· Fidelity Jrt~¢s·tme~ts ~a!l.1da ULC

H~rbertBtichanan.

Bluewater .Aciv~ri.ttires .
Bill H~rtley Iris~anc~ •
BCHydio ·
.

. Jorui and \\'lenche fr~~}@

·. •• ; ~ Murray . . ...

• .Accent Inns .·

. F,md.ers .

Ball Family Foµadation Fund

.

·•..

....

.

Patag~ni:i. •F6fuidatioii .

Biainerd Fo~da~on
::

.

.

North Growth Fqw1dation

Social '\7entures Pru:tners

Ca~adian Boteal Initiative

.

Research Co~ncil of C~aci~ ... .
New
V'enti.l.re Fund
.

Barthel Fbunru:ti<i~ ·

•iic.

and Erigineering .. ·

NaturalSci.en~es

A.s:-r.c Science Wotld Society·

Sitka Fourtdation
.

.

·Dayi<:i arid Lucille Packard Fo~dation ··

Rf!ai Esta.t~ Foundation. of BC •
••·. Tides Cat1ada

>•

.•.. vancig,.·
Van~ouver Fouridatioil •· .

.

·:·.·.

.

.

.

:

• Victodafowidaiioh ·
Laiir~ L. Tiberti Charitable F6rind~tion .•.· •· Wtlbd"o~ce Fo~dation ··
fo~ a Sustainable F~hu:e .· •.. ·•.
·• Vellowst~n~ t~Y:iike>ri CC>ris~ri>ittion ....

... Lelirning

·. :;::-: . : · ·

.f ·• . ..· •·

~tiative :· : · · ·· · · · · · ····

I

j) ,,.:,..

·

~,~,:,f: <. .
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OUR VISION
An ecologically sustainable province which integrates human: and economic activity, while
conserving the province's w-ilderness and biodiversity values ..

...:: -~·

OUR MISSION

.......-

To protect, conserve, and educate the public about, B.C.'s wilderness, species and
ecosystems, within the urgent context of climate change impacts.

·----....:.-..

·•-•

-,·•

···-·--------------_;_.----.....:..-~--·••··•··-····

.

··--··

...

. .

OUR VALUES
0

We are guided by science and use big
picture thinking to connect the issues.
\Y/e believe it is essential to transition to a
low carbon economy as soon as possible
and to protect B.C's biodiversity for
our foture through place-based, large
landscape conservation.
We work collaboratively with
communities, youth, First Nations,
workers, government, businesses and
otherNGOs.
We believe strong, sustainable
conununities are ones whose citizens are

engaged and empowered to participate
in decisions that affect them.
•

We believe nature education and
encouraging a love of nature in children ·
and youth are essential for a sustainable
future.

-..;_,•

We approach all our work with integrity;
honesty a..11.d accountability.
We believe our own work and spirit
are sust."lined and strengthened by
connecting ·with n~ture whenever
possible.

Cover Photo: Great Bear Rainforest, Florian Schulz, ilCP
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What kind of future do we warit for 011r~elves,

()fil

children and our grartdchildr~n?

'The choi.ce has never peen starker or more urgei:1t, We can accept busin.ess as qsual .and tlie
prdspect of runaway climate change that will threaten orir. economy, our health, and the
' health of ,our ecosystems. Orwe can make changes now that will help head off the worst
ditnate change scenarios, allow us to adapt and t~ build a prosperous, lo'\V carbon economy .
-------~k1ng--w-ith 0healthy~cotnmuniti.es-and~ecosystem<i,.'--'--'----,'---,'-----,'-.,,.--,-..,--'--,'---'-"-'-'-~--.c.~...,.....,-,-,-~~.___,~,--,-,,.....,----.--,-c--c--..

.

.

..

~

Powerful business forces are determined to exploitthe tar sands, naturalgas and other
natural resources as quickly as possiblefor ma..'!OnlU!ll profit They: are cloing this despite
resounding scientific e,vidence. that their acti.on,s -will acc:eletate clit:nate change. Prodevelopment forces ~e also underminmg our democratic institutions and processes,

marginalizing other v.iewpoints and denying citizens a voiceintheit collective future.
Against this backdrop, Sierra Club BC is equally deter:tnined to detnons.trate that positive
chal:lg'e can be achieved th:i;ough.the adions of engaged; lllobilized citiz~s.· We will offer a
hopeful, positive v.isfo~ of what British Columbia ~an become if we turn away from.fossil
fuels.and embrace a clean energy,.low carbqn future:

In the ~nd, no matter "1hich part of .B.C. we live in, we all depend on clean ~, land and
water. A healthy environment :is the basis for the stable, healthy ec()n.omies and communities
in which ,ve live .our lives.
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OUR GOALS
INSPIRE PE PLETO
LE
NAl-URE i(;·c/r
T PR TECTIT
"""',::,,?r·
It is essential that we inspire and empower communities,
children and especially youth to connect with, love and
protect nature. We "vill support people to get involved
and take charge of the future of the wild s
------------~

- -~~. ,_.__

)·i~tii~;:~J~••··W~Ji;K:.':··.

aces and

. '.'\\t~~:., .:.,, ~-

.tj~it.tJ®{.t;;;itJ~~intir/.: ,<:·

ecosystems they value.

We are most likely to achieve success in conserving and
protecting B.C.'s special places when individual citizens,
grassroots organizations and communities come together
to stand up for what they value.
Sierra Club BC will be the catalyst to inspire a new
generation of citizen acfrvists to oppose reckless fossil
fuel exploitation and the destruction of B.C's wild
places, protect B.C.'s biodiversity and our climate, and

·;,:::ttt}~i:(,:
<classrooms
::· and
' .u1outd66i:
. . ..

bring about a sustainable, just economy:

· s~t:8,iJ.gs. ·

A key way to catalyze positive citizen engagement is by
encouraging people to reconnect with nature and the
v.,jld spaces they care about and that inspire them. We
believe p:i:ssionately that our society's lack of connection
with the natural world is a major. contributing factor fo ·
a sense ofdespair and pessimism that p~events people
from takirl.g control of and shaping the world they want
to live in.

....,

____

·-:;··-----··•·--·

tf~lfrc:4:f~:~,~'"

;c::•ti.if

. enjoymei?,f; ~11d to hc:lp pro:v:id.f/

..fflJt;i~1··,;~!ii it1Ul.
.· JIi~¼!l!u~i~t~rfi:~·

We will balance realism with hope, to inspire an
understanding that our efforts can make a difference,
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L w
TR NSITI NT
C RBON EC NO y

l··

To successfully tackle climate change we must.shift rapidly
towards a clean energy, low carbon future. Sierra Club BC is
developing a province-wide conservation and energy vision to
guide the province away from our dependence on fossil fuels
and towards a sustainable green economy for B.C.
To reduce emissions we must stop new fossil fuel
i,_,.frastructure projects, conserve terrestrial, freshwater and
coastal ecosystems, adopt clean energy sources, and support
a transition for workers and communities towards sustainable
livelihoods.
The short-sighted, destructive tush to e}.-ploit Alberta's
tar. sands

and B.C.'s natural gas deposits is reckless and

irresponsible in the face of climate change. Both must be
stopped and investment shifted to green technologies and jobs.
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;..1
c-~ PROTECT

BC'S
WILD t;}~SPECIAL PLACES

CONSERVE
r, CS)·

.•

.

•

..

Sierra Club BC is one of the leading place-based
conservation advocacy organizations in B.C.
Most of B.C. is public land, to be managed by the province,
subject to Aboriginal title and rights, for the benefit of
all British Columbian$. These lands.and waters should be

the base from which future generations can. sustain and

- - - - - - - -plan their l.tfe and future with certainty. Instead they are
increasingly being managed for short-term pro.fit, with
numerous threats arising from a dizzying array of proposed
industrial developments.

.·.~~-:':\~::'
C',

':_~i:).

?-:;i~t

:... ,,,,'.:"

\,~i~!t:;iiliii,,~, ,
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WORI<I GTOGETHER
The threats to RC!s\vildspaces and

We will continue with place-based

ecosystems are multiplying. Sierra Club BC

campaigns. They are ecologically i:piport:ant

understands that to be strategic and effective,

and effective at mobilizing people to action.

we cannot respond to every issue. We need

We will continue to take a science- and

to be focused, and we will be.

evidence-based approach to all our activities.

.We believe :it is essential to bring a traditional
plate-based conservation approach together

We will continue to work collaboratively with

with our campaigns to stop pipelines and
promote clean energy, all 'w-:ithin the urgent

workers, First Nations, cotnniunity groups,
other NGOs, as well as businesses and
g overnments wherever possible. We will also

be active in government relations and ensure
--------.=co=n=t=e=x~tof dimate_change:~.- - - - - - - - - - - - - " = ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - that these lines ofcommunication remain
It :is within this nexus that we can build a
open and productive.
compelliilg story about ,vhere we are now
We will expand our efforts to engage, inspire
and where we need to be.
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ro ACHIEVE CHANGE
and train youth to be at the front lines of

and help us achieve results. We will

bringing about a low carbon, clean energy

become a more donor-centric organization,

future.

continually listening to our supporters and

We will mobilize pressure on governments
by facilitating grassroots organizing and

demonstrating the results of their generosity
and commitment.

action, by generating media coverage, and

Throughout all, we will reframe the debate

by bringing science-based evidence to bear

by shifting towards a more positive approach

on public debate. We will work with our

that says ''yes" to an alternative vision of out

partners to build a "wall of noise" that

future, a vision that British Columbians can

---------F,oyernments_and_decisioll-=lllilkers...cannnt'---"see_the.mselv.:es_a..parLoLanclin_w.hiclLthe:+-----------ig:nore.

can prosper and live healthy, fulfilling lives.

We will build stable, long-term funding to
sustain our activities, build our capacity
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For more information, please contact:
Michelle Johnson
250-386-5255 ext. 250
301-2994 Douglas Street
Victoria, B.C. V8T 4N4

Registered charity number: 119149797 RR0001

www.sierraclub.bc.ca
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What is the Joint Review Panel?
The Joint Review Panel (JRP) is a three person panel appointed by the federal government to review the
Enbridge Northern Gateway proposal. They ate considered a "joint" review panel because they must
review the project application under both the Canadian Enviromnental Assessment Act and the National
Energy Board Act.
The Panel's job is to consider the issues set out in the Joint Review Panel Agreement, and to specifically,
Examine the environmental effects of the project;
Gonsider-technically-and-economically-feasible-measures-to-mitigate-negative-environmenta1-----------effects;
Consider comments from the public and Aboriginal peoples that are received during the review;
Provide various ways in which interested organizations and people including members of the
public and Aboriginal groups may participate the hearing process; and
Submit a final environmental assessment report with recommendations about the project to the
federal government.
Once the review is complete, the Panel will make a recommendation to Cabinet about whether to approve
the project or not.
When is the JRP expected to make its final decision?
The JRP has until December 31, 2013 to send its report containing recommendations to Cabinet. Cabinet
wiH have _180 days to make a decisiol). If the project is approved,.the National Energy Board (NEB) will
have 7 days after receiving the decision to issue a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity.
Therefore, a final decision is expected in mid-2014.
Will the Panel review just the pipeline or both the pipeline and the tankers?
The Panel must look at issues regarding both the pipeline and the tankers.
Will the Panel take climate change or the tar sands into account?
No. The Panel decided to reject broad consideration of these issues, despite being asked to consider them
by First Nations, community and conservation groups, and individuals.
Greenhouse gas emissions and climate change: It does not appear that the Panel will expand the
consideration of greenhouse gas emissions and climate change impacts of the project beyond the

SIERRA
CLUB

BC
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I·

emissions directly cc1~sed by the co11struction and operation of the pipeline. ItwiH only consider federal••
policy ori greeqhpuse gas emissions and intematicmal commitments as they relate specifically to tlie
project's dfrect erivironinenfaleffects, \vhich mearisitWHJricit exainiliebroader climate chartge -·-·· __
implications oftl1e related tar sands production or oil consumption. The Panel will not consider the
impact of the project on Canada's ability to meet its greenhouse gas reduction commitments. The Panel
also does not say iliat it will consider the impact ofthe project and wilderness fragmentation on climate
change adaptation.

Tar sands development impacts: The Panel will not consider impacts of"upstream" tar sands
development. The Panel states that tar sands impacts are a provincial responsibility, and it wishes to avoid
u1mecessary duplication caused by examining them. In addition, the Pai1el states, "we do not consider that
there is a sufficiently direct connection between the Project and any particular existing or proposed oil
sands development, or other oil production activities, to warrant consideration of the environmental
effects ofsuch activities as part of our assessment of the Project," since this is a project to transport oil,
not to extract oil, and the oil could come from any number oflocations in Alberta. The Panel states that
unless tar sands environmental impacts somehow enter into its cumulative effects analysis, it will not
considerthem; given the Panel's finding that there is no direct connection with oil production, this is
unlikely.

Recent statements from the federal government make it sound like this project is a done deal. Is
this true?
Until the 2012 federal Budget Bill, C-38, was passed into law by Parliament, the Joint Review Panel had
the final say on whether or not to approve the pipeline. It had a mandate to make the decision as an
independent, quasi-judicial body similar to a court oflaw. The Panel has affinned iliat it will inake its
recommendation based on evidence presented during the review process and will not consider or respond
to i nf01mation repO!ted in the press or elsewhere that is not on that record.
However, the federal government has now changed the law to give the Cabinet - that is, the Prime
Minister and his cabinet ministers - the final say on whether the pipeline will be approved. The Joint
Review Panel can now only recommendto Cabinet whether or hot ilie project should be approved, and
What conditions should be placed on such an approval: The Panel's recommendation will come at the end
of its review process, and Cabinet will make a decision after that. Although Cabinet will take the Partel;s
report and recommendations into consideration, it has the final say and does not have to abide by those
recommendations. Cabinet may consider any factors that it chooses to, including political factors, in
deciding wheilier to approve the pipeline and whether the pipeline. is, in its opinion, in Canada's national
interest. The federal government has already declared iliat it believes that having pipelines to the Pacific
Coast in order to export oil to Asia is in Canada's national interest. While originally this decision was to
be made in an independent and impartial manner, now it appears that the decision will be politically
motivated. ·

if the panel recommends against approving the pipeline and tankers, can the federal government
still approve the project?
Yes. See above.
2
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Should I participate in the JRP process even though the federal government has changed the rules
to give itselfthe.final say, and has taken that authority away from the JRP?
Yes, absolutely! The JRP has requested that people come forward to share their views and concerns
about the project. We must all have a say in proposals that threaten our lands and waters. This is
especially true for First Nations in B.C. whose lands have never been ceded by treaty or conquest and
First Nations in Northeastem 8.C. and Alberta who have signed treaties. We all have a right to say "no"
and to decide whether this project should go ahead or not. The JRP process provides a forum to voice our
concerns and our opposition.It is also a forum to assert the authority of local communities, First Nations
and all British Columbians to make this decision.

Will the panel listen to my concerns or are they only looking for expert opinion?
The Panel has a duty to consider comments from the public and First Nations that are received during the
review. Giving an oral statement at a community hearing is an opportunity to provide your personal
--------~,nowledge,_concerns-or-views-about-the-project-in-your-own-words~Y:ou-do-not-have-to-be-an-expert~You--------can choose to include facts and arguments in your presentation, make a heartfelt pitch, or do both. Your
message.can be as simple as "I do not want this project." It will still be considered.
The Panel says that it will listen to what eveiybody has to say. In practice, expert evidence and oral
evidence that may be crosssexamined (or tested through questioning) in a courtroom style- as opposed to
individual oral statements that won't be cross-examined- may be given more weight by the PaneL

What is the difference between the technical hearings this fall and the community hearings that are
starting in January 2013?
One portion of the JRP hearings is for INTERVENORS - First Nations, governments and other
organizations that have registered to provide expert written evidence. Starting in January 2012 these
intervenors presented their oral evidence, similar to court proceedings. The technical hearings this fall
have been a chance for Enbridge to cross-examine the eviden.ce put forward by the interv_enors, and vice
versa. Another portion of the hearings is for INDIVIDUALS like you to speak your mind to the Joint
Review Panel in a I 0-minute or.al statement. These community hearings were held along the proposed
route during spiing and summer of 2012, and will begin for Southern B.C. communities in January 2013.
After the community hearings conclude, i:he cross-examination of intervenors will continue through the
• spring of 20 I 3 and then intervenors will present their final arguments to the Panel .in the fall of 2013.

Where can I find information from the Joint Review Panel on whatto expect?
Procedural Directions 5 and 6 from the Panel: These directions provide guidance for participants who
have registered to make an oral statement to the Joint Review Panel during the community hearings.

I think I signed up to speak, but I haven't heard anything from the Panel. Am 1 registered?
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Ifyour name is on thisJist, you are registered to give an oral statement. However, if you did not take the
additional step of signing up for a tiine slot, you will not be permitted to speak a,ccording to the rules at
the present time. Please check the Joint Review Panel website for further infonnation, as the hearing
schedu]e was being updated at the time of writing.
When and where are the remaining hearings?

The Panel has announced the following dates for hearing oral statements. For updates please see
the Panel website.
Victoria, B.C. (Venue and exact times to be confirmed)
January 4- 11, 2013
Vancouver, B.C. (venue and exact times to be confirmed)
January 14-18,2013
January 30 and31, 2013
---------e·bruruyt;-201.J"'"·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - , - - -

Kelowna, B.C. (venue and exact times to be confinned)
January 28, 2013
What have other people .been saying to the JRP?

Community hearings have been held in the following locations and you can access transcriots of those
hearings here; if you want to get an idea ofthe kind of statements people have been inaking:
Bella Bella, BC
Bella Coola, BC
Burns Lake, BC
Fort St. James, BC
Grand Prairie, AB
Comox; BC

Hartley Bav, BC
. Hazelton, BC
Kitamaat Village, BC
Klemtu, BC
Old Masset, BC
-! Prince George, BC

Prince Rupert, BC
Skidegate, BC
Smithers, BC
Terrace, BC
Calgary,AB
Edmonton, AB

I am concerned that Iinay be on holiday when it is my turn to speak. Can I have someone else
speak for me?

No. Only people who registered to give ah oral statement can do so.

When do I have to show up to the hearing I am scheduled for?
When you used the online scheduling tool, you signed up for a morning, afternoon or evening session.
You must arrive on location at least 15 minutes before the start of your session. For example, if you have
scheduled a presentation during the 9 a.m.-12 p.m. morning session, you must arrive on location by 8:45
a.m. The Panel cannot give you a precise time for your presentation, because when you speak will depend
on how long the other speakers take. Within each time block, the order of speakers will be a1wnged
4
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alphabetically based on last name. The list of speakers will be released a few days before the hearing in
each community.
What do I do when I a.-rive?

When you arrive you must check in with a member of the Panel staff who will explain more about the
process for that venue. You will need to show photo identification.
You will also be asked to sign a photo release form which will allow the Panel and government to Lise any
photos taken of you at the hearings for non-commercial purposes. Ifyou do not want to sign the form, you
may still give your oral statement.
What will the room be like, and what else can I expect?

The hearings are like a courtroom in many ways, but a little less formal. You have to tell the truth and be
respectful. You will be asked to swear or affirm that the information you ate presenting is accurate and
--------~t~ru~tlffilrtothe5est of your knowleage and belie .
The three panelists will be sitting together at a table. You will be seated at another table facing the
panelists. You will be speaking into a microphone so that everybody in the room can hear what you are
saying.
There will be an audience of people listening. These people will likely be sitting behind you when you
speak, depending on the set-up of the room. An Enbridge lawyer will likely be in the room.
Your.presentation will be recorded and broadcast live over a webcast for anyone to listen to. There will
also be someone there transcribing your words as you speak, and the transcript will be available online
afterwards.
Once you give your presentation, you are free to leave the hearing, or you can stay and listen to what
others have to say.
There are no placards or signs allowed inside the hearing room, however we are encouraging everyone to
wear a blue scarf and/or pin on a blue felt water drop to show sojjdarity with the speakers.
Before each hearing, there will be infonnal information sessions for you to see the set-up of the room and
ask any last-minute questions to the Process AdvisoryTeam. You will be notified via email about these
sessions. Attendance is not mandatory.

How long will I have to speak?
You have a maximum of IO minutes but can use less if you choose. As you are presenting, a member of.
the Panel staff will signal to you to let you know when you have three minutes left to speak, and again
when you have one minute remaining. If you go over your allotted IO minutes, you will be asked to stop.
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Can I read from notes?
Yes.

Can I use props, use a PowerPoint presentation, or' show a video?
Electronic visual aids (such as PowerPoint presentations, videos, digital photos or maps, or other media)
will not be allowed.
Although not recommended, you may use props or hard copy photos or maps, but you will have to
describe them out loud so people listening to the Jive webcast and the transcriber know what you are
showing. You must allot time in your 10 minutes to do so. No additional time will be granted.
Paper documents such as photos and maps cam1ot be handed up to the Panel. Because the deadline for
·submitting Letters of Comment has passed, ifyoli wish your documents to be in the,public registry, you
---------w~·HI have to file a written Motion with the Pariel fonnallyrequesting acceptance of your documents.
A Iill!J2 showing the proposed pipeline, facilities and marine shipping routes will be displayed at the
hearings for presenters to refer to if they wish.

Can l have another person stand with me as I present, and if so, can that person speak with me
during my presentation time?
If you need a person to assist you because you have difficulty speaking or communicating, this should be
permitted by the panel. You should confirm this with the Process Advisor Team toll free at 1-866-582-

1884. Ordinarily no-one else should be speaking in your time slot. Singing by others as part of your
presentation may be permitted, but you should be prepared to address the Panel in a non-musical way if
they decide not to permit you to sing.
Can I present in a group?
Yes, but each member of the group must have registered by the October 2011 deadline. In addition, you
must have scheduled a block of time long enough for each group member's allotted IO minutes. In other
words, ifthere are six members of your group,.you must have scheduled a 60-mimite time slot in the
online scheduling tool.

Can we bring a friend to watch?
Yes! Everyone is free to attend the community hearings everi if they are not speaking.

Wm the hearings be taped?
Audio recordings are broadcast live during the hearings. The written transcripts are available from the
Panel website here.
·
Media may also be present at the hearings, so you may be photographed or filmed.
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What should I talk about in my presentation?
This is your opportunity to share your views a:bout this project. Your presentation can include how the
project will impact you and whether you think it should be approved or not. You may talk about any part
of the project or its impacts (environmental, cultural, and/or economic) that you wish. Everything you say
should support your position on the project. If you do go offtopi~ in the view of the Panel, they may ask
you to come back to the point.

Is the fact that climate change issues are not being reviewed by the Panel in itself an issue for
discussion?
Yes. Both the effects of climate change and the decision to not consider the broader issues in the scope of
the review process could be included in your statement.

CanTtalkabounh-e-tarsmrds-and-climate0change-as1:hey-are-linked-to-the-project,even-thougu---------these are not being reviewed by the Panel?
Yes, if those are the issues that most concern you. However, they may decide not to let you speak about
these issues so you should be prepared with alternative comments, or be prepared to make a case as to
why you should be able to present on these issues, or both.

Can I talk about associated energy projects such as the Site C dam and shale gas, as they relate to
Enbridge?
Yes, if those are the issues that most concern you. However, they may decide not to let you speak about
these issues so you should be prepared with alternative comments, or be prepared to make a case as. to
why you. should be able to present
on these issues, or both.
.

What does the Panel mean by "national interest"? Can I speak to what I perceive to be in the
national interest?
"National interest'' generally refers to what is in the collective interest of all Canadians when balancing
the economic, social and environmental components ofan issue. You may define what it means to you
and say whether or not you believe the proposed project is indeed in our collective best interest.

Many environmental impacts have been discussed in the media and by First Nations in their oral
evidence. I am still allowed to talk about them?
Yes. The en:vironinental impacts from this project are of serious concern. You are free to express your
thoughts on whatever most concerns you. You mightwant to come prepared with alternative things to
say, or an argument for why you should be entitled to express your view in case the Panel says that your
Concerns are repetitive. However, if you speak about what the environmental risk means to you
personally, you a:re not repeating anything that has been said before. We each have a unique perspective
and sto1y to tell.
7
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Do I need to do research to prepare my presentation?
No. All you need to do is be yourselfand tel1 the Panel what you think and how you feel about Enbddge' s
proposed pipelines and tankers. If you do have technical expertise or knowledge you wish to draw on,
that's great, but it needn'tbe your focus.

Should 1 tell facts or stories?
Either one - or both - is fine. You get to decide what you share With the Panel. Whatever you do, speak
your truth. To speak from the heart, make it personal. V&y does this matter to YOU? Tell stories. Make
it place-based. What are the pla~es that matter to you that would be at risk of tanker spills or apipelirie
leak?.
Speaking from the heart will help you:
Stick out in Paners mind: The Panel will be hearing from thousands of people, and many
------------argumentnvill-be-simila:r:-Th_e_,Panel 1s more Iilrely to remember your message if it is unique and
personal.
Show depth of opposition: The Panel only needs to glance at a poll to see the majority of British
Columbians oppose tanker traffic on the North Coast, but a poll does not demonstrate how muc?
people care about an issue or why.
Highlight the complexity of the issue: Bringing to light all the diverse ways this project would
impact British Columbians shows it's too complex for a simple rubber stamp.

Am I the only one who feels nervous about speaking?

No. Many people are facing their fear of public speaking and are finding the courage to speak out. If
speaking to the Panel seems nerve-wracking, remember that n:iany, many people are standing ,vith you
and support your position.

First .Nations have already said

no to Enbridge, how can! support them?

You can reference the First Nations opposition in your presentation. Here is some background
information to help nonsAboriginal people to speak about their support for First Nations. Make sure that
you are careful, if you are not First Nations yourself, that you don't claim to speakfor First Nations:
Over 130 First Nations in western Canada have stated their opposition to Enbridge's proposed
Northern Gateway project. Opposed First Nations form an unbroken chain across RC. and from
the U.S. border to the Arctic Ocean. The First Nations position is that this project ,viii violate
their constitutionally-protected Aboriginal Title and Rights, and that the Enbridge pipeline and
tankers are against their laws.
There are two declarations against Enbridge: the Coastal First Nations Declaration bans crude oil
· supertankers on the North Coast; and the Save the Fraser Declaration bans tar sands pipelines
through Fraser River watershed, as well as tankers on the No1ih and South Coasts.
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First Nations Laws never went away: In B.C., First Nations have the right to make decisions
• about the use of their land and waters, according to their own laws, which.are protected under
Canada's constitutfori arid iriterriational laws. The Coastal First Nations beclaratioti arid the Save
the Fraser Declaration are First Nations law, pem1anently protecting the coast and rivers from oil
spills. As of March 2012, over 87,000 British Columbians have signed petitions supporting First
. Nations and recognizing that these declarations protect us all.

Many munidpalities have already said no to Enbridge. How can I support them?
You can reference the opposition in your presentation. Here is some background information:
In 2010 the Union ofB.C. Municipalities passed a resolution in support ofa permanent tanker
ban on the North Coast of British Columbia. A permanerit tanker ban would effectively stop the
Northern Gateway project because the tankers area key component of the project.
In 2012 the Union ofB.C. Municipalities passed a resolution opposing projects that would lead to
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,t=h=e-=e=xpJlTISLon of oili,mker traffic thmughJ3.C..:.s_coastaLwaters.-1n_this-resolution,~the..Union-ol'---------B.C. Municipalities committed to urging elected provincial officials to use whatever legislative
and administrative means available to also halt such an expansion.
The Skeena Queen Charlotte Regional District, Kitimat-Stikine Regional District, and the City
Councils of Prince Rupert, Terrace, Smithers, Victoria, North Saanich, and Whistler, as well as
all the municipalities on Haida Gwaii, have all passed resolutions opposed to En bridge's Northern
Gateway project.

Can I express my concerns regarding the process, given recent federal government statements in
support of the project?
Yes.

Can I ask the Panel questions, during my presentation?
No, the Panel will not answer any direct questions.

I have more questions, who can answer them?
The Joint Review Panel Process Advisory Team is available to answer any questions regarding the
community hearings in order to help make you more comfortable. You can contact the
Process Advisory Team via email at GatewayProcessAdvisor@.ceaa-acee;gc.ca, or
toll free at 1-866-582-1884.
Many organizations in British Columbia are prepared to help answer your questions as well. Feel free to
contact any ofus: Dogwood Initiative, ForestEthics, Friends of Wild Salmon, Living Oceans Society,
Sierra Club BC, T Buck Suzuki Foundation, and West Coast Environmental Law.
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•

Upcoming webinars:. Our Coast, Our D~cision;· M~iinizing Your Impact at the Enbridge
Northern Gateway Joint Review Panel Hearings co~presented by West Coast Environmental
Law, Dogwood Initiative, ForestEthics, Friends of Wild Salmon, Living Oceans Society, and
Sierra Club BC. The webinars will be held:
o Thursday, November 22, 2012 at 7:00 p.m.,
o Saturday, November 24, 2012 at3:00 p.m., and
o Wednesday, November 28, 2012 at 12:00 p.m.

We will repeat the same information in each webinar. Please contact one of these organizations if
you are interested injoining a webinar.
There will also be in-person preparation sessions presenting the webinar information, in
Vancouver on November 29, 2012, and inVict01ia on December 4, 2012. Please contact one cif
--------------tbe-orgahizations-listed-above-for-more-information.~-------------------------•

Procedural Directions 5 and 6: Guidance from the Panelfor participants who have registered to
make an oral statement to the Joint Review Panel during the community hearings.
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Event Details
You've signed .up to make an oral statement at the Joint Review Panel Hearings happening
in Victotia in 2013 regarding the Enbridge Northern Gateway project. That's great! Now
what? If you've never been to one of these kind of community hearings before and are not
sure what to expect, this Prep Session may help to answer your questions.
In this free session, we will.go over what a Joint Revfew Panel Hearing is and what you can
expect. In addition, we'll go over some oft.he ways that you can make yourself heard
etfettively on this issue, and provide opportunities for you to ask ques~ions. And if you're
looking for more background information on the issue, we can point you toward some
great resources.
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Jhy is The Cow1try I Love Spying On Me? I Caitlyn Ver1;on

http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/caitlyn-ver~on/sierra-clubccsis _ b _ 4346212 ...

November 28. 2013

HUFFPOST BRITISH COLUMBIA
Why is The Country I Love Spying On Me?
Posted: 11/27/2013 7:23 pm

Like 80 people like !his. Be the first of your friends •
. ,..~... .. ·., ,,__
·"

.

~

Last week, I found out that my government is spying on rne, Canada ranked worst in the developed world for response to
climate change, Canadians rose up against pipeline proposals all across the country, and the media reported precious little of
any of it.
What happened to the Canada we know and love? Where is the country that holds its head high in the world, a respected
ieader on human rights and environmental issues?
·
Was it ever there to begin with? We were known as peacekeepers, and those who could afford to travel proudly wore the flag
on.their backpacks. And I remain fiercely proud of our public health care, even if it is far from perfect.
But if you are indigenous, you've seen your land and yow children taken away. And if you were an Atlantic cod, well, you
probably are no longer. Same goes for sea otters on the west coast, and old growth forests across much of Canada.
This beautiful country has a history of boom towns and ghost towns, built and then abandoned by hard-working families as
the resources were used up. Alberta's tar sands are the latest and worst instance of government and industry following this
---------well-worn-path:-deny-indigenous-rights;-cget-the-resources-out-of-the-ground-as-fast-as-possible;-and-move-on-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - And yet, we also have a proud history of making course corrections as a country, when the science makes clear the
consequences of our actions. We were global leaders in banning chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) that were causing holes in the
ozone layer.
Today we recognize that digging up the earth against the will of the people who live there has never been okay. This is not
just an environmental issue; it is a human rights issue and the First Nations who live around the tar sands and along the
pipeline routes are asking us to stop.
And the science is clear: What we choose to do with Canada's tar sands will impact the climate and future of the entire planet.
If you breathe.air or d.rink water; this is about you.
How is it that speaking up for clean drinking water and a safe climate makes me suspect in the eyes of our federal
government? The information on spying obtained by the Vancouver Observer names Sierra Club as one of the organizations
being monitored by CSIS and the RCMP, with briefings provided to private oil companies.
The thing is, caring about coastal jobs, about coastal cultures and communities, about our children's future, these things do
get in the way of tar sands expansion, pipelines and tankers.
.
.
.
Faced with this inconvenient truth; our federal government is responding to the challenge of our time with spying and denial,
when what is needed is creativity and the courage to chart a new path.
Spending taxpayers' dollars on spying now won't save us from the massive costs of dealing with climate change fall-out: the
flooc!s, droughts, ocean acidification and extreme storms that we're signing up for if we build the Enbridge or Kinder Morgan
pipelines.
Climate change is not some abstract concept for the future; it is already here. The recent typhoon in the Philippines is.only
one tragic example of what's in store, and none of us are immune.
·
When it comes to doing something about climate change, Canada is the worst country in the developed world. And yet, polls
show that 84% of Canadians want the federal government to take leadership on climate change. So who exactly is our
government representing, as they undermine international climate talks and spy on concerned citizens?
We are at a crossroads in this country. Down one path, B.C. is poised to become a gateway for global warming, an exit port
for shipping dirty fossil fuels to overseas markets. Down a different path, thousands of Canadians rallied in over 130
communities last week to deiend our communities from climate change and the risks posed by tar sands pipelines.
Canadians can make good choices. We made good choices when we ended commercial whale hunting, when we created a
universal health care system, and when we closed .the last of the residential schools.
We can make good choices again.
We are calling on our provincial and federal governments to be climate leaders, to develop energy strategies to reduce our
greenhouse gas emissions and invest in good green jobs, while building the infrastructure we will need for a low-carbon
economy.
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/hy is The Country I Love Spying On Me? I Caitlyn Vernon

http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/caitlyn-vernoni'sierra-club-csis_b_4346~12 ...

There is so much we could do together; spying just seems a waste of time and money. let's get on with building an economy
that supports working families without destroying the land,. water and climate we all depend on.

--

Caitlyn Vernon is Campaigns Director Vvith Sierra Club BC,· one of the organizations being monitored by CSIS and the RCMP.
according to information obtained by the Vancouver Observer. Our mandate is to protect and conserve British Columbia's
Vvilderness, species and ecosystems, within the urgent context of global warming impacts. We advocate the responsible use of
B. C. 's naturaf resources while promoting a modern, equitable economy that sustains our planet in every way. We engage and
mobilize people to protect ecosystems and v.efld spaces, and we 'M)r/< with different levels of government and First Nations to
provide science-based conservation viewpoints and advice on policy decisions that affect a range of environmental issues.

Follow Caitlyn Vernon .on Twitter: www.twitter.com1caitlynvernon
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,hout i..eaonow f Leaonow

{http://www.leadnow.ca/)

CAMPAIGNS (/CAMPAIGN)

en {http://wwW.leadnow.ca/about/l fr {http://www.leadnow.ca/fr/about/l

ORGANIZE (/ORGANIZE)

ENGAGE (/ENGAGE)

DONATE (HTTPS://LEADNOW.NETDONOR.NET/EA-ACTION/ACTION?EA.CLIENT.ID=1694&EA.CAMPAIGN.ID==17830&
EA.TRACKING.ID=DONATE-SINGLE}
ABOUT (HTTP://WWW.LEADNOW.CA/ABOUT/}

About Leadnow

About
(http://www.leadnow.ca

Vision & Mission
/about/)
--=.-=--::::....=::.....::.-=-"=-=-----------------------------------Leadnow is an independent advocacy organization that runs campaigns on the major
issues of our time, engages people in participatory decision-making, and organizes in
communities across Canada. We envision a country where people work together to
build an open democracy, create a fair economy and ensure a safe climate for al I

FAQ

(http://www.leadnow.ca

/faq/)

generations.

CASL

It's been just over three years since 3,000 people from all across Canada came together

(http://www.leadnow.ca

before the 2011 election and began b_uiiding the Lead now.ca campaigning community.

/2014/08/canadasPeople become part of this community by taking part in campaigns to defend our
democracy and hold governments accountable to the values ofa majority of people
across Canada. ·

anti-spam-legislationcasl/)

By taking action through a wide range of campaigns - from the omnibus crime bill and
budget bills, to the Canada-China FIPPA investors deal and the CBC takeover clause our community has grown from a small youth-led team to include over400,000 people

Hiring
(http://www.leadnow.ca

across Canada, and our voice keeps getting stronger everyday.

/hiring/)
The Lead now.ca community believes that as we come together to defend the things
we care about, we can also help build the momentum this country needs to rise to the
major challenges of our times.
Through local gatherings and online surveys, the Leadnow.ca community has decided
to focus our long-term efforts on strengthening Canada's democracy, doing our part to
stop runaway climate change, and building a fair economy that reverses the trend of
growing inequality.

Volunteer
(http://www.leadnow.ca
/volunteer/)
Media
(http://www.leadnow.ca

Your.input is crucial because this community's people-powered campaigns only work if
they help you have a powerful impact on the issues you care about. Look at what our

/media/)

community has told us and help us make the big decisions about thefuture ofour work
~ ... ·www.leadnow.ca/about/
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Media Inquiries

together by visiting our Connect page. (http://www.leadnow.ca/connect/}

By Email: media@leadnow ca
{mai\to:medja@leadnow ca}
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

By Phone: 1-855-532-3609
(http·//wwwringcentral com) ext4

Latest Media Release lhttp·//e-activist com
/ea-campaign
/actjon.handfeViewlnBrowser.do?templateld= !

Staff
Lead now curreritly has a small, dedicated staff team, and many amazing volunteers

Recent Photos

and advisors who support our work.

Lyndsay Poaps
Executive Director
Lyndsay Poaps is passionate about
engaging people in community building and
decision making. Before joining Lead now,
Lyndsay founded Frontrunner: a campaign
school for young women. She brings a
background in public policy to Lead now and
is a former City of Vancouver Park Boa rd
Commissioner (2002-2005). She is an Action
Canada fellow, a former Urban Fellow with
the City of Toronto, and the spokesperson
for the City of Vancouver's Engaged City
Task Force. Lyndsay holds a Master's degree in Public Policy from Simon Fraser
University.

Jamie Biggar
Campaigns Director
. Jamie has a background in large-scale
online and offline collaboration to develop
policy and campaigns. He began
organizing in the youth climate movement,
co-founding Common Energy and
goBeyond to bring university communities
across British Columbia together to
support regional climate action. Jamie's
research focused on the need for
democratic innovation to tackle social,
ecological and economic problems. He has served on the boards of multiple
environmental, social justice, and educational organizations.

Matthew Carroll
p.. , www.Ieadnow.ca/about/
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Director of Engagement
Innovation
Matthew trained as an atmospheric
scientist, and has a decade of experience as
an organizer, facilitator and campaign
strategist, working with a variety of
non-profits, public institutions and
governments. Originally from England, he
now lives in Grimsby, Ontario, where his
wife's family have been farming for seven
generations.

Kelly Dowdell
Campaign Manager, Online
Kelly joined Lead now in May 2014 and is
based.in Calgary. In her role.as Campaign
Manager, she is responsible for developing
responses to current events.and policy
developments through timely, on line
campaigns while at the same time
coordinating on line integration support for
longer-term, strategic, organizing initiatives
across the country. Kelly ha.s been both a
scholar of and participant in citizen-based movements and initiatives supporting
participatory democracy, community development, indigenous rights, economic and
social justice and peacebuilding over the past 15 years. She holds a Master of Arts in
political anthropology studying the impact of social movements on the development of
a democratic political culture in Mexico. Her work in the non~profit sector.has focused
on program development, organizational strategy, group facilitation andtraining and
building community partnerships.

Amara Possian
(http://cf.leadnow.ca
/wp-content/uploads
/2013/02/Amara3.i pg)
Campaign Manager,

Elections
Amara manages Leadnow's 2015 federal
election campaign. Shejoined Lead now in
2013 towork with our400k+ members to design longer-term campaigns for an open
democracy, a fair economy, and climate justice.
Based in Toronto,Amara is a trainer, facilitator.and organizer who has been involved in
movements for ecological and economic justice through a wide range of projects,
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creative actions, and campaigns, She chairs the board of the Center for Story-based
Strategy (http·llwww.storybasedstrategy.org/),and recently wrapped up a Graduate
Diploma in Soda I Innovation (http://gradsi.ca/}, where she explored the intersection of
social justice, social innovation, and solidarity.

Franc;:is Kung

(http:llcf.l ead now.ca
/wp-content/uploads

/2013/02/francis.ipg)
Head of Technology
Francis brings over ten years of experience
workingwith technology and non-profits,
combining his training as a software engineer with an interest in on line engagement
and community-building.
In his role at Leadnow; he is responsible for finding (or building) the best tech tools to
support the organization's campaigns and community. Francis is based in Toronto.

Danielle Cadhit
Operations Manager
Danielle is based in the Toronto area and has
previously worked and consulted in different
industries including: publishing, higher
education, health promotions, medical
education, and web development. In her role
with Lead now, she manages the day-to-day
operations of the organization including: ·
human resources, budgeting, finances, arid
. organizational development. She is an avid
world traveller and enjoys exploring different
cultural experiences. After sailing on the Semester at Sea
(http://wwW.semesteratsea.orgD Summer 2011 voyage as a Diversity Abroad scholar,
Danielle has deepened her understanding of diversity and our responsibilities as global
citizens. She is interested in exploring the changing Ways we leverage technology and
digital media for collective collaboration across nations and borders.

Tess Munro
Community Support Coordinator
From finances to friendly emails, Tess works in many parts of the organization. She
provides support to both the Leadnow community and staff in their daily interactions.
She answers emails, processes donations and provides administrative backing. She is a
recent graduate from the University of Victoria, and majored in Environmental Studies
and Human Geography. Before Leadnow, Tess volunteered withthe Sierra Club of BC
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(http://www.sierrack.Jb.bc.ca/) and work with

Fortis BC {http· //wwwfortisbc com/ Pages
/default.aspx) in energy conservation.

Rodrigo Samayoa
;

Campaigner and
Communications Assistant
As an online campaigner, Rodrigo uses the

power of the internet and social media to
connect Lead now community member tothe

issues tl'fe-yc:areaboutthe most.·He nas a
diverse background workingtowards social
. and environmental justice with Oxfam
Canada, The Sierra Club and Powershift BC.
While working with Lead now makes him spend
, his weekdays on the internet, Rodrigo enjoys nothing more than spending his
weekends exploringBC's boundless nature.

Logan Mel ntosh
Manager of Field
Organizi~g
Logan's background is in environmental
justice, deliberative dialogue and petro-politics
organizing. She has designed and implemented
deliberative projects that engaged hundreds
of University of Alberta community members
in sustainability planning. Her petro-politics
organizing was directed at engagement
around the tar sands, Indigenous solidarity,
and water justice issues. Logan joined Lead now in the spring of 2012, as a coordinator
of decentralized days of action. Now she works on Leadnow's national organizing
plans, which build a foundation for action leading up to the 2015 federal election and
beyond.

Jolan Bailey
Tricities BC Field Organizer
5 ofll
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As Vancouver Organizer,Jolan works to
support the formation and development of
on-the-ground organizing teams in the
greater Vancouver area. Before joining
Leadnow,Jolan helped galvanize opposition
to pipelines and tankers in BC.through tried
and true, boots-on-the-ground organizing.
Jolan sees face-to-face conversations
between regular people as the building
blocks of any successful movement, and is
excited about creating pathways to for
LeadnoW's online supporters to take action
offline, in their communities.

Anna McClean
National Organizer
A talented educator who has focused on
---~popular and experiential education,Anna
is passionate about creating opportunities
that empower people to create positive
change in their lives and their
communities.After completing her
Masters in Education at the University of
Alberta in 2010, Anna began working at
the Pearson Seminar on Youth Leadership
{http·llpsyl ca) before joining the Lead now
team as a volunteer in the fall of 2011.As Leadnow's National Organizer, she manages
Beyond the Party Line,Leadnow's Call-From Home program, and runs trainings for
organizers from coast-to-coast-to-coast. She grew up in the Monashee Mountains of
BC, and now calls Victoria home.

Jack Milroy
{http://cf.leadnow.ca
· /wp-content/uploads
/2013/02/Jack.ipg)
National Organizer
Jack is an experienced organizer, digital
campaigner and political strategist with a
background in progressive politics and the
labour movement. He organized you rig
workers for a peak union federation, and
ran national political campaigns for United Voice: one of Australia's largest and most
progressive labour unions. Jack also worked at civi-tech startup Nation Builder where
he helped customers build their tech infrastructure and scale their campaigns. Jack has
,. .. WV.'W.leadnow.ca/about/
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a MA in Political Science from Simon Fraser University where he looked at the
influence of interest groups on political parties. As Leadnow's National Organizer
based in Vancouver, he manages Beyond the Party Line, Leadnow's national phone
banking program.

Katelynn Northam
Toronto Field Organizer
Katelynn is the Toronto Organizer for
Lead now, and her work entails training and
supporting teams.of organizers across the
Greater Toronto Area to take action in the
upcoming federal election and on Leadnow's
issue based campaigns. Before Lead now, she
worked on numerous youth civic engagement
projects in Nova Scotia and Manitoba. She has
an MA in Political Science from Dalhousie
University.

Leslie Cramer
Prairies and the North Field
Organizer
As the Regional Organizer for the Prairies

and the North, Leslie's role is to support
people organizing on the ground and to build
up Leadnow's organizing network in the
region. With a background in social justice,
community development, and anti~poverty
work, Leslie is passionate about supporting
people to have greaterinfluence over the
systems that impact their lives.

Rachel Tetrault
(http://cf.leadnow.ca
/wp-content/uploads
/2013/02/rachel.ipg)
Vancouver Field Organizer
Rachel is the Field Organizer for Vancouver
and.is working with teams onthe ground to
build capacity leading up to the federal
election and beyond. Beforejoiningleadnow,
Rachel worked as a Settlement Youth worker with theVancouver School Board
supporting newcomer immigrant and refugee youth in civic engagement and youth-led
projects. Her experience in social justice work stems from her time in Quebec
!www.leadnow.ca/about/
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organizing with the Student Movement and the Palestinian Solidarity Movement ·
where she became passionate about working with people to take collective action for
the <:hange we want to see.

Joseph Wasylycia-Leis
(http://cf.leadnow.ca
/wp-content/uploads
/2013/02/Joe.jpg)
Winnipeg Field Organizer
Joe has been doing community and
campus-based organizing in his hometown
of Winnipeg since 2008 and has worked
extensively on election campaigns at the
municipal, provincial, and federal levels. His post-secondary degrees focus on the links
between community-building and social change in response to the major socio.ecological.challenges of our time. As Leadnow's Winnipeg election organizer, his job is
---~to~sl!p_port_arn:Lexp.aod_a_team_ofgrassr..o.ots.Y.oJunteer.sJNho.are.working.to_unite___ _" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - voters ahead of the upcoming federal election and establish real democratic power for
the long-term.

Corrigan Hammond

(http://cf.leadnow.ca
/wp-content/uploads
/2013/02
/Corrigan.jpg)
Eastern Field Organizer
Corrigan isfocusingon supporting ridings in
Ontario and the Maritimes. His professional
background is in communications, film & television production and political grassroots
organizing. Corrigan was raised in a Northern Ontario and has since lived in Brantford,
Hamilton and Toronto. He is based out ofleadnow's Toronto office.

~:~~-----·--------·---------=Board
Adam Shedletzky (http://cf.leadnow.ca
/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Adam.ipg)
8 ofll
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Adam co-founded Leadnow in March 2011,
and currently sits on the Board of Directors.
After graduating from McGill University, he
began his career as a management consultant
with Oliver Wyman in Washington, New York
and New Delhi before becoming engaged in
climate change advocacy with Power Shift .
Canada and C-Day: Fill the Hill. He is a Junior
Fellow at Massey College, a law student at the
University of Toronto, and will be a 2013
summer student with McCarthy Tetrault.

Eugene Kung
(http:llcf.l ead now.ca
/wp-content/uploads
/2013/02/lead nowEugene-Ku ng1.j pg)
Eugene Kung is a Vancouver based lawyer
practicing in the areas of human rights,
environmental, regulatory, administrative and
constitutional law. Born and raised in
Burnaby, B.C., he holds a BA in Political Science from UBC and a J.D.from Dalhousie
Law School. Eugene has served on boards and steering committees of several
organizations working on democracy, poverty reduction, human rights and social and
environmental justice. In his spare time Eugene is a mediocre musician, a so-so
snowboarder and a horrible hockey player.

Marie-Marguerite Sabongui
(http://cf.leadnow.ca

/wp-content/uploads
/2013/02/MarieBio.ipg)
Marie-Marguerite is a campaign strategist and
environmental policy specialist. A Montreal
native, she holds a BA from McGill and a
Masters.in Environmental Science and Policy
from Columbia University. She began
organizing in the Canadian youth climate movement and in recent years has developed
strategies to mobilize the public in democratic rights, education, and human rights at
Purpose. She is currently the Chief of Staff of Here Now, a global climate movement
accelerator and serves on the boards of a number of environmental and social justice
organizations. She also holds a Lego action figure from a previous life playing a
children's TV superhero.

~
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Champion Volunteers
Leadnow relies on skilled, dedicated volunteers to drive our work forward. It's
impossible to recognize every person who's contributed, and we are thankful to each
and every member of our community who's stepped up. Our current long-term
champion volunteers include:

Axtli Viau
(http· //cf lead now ca/wp-content
/uploads/2013/02/Axtli2.pngl
Axtli was born in Mexico and grew up in
the greater Montreal area. After
college he traveled the world, including
spending several months participating
in rallies in Latin America and a few
years in China.Axtli is a part-titne EMO
by night, and multiple-cause volunteer
by day. He started translating for
Leadnow in the summer of 2013, working behind the curtains to reach out to the
Francophone community. He is now leading a team on-the-ground in Montreal, and is
working to make the website, as well as many of our future campaigns, fully bilingual.

Laura Cornish
Laura Cornish recently completed her M.A. student in Resource Management and
. Environmental Studies at UBC. Her research is focused on processes and strategies
capable of mobilizing the general public, and specific communities in supporting and
implementing climate solutions. Laura answers general Lead now emails, contributes
her organizational skills to keeping track of many of Leadnow's to do lists, and helps
out on-the-ground organizing in Vancouver

· Julia Pope
Special Advisor
Julia began working with Leadnow in the fall
of 2011 and brings more than 10 years
· experience as an organizer, campaigner and
strategist.She has a background in journalism
and communications, having worked as a
contributor and guest-host at CBC Radio and
as a consultant in the biomedical field.
This post is also available in: Fra m;ais
{http://www.leadnow.ca/fr/about/l

• ~.,;www.leadnow.ca/about/
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iq,osure of Harper government spying should frighten "scandal~plagued" ...

http://www.vancouverobserver.com.lprint/node/17J 12

Published on The Vancouver Observer (http://wwv1.vancouverobserver.com)

Exposure of Harper government spying should
·frighten "scandal-plagued" Tory pols: Leadnow
Leadnow communications director expresses "deep concern" at
emails revealing that government spied on a lvorkshop in a church
basement last January in Kelowna.
Matthew Millar
Posted: Nov 23rd, 2013
(Page I of)
------iulia-Pope;-director-ofstrategic-communications-at-beadnow,an-independent-advocacy-organizatiorrthat-------"brings generations of Canadjans together to achieve progress through democracy" reacted with anger over
news reported by the Vancouver Observer this week that the National Energy Board worked with government
spies to monitor a workshop organized by Leadnow and Dogwood Initiative, a Victoria~based environmental
advocacy group, in a church basement in Kelowna last January.
"The exposure of this abuse of power should frighten a scandal-plagued government seeking re-election,"
Pope said.
• Harper government's extensive spying on anti-oilsands groups revealed in FOis
• Harper government under fire for spving on environmental groups
• Harper government officials, spies meet with energy indtistrv in Ottawa

The federal government has been vigorously spying on anti-oil sands activists and organizations in BC and
across Canada since last December, documents obtained under the Access to Infonnation Act by reporter
Matthew Millar showo Not only is the federal government subsidizing the energy industry in underwriting
their costs, but it is apparently deploying public safety resources as a de-facto 'insurance policy' to ensure that
federal strategies on proposed oil pipeline projects are achieved, these documents indicate.
· "We're deeply concerned that our government has been using taxpayers' money to spy on citizen groups
promoting democracy and volunteers doing arts and crafts in church basements instead of focusing real issues
like .the corruption scandal in the Prime Ministers Office and the Senate, or growing economic inequality that
is making life harder for Canadians," Pope said.
Before the National Energy Board's Joint Review Panel hearings on the proposed Enbridge oil pipeline last
year, the NEB coordinated the gathering of intelligence on opponents to the oil sands.The groups it monitored
included independent advocacy organizations that oppose the Harper government's policies and work for
environmental protections and democratic rights---Idle No More, ForestEthics, Sierra Club, EcoSociety,
Dogwood Initiative, Council of Canadians and others, as well as LeadNow.
Leadnow is a growing community of350,000 Canadians working together across generations to advance
climate justice, equality and democratic refonn by using online organizing tools and crowd-sourced, reactive
campaigns to hold government accountable to build a better future for all Canadians.
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At the workshop last January, three Leadnow team-members taught retired senior citizens how to use storytelling techniques to get the public more interested in political discourse.
·
Pope said, "This government is using out-of-control spy agencies to monitor citizens groups who don't want
big oil companies ramming dangerous energy projects through our communities.
"If the oil and gas industry are having trouble convincing the public that these projects are safe, that should be
their problem. Our government shouldn't be spying on concerned citizens and feeding that information to
their friends in private industry."
·
"The privacy, democratic rights and long-term interests of the Canadian public should come before the
narrow interests of a few energy companies. This is obvious to Canadians from across party lines and .from all
walks of life, but apparently not to our current federal government.
"The fact that we even need to say that the government shouldn't wasting money monitoring the actions of
those using paintbrushes in church basements says a lot about the state of our democracy right now."
Photograph ofDogwood Initiative campaigner Celine Trojand speaking at Kelo1vna Leadnow meeting last
Janua,y courtesy ofJulia Pope

More in Canada
Canada's approval puts 'Frankenfish' one step closer to dinner plate
Rex Murphy is fluent in the language of occupation
Surveillance Trojan Horse or Big Brother in disguise?
Harper government officials, spies meet with energy industrv in Ottawa
NEB statement on board's involvement in oil sands activist spying
FOLLOW US on TwitterBECOME A FAN on FacebookSIGN UP for weekly news alerts
Add New Comment

Source URL: http://www.vancouverobserver.com/world/canada/exposure-harper-government-spying-shouldfrighten.:.scandal-plagued-tory-pols-leadnow
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About Us
Founded In 1985, the Council of Canadians is Canada's leading social action organization, mobilizing a network of 60 chapters across the country.
Through our campaigns we advocate for clean water, fair trade, green energy,.public health care, and a vibrant democracy. We educate and
empower people to hold our governments and corporations accountable.
Join us and be part of a global movement·working for social and environmental justice. We believe a better Canada and a fairer world are possible.
Together, we turn that belief into action.
The Council of Canadians is:a registered non-profit organization and does not accept money from corporations or governments. Our work is
sustained by th_e volunteer energy and generous d_onations of people like you.

Coundl of Canadians' photostream on Flickr.

~anadians:org,'about
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Statement on Non-Violence
The Council of Canadians believes in peaceful protest and non-violent civil disobedience. We do not damage ·property or engage in any form of
aggressive behaviourtoward police and other security personnel. We do not condone violence against persons or property in our·organization or
our movement We believe that our message of peace and justice Is not served by images of violence and destruction, and that in the common
struggle to build a better world our methods must be consistent with our goals. We believe that a better world is possible and that it must be
modeled in our movement.

r
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Working Document
Approved by the Board of Directors, 4 November, 2005

THE PURPOSE, STRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE
OF THE COUNCIL OF CANADIANS
By what authority does The Council act?
The world of issues that sets our agenda; the kind of leadership taken in response to those
issues; the principles espoused as the bases for our actions; the membership base of
citizens across the country; the funders who provide resources for certain program
activities; and the movements of coalition partners with whom we work.
· ·

Introduction
The purpose, structure and governance of the Council of Canadians is premised upon the
theme of "Partnership." The Board and staff recognize that they are partners in the running
of the organization and that members and volunteers are vital to the successful operation
of The Council's mandate. By choosing this model, The Council of Canadians rejects the
extremes of either a staff-driven or a Board-driven model of operation and takes the shared
vision of partnership between an elected Board and an employed staff working with and on
behalf of members and chapters. The Council of Canadians also recognizes that it
operates in coalition with like-minded social, labour, cultural, human rights and
environmental groups in Canada and around the world.

Statement of Purpose
.

.

The Council of Canadians is an independent national citizens' organization committed to
safeguarding our social programs, promoting economic justice, renewing our democracy,
strengthening Canadian sovereignty, promoting alternatives to economic globalization and
corporate-style free trade, and preserving our environment. Through its strong national
leadership, individual members, and its local action groups, The Council of Canadians
defends the right of Canadians and citizens of all countries to assert their democratic rights
and to demand that our governments make policy in the interests of citizens and
communities, not big business.
The Council of Canadians is committed to a campaign style that encourages constituency
development, builds grassroots citizen groups for action, and encompasses both
centralized and decentralized forms of planning and participation.
The Council is creating a citizens' movement through its national campaigns, its networks
of local action groups, and its alliances with like-minded organizations. We promote a
citizens' agenda in opposition to corporate-driven economic globalization by identifying

1
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fundamental issues, providing informatiqn and analysis; and creating opportunities for
political action. As Canada's largest public advocacy group, w_e are committed to effecting
transformational social change, political and economic literacy, and developing a Citizer:is'
Agenda that will s~t the political and social agenda for the 21st Century.
We are non-partisan but work to compel all political parties and governments to address
the key issues of democracy, sovereignty, and social justice. We are committed to building
an organization with the broadest possible diversity reflective of Canadian society and
culture.

Guiding Values and Principles
In our role as Council of Canadians members, activists, staff and Board members, we:
.,

give thoughtful consideration to the best interests of Canadians and their
communities;

..

ensure there are opportunities for everyone involved in The Council's work to
participate in defining the purpose, direction and culture of The Council;

m

ensure clear and frequent communication and positive interaction among all those
who are involved in our work;
··

11

provide opportunities for people to develop their knowledge, skills and activism in
order to further The Council's goals;

"

expect the primary commitment of each person involved in our work is to the goals
of The Council;

"

aim for open and honest discussion with relevant issues clearly on the table;

"

allow for disagreement - each person may not·always get what (s)he wants but all
opinions will be heard;

11

maintain commitment and engagement without insisting on control; ·

"

hold ourselves and each-other accountable for positive performance and effective
working relationships;

11

maintain dignity, integrity and respect for one another; and

"

maintain high standards of work.

\.··

We do not tolerate racism or discrihliiiatioh of any kind. We believe in the uniqueness,
equality and potential of each culture, race and gender. Accordingly, we seek to include
all Canadians who share the organization's values: No one shall be refused
membership or be othervvise subjected to discrimination·on the basis of race, national or

2
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ethnic origin, colour, religion, gender, sexual orientation, age or ability.
Structure
The Council of Canadians is a partnership. All involved have an essential role and ail are
needed in order to create the whole. As a partnership; we are always seeking to keep the
lines of communication open and to ensure the most co-operative relationship possible:
Board of Directors
The principal roles of the Board are:
e
to establish overall policy direction for The Council's work on specific issues,
• to participate in long range planning discussions about Council strategy,
• to engage in review and evaluation of Council programs and projects on an annual
basis,
• to participate as appropriate as members of Board-Staff committees to carry out the
work of the Council and to ensure the sound financial footing of the organization, and
-------.-=to~s=triRe suo-commmees to carry out spec1f1c tasks as needed.
The Board of Directors, in other words, sets the objectives and goals of the organization. It
decides what kind of organization the Council is to be. It is the responsibility of the staff to
design the programs to carry out this direction;
The Board of Directors is responsible for the hiring, direction and evaluation ofthe
Executive Director. The Executive Director is responsible for all other staff, including hiring,
assignments, evaluation and discipline. However, for the hiring of staff Directors, input
from the table officer responsible for Human Resources will be sought.
The Board of Directors is national, not federal, in structure. Although they bring regional
information and sensitivity to the organization, Board members do not represent regions
per se, but act and speak for the whole country.· The Board strives to have representation
.even in regions where our membership is weak. All prospective Board members should
share a political analysis based on the basic tenets of the mission, guiding values and
principles, structure and governance protocols outlined in this document to be considered
for the Board.
Each member of the Board of Directors is encouraged to attend a Regional or a Chapter
meeting once a year during each year of a Director's term.

Election of Board of Directors
During the transition year of 2005, half the Directors will be elected for a one-year term and
half will be elected for a two-year term to establish a rotation. Thereafter, beginning in
2006, all Directors will be elected for a two-year term (there is no limit on the number of
terms a Director can serve). For reasons of continuity and renewal, one-half of the
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Directors are to be elected each year.
Them are two methods for electing members to the Board of Directors.
(1) Fifteen members oftheBoard of Directors, including the Chairperson, are chosen by
the general membership of The Council attheAni1ual General Meeting. A Nominating
Committee constituted by the outgoing Board recommends a slate ofcandidates to the
AGM. In.developing its recommendations, the Nominating Committee will attempt to
balance the following considerations: continuity and new voices, regional and other forms
of diversity, arid the expertise necessary for the Board to fulfil its mandate and fiduciary
responsibility.
{2) Beginning in 2005·, four Regional Chapter Representative wiU be elected by and from
the Chapters, one in each ofthe following regions:
e

ii
C)

"

British Columbia and Yukon;
.
..
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and the Northwest Territories:
Ontario, Quebec and Nunavut;
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland and
Labrador.

.\

...

Directors elected by the Chapters will be confirmed at the AGM. They will be.full
members of the Board with the same rights and obligations, including the fiduciary
responsibility to the national·organization.
The Board of Directors may, from time to time, appolnt up to two additional Directors,

Executive Committee

The Executive Committee is composed of the Chairperson· and .five table officers. The
Chairperson is elected by the membership at the AGM, The five table officers are selected
by the Board of Directors at its first meeting following the Annual General Meeting, and
they are limited to serving three consecutive one-year terms. The rotation ofthe five table
officers will be staggered to ensure a balance of continuity and new ideas.
The Executive Committee operates on behalf of the Board between meetings. Just as the
Board is responsible for setting overall policy direction,. the Executive is authorized to
ensure that the policy is operationalized through the program and administration. The
Executive is responsible for monitoring the management of the organization.
While Table Officers provide support and input to their staff counterparts·, in cases
Where the Executive Director deems thatthe input received is not consistent with the
operational plan or would result in an unmanageable increase in workload, he/she will
make a final decision on the course of action. Amendments to the operational plan are
made by the Board of Directors as a whole, not by individual Board members.

4
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Duties and responsibilities of the Executive Committee

1 . National Chair
.,
,.
11

•
•
•

acts as the main official spokesperson for The Council in public events, the media and
high level meetings;
presides as chair at regular Board meetings, Executive meetings, and the Annual
General Meeting of The Council as appropriate;
provides support and input to the Executive Director and all national office Directors on
matters related to The Council's general program and administrative objectives;
serves on and reports to the Executive Committee and collaborates with the other table
officers on matters that relate to their mandates and responsibilities;
carries out publlc speaking and educational tasks for Tfie c-o-un_c_1~Ia~t_c_o_n-stm1t_u,_en_c_y_a_n_a
community eventswhere possible and appropriate;
ensures that the Board Protocol Guidelines are adhered to.

2. Vice Chair
• provides support and input to the Executive Director and Campaigns and
Communications Directoron matters related to the issue campaigns;
., serves on and reports to the Executive Committee and collaborates with the other table
officers on matters that relate to their specific mandates and responsibilities;
11
acts as the point of contact for Board members on issues related to issue campaigns
between Board meetings;
11
substitutes for the National Chair as official spokesperson for The Council at public
events, the media and high level meetings where necessary and appropriate;
.
" substitutes for National Chair as presiding Chair of Board and Executive meetings When
it is necessary and appropriate to do so;
• carries out public speaking· and educational tasks for The Council at constituency and ·
community events where possible and appropriate;
D
assists the National Chair in ensuring that Board Protocol Guidelines are adhered to.
3. Treasurer
• provides support and input to the Executive Director, Development Director and
Financial Director on matters related to Finances and Fundraising;
• serves on and reports to the Executive Committee and collaborates with the other table
officers on matters that relate to their specific mandates and responsibilities; '
11
acts as the point of contact for Board members on issues related to Finance between
Board meetings;
11
makes official reports to the Board, the Executive Committee and the Annual General ·
Meeting regarding The Council's finances.

5
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4. Secretary/Governance
11
provides support and input to the Executive Director and Executive Assistant on
matters related to the work and decisions of the Executive Committee and the Board of
Directors including the keeping of minutes and the agenda-setting process for Board
and Executive meetings where it is determined which items and decisions are Board
items and which are the jurisdiction of staff;
11
serves oil and reports to the Executive Committee and collaborates with the other table
officers on matters that relate to their specific mandates and responsibilities;
11
monitors Board policy documents to see that they are developed, maintained ahd
archived, as appropriate.
111
provides support and input to the Executive Director and Executive Assistant on
matters related to the Annual General Meeting.
In addition to these designated Executive positions, the Executive Committee. will appoint a
member or members to be responsible for each of the following:

5. Human Resources Development:
~

"
a

a

provides support and input to the Executive Director and team Directors on matters
related to Human Resources, including collective bargaining and interpretation of the
Collective Agreement;
serves on and reports to the Executive Committee and collaborates with the other table
officers on matters that relate to Human Resources;
acts as the point of contact for Board members on issues related to Human Resources
between Board meetings;
acts as a representative of the Employer on the Joint Consultation Committee and
other Union-Management bodies as required.

I··

6. Communications:
111

m

.,

provides support and input to the Executive Director and Communications Director on
matters related to communications;
acts as the point of contact for Board members on issues related to communications;
serves on and reports to the Executive Committee and collaborates with the other table
officers on matters that relate to their specific mandates and responsibilities.

7. Organizing:
.
provides support and input to the Executive Director and Director of Organizing on
matters related to organizing; .
"' acts as.the point of contact for Board members on issues related to organizing.

11

other:
·a

any Executive Committee member may be caH~tj upon to h~Jp other table offic~rs as
the work demands.

6
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Executive Director
The Executive Director provides overall leadership to and is responsible for management
of the programs, operations and finances of The Council of Canadians. He/she ensures
that policy decisions made bythe Board of Directors are carried out effectively: Further, the
Executive Director provides professional support and policy guidance to the Board of
Directors. As well, he/she is one of The Council's spokespersons, officially representing
the organization to the public, government, media and other organizations.
The Executive Director acts as the Employer's Representative for the purposes of the
relationship with the bargaining agent that represents Council employees, and is
responsible for the employment of non-union staff as wen. The Executive Director is
accountable to the Board of Directors, through its Chairperson and the Executive
Committee.
C. apters.
Activist chapters of The Council work to realize the mandate of the national organization
in their communities. Chapters plan and execute events and actions in their
communities that reflect the objectives of The Council's current national campaigns.
Chapters may also support local initiatives that are consistent with The Council's
Statement of Purpose.
A local chapter consists of at least five members in good standing of The Council, who
work together, on a regular basis and in a democratic manner, to participate as a group
· in Council campaigns.
•For purposes of being a Recognized Chapter for the election ofa director; the Chapter must
.additionally meet the following qualifications:
Each chapter shall convene an annual chapter general meeting and at such meeting shall
submit an annual report which shall include a financial statement to the members of such
chapter for their approval at the annual chapter general meeting. Each chapter shall submit to
the Corporation's Board of Directors, no later than June 30 of each year, a report including a list
of the chapter's members and a copy of the annual report approved by the members of such
chapter.

Governance

Protocol for the Staff

1. In order to keep Board members informed and up,.fo-date, communication will be
conducted as follows:

7
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The Board-Staff Advisory Committees, comprised of the relevant Team
Director, two or three designated Staff and three or more Board members, shall
meet no less than twice in any fiscal year. The committee co-chairs (one Board,
one Staff) shall determine the frequency of meetings. The purpose ofthe
committees is to assist staff in implementing Board policies and solving
Upcoming issues. The committees also provide Board members the opportunity
to share their expertise on challenges identified by staff;
The Executive Director wm ·ensure that agendas for Board and Executive
meetings· clearly indicate which items require a Board decision and which are
for information purposes. The agendas will be circulated in advance of all
meetings.
The minutes of Executive Committee meetings will be circulated to the whole
Board as soon as possible.
The Executive Assistant Will forward to the Board regular communications such

---------a-s-Counc1I Connect10ns, tneBoard-Staff newsletter; monthly campaign updates
that are·prepared for chapters; and Council news releases at the time of their
release.
•1

. .. ·

Board-Staff development days may be arranged from time to time as the need
arises.

2. Staff will inform Board members of important regional or local actions through
postings on the Chapter listserv and through the Organizing Board-Staff
committee and will provide feedback to the Board from Council members or
coalition partners.
3, Staff recognizes that all national campaigns have regional characteristics and
should, where possible, be developed in a way that is regionally sensitive.

I.··

4. Staff recognizes that The Council is invited b}'media or regional coalitions to
publicly support issues that are unrelated to the Council's national campaigns:
When the issues are in accord with Council principles, staffwill c0nsider time and
resource constraints in giving such support since the focus of staff is our national
campaigns.

Protocol for the Board

1. Every Board member of The Council has both a public and internal role to play as
spokesperson for the organization and advisor on program development and
implementation. However, before a Board member speaking on behalf of the Board
comments publicly on an issue, consultations with either the Executive Director or the
Director of Campaigns and Communications, as well as the Chairperson or other table

8
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officers must take place if:
11

the issue is not an already-identified Council campaign;

.,

the Board has not adopted an official position or policy on the issue;

"

the issue has, or could have, staffing ramifications;

.,

the position being taken publicly binds the Council to a particular coalition, political
action or commitment.

2. When Board members speak on behalf of The Council of Canadians, they do so as
members of the National Board, not as regional spokespersons.
In order to cooperate with a busy staff and not overburden them, simple requests for
information can be directed to the staff person responsible for that area. However,
- - - - - - -anything
~ ~ that involves a more substantial amount of staff tim_e_mu.stg.o_ta_tti_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
appropriate staff Director. Where there is a disagreement between the Executive Director
and a Board member over any of the protocol items for either the staff or the Board, it will
be referred to the Executive Committee. It is the responsibility of the National Chair and/or
appropriate table officer to speak to a Board member about a possible breach of protocol if
it is deemed necessary. A possible breach of protocol by a staff member will be addressed
by the Executive Director

Protocol for Chapters
1. Chapters agree to operate in a fashion consistent with the participatory, democratic
aims of The Council, as reflected in the Statement of Purpose and Guiding Values
and Principles.
2. Chapters agree to adhere to the chapter mandate and the policies and procedures
outlined in the Chapter Handbook and as set by The Council.
3. In order to ensure regular communications between chapters and the national office,
chapters will designate a contact person to whom all correspondence (letiers, fax, email, phone calls) will be directed. The key staff contact person for local chapters
will be the Regional Organizer for their area or the Director of Organizing.
This document will be reviewed from time to time. The operating principles contained in it
will be monitored and subjected to testing and improvement over time.

Most recent update: 2012-03-30
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,bot.rt the West Kootenay EcoSociety Based in Nelson British Columbia

Acrnrat:ing Comm un:it;y throug:,
LeadeISh:ip & Educaron

About Us

Purpose
The West Kootenay EcoSociety protects the natural em-ironment while building a just and su.stainable post-carbon world.

rim:iple-s
We express the innate creath-ity, intelligence and generosity of the human spirit in our work.
Our work is inclusive, collaborative, heart-cen:ered and joyful.
Our primary focus is increasingly 'local', both by design and necessity
We believe the new paradigm of human civilization will be bio-centric and will take into o.ccount mcltiple, future generations.
We recognize the need for personal and cultural transformation in order to create the social, economic, and em-ironmental conditions for
sustainability.
We direct our work and build support on the basis of empirical e~-idence and analysis.
We worl< creatively and constructively with a diverse army of partners.
West Kootenay EcoSocietv's Constitution and Bvla'<'•s

History

------------------It all began in 1994 when a some environmental, political and economic activists pooled their resources to rent offices in an old. heritage building in
downtown Nelsori. Together, they built the foundations of a non-profit environmental. society that is still going strong today.
Over the years, we have expanded our horizons to .include social, economic and food security projects,· but the West Kootenay Community EcoSociei:y's
roots remain firmly planted in the belief that what is good for .the environment is. good for our community as a whole. From .saving grizzly bear habit2.t
to printing Barter Bucks, the EcoSociety has brought together a wide range of local interests. By 1996, we had registered as a non-profit society in
British Columbia. Through the early years the EcoSociety owed its existence and accomplishments to volunteers, memberships and donations, with a
special thanks ·10 Bob Hellman of Hellman Canoes who provided us with a canoe to raffle every year!
When we began to generate income through recycling projects and farmers markets in 2001, ,ve were able to hire' a part time co-coordinator to direct
our efforts. From there we. have blossomed into an organization that has tapped into the growing concern for preservation of the environment, be it the
wilderness or the .family farm.
The early days saw us working on environmental issues with others such ·as the establishment of the West Arm Wilderness Park, mapping, networking
and publishing. We also initiated an alternative currnncy system .called Kootenay HOUR.S and published .the Kootenay Barter Times and EcoCentric.
During the early days we supported or initiated:
The Grizzly Project- West Kootenay efforts to preserve grizzly bear habitat and provide education.

p .www.ecosociety.ca/about/the-ecosociety
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,bout the West Kootenay EcoSociety Based in Nelson British Columbia

Forums on water and health, .forestry issues.
West Ar:n Watershed Alliance- spearheaded for 10 years the successful campaign to· save Nelson's w-,tershed and 25,000 hecti>.res in the West Arm
Wilderness Park (Lasca Creek).
Joy and Sacredness Art El<hbit- A month long art el<hibit culminating in a hand bound book celebrating our spiritual connections with the Earth.
Keep Jumbo Wild- The EcoSociety's efforts have joined with those of many others for 12 y~>ars to keep Jumbo pristine.
Kooten:iy Barte~- Initiated an al.temative currency system that brought hundreds or' people together to trade, buy or sell locally.
Other notable projects in the early years included the mapping of the 5 year logging plans for the North Shore of Kootenay Lake, forest health forums,
initiating an ongoing Caribou awareness campaign, sponsoring Clear Air .Day, and a video outreach series.
The founders of the EcoSociety saw .a need in the Nelsor. o.reo. for a pro-active organization that was willing to take on local issues and bring a voice to
enviro.nmerital, social and econorI"jc concerns.

By the year 2000 priorities had changed. The EcoSocier:y board scaled down the squo.re footage .we rented on Wo.rd Street, and took a •comfortable small
uptstairs office on Baker Street. As attention to running a full time em~ronmental society beco.rne more focused, the EcoSociety found new momentum.
In 2001, we were awarded the contract from the city to run the Cottonwood Farmer's and Artisans m:u:ket at Cottonwood Falls throughou.t the summer
on Saturdays. Our efforts foi: a Wednesday d.owntown farmer's market met ,.;th success and the EcoSociety is still responsible for both markets. In 2001,
we also began operati.-ig the Regional Dist..-:ict's recycling centre, which closed in 2008. Through enterprises like these and support from commuruty
members and granhnaking agencies, EcoSociety has been able to:
Present the 2007 Regional Forum on Climate Change
Preserve Grohman Park through a successful BC Supreme Court challenge
Operate the KootL"!lay Ride Share
Initiate .a Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) Grain Co-op with Creston farmers
Present Christmas Faires, Market Fests a~d the Nelson Go.eden Festival
Support Jumbo Wild
Lobby and network with other groups to preserve mountain caribou habitat, the lncommap!eaux River valley
Contribute with time and money .to the effort to stop the privatization of BC Rivers
Produce special events such as video series, special Earth .Day broadcasts and speakers s11ch as Captain Paul Watson
Network ,vith other organizations and ce>-'ops such as the Kootenay Co-op Radio, Earth Matters, Kootenay Co-op food market.
We invite you to join with us to keep the environmental voice strong in the Kootenays.

www.ecosociety.ca/about/the-ecosociety
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RECENTLY PO STED

NEWSLETTER

NELSON DOWNTOWN MARKET RETURNS
JUNE 10

S:gn up :1br1he n.ew slet:!Er!

SO CJA.L
Jo:in the d:iscussbns w ith:h ouronline
comm un:n:::Es:

JUMBO OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
JOIN OUR TEAM FOR THE SUMMER!
ECOSOCIETY OPPOSES HELi-SKi
N'PUCATION

·w estKootenay Ecosoc::ei.,,
fl206 - 507 Baker st
Nelon,BC VlL 4J2

Web des:gll

&:

devehpm ent by Th~ Seed StJJd:b

0:ittp ·/Aflesecdnetw oik.com /I ,
w:th fi.md:hg flom MBC' (http;/,in ecca,/) .

OittR;/;,., w·w Jacebook.com
/,1 eetlCootenayEcoSoc:let:v)
(http ;//ecoroci,tvin thekool:Bcom /)

e:n ail; :h1b@ec6soc::ezyca
phone: (250) 354-1909
lax: (250) 3S4-1966
TERMS & CONDITIONS

p www.ecosociety.ca/about/tbe-ecosociety
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Jnrthern Gateway Pipeline I Enbridge Pipeline Project! EcoSociety

Actillating Comm u:n.ity through
Leadei::sh:jp & Educat:bn

Northern Gateway Pipeline

The N orthem Gateway Pipeline (also known as the Enbridge pipeline), is a proposed pipeline from the Alberta Tar Sands across hundreds of rivers and
streams to the rugged coast of BC. A. Joint Review Panel of three people •Will be taking testi.-,,ony and reviewing evidence for the next two years. At
the end, this panel ,,,;n decide whether the proposed .pipeline will go forward, putting millions of acres of wildlife habitat and traditional First Nations
territory at risk.

EroSoc.ietyhosccd an organ121ng meeting on Feoruary 23:-Over 60peopleat,cndcd; an<1-moretha1n:wen-tystuck-around-a:ftertlfe-pr~s<!"ntation1no
organize some actions. Here are the groups that are forming, along with their next meeting dare:
1. Support Intervenors: email david@ecosocicty.ca to sign up as a resource for inten-cnors

2. Petition Drive Contact Da,,jd da,-id@ecosociety.ca

3. T-Shirt making: Contact Dylan 250 359 8009
4. School outreach Contact Shannon 250 354 1743
5. Earth Day Concert Email harmonyfarm.music@gmail.com
6. Stop the Pipeline Party & Caravan Contact Keith: wileykeith@gmail.com

If you

are interested ·in

helping out w:ith these initiatives, please contact the project leader or attend the meeting!

Joint Review Panel

If you want to make a difference but don't want to work on a project, you can contact the Joint Re.-iew Panel QRP). Here is the link for the online
letter of comment to the JRP for the Northern Gateway Project.
htti1: / /ga tewawaneJ. review-examcn.ge.ca / clf-nsi /prteptngp.rcss /lttrfemmnt-eng. htm I (http://gateway:pancl.review-c.xamen.gc.ca/ cl f-nsi
/prrcpmgprcss/lttrfcmmnt-eng:.html}

W'nen you visit the page you will see the this message: If you would" like to submit a letter of comment, please use the electronic form on this website
or send your own letter to the address or fax number below:"

Secretary to the Joint Review ·Panel
Enbridge Northern Gateway Project 444
Seventh AYenue S.W.
Calgary, AB
T2P OX8
Fa.,c: 403-292-5503;
toll free fax: 1-877-288-8803
That gets your letter to the re.-iew panel.
According to the website, you will also· NEED to .submit your letter to Northern Gateway, the .shell company that Enbridge has set up. for the pipeline:
Kenneth MacDo.;ald VP, Law and Regulatory Affairs
Northern Gateway Pipelines Irie. 30th Floor
425 -1st Street SW Calgary, Alberta

f ., .'ecosociety.ca/northern-gateway-pipeline
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ua1eway r1pe1me J J:.nbndge P1pelme Project! EcoSociety

T2P 3LS
Fax: 403-718-3525
kcnoe1h.macdonald@enbridg·c.com
Abby Don,aJ l\fanager, Regulatory Affairs Northern Gateway Pipelines In.c.
30th Floor, 425 - 1st Street SW
Calgary, .Alberta,
'T2P 3L6
Fa.•<: 403-231-7380
.abby.dorval@enbridgc.com
Richard N cu feld, Q. C.
Barrister & Solicitor Fraser Milner Casgrain
15th Floor, 850 - 2nd Street SW
Calgary, Alberta
T2P ORB

Fa..,c: 403-268-3100
richard.neufcld@fmc~law.com

·-----·-·-··
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Progress in 2014

R.

e·al·• p.rogr.ess.. o•n environrn.ental
sustainability continues as
major public concern in
the Kootenays, Canada and in fact,
around the world. The West Kootenay
EcoSociety forged ahead this year with
· strong programs that work toward
sustainability and keep it i!l the pubHc
eye in our local community.

.a

Tue WestKootenay EcoSociety
celebrated its 20th Anniversary, Since
1994, the work and success of this
grassroots organization have been
gro-wing steadily.
Planning and development for a
growing range of environmental work
in the future was also important in the
year as the iNest Kootenay EcoSociety
planned more staffing for local
parti.cipati.o;:i and, in the big picture,
developed a broader, longer-term plan
for a new Regional Sustainability
Network.
2

1his report on Progress· in 2014 gives us
a picture of t..he range and impact that a
community organization canhave.

·-.···

Anmnazi11g amount
of aGtivity
Out programs again covered a wide
range, all t.he wayfrom40 market days, .
several high profile films; speakers; •
the edible garden tour, and several
strong ongoing partnerships.It was
the 8th year for MarketFest which has
become a signature summer fun event
in Nelson. The Cottonwood and Baker
Street markets connected over 270 local
producers with thousands of customers.
Our Kootenay Rideshare project
website had 40,000 unique visitors!

.

'

Our staff, volunteers and members
generated an amazing amount of
advocacy and economic and educational
activity.
ecosociety.ca

Progress in 2014
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Setting the

long-range goals
This report outlines four strategic
long-term goals for the Society, and it
reviews the 2014 activities as they work
toward each of these goals. The goals
have been set by the Board of Directors
afterintensive, and extended, planning.
They are:
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T

he Board of Directors wanted
a comprehensive_regional plan
. . to be most effective. How can
citizens have the most impact, make
the most important changes? This
would take research, collaboration
with partners; in fact a network The
planning led to the decisionJocreate
this inthe fofm of anew. Regional
Sustainability Network(RSN);

We will find out what people -w-ant in
a resilient community and determine
how we can help (e.g. researc:h,
data collection, coordination and
networking, analysis, capacity building;
policy advocacy, programs, education).

The RSN is being established as an
ind.ependent·organ~ation, a registered
c:harity. Itwill he empowered to accept
doriatio11s and give tax.receipts/ It
-------'------'----,---,-_c....e1h=·•..,,e"""R'-"S=N,,_,_w=·=ill,.__,be.th.eJnairHcfr.c:e_to,.,_;"""':'---will•giv:e~Clur~cotnmunity-a-means-to.- - - - - - ' - - .. develop a more complete unclei:sta.nding identify the b~st ways •fo work together
ofthe challenges and opportunities
for sustainability, and support and
facing our region.
.. . ..
implement projects to realize those
priorities.
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o~.· two pr~vides the_ fram.ewor~. fo.·r many of th. e EcoS. oci~ty's .most
viable projects. Vi/1th our active board, large community of
talented volunteers and committed staff, the West Kootenay
EcoSociety is a major social enterprise and civil society contributor in
our communities. Our wide range of activities, large and small, have
an important beneficial effect on our lives here. Our Markets, Friends
of Kootenay Lake, the Kootenay Rideshare, and Earth Matters are all
examples of projects addressing Goal Two.

Markets and Festivals
Connecting local producers with
the community has become a major
service the Society provides in an
increasing number of markets and
fairs. The demand from both sellers
and buyers is growing steadily as
more and more people look for local
products. West Kootenay EcoSociety's
Markets Director Jesse Woodward
works tirelesslywith the organization
of these events, coordinating vendors
and promotion. EcoSociety organized
markets have become an "institution"
that the community depends on.

· Cottonwood Co1nn1unity
Market

Saturday Cottonwood market... one of
Nelson's best local secrets.

Nelson Do-wntown
Local Market
The Wednesday .markets that take
over Baker Street from }llile through
September are also now a keypart of
our local culture, Offering an amazing
mix of local produce, plants, prepared
foods, body care; and hand-made arts
and crafts. Customers tan rest assured
that they are supporting the local
:economy due to .the fact that 80% of
each vendor's wares must be .tnade
locally to be sold at the market.

Rµ~ning Saturdays
MarketFest ·.
from May toOctober
·in Cottonwood Falls
Nelson's largest surruner time festivals
park, the weekly
are on Friday night in June, Jµly
market has local charm and August. MarketFest takes·:over
and Kootenay culture
downtown for a night of ntusic, fo9d,
all bver it. Local
marketing and revellry. This WllS the
musicians entertain
8th year of a great tradition that brings
and help create a
all of Nelson, and many visitors, into
· festive .air that makes
Nelscin's.living-roorn.
Saturday at the market
a great time.
ecosociety.ca

Progress in 2m4
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Garden Fest

Winter Craft Fair

The 13th Annual Nelson Garden
Festival was again a great place for local
gardeners and producers to share the.ir
bedding plants, seedlings, services and
wisdom. Garden Fest also takes over
Baker Street for a Saturday ih May.
The tremendous turnout shows how
seriously our communities take their
gardening and stewardship of the.ir .local
resources.

Our Christmas market has become
a highly popular and attended event
where people keep their shopping local.
It's a step in shifting from 'consumerism'
to community. Our artists, weavers,
potters and more bring in a large crowd.
It's a great way to keep Christmas spirit
in our community.

Fall Fair

A major service to local garderiers, with
workshops about what works b.ere!

The 8th Ani,ual Fall Fair is a traditional
harvest celebration complete with
live music, prizes for best produce,
preserves, and pies, a.s well as all the
fresh produce, delicious food and
amazing crafts that are always at
Cottonwood Market. It's keeping alive
a timeless tradition that recognizes
the importance oflocal producers and
home cookingt ·

Seedy Saturday

Locally grown seeds are better suited·· ·..
to our local conditions than seeds
cultivated in far off lands. Meet other
growers, share tips and ideas, and :find
unique varieties not available in any
store or catalog! The event is a much
appreciated service to local gardnerers~
I··

\.
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Frien.ds of.
KootenayLalce

' 7t re

are prpud to be partners

V· Vi

•·to:::x:;t:te~~t:d;t:f
creatioiliri 2012; t{osting a highly
suC:cessful.Kooteriay Lake.Summit
in Octoper, 2014, the Friends of
Kootenay Lak:ejs b11ilcl.ing a stronger
commuhlty Of inte.rest on prote:cting
our mountain gem: FOKLhas
engaged hurn;lteds qf residents. around
the lake to ma:p w:i.!dlife. and t:rees,
collecfover. 5f00 :w:a.ter quality data
----points,-eduGate-residents-about-lake:--.- stewardship; and implement the Harrop
Wetland Restorati§n. Emphasize.
· .. recently she h~s helped pfoduced a
FOKL has already ha.cl some amazing·· ·short new video for education about
the Lake, See ithere. https://vimeb. •
accomplishments.
com/121750775.
Congratulations to FOKL coordinator
Claire de la Salle for a great job. Most

W

friendsofkciotenaylake.ca

est Kootenay EcoSociety is a social ecosystem made up of our members,
directors, and volunteers, and the. people wh.0 pu.tin th.e most energy of all,
our staff members. Thanks to this great team who make it all happen.

EcoSociety Staff

Board of Directors 2014

David Reid, Executive Director
Jesse VVoodward,Markets Director
Tim James, Projects Manager

Mary Ann Spears, Treasurer

Kokanee Visitor Centre

Mel Reasoner, Director
Joanne Siderius, Senior Naturalist
Sara Marken Retail Manager
Bryce Harrison, Front Counter

Paula Snow, President
Montana Burgess, Secretary
Fiona Galbraith
David Lovekin
Evan McKenzie
Russell Precious

7
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Jumbo Wild!. /) ~!!t~.~~: :e~.=d:;.1:t~;shed ii!:~~ {7o~~~=~::~:;o::!on
k

keepitwild.i:a

struggle to stop ski resort
·development in the wilderness gem
of the Purcell range. The already once
renewed Environmental Certificate
was set to expire in October and
the developer needed to show
substantial development or it would
· expire and trigger a completely new
environmental assessment. The
developer poured a small amount
of concrete, but the government has
yet to announce if that constitutes
substantial development.

of Kirn Kfatke's wonderful liba.ry,
which helped raised thousands. more
:for the cause. The fa-st annual Blues;
Brews a Barbecue rais~d ove:r $2,000
for the campaign.
·

The West Kootenay EcoSociety
· filed a legal challenge to the Jumbo
Glacier Resort Municipality, the
municipality with an appointed
mayor and provincially-granted
b.u. dget,but NO.a·tizens. A K'tunaxa
First Nation legal challenge was
. denied by one court, but the
K'tuna.xa filed an appeal of the
decision which is.still pending.

A monitoring camp staffed
consistently by valiant volunteers
from the East Kootenay and West
As 2014 drew to a close, nothin0c:r
K.ootenay d ocumented all the activity
at the site from August through
was finally settled on the ski resort
October.
development and it appeared the
campaign would necessarily go
The volunteers hosted the 2nd
forward into 2015.
Progress in2014 ~ ,:.:.'S-::.icii,:y
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Kootenay
Rideshare
In 2014 we completely redesigned
the website to make it even easier
for people to find ways to share car
trips and cut do'WIJ. on greenhouse
gases. The new interface for the
website allows people to choose
very quickly whether they are
offering or seeking a ride and
whether it is an ongoing or onetime arrangement. The service is
well-used by Kootenay residents
particularly when travelling
The EarthMatters Waste
outside the region. The site had
Reduction and Education {Zero
an amazing 40,00b unique website
Waste Market) project works at
- - - - v i · sitors-irrz01-4:-An-importan,+-~-,,eg.ronaI-markets:__in-tlrdfo-oten-ays
community ~ervice, the small
to provide education on waste
investment made by the EcoSociety reduction and divert waste from
pays real dividends in assisting
landfill through composting an.d
people and in cutting carbon
recycling. Our Compost Educator
emissions.
Heather Koczan worked at
markets and events and events
throughout the summer, including
the Cottonwood andDowntovvn
kootenayrideshare.com
markets in Nelson, but also at some
of the following events:

Earth

Matters

• Salmo Farmer's Market
• Castlegar Farmers' Market
• Harrop Farmers' Market
• Ellison's Heritage Fair
• Kokanee Park Redfish Festival
• Kaslo Farmers' Market
• Crawford Bax: Farmer'sMarket
• Hills Garlic Fest
• Nakusp Farmers'Market
• Lardeau Valley Farmer's Market
• Pass Creek Fall Fair
• Winlaw Farmers' Market
• Creston Farmers' Market

Conse1vation
Committee
The Vi/est Kootenay Society
Conservation Committee does an
overview of animal and habitat
conservation issues. The committee
is made up of highly qualified
volunteers, professionals in their
fields, including biology, and
hydrology. They review policies and
programs to promote conservation
and protection of sensitive habitats.
Progress in 2014
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i n~going publiceducation, with news, events and ideas about
· . . environmental susstainability is a core project for West Kootenay
EcoSociety. Broader community awareness is essential to support
for the changes we need for sustainbility. The EcoSociety continues to
keep environmental issues front and centre in our community with our
established projects and frequent public events.

.:
· :o
.· ··:. ·

·

,-cc

Kokanee Creek

The EcoCentt.ic
West Kootenay EcoSociety volunteers
,:_:::_-,-o_s~t..,., e weekly EcoCentnc hour
kootenaycoopradio.com
·
of environ.mental
news on CJLY
Kootenay Coop Radio. Hosts Suzy
Hamilton, Bruce Edson and Keith
\i\Tiley and frequently David Reid talk
to high profile environmental experts
from around BC and the world.
Tune in at noon on Tuesday or 9 arri
Sunday. Or listen to past EcoCentric
shows online at KootenayCoopRadio.
com or visit the facebook page for
listings of sho.vs. and guests.

Visitnrs_C_entr_e<---------vve work closely with Friends of
West Kootenay Parks and BC Parks
to deliver public programs sat the
Visitors' Centre in the Park The
Redfish Festival in August is the
arinual highlight of course, but our
interpretive and nature programs reach
hundreds of visiting campers and local
children and families. The wonderful
array of programs at the park would
not be possible without funding from
· Columbia Basin Trust, the Regional
.District of Central Kootenay Areas E
andF.
There were20,000 visitors to the
Centre last season, many local people
as well as visitbrs from outside the
·region.Thousands of these visitors
joiried in the events in the Park:
. Evening Programs
Jerry's Rangers
Nature Notebooks
Stories in the Park
·: Yoga in the Park
Nature Investigators

Progressjn 2014

~ fr.,,,Sccimy
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Films and public events
The EcoSociety keeps a high profile
for the environment by organizing
and co-sponsoring a large number of
educational public eveiits.

Speed Cand.idating event which Jet
people meet candidates for Nelsori
Council and School Board face~toface.

Film Series: In 2014 we screened the
following films at the Nelson Civic
Theatre to very appreciative audiences:
Bears, Damnation, Deep Green, Ghosts
in Our Machine, GMO 0MG, and
Revolution.·

We co-sponsored a Conversation
Cafe on educating the next
generations about environmental
concerns, what we should be doing
about the concerns they have
presented and, finally, how to foster
community engagement with these
issues.

West Kootenay EcoSociety also
sponsored speakers and events like
Mayan farmer. Leocadio Juracan on
The Nelson Edible Garden Tour was
creating a alliances for resilient social
again a great chance to meet, learn
change. '
from and visit neighbour gardeners.
----·-----~----------'.Ihere-was~nocend-of-Gonver-sations---It was a civic election year and we
breaking out about many varied topics.
sponsored the very well-attended

.·.... ·....•W!1wih1ii111.r.aur ..... ,:;;.

Edihl e Gc1rde1lTotti

Public action
and discussion -~-·
Not every environmental concern is
only local, and EcoSociety members
and volunteers are strong activists
in the growing global movement to
shutdown the growth of fossil fuels
and bring in a newrenewable energy
economy. Members helped organize
the local National Day of Action on
Climate change, a local protest of
the decision to approve the Enbridge
bitumen pipeline and a Critical Mass
bike Ride for a clean en~rgy future
that brought out over 100 cyclists
for a fun and highlyvisible mass ride
through Nelson.
11
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I·

.A<
· fter 20 years of service to our community, West Kootenay EcoSociety
is corrimit_ted ~~ being around for 20 years more,In order to eiisme our
own susta.inabihty, our board members, staff members, and volunteers are
continually improving our capacity and building a better, wiser, and more effective
organization. In 2014, ourboard decided to move to quarterly meetings to allow
Illt!mbers to participate more effectively in our board committees:

· •··

Financial.Oversight

Fundraising
Our fundraising committee oversaw
our membership program, raffles,
-------,-.,..,--,----------_, rrdraising-events,and-sponsorship .
drive. Although membership makes
up a small percent of our budget, our
riiembers
continue
to be the lifeblood
...
..
o:four work, providing connection to
our community and credibility with
partners, funders, and elected leaders.

Board Development
Recruiting, training, and engaging
board members can be challenging, but
our Board Development-Committee
has made great strides in ensuring that
board members understand their roles
and have the tools they need to meet
·their responsibilities.

ecosociety f~cebook.

Reviewi...,g· monthly, quarterly, and
annual budgets aiid financial reports
is-a-key-respom;ibility-forour-B-oard.
Our committee worked closely with
Executive Director David Reid to
develop financial systems that create
accountability.for our memhers,
funders, and partners, and whi~h
provide critic:i.1 information to inform.
our budget planning process.

Sttategic·Plannin.g
Our strategic plan is a living d()CUinent
that is reviewed on an ongoing basis to
ensure that our programs are designed
to reach our strategic goals. In 2014, we
ma.de great strides in putting our plan
to work.

Progra1n Oversight
·.

..

·.

.. . .

lt1 tf1is:edit.i#n.••<>r}h~Jlc.0Soritety•
·f;4Jprl~e;
,.. . . . ..
.. - . . ..
. .· . .

Y.~:.'.;-],,;::-:};~:'.:/·.G~:~t~· .. , :-

,.r_l:.,f'!,r~ ~>~t:j;~\... ·~.h{~~:_"'···; •...:,..~,,,'.-~; ···. 1:::;~'-:'_".

L;tj;;t~:\!\·: ..,

+~~t:~~;~~::~'.!;,i::;:1;:;:::~•;.-;;t~;~M

Every year, ·west Kootenay EcoSociety
develops annual work plans and
budgets to enable us to allocate our
resources effectively. The entire board
works closely with staff to develop
these plans and revise them every six
months to ensure that staff time and
other resources are put to the best, most
strategic possible uses.

~iiiw.-1:
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T

he West Kootenay community and area businesses have always been
great supporters of Eco Society endeavours. Here is a list of some of the
organizations and businesses who have supported us.

• Abacus Beads
• Annie's Boutique
• Big Cranium
• Boomtown Sports
1C
o Building Tree
• City of Nelson
• Columbia Basin Trust
• Cotton Creek Clothing
ifj
~ ...·c',-c-------- Graft-Gonneeti0-n---------------Digerati Computing
"~~~_f;O...op_,;,1!:: ~• Gaia Rising
•. Georama
• Gerick's Cycle and Ski
• Hipperson Hardware
f'·~:T??~~
rl~',;·:::.:·:·:.
• Kootenay Bakery Cafe
• Kootenay Coop Radio
• Kotoenay Country Store Cooperative
• Max & Irma's
• Max the Jeweller
• Mountain Baby
• Nelson and District Chamber of Commerce
Nelson and District Credit Union
• Nelson Brewing ·
• Nelson Civic Theatre
• Nelson Family Eyecare
• Nelson Star
• OsoNegro
• Otter Books
• Pathway Life Coaching
• Phoenix Computers
• Real Estate Foundation of BC
ROAM
• Save-On Foods
Nelsoi1. & -Ofot,•i~t
• Shanti Yoga
{:1\'EPJT ctil<.:m
t-*~~.J::, l-t--,;;\.U;,,
• Still Eagle
• the Juice Radio
• Valhalla Path Realty
• Valhalla Pure Outfitters

.:~r J

CoJumbia ~-Basin _Ii - \:,J;~

\~.O: _ t)~,-i-1,ay

.

NEl3bN

•0

0

->>-
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Expenses

Expenses

Supi>!ii!~ arid ~11iiir,n•~l'lt

,%

.

.

,\di;io:;i's!!;i.'tion

'.l.~.

AiNerMing
.tJ:itr.i~fu,s
.....
, ..i:n&
G:il' Cci'n,ulta~ts
.•. ... .

: .Mu5[~ans,
'

·l>;;,

. ~Ot~~t bpMSe\,_

2'.'!

.

Pi'lrn\ny.a~ posr.ag<>

~P;intill\l ,ant! po>t•g,,.

. :4%

5%

...

Revenues

Revenues

lJ1<'.mb,,,;hi;,
..
$~

9ZtOO

Projections for
grovvth in 2015

~

201,; ih!nm,e

g: 2015 i'.c-,wue
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PROTECTEDB
File No. 1500-481

SECURITY INTELLIGENCE REVIEW COMMITTEE

IN THE MATTER of a complaint filed pursuant
to section 41 of the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service Act, RSC 1985, c C-23

BETWEEN;

BRITISH COLUMBIA CIVIL LIBERTIES ASSOCIATION
Complainant
-and-

CANADIAN SECURITY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
Respondent

RESPONDENT'S SUBMISSIONS

"OVERVIEW

1.

This is a complaint filed with the Security Intelligence Review Committee

("the Committee" or "SIRC") in February 2014 by the British Columbia Civil
Liberties Association ("BCCLA" or "Complainant") pursuant to section 41 of the

Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act (CSJS Act)1.

2.

BCCLA's complaint is based on media reports alleging that the National

Energy Board ("NEB") has engaged in information and intelligence gathering about

1

RSC 1985, c C-23.
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· organizations seeking to participate in the NEB's Northern Gateway Project
hearings. The Complainant alleges that records obtained under the Access to

Information Act ("ATIP release'')2 demonstrate that this information and intelligence
gathering was undertaken with the co-operation and involvement of the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service ("Service", "CSIS" or "Respondent") and other law •
enforcement agencies, and that CSIS participated in sharing intelligence information
with the NEB's security personnel, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police ("RCMP"),
and private petroleum industry security firms. 3

3.

Because national security considerations prevent the Respondent from

confirming or denying whether a person or a group is or has been a subject of
inv~stigation, the Committee has heard evidence on CSIS's investigation, collection
and dissemination activities in the course of the ex parte hearings. The Respondent's
unclassified submissions ·should be read in conjunction with the cJassified
submissions which address the classified evidence presented to the Committee.

4.

The evidence has shown that any collection and dissemination of information

by CSIS was done lawfully in conformity with its mandate. Furthermore, the
Complainant has failed to establish that CSIS has done the acts or things alleged in
its complaint. Requests for information or advice from the NEB to CSIS do not
demonstrate that CSIS collected information about. the groups seeking to participate
in the NEB's hearings. The Complainant has also failed to establish a causal
connection between the acts or things done or allegedly done by the Service and the
"chilling effect" on freedom of expression and association.

2

Exhibit C-1, tab 4, National Energy Board ATIP Release Package.
Exhibit SIRC-1, tab 1, Complaint letter; Complainant's opening remarks,
Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 1, pp. 21-22.

3
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I.

THE ISSUES TO BE EXAMINED IN THE COMPLAINT

5.

SIRC'sjurisdiction in investigating this complaint under section 41 of the

CSIS Act is limited to the activities of CSIS. SIRC does not have the jurisdiction to
review the acti?ns of other governmental bodies or the Minister mentioned in the
_course of this complaint such as the RCMP, the NEB and the Minister of National
Resources. As such, CSIS's evidence and submissions will be limited to acts or
things done or allegedly done by CSIS.

6.

At the Pre-Hearing Conference Proceedings held on May 20, 2015, the

Presiding Member adopted the issues that were agreed to by the parties. These
issues are:
Did CSIS collect information about groups or individuals for their
activities in relation to the Northern Gateway Pipeline Project? If so,
was it lawful?
Did CSIS provide information relating to individuals or groups opposed
to the Northern Gateway Pipeline Project to the NEB or nongovernmental members of the petroleum industry? If so, was it lawful?4

7.

The "groups" mentioned in the issues above are the groups listed in the

Co111plaint letter of February 2014. 5 They are: Leadnow, ForestEthics Advo_cacy
Association, Council of Canadians, the Dogwood Initiative, E~oSociety, the Sierra
Club of British Columbia, and Idle No More. 6

4

Exhibit SIRC-1, tab 12, Respondent's letter ofApril 15, 2015; Transcript of
Pre-Hearing Conference of May 20, 2015.
5
Transcript of PresH(:adng (.\mforence oi'l'vfa:y 20, 2015, pp. 18-19.
6
Exhibit SHtC~l, tab l, Complaintletrer, p. 6.
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U.

CSISiYlANDATE: COLLECTION, ANALYSIS ANDRETENTlON

8.

CSIS's mandate to conduct investigations is found in section 12 through to

section 16 of the CSJS Act.

9.

Section 12 of the CSJS Act states:
The Service shall collect, by investigation or otherwise, to
the extent that it is strictly necessary, and analyse and retain
information and intelligence respecting activities that may
on reasonable grounds be suspected of constituting threats
to the security of Canada and, in relation thereto, shall
report to and advise the Government of Canada.

10.

The expression "threats to the security of Canada" found in section 12 is

defined in section 2 of the CSJS Act, it includes:
-

espionage or sabotage that is against Canada or is detrimental to the
interests of Canada or activities directed toward or in support of such
espionage and sabotage;

-

foreign influenced activities within or relating to Canada that are
detrimental to the interests of Canada and are clandestine or deceptive or
involve a threat to any person;

-

activities within or relating to Canada directed toward or in support of the
threat or use of acts of serious violence against persons or property for the
purpose of achieving a political, religious or ideological objective within
Canada or a foreign state; and

-

activities directed toward undermining by covert unlawful acts, or
directed toward or intended ultimately to lead to the destruction or
overthrow by violence of, the constitutionally established system of
government in Canada.

The in fine paragraph of the definition of "threats to the security of Canada" provides
that "it does not include lawful advocacy, protest or dissent, unless carried on in
conjunction v.ith any of the activities" referred above.

5 of 27
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The Respondent agrees in general with the Complainant's submission that the

exemption for lawful advocacy, protest and dissent (LAPD) is a crucial protection
that enshrines serious concerns that were articulated by the McDonald Commission
and which led to the creation of CSi°S. 7

12.

Other aspects of CSIS's mandate include: taking measures to reduce

activities which may be reasonably believed to constitute a threat to the security of
Canada8; conducting investigations and providing security assessments to
departments of the Government of Canada ("GoC")9; providing advice on matters
relating to the security of Canada relevant to a Minister's duty or function under the

Citizenship Act or Immigration and Refugee Protection Act10 ; and providing
assistance to the Minister of National Defence or the Minister of Foreign Affairs, in
Canada, on matters of foreign states and personsn.

III.

CSlS INFORMATION SHARING

13.

Section 19 of the CSJS Act provides the legal authority under which CSIS is

authorized to disclose information it has obtained in the performance of its duties and
functions, it reads:
19 (1) Information obtained in the
performance of the duties and
functions of the Service under this
Act shall not be disclosed by the
Service except in accordance with
this section.

19 (l)Les informations qu'acquiert
le Service dans l'exercice des
fonctions qui lui sont conferees en
vertu de la presente loi ne peuvent
etre communiquees qu'en conformite
avec le present article.

(2) The Service mav disdose

(2) Le Service peut, en vue de

7

Complainant's final submissions, para. 150.
CSIS Act, s. 12.1 (not in force ~t the time offi]ing of the complaint).
9
Ibid, s. 13, 15; a security assessment is defined ins. 2 as meaning "an appraisal of
the loyalty to Canada, and, so far as it relates thereto, the reliability of an individual";
department is broadly defined at s. 2 as including "any portion of a department of the
Government of Canada [ ... ]" and "any Ministry of State, institution or other body of
the Government of Canada [ ... ) or any portion thereof''.
IO Ibid. s. 14.
.
11
Ibid, s. 16.
8
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information referred to in subsection
(1) for the pumoses of the
performance of its duties_@.Q
.functions under this Act or the
administration or enforcement of this
Act or as required by any other law
and may aJso disclose such
information,

1'exercice des foncrions trni Jui sont
.conterees en vertu :de la pr.esente loi
pour 1;execution OU le controle
d'application de celle-ci, ou en
conformite avec les exigences d'une
autre regle de droit, commu.niquer les
irifunnatfons• visees au pai•a~raohe
d.}. II peut'~ussi fos conimuniquer
aux autorites ou personnes suivantes:
OU

(a) where the information may be
used in the investig?tion or
a) lorsqu'elles peuvent servir dans le
prosecution of an alleged
cadre d 'une enquete ou de poursuites
contravention of any law of Canada
relatives a une infraction presumee a
or a province, to a peace officer
une loi federale ou provinciale, aux
having jurisdiction to investigate the
agents de la paix competents pour
alleged co,ntravention and to the
mener l'enquete, au procureur
Attorney General of Canada and the
general du Canada et au procureur
------------=-ttorney_General of the pro.Yince__in_general de la P-=ro~v~i=nc=e"-=ou=·_,,d=e=s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
which proceedings in respect of the
poursuites peuvent etre intentees a
alleged contravention may be taken;
1' egard de cette infraction;
(b) where the information relates to
the conduct of the international
affairs of Canada, to the Minister of
Foreign Affairs or a person
designated by the Minister of Foreign
Affairs for the purpose;
(c) where the information is relevant
to the defence of Canada, to the
Minister of National Defence or a
person designated by the Minister of
National Defence for the purpose; or
(d) where, in the opinion of the
Minister, disclosure of the
information to any minister of the
Cmwn or person in the federal public
administration is essential in the
public interest and that interest
clearly outweighs any invasion of
privacy that could result from the
disclosure, to that minister or person.
(3) The Director shall, as soon as
practict:)ble after a disclosure referred

7 of 27

b) lorsqu'elles concement la
conduite des affaires internationales
du Canada, au ministre des Affaires
etrangeres ou a la personne qu'il
designe a cette fin; ,
c) lorsqu'elles concement la defense
du Canada, au ministre de la Defense
nationale ou a la personne qu'il
designe a cette fin;
d) lorsque, selon le ministre, leur
communication a un ministre ou a
une personne appartenant a
!'administration publique federale est
essentielle pour des raisons d'interet
public et que celles-ci justifient
nettement une eventuelle violation de
la vie privee, a ce ministre ou a cette
personne.
(3) Dans les plus brefs delais
possible apres la communication
visee a l'alinea (2)d), le directeur en
fait rapport au comite de

AGC0196
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to in paragraph (2)(d) is made, submit surveillance,
a report to the Review Committee
with respect to the disclosure.
(our emphasis)
14.

When CSIS provides information and advice to the GoC on matters of
.
national security, it does so pursuant to its mandate under section 12 and the
preamble of subsection 19(2). GoC is not expressly defined in th~ CSJS Act; GoC
refers to the executive or administrative branch of government, 12 it should be
interpreted broadly and include persons or agencies carrying out their duties and
functions on behalf of the Crown in order for CSIS to continue to provide timely
information, analysis and advice relevant to those performing those duties and
functions.

15.

There may be situations where CSIS is required to disclose information

outside of the GoC for the performance of its duties and functions, for example, to
obtain information relevant to a CSIS investigation. This is commonly referred to as
the "give to get" principle. Information disclosed under the "give to get" principle is
disclosed under the authority set out in the preamble of subsection 19(2) (for the
purposes of the performance ofCSIS's duties and functions).

IV.

EVIDENCE ON THE CONDUCT OF CSIS INVESTIGATIONS AND
DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

16.

The Respondent called five witnesses during the course of the hearings, four

witnesses testified ex parte and one witness testified in camera. Robert, the
Regional Director General of the British Columbia regional office, was called to
testify in camera and testified to the conduct of CSIS investigations. 13

12

RWDSU v Dolphin Delivery Ltd., [1986] 2 SCR 573, p. 598.
Testimony of CSIS Witness, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 2, pp. 238248.
13
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The witness described CSIS's mandate, specifically with respect to section 12

of the CSIS Act as well as the threats to the security of Canada as defined in section 2
of the CSIS Act. 14

18.

Robert testified *at for the past ten years, most (two thirds to three quarters)

of CSIS's investigative resources have been focused on counter-terrorism; a large
portion of the remainder of CSIS's investigative resources is dedicated to counterintelligence activities. 15

19.

With respect to paragraph (d) of the definition of"threats to the security of

Canada", commonly referred to as subversive activities, Robert testified that the
Service has not conducted any investigation under paragraph (d) for the last twenty
or twenty-five years. 16

20.

The witness emphasized that none of the threats enumerated in section 2

include LAPD. However, LAPD activities carried out in conjunction with any of the
activities referred to in the enumerated threats in section 2 may fall under CSIS's
section 12 mandate. He explained that policies, procedures and directional
statements address or provide guidelines on how to address a situation that may have
a LAPD component. LAPD is also .addressed in training. 17

21.

When asked about "unlawful" advocacy, protest or dissent, Robert opined

that these acts would not necessarily trigger CSIS's mandate. 18 Wbether the
. activities are lawful or not, the a~tivities must fall within paragraphs (a), (b), (c) or
(d) of the definition of "threats to the security of Canada" to trigger CSIS' s mandate.
Robert also testified that violence associated with a protest at some critical

14

Ibid, pp. 240-242.
Ibid, p. 243.
16
Ibid, p. 241.
11
Ibid, pp. 244-245.
18
Ibid, pp. 269-272.

15
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infrastructure would fall below the threshold unless it was acts of "serious
violence". 19

22.

CSIS obtains information from open source information, foreign agencies,

domestic partners, voluntary interviews, suryeillance, human sources and other
techniques.

20

The witness explained that CSIS only retains information that is

germane to CSIS's mandate. 21

23.

Techniques involving the interception of communications require a Federal

Court issued warrant pursuant to- section 21 of the CSJS Act. 22 The witness testified
as to the process to apply for warrant powers which requires weeks and months of
preparation and Department of Justice consultation. Management, including the
Director, has to approve the application, as well as the Minister of Public Safety.
Finally, a Federal Court judge must be convinced that the powers sought are
justified. These powers are only sought in the most exceptional '!serious threat"
cases and are focused on counter-terrorism. 23

24.

With respect to the conduct of surveillance, the witness testified that this

invasive and costly technique is done with great circumspection and requires the
approval of the Regional Director General. 24

25.

The witness testified, based on his experience with CSIS's security screening

program, that concerns raised that participation in LAPD may have an impact on job
opportunities, security clearance applications or mobility rights was without basis
and without foundation. 25

19

Ibid, p. 301.
Ibid, p. 245.
21
Ibid, pp. 273-274.
22
Ibid, p. 246.
23
Ibid, pp. 246-247.
24
Ibid, p. 247.
25
Ibid, p. 248.
20
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Robert briefly testified on some of CSIS's outreach and liaison activities

which include speaking with community representatives or groups to explain CSIS's
mandate. This also includes speaking with representative of banking institutions and
critical infrastructure. 26
;,

27.

The Complainant's allegation of improper information sharing with non-

governmental members of the oil sector revolves around the Department of National
Resources ("NRCan") biannual classified briefings. Robert testified that the NRCan
briefings are organized by the NRCan, but because CSIS has a convenient venue, it
is hosted at CSIS Headquarters, attended by a wide variety of federal, municipal,
private sector associations to discuss threat-related activities of mutual interest.

28.

27

Witnesses 2 and 3 testified on these briefings. Witness 3 described the origin

and purpose of the NRCan briefings and CSIS's role. Witness 2 gave the Committee
concrete examples of serious acts of ideologically-motivated violence discussed at
the NRCan briefings. 28

V.

INVtST!GATlON 0:F'COMPLAlNT BY SIRC
a) Standard of e\'idenc:e

29.

SIRC's duties and functions include the conduct ofreviews of CSIS's

activities. 29 The reviews are undertaken at SIRC's discretion and on the activities
identified by SIRC; they are typically not complaint-driven.

26

Ibid, p. 253.
Ibid, p. 254.
28
Summary of evidence, witnesses 2 and 3.
29
CSIS Act, s. 38, 40.
27
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SIRC may also investigate matters that are the subject of a co:inplaint.

30

A

complaint ( on a matter other than on a denial of security clearance), must be made
with respect to "any act or thing done by the Service".31 A complainant does not
nee~ to establish or even allege wrongdoing, but it must establish, on a balance of
probabilities, that an act or a thing was done by CSIS. The applicable standard of
evidence before SIRC, absent any legislation to the contrary, is the "balance of
probabilities" standard. 32

31.

The standard of evidence advanced by the Respondent that it "must simply

put forward evidence from which it could be inferred that there is a reasonable
33

possibility that CSIS has engaged in the impugned conduct" fails to consider the ·
already low threshold set out in section 41 only requiring an "act or thing done by
the Service". It also fails to consider SIRC's authority to conduct reviews of CSIS's
activities at its discretion.

32.

As mentioned in the Respondent's letter of September 22, 2014:
The Committee must be cautious in allowing a complainant to initiate,
by way of a complaint, a review of the Service's investigations
regarding domestic threats and information sharing with Canadian
government agencies ·without specific information to support the
allegations. The Committee ought not to allow itself to become a
proxy of t:hc B<;CLA in a matter which falls within the ambit of a
review anc! n•t a complaint:3'1

30
.
31

Ibid, s. 38(1)(c)(i).
Ibid, s. 41.
32 F
.H v McDougall, (2008] 3 SCR 41, para. 40.
33

34

Complainant's final submissions, para. 159.
Exhibit SIRC-1, tab 7, Respondent's letter ofSeptember 22, 2014.
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The "relaxed" standard of evidence advanced by the Complainant is a

testament to the evidentiary difficulties it faced in supporting its complaint. These
difficulties are not the result of CSIS's inherently covert activities, but rather a result
of bringing forward a complaint that is of the nature of a review.

b) Eviden.ce of an "act or thing done bv th.e Servi.ce~1

34.

Mr. Josh Paterson testified that the revelations made in a Vancouver

Observer article alleging that the Canadian government was "spying on anti-oilsands
group" is at the basis of the BCCLA's complaint. 35

35.

Based on infonnation in the ATIP release received from the Vancouver

bserver Journalist, the Complamant drew mferences tliat 1hformat10n was collecrec
by CSIS and shared with the NEB and private members of the petroleum industry.
These inferences are based on information found in the NEB documents such as
"[w]e consulted these two Agencies"; "we've received intelligence". 36 Inferences
were also dravvn from the Access to Information Act exceptions contained in the
ATIP release. 37

36.

The Vancouver Observer article states that the "federal government has been

vigorously spying on anti-oil sands activists and organizations in BC and across
Canada since last December, documents obtained under the Access to Information

35

Testimony of Josh Paterson, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 1,
pp. 74-75; Exhibit C-1, tab 9, The Vancouver Observer, Harper government's
e:xtemive .vJyingon. anti-oilsands groups revealed in FOls, Matthew Millar,
November l9;h, 2C!13.
.
36
Testimony of Josh Paterson, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 1,
86-88, 92.
.
Testimony of Josh Paterson, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 1,
pp. 119-120.

fP-
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38

The ATIP release is a 125-page record of predominantly NEB

documents. 39 It contains five mentions of CSIS:

1) Email Jrom. Timothy O 1:Neil (RCMP) in response to email from Rick
Garber (Nim) dated April 19, 2013 Rt 6:51 AM 40 :

-

In his email dated April 18, 2013, Rick Garber (NEB) asks Timothy
O'Neil (RCMP) whether a recent YouTube item wherein threats to
energy CI (pumping stations) and possibly to government officials
("targeting" the NEB panel members) represents a credible threat to the
NEB panel members from the RCMP's perspective.
- Timothy O'Neil (RCMP) responds that the CUT (Critical Infrastructure
Intelligence Team) has no intelligence indicating a criminal threat to the
NEB or its members and states that CITT will continue to monitor all
aspects of the anti-petroleum industry movement to identify criminal
activity and will ensure NEB is apprised accordingly. O'Neil's email
• further states that CSIS officials ·wei-e included to his response foc.'d) and
thatJJ_Mr.• Garb:eds plannim1-oncattendingth~~J~'il/R!~.,:,:C,_.,,,a1~1..,t,1N~fae:. : ,. , 2, .,3::,._t~l_·
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
classified bri~1inll. he mav wish to discuss his concerns with the security

officials \,vh6 will he present.
2) Response 1 from Rick Garber (NEB) to an email of Sheila Leggett
(NEB Member) titled "Pt'ince Rupert security assessment" dated
January 31, 2013 at 8:55 AM 41 :
- This email is a response to an email from Sheila Leggett (NEB Member)
to Rick Garber{NEB) dated January 31, 2013 at 8:54 AM. Ms. Leggett's
email messag~ is reductedY:
- In a follow-up e-mail, Rick Garber (NEB) writes to Victor Steinhammer
(RCMP) "per note below, I have just had the requirement for what is
essentially a comprehensive intelligence summary dropped on me for the
end of the day. Sigh. Is there any way that I could impose on you to
produce a short, high level analyses of the likelihood/potential for

:iii Exhibit C-1, tab 9, 'lJie Vancouver Observer. Harpergove.rnment'se.wensive
spying on anti-oilsands groups rew;:aled in FOfs, Matthev,, Millar, Nove1nber 19th ,

2013.
39
40

.

Exhibit C-1, tab 4, National Energy Board ATIP Release Package.

Exhibit C-1, tab 4, National Energy Board ATIP Release Package,
pp-f•,.~0?8~29___ l4.c000?1 ~ - A0?08919_L4-0000_l5.

l:xh1b1t (,.¥ 1, tab 4, Aatwnal Energy Board A.11P Release Package,

fi f.~(~(~?~9~9 __42-000042._

.
bxtnm.t C-l, tab 4, National Energy Board A I1P Release Package,
pp. A0008929_ 43-000043 -- A0008929_ 44-000044.
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aggressive activities in Prince ·Rupert BC, associated with the Northern
Gatewa:v Joint Review Panel hearings." 43
In his r~~ponse, Victor Steinhamme; (RCMP) states: "We have received
no intyl qn fhe hearings. I have been advised of a Idle no more ral1y on
44
Feb 9 and ori Feb 11, noth1ng on the hearings."
·
Mr. Garher(NEB}te5-po11ds to VictotSteillh_ammer (RCMP): "I have
45
calls into CSISandRC~MP Critfoal·int.rastrucmre,"

3) Response 2 from Rick Garber (NEB) to an email of Sheila Leggett
(N:EH Member) titled "Prince Rupert security assessment", dated
.January 31, 2013 at 5:05 P1Vl46 :
- This email is a response to the same email from Sheila Leggett (NEB
Member) detailed above.
- In his response to Ms. Legget, Mr. Garber writes to the NEB members
that "the Security Teati:1 _has consulted toda:v fJanua:rv 31. ZOU! with
csrs at national and :re~i•nal levels; RCMP at national, regional and
Ioca.l (Prin.ce Rupert Detachment) level and conducted a thorough review
- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ o f open source mtelhgence, 1ncluclmg social media reecls.''7vir. G,.,.-ar,.b_e_r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ends his email by stating that the "[NEB] Security Tean1, muether vdth
our polfoc and inte1Ii!!.ence partners. will contlnue fo monitor aU sou:rce.s
of information and inteUhrence_ and promptly advise the Panel of any
changes to the current threat assessment."

4) Enbridge Northern Gateway Project Integrated Security, Logistics
and Communications plan dated January 24, 2013 regarding the
January 28, 2013 Kelowna hearing47 :
- In an 18-page partially redacted NEB document, the threat assessment
section states that the "NEB_has consu.lted the Canadian Security
lntelligence Service. ·both National Headgiianers and Reuional offices.

{REDACTED°i4i.("

-

43

. .

Under the "Open Source Information Reporting" heading it states: the
"Kelowna RCMP as well as NEB Communications and Security

Exhibit C-1, tab 4, National Energy Board ATIP Release Package,

f.; A0008929____43-000043,

Ibid.
Exhibit C-1, tab 4, National Energy Board ATIP Release Package,
AQ(~0~9~1L42,.0000~2._
·
Ex.h1bJr C-1, tab4, National Energy Board ATIP Release Package,
pf_A~0~18929 ,_3
A0_?08929_J 8~~0(!03 8.
· E.xh1b1t C-1, tan 4, Natzonal Lnergy Board A TIP Release Package,
Pf-~A0_0?8929_}0~00005? - AO:i0892?_61~06~?6 7.
· k,xl11hn C-1, rnb 4, Natzonal Energy Board Al lP Release Package,
pp. A0008929_61-000061.
45

fi

!--000?3? -
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._49 ri·•i

•

•

•'

•

contmue to momtor open sou.rce mtormatwn...
..11ere is no mdicauon
of CSIS being involved in these monitoring activities .
.5}

r:nb:ridge Northern Gate·way ProjecfSecurity Plan dated .January
23 1 2013 n~garding tht\ .P..rim~e Rupert heari.ngs laking place between

February 4 to May I 7, 201350 :

,

In a 12-page partia11y redacted NEB document, the threat assessment
section states that !.he "NEB has cousult~d the Canadian SecurHy

lntelli.gence _Service. both National HeadquMters and Regiorrai offices.
Tt 1:.• ' -~ c·· ;.•1···1'::· 1·)·.:I.'
.
..
. .. .... . . .. .
... ... . .
.l.,... ,,t, ,:\. ,· ...., -'-. 5 1
The five documents detailed above estab1ish that the NEB reached out to

CSIS on ff,mr occasions; it appears CSIS's input was requested with respect to three
threat-assessments prepared by the NEB. The ATIP rekase also esf.ablisbes that
--------~~·~--iS wau:opieJLin..r.elatis.u.Lt.O.Jlru:x.c.h.ang.eJrLanticip.atim1-oiJl1e_NR.C_an C..lfil;_sifi.=e=d~--------Briefing of May 23, 2014.

38.

These documents do not substantiate the allegation that CSlS collected

inforrnation on the activities of the groups mentioned in the Complaint letter.

39.

In fact, several of the Complainant's ,,.:itnesses have testified that they were

making assumptions based on the redacted information that CSIS had in fact
collected and disseminated infonnation about them to the NEB. 52

40.

To suppo1t its allegation that CSIS coHectt.'.d in.fo.rmatfrm on the groups, the

Complainant has filed two Memorandums to the Director prepared in the context of
meetings of the Deputy Ministers' Committee on Resources and Energy also
49

Exhibit C-1, tab 4, Nmional Energy Board .A'i.]P Release Package,

PJJ-.:;\D?!8~_29 . .62-00~i()6!.

. ,..
__
. .
b-rnmn C-1, w.l> 4, ,vat1onat 1:,nergy Board A JIP Release Package,
pp. A.0008929 68-000068 - A0008919 79--000079.
1
: i Exhibit C-1 ;.. tib 4, National Enl:'Jgy iioard AT!P Release Package,
pp. A0008929_)7-000077.
>;.. ·restimony of.losh Paterson, Transcript of Jn Camera Proceedings. voL l,
pp. 85-88, 92 , l 09--1 iO, ] 16--117; Testimony of Terry Dance-Bennink, Transcript of
In Camera Proct~edings, vol. 2, pp: 88, 89, 92, 95--96, 98; Complainant's final
submissions, para. 72.
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obtained under the Access to Information regime. 53 The Complainant submits that
these documents "confirm that the Service was indeed collecting information about
opponents to the Northern Gateway pipeline project". 54 According to the documents,
the meeting of June 9, 2014 was called to discuss the federal response associated
with ,resource and energy development in anticipation of possible events in summer
2014. The memorandum to the Director states that Public Safety will present on the
Government Operations Center report at the meeting. The only mention relevant to
this complaint in the CSIS document is the statement that"[d]iscontent related to
national resource development across Canada is largely an extension of traditional
concerns. In British Columbia, it is primarily related to pipeline projects (such as
Northern Gateway)."55 The Memorandwn prepared for the following meeting of
June 19, 2014, shows that at the time of writing, Public Safety had not provided
information in support of the discussion, as such the writer included information that
represents issues that may be raised. One of those issues was the Northern Gateway
Pipeline Decision, the document contains a number of assessments for different
scenarios canvassed in the Memorandum, those assessments are redacted.

41.

The briefing of a government executive in preparation for an inter-

departmental/agency meeting is a usual and appropriate practice. The mention of the
Northern Gateway Pipeline project does not establish that CSIS collected
information concerning the groups, the "act or thing" alleged by the Complainant.

42.

With respect to the NRCan briefings, the Complainant's counsel states that

the timing of these briefings, the reference to "sharing information about
Environmental Groups" and the participation of various actors create a reasonable

53

Exhibit C~l, tab 5, Letter oJCSIS to J. Bronskill, with enclosures.
Complainant's final submissions, para. 66.
55
Exhibit C-1, tab 5, Letter oj(}SJS to.J. Bronskill, with enclosures, Memorand~ to
the Director for Meeting of the Deputy Ministers' Committee on Resources and
Energy, p. 2.

54
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56

This again falls

below the balance of probabilities standard. The particuiars of information
disseminated by CSIS.at the NRCan briefings have been subject to evidence in the
ex parte hearings and will he addressed in the Respondent's classified submissions.

43.

The A TIP release does not substantiate the allegations that CSIS has

collected or disseminated information concerning the groups with the NEB or private
members of lhe oil sector. The only "acts or things" advanced by the Complainant
based on some evidence (as opposed to assumptions and inferences) is that CSIS
participated in the NRCan briefings and that CSIS was consulted by the NEB in
relation to three threat-asst'.SSments that \.Vere being prepared by the NEB.

c) Chining effoct and violation of Charter rigMs
44.

The Complainant alieges that the ailegations against CSIS led to what it

describes as a "chining effect". Witnesses suggest a chain of events

57

resulted in this

chilling effect, starting with the letter of the Minister of National Resources (the
Honourable Joe Olivt~r) to the Globe and Mail 5 followed by the Vancouver

t\

Observer article, and subsequently followed by Bill C-51

45.

59

.

With respect ·to SIRC's jurisdiction into this matter, we reiterate that SIRC

may on.ly investigate an act or thing done by CSIS, an open letter by a Member of
--'--""---...;__--.·-·.····
ss

--·-

Complainant's opening remarks, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 1,

?.· 25.
~' Testimony of Celine Trojan, Transcript of In Camera Proc{~ed.ings: vol. 2,
pp. 50-51; Testimony of Terry Dance-Bennink, Transcript of in Camera
Proceedings, vol. 2, pp. 78-83; Testimony of Jaime Biggar, Transcript of In Camera
Proceedings, vol. 2, pp. 134, 137; Testimony of Caitlyn Vernon, Transcript ofln
<;amera Proceedings, vol. 2, p. 171.
8
' Exhibit C-3, tab 7, An open letter.form the Honorable Joe Oliver, Minister of
Naturai Resources, on Canada ·s commitment to diversifv
;,,~ our enerv1;
o.T markets and
the need to further streamline the regulat01:v process in order to advance Canada's
national economic interest.
<a
•·· Anti-terrorism Act, 2015, SC 2{}14 c 20.
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Parliament and legislation enacted by Parliament does not fall under SIRC's purview
and should not be considered as relevant for the purpose of this complaint.

46.

The burden of proof that there has been a violation of section 2 of the Charter

rests on the applicant. 60 The applicant must establish a "direct link" 61 or a "causal
connection between [ the impugned practice] and the chilling of expression"62 • Toe
Complainant has failed to establish that link by not distinguishing the acts of CSIS
from those of the NEB, RCMP, the Minister of National Resources and Parliament.

47.

Minister Oliver's letter and Bill C-51 were recurrent themes when the

witnesses were asked to describe the "chilling effect". For instance, when queried on
the impact of the newspaper stories suggesting that the RCMP and CSIS might be
monitoring the group's activities in relation to the NEB, the witnesses stated the
following:
Ms. Terry Dance-Bennink: I actually surveyed my Volunteers to find
out what they were feeling in the light of those allegations and
subsequent to the passage of Bills C-51 and Bill C-24 and got a whole
lot of comments back. There were about ten different major concerns,
ranging from the fact that we are finding it, sometimes, more difficult
to encourage people to sign our Petitions --- You know, people want
to sign, but occasionally, when I'm out canvassing, they'll say to me:
ls my name going to end up on a Government Security List? The
same concern has sometimes been raised by Donors, and sometimes
in terms of potential Volunteers· being concerned about how Dogwood
is viewed and whether, if they become a Volunteer, that means that
they are viewed as a "radical extremist", and my answer, always, is:
We are the exact opposite of that. We are committed to peaceful,
non-violent, following the democratic process, particularly Electoral
processes. We are very clear on that. But anyway, that has been an

eJfoct. 65

60

Moys~ vAlberta (Labour Relations Board), (1989] 1 SCR 1572, p. 1581.
Ibid.
6
: R v Khawaja, 2012 sec 69, para. 81.
6
~ Testimony of Terry Dance-Bennink, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 2,
pp. 78-79.

61
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Mr. Jamie Biggar: Well, we found it very concerning. We found it
very concerning particularly in the context of Minister Oliver's
comments. I think there was a perception amongst our Staff T earn
and amongst Volunteers and folks in our Community who we were
speaking with that we were part of a community of people that was
being targeted. There was a feeling of being targeted and kind of put
on an "Enemy List". With the rhetoric from Mr: Oliver and with the
follow-up revelations about the surveillance of this Workshop, it
created a sense for us that we --- We simply couldn't even know the
size and the scope of surveillance or intelligence gathering that was
being conducted on the LeadNow Community Members or on our
Staff or our Organization. We were alarmed by that. And with that
situated then within the further context of-:--- So, first there was
Minister Oliver's comments, followed by the revelations that we were
being surveilled, and then, finally, in this year, Bill C-51 and the
expansion of the definition of the kinds of activities that could be
considered threats, particularly including economic threats. In the
---------------"c.u:onrnt.,_e,,__xt1._ou,,LfallofJhat, we_h_a.ve really seen kind of a growing concern
on the part of our Community that it may be that they are being
tan!eted or watched bv the Government in different wavs.' and we are
ve;;, concerned about-that. 64
• ,

48.

In response to a question about the Email from Fi~na to Arie Ross65, Ms.

Celine Trojand responded:
Ms. Celine Trojand: When information about Bill C-51 came out, our
Supporters got really scared --- I mean, there was a level of
discomfort before. We coped with the knowledge that there may be
surveillance on our work by kin~ of making light of the issue. But
when Bill C-51 came out, I think people got to be a little'bit more
alarmed. They felt as if there might be real consequences to engaging
with Dogwood for simple things such as knocking on doors and
making phone calls to residents and voters and talking to their
neighbours about issues that we work on. 66

64

Testimony of Jaime Biggar, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 2, pp. 133134.
65
Exhibit C-2, tab 30, Email from Fiana to Arie Ross.
66
Testimony of Celine Trojan, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 2, p. 49.
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A further
... guiding principle in determining whether an impugned practice

violates the Charter is that "a chilling effect that results from a patently incorrect
understanding of a provision cannot ground a finding ofunconstitutionality."

50.

67

In this case, the alleged chilling effect is based on an incorrect understandi:r:3g

of the A TIP relea<;e. The author of the Vancouver Observer article and the
Complainant's witnesses fail to differentiate the actions of the NEB and of the
RCMP from those of CSIS. Witnesses have demonstrated through their testimonies
that they were talcing the allegations in the Vancouver Observer article at face value;
in fact, only one of the Complainant's witnesses testified of having reviewed the
A TIP release prior to the hearing. 68

51.

The Complainant discusses the historical background that led to CSIS 's

inception and draws from that history to set a climate of mistrust. 69 It also refers to a
SIRC reports from the late 1980's where there·had been adverse findings with
respect to LAPD. 70

52.

In 2002, SIRC undertook a study on "Domestic Threats in Conjunction with

Lawful Advocacy, Protest and Dissent" 71 • The report noted:
Historically, the Committee has talcen special interest in Service
investigations involving threat-related activities that occur at the same
time or in the same location as legitimate political advocacy and
dissent. It is here where the national security imperative to use
intrusive investigative techniques must be weighed most carefully
67

R v Khawaja, supra note 62, para. 82; Canadian Broadcasting Corporation v
Attorney General of Ontario, 2005 ONSC 3131, para. I 66.
68
Testimony of Josh Paterson, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 1,
pp. 74-75; Testimony of Celine Trojan, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 2,
p. 53; Testimony of Terry Dance-Bennink, Transcript of In Camerq Proceedings,
vol. 2, p. 95;
·
69
Complainant's final submissions, para. 172-175.
70
Ibid, para. 173.
71
SIRC Report 2002-2003, pages 14 to 18. Excerpt included as Appendix A to the
Respondent's submissions. A full of copy of each SIRC report referred to in these
submissions is available on SIRC's website and can be provided upon request.
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against potential damage to individual rights and fundamental
institutions. Invariably, such investigations are sensitive and
complex, circumstances in which the Committee is especially
concerned to ensure that the Service is complying fully with existing
law and policy.
53.

The purpose of the study was to examine the CSIS investigation of activities

directed toward the threat of serious violence in the course of legitimate political
advocacy or protest. The review was comprehensive and the Committee found that
overall, "CSIS conducted this complex set of investigations in an appropriate, lawful
and professional manner, taking considerable care in implementing policy measures
designed to prevent intrusion into legitimate p·olitical activity"

54.

72

In addition, SIRC has conducted further review on this issue. For example,

in 2012/2013 SIRC conducted a review of "CSIS Activities Related to Domestic
Investigations and Emerging Issues"73 upon the conclusion of such large scale events
as the Vancouver Olympics/Paralympics and the G8 and G20 summits. In the
context of this review, SIRC examined particular files in depth to ensure that
investigations were handled in an appropriate and reasonable manner, i.e. that they
adhered to internal policy and CSIS mandate. SIRC found that activities related only
to legitimate protest and dissent were not investigated.

55.

In the 2012/2013 Report, SIRC acknowledged th,e difficulty"in remaining

abreast of triggers that may involve a threat to national security from domestic
extremism and cautioned CSIS to remain aware that they do not intrude on legitimate
forms of protest. SIRC noted that CSIS was quick to terminate the investigation of
72

Ibid, page 16. For another example, in the SIRC Report 2001-2002 in respons~ to
an allegation that CSIS had improperly investigated a group of persons involved in
LSPD, SIRC found "no evidence that the Service was invqlved in the activities
alleged by the Complainant. Excerpt included as Appendix B to the Respondent's
submissions.
73
SIRC Annual Report 2012-2013, page 24. Excerpt included as Appendix C to the
Respondent's submissions. Note that SIRC conducted further studies on this issue,
for example a "Review of an Investigation Into Domestic Extremism" (SIRC Study
2008-02), excerpt included as Appendix D.
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certain individuals after major events such as the Olympics/Paralympics and instead
relied upon its law enforcement partners as a source of information regarding
persons whose ongoi.1,1g criminal activity could become related to national security.
.

.

.

SIRC was encouraged by the direction CSIS was taking. 74
<

56.

The Complainant argues that the Service's history with respect to lawful

advocacy, protest or dissent is to be characterized as it was in 1989 - being of
"profoundly damaging suspicion" 75 - and that this is the context in which the
complaint should be investigated and considered by SIRC.

76

The Respondent

submits, as the above examples have shown, that the more recent SIRC reviews have
considered this issue in the proper context, i.e. whether such investigations have been
conducted within the CSIS mandate and in accordance with appropriate policy. If
--~----------IRE's-eoneern-regarding-the-issues-outlined-in-the-1~89-dro:ve-the-need-to-conduct---------further study in 2002-2003 and 2012-2013, the concern appears to have been
alleviated, albeit with the important reminder that vigilance and caution in such
investigations needs to continue.

57.

CSIS witnesses answered questions with respect to Minister Oliver's letter,

Robert testified that he was not previously aware of that letter. Robert also
commented that the issues discussed in Minister Oliver's letter would not fall under
the CSIS mandate or that it would "be a real stretch for the Service to have an
.

.

interest"77 • Witness 4, also from British Columbia regional office testified that he
did not recall having seen the letter of Minister Oliver prior to the hearing.

78

Witness 2 testified that he has never briefed Minister Oliver on domestic extremism,
and as far he was concerned, CSIS was unaware as to who briefed the Minister on
the information related to his public statement in 2012. 79

74

75
;

6

Ibid, page 25.
Complainant's final submissions, para. 172.

Ibid, para. 175.

77

Testimony of CSIS Wimess, Transcript of In Camera Proceedings, vol. 2, p. 268.
Summary of evidence, wimess 4.
79
Summary of evidence, witness 2.
78
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While CSIS informs and advises the GoC on matters of national security, it

reports to the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness. 80 The
Complainant characterization of the Respondent's witnesses as "blaze" is surprising
considering Robert's testimony that the information in the letter does not fall under
the CSIS mandate (or it "would be a stretch").

59.

The chain of events described by the Complainant and CSIS's negligible

involvement in the activities detailed in the ATIP release demonstrate that the
Complainant has failed to establish a "causal effect" or "direct link" between CSIS 's
conduct and the "chilling effect".

60.

Furthermore, the Respondent submits that any action by CSIS was conducted

in accordance with the law and the principles of fundamental justice.

d) informatfon sharing

61.

The NEB is an independent federal agency established under the National

Energy Board Act81 responsible for regulating the international and interprovincial
aspects of the oil, gas and electric industries. The NEB is a court of record
possessing the rights and privileges vested in a superior court.

62.

The NEB, as independent federal agency, may receive advice from CSIS

pursuant to section 12 of the CSIS Act. Excluding the NEB from the GoC would
deprive the NEB from receiving threat assessments and information on threat-related
issues that are at the core of its operations and mandate.

63.

Without disclosing any classified information, we note for instance, in

CSIS's annual report of 2013-2014, that the oil and gas sectors are listed as some of
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the key industries having been of particular interest to foreign agencies.

82

These

foreign states, with Russia and China cited in the press as examples, continue to
gather political, economic and military information in Canada through c_;landestine
means. These are examples of threat-related information that that may be relevant
for the NEB in the course of the performance of NEB' s duties and functions.

64.

The NEB is a department of the GoC pursuant to s. 13 of the CSIS Act (see

footnote 9). The NEB is also listed as a portion of the public service of Canada in
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act Deputy Heads of the Public Service

of Canada Order. 83 This Order gives SIRC jurisdiction to investigate the denial of a
security clearance by the deputy head of the NEB 84 . To exclude the NEB of the GoC
at section 12 but to include it in sections 13 and 42 would be an absurd interpretation
of the CSIS Act.

65.

The Complainant alleges that CSIS improperly shared infomiation about the

groups with private members of the oil industry. This issue will be fully addressed
in the classified submissions.

66.

While CSIS does not "report to" or "advise" outside government, it does

engage with various communiti~s, private and public organizations, for the purpose
of fulfilling its mandate. For instance, CSIS's Liaison/Awareness PrograrrJ. provides
for ongoing dialogue with private and public organizations on the threat posed to
Canadian interests by foreign governments which engage in economic espionage.
Another CSIS Program, the Public Liaison and Outreach Program, is aimed at
informing the public about the role and activities of CSIS in supporting national
security. 85

82
83
84
85

Exhibit CSIS-1, tab 13, Public Report 2013-2014, p. 202.

S1/93-81.
CSIS Act, s. 42.
Exhibit CSIS-1, tab 8, Sharing Information with the Public.
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Both programs were mentioned in SIRC's 2010-2011 Annual Report where it

states that SIRC concluded that CSIS's interactions with the private sector were
important and that they can be helpful when pursuing more specific investigative
leads. SIRC looked at a few instances where .CSIS was able to capitalize on private
sectqr relationships. Overall, the Committee found that developing rapport within
that milieu is key to CSIS capitalizing on private sector information. In fact, SIRC
then recommended that CSIS expand on the efforts undertaken in regional offices by
articulating a Service-wide strategy on managing its relations with the private
sector. 86

VI.

SECTION 48(1) OF THE CSIS ACT

68.

The Complainant is seeking a formal ruling on an issue that arose auring the

Committee's in camera hearing into this complaint. The ruling relates to the private
nature of SIRC's proceedings in the investigation of complaints.

69.

Section 48 of the CSJS Act, provides that the investigation of a complaint by

the Committee shall be conducted "in private" (en secret). It also provides that no
one is entitled as of right to be present during, to have access or to comment on
representations made to the Committee by any other person.

70.

Provisions such as section 48 of the CS/S Act may serve different purposes.
87

For example, a similar provision in the Official Languages Act was included to
facilitate access to the Commissioner_ and to recognize the very delicate nature of the .
use of an official language at work by a minority group.

88

In the case of section 48

of the CSJS Act, comments made at the time the CSJS Act was being drafted suggest
that the inclusion of"the words "in private" [is] largely security related".

89

However, section 48 may also serve to facilitate access to SIRC, the denial of a
86

SIRC Annual report, 2010-2011, pp. 14-15.
Qfficicd li::mgutiges Act, RSC c 31 (41.1-i sup.), s. 60.
88
Lavigne V Canada, (2002] 2 SCR. 773, para. 42.
89
CSlS Bill C-9 Minister's "Black Bo<)kl', s. 48.
87
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security clearance for example is certainly a delicate issue for which complainants
may wish to maintain anonymity.

71.

In the present case, the hearing portion of the investigation has concluded and

CSIS has been provided_ the opportunity to protect any national security information
which may have been inadvertently disclosed at the hearing. For those reasons, the
Respondent does not object to the Complainant's request set out at paragraph 207 of
_the Complainant's final submissions.

CONCLUSION

72.

For the reasons outlined above and for the reasons outlined in the

espondent' s classified subm1ss1ons, we subrrut thaflhe ev1aence nas shown tli:a
CSIS's actions were lawful and in accordance with its mandate pursuant to the CSIS

Act. Furthermore, the Complainant has failed to substantiate its allegations of the
acts or things done by the Service. The Complainant has also not established a direct

link between CSIS' s conduct and the chilling effect, hereby failing to establish a
violation of its Charter rights.
All of which is respectfully submitted this 14th day of October 2016.
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